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1
The Politics of Tourism: An

Overview

’88 Olympics in South Korea Threatened by
Political Turmoil Soviet Missile Shoots

Down Korean Civilian Airliner U.S.-China
Relations Thaw After 30 Year Freeze

WHAT do these headlines have in common? All were incidents
with serious international implications in which tourism was
either a significant element or a major political response.
Tourism? It is very hard for many to believe that tourism is
associated with anything more weighty than picking the right
traveler’s check (“don’t leave home without them!”) or selecting
a destination at once “in,” low season, with a recently devalued
currency, and with clean water or cold beer. Yet as one investi-
gates these events it is clear that tourism is involved.

The shooting down of the unarmed Korean airliner, for ex-
ample, was a global outrage condemned by public opinion. It
also revealed quite clearly the impotence of military arms as a
response to such action. Retaliatory strikes, an embargo, tariff
barriers, or a cut in diplomatic relations might have been op-
tions if the aggressor had been Fiji, but they were out of the
question as a response to a superpower. In fact, when the
rhetoric subsided, the only action taken was a short-term re-
fusal by most Western nations to permit their airlines to fly to
the Soviet Union or allow Aeroflot landings on their soil. The
U.S. ban on the airlines was already in place having dated back
to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. U.S. response to the in-
vasion included denying landing rights to Aeroflot airlines, boy-
cotting the Moscow Olympics, and establishing an unpopular
grain embargo. Cancellations of numerous tours and exchanges
to the USSR followed both Soviet actions. In 1984, political
motives led the Soviet Union and most of Eastern Europe to
boycott the Los Angeles Olympics.
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The earliest public exchanges between the United States
and the People’s Republic of China (PRC) signalling improved
relations came with the invitation to an American table tennis
team to visit the PRC to play the Chinese team. Limited tours
and exchanges have expanded and contracted according to the
political relationship. The U.S. relations with the government in
the Republic of China (ROC) continue to be a sore point. Tourist
flows in general can be seen as a crude but reliable barometer
of international relations among tourist-generating and tourist-
receiving countries.

The politics of international tourism are not only fought at
the national level, however. Women’s groups and church asso-
ciations have made tourism a significant part of their agenda,
especially in developing nations. The most prominent tourist-
related issues tend to be associated with the exploitation of
women, the advantages and disadvantages of tourism as a
means of economic development, and the problems poor nations
have in retaining control over their own tourism destiny.

Prime Minister Suzuki of Japan discovered how politically
embarrassing church and women’s groups could be when he
took a tour of Southeast Asian capitals. It was a diplomatic
fiasco. Everywhere he confronted noisy demonstrations
protesting the ubiquitous sex tours by Japanese men. Though
no one claimed the Japanese had a monopoly on seeking prosti-
tutes, the affluence, mobility, and group travel of the Japanese
made their all-male tours more conspicuous and objectionable.
Their ability to pay vast sums to organizers for such “hospi-
tality” also contributed to the expansion of prostitution.

Frequently, the politics of tourism are not played according
to “the rules,” as one discovers in the Philippines. The cor-
ruption and mismanagement associated with the acceleration of
tourism in the Philippines under former President Marcos led to
the industry’s becoming a target of Filipino dissidents. Initially,
the hotels bombed were those owned by President and Mrs.
Marcos or those close to them. Later, the industry was literally
shaken by an explosion just a few feet from the spot where Pres-
ident Marcos was telling the American Society of Travel Agents
conferees that reports of unrest in the Philippines were media
hype!

This book is written on the central premise that tourism is
a highly political phenomenon, the implications of which have
been only rarely perceived and almost nowhere fully under-
stood. Furthermore, it matters a great deal whether the public
and key policymakers are able to grasp the fact that, although

Chapter 1
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tourism may have a frivolous carefree image, the industry is
huge, intensely competitive, and has acute social consequences
for nearly all societies.

The book explores—sometimes briefly, sometimes at great
length—the amazing variety and complexity of political issues
associated with tourism. In the course of this study tidy dis-
tinctions between levels of politics, government spheres of in-
fluence, and types of interest group configurations and public
policies may be difficult to maintain. What may be missing in
neat categories, elaborate model building, and sophisticated
theorizing may be compensated for by an enhanced ability to
understand and appreciate the many political dimensions of
tourism that challenge and provoke decision makers.

Because this is a book about politics, it is organized around
political systems and public policy. It is hoped that this
arrangement will be convenient for those who are interested in
a particular nation. It should be noted, however, that political
issues discussed in one country or at one level of government
are probably not confined only to that particular nation or level
of authority.

Before turning to the country studies, however, it is im-
portant to put this research into a historical, disciplinary, and
methodological context. Before we can assimilate the many po-
litical dimensions of tourism that affect national policy it is
critical we know why it is so important to understand tourism in
its full political complexity.

THE MAGNITUDE OF TOURISM
Today, tourism is the largest industry in the world and is ex-
pected to maintain that distinction until at least the middle of
the twenty-first century. 1 In 1985 world-wide tourist expendi-
tures were estimated at $1,800 billion. 2 Over 125 nations con-
sider tourism a major industry, and in nearly a third of those
countries it is a leading industry, a top earner of foreign ex-
change, and a critical source of employment. Even in a country
as affluent and diversified as the United States, tourism is the
second largest industry, the largest tradeable services export,
one of the top three sources of revenue for 39 of the 50 states,
and, as the employer of approximately 6 million Americans, the
country’s second largest employer. 3

The magnitude of tourism means that its international po-
litical and policy ramifications need close and immediate at-
tention. “This interest and recognition of tourism must take
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place today; tomorrow may be too late.” 4 Yet this recognition
has not occurred. Several years ago this writer documented
the almost total inattention to tourism as a subject of politi-
cal research or as a focus of national policy-making in the
United States. 5 Regrettably that situation has changed little,
either within the discipline of political science or at national
policy level. At subnational state and local levels tourism de-
velopment is regarded with great interest, though it is largely
in economic development terms, with little awareness of its po-
tential political impact. 6 Major changes in tourism’s perceived
policy impact have led to the establishment of ministries of
tourism and other high government organizations in numerous
countries. 7 Again, it was economics rather than a recognition
of tourism’s political potential that was ostensibly behind such
moves.

Before moving specifically to the nation studies in this
volume, it is important to consider generally how the politics
of tourism affect international relations, public administration,
and public policy-making. Often these are seen as separate and
distinct political subfields. As this study illustrates, however,
each offers insights into and examples of the politics of tourism.
But as the nation studies will demonstrate, tourism politics is
frequently a blend of all three.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
The role tourism plays in influencing international relations is
understudied but scarcely unimportant. It has numerous dimen-
sions. First one can analyze tourism flow as an independent
variable having political impact. One may be interested as
Arend Lijphart was in his early study of the relationship be-
tween tourist flow and regional integration, 8 or in the symmetry
or asymmetry of tourist relationships as in Hoivik and Hei-
berg’s center-periphery studies between governments. 9 Some
studies have hypothesized that tourism flows may be predictors
of military and economic aid. 10 Others have found little or even
negative relationships between the direction and magnitude of
tourism flows and the likelihood of political support from the
host country for the politics of the tourist-generating country. 11

If causal linkages have not been conclusively determined be-
tween tourism flow and certain outcomes there does seem to be
more impressionistic support that governments use tourism as
a diplomatic barometer of their closeness and affinity for each

Chapter 1
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other. As Robert Stock commented, “The flows of tourism be-
tween two nations can be used as a sign of the level of salience
between the two nations and their people” 12

Most nations have several policies toward foreign tourists
that are based not only on anticipated length of stay but also
on the degree of international cooperation existing between the
two countries. For example, Canada requires no passport or
visa from citizens of the United States or Commonwealth coun-
tries, but may require such documents from other nationals.
Some countries refuse to issue visas to nationals of countries
perceived as temporarily divided, such as the two Koreas,
rather than appear to take sides in recognizing regimes.

In the international arena, where most relations between na-
tions have a political component, it would be naive to assume
that tourism development would not have strong political impli-
cations. For example, the People’s Republic of China, Cuba, and
Vietnam have in recent years sought a judicious blend of capi-
talistic profit and socialist political advantage from encouraging
western tourism.

In the People’s Republic that impetus has dramatically ac-
celerated in the last ten years and is consistent with other
pragmatic initiatives. Coming as it does in conjunction with nor-
malization of relations with the United States and Japan and
at the time when increased contact with the Republic of China
(Taiwan) is desired, this policy is apparently directed at both
its long-run economic prospects and the immediate political
goodwill and publicity the new hospitality may garner.

The Soviet Union has similiar motivations in its efforts to
promote tourism. On the economic side, the foreign exchange
potential is obviously significant.

A painstaking analysis by Soviet statisticians has revealed
that the average profit, if that be the right word, from one tourist
is equal to the export of nine tons of coal, fifteen tons of oil or two
tons of grain. Further, if Lake Baikal were exploited as a tourist
center, it would earn twice as much hard currency as the total
export of oil from the USSR—without depleting its stocks of raw
materials. 13

At crucial intervals, however, the political advantages of
tourism are paramount. The Soviet preparations for hosting the
1980 Summer Olympics demonstrated far greater government
commitment and investment than could be justified by economic
advantages. Indeed few Olympic sites have ever broken even.

THE POLITICS OF TOURISM IN ASIA
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The value of hosting the Olympics rests with the forum it offers
for demonstrating the strengths and achievements of the host
society and the value of participating is designed to do the
same. The People’s Republic of China gains something when
Americans and others line up for hours in Knoxville to see their
World Fair exhibit. The PRC could have used the money spent
on creating this most popular exhibit on scores of other pro-
jects, but in terms of public relations, the money could hardly
have been better spent.

Another group of politically motivated nations includes such
authoritarian non-Communist regimes as the Philippines under
Marcos, South Korea, Republic of China, and Indonesia. Like
the socialist nations these countries see in tourism a means of
improving their international press notices. The 1988 Olympics
in South Korea were expected to do as much before political
unrest surfaced in 1987. 14 Publicity goals were clearly seen in
the Philippine tourism slogan under Marcos, “Where Asia Wears
a Smile,” a promotion specifically designed to defuse criticisms
of martial law and allay the fear of potential visitors as to their
security.

Unlike socialist regimes, rightist regimes tend to encourage
luxury tourism and convey a sense of the pleasures of capitalism
rather than of more ascetic virtues. They are also more de-
pendent for their stability and capital on the very Western na-
tions that are the most active in the tourist trade. Conventions
are encouraged for their economic value but also for the sense
of political legitimacy that high tourist arrivals convey.

Neither the socialist nor the non-Communist regimes expect
the tourist to be preoccupied with freedom of the press or other
civil libertarian issues. They concentrate rather on conveying a
sense of law and order and an impression of economic progress.

The United States has sought to use international tourism as
a political weapon against the Soviet Union. American efforts to
mobilize a boycott of the Moscow Olympic games as an interna-
tional rebuke to the Soviets for the invasion of Afghanistan were
intended to deny the USSR global respectability and prestige.
Advocates of the boycott also saw the Olympic protest as a
means of penetrating Soviet censorship and encouraging the
domestic population to question the legitimacy of the Soviet
presence in Afghanistan.

The Soviet Union tried to deny the United States a suc-
cessful Olympics in 1984 by refusing to participate and encour-
aging other socialist countries to boycott. The Soviets used as
their excuse a fear of inadequate security, seeking to capitalize
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on America’s high crime rate and Southern California’s repu-
tation for anticommunist extremist groups. The United States
charged, on the other hand, that in contrast to the U.S. Travel
and Tourism Administration motto, “Travel, the Perfect
Freedom,” the Soviets feared that they could not control their
participants and were afraid that numerous defections would
take place.

On several other occasions the United States has sought to
use tourism as a political weapon. The United States demon-
strated opposition to the regimes of the PRC and Cuba by for-
bidding travel to those countries for many years. Now it is
symptomatic of the desired change in political relationships
that the United States has lifted the travel ban to the People’s
Republic of China, allowed some travel to Cuba, and has im-
posed a travel ban with respect to Libya. The United States has
also written specific provisions for tourism into its treaties with
countries like the Soviet Union, Egypt, and Romania where it
hopes that international travel may provide an incentive for im-
proved relations. 15

Other political objectives have made tourism an attractive
policy area for Israel. Given the nation’s troubled history it has
been important for the country to attract young and enthusi-
astic immigrants. Therefore much of the tourism infrastructure
was designed for youthful interests and modest budgets. Such
planning has been an apparent success. During the 1970s, over
10 percent of all tourists visiting Israel opted to immigrate
there. Tourism is also encouraged as a boost to domestic
morale. The existence of tourism affirms the nation’s legitimacy
and a faith in its internal security. The presence of visitors then
keeps the citizens from succumbing to a garrison state men-
tality. Tourists also help to support cultural facilities that soften
the harsh political realities and which could not be sustained by
a purely domestic clientele. 16

Moreover, tourism has been viewed as an important factor in
the willingness of the United States to give defense aid to Israel.
Tourism from the United States is the largest single factor in
services trade in general and U.S.-Israel trade in particular.
17 This is consistent with findings in other countries that aid
tends to flow disproportionately to nations with high tourist ar-
rivals as compared to other nations of similar size and political
importance. Although much of the aid has been bilateral and
multipurpose, several nations and international organizations,
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including the World Bank, the United Nations Development
Project (UNDP), and UNESCO have been instrumental in pro-
viding aid for tourism. 18

Much more imagination is possible in aid-giving to Israel in
particular and the Middle East in general and tourism has a
role to play in that development. Consider, for example, regional
marketing:

Israel and Egypt are reluctant passengers in the same Mediter-
ranean tourist boat. Both countries possess unique cultural at-
tractions and relatively well-developed travel infrastructures.
Their major problem in the next decade is not domestic capacity,
it is foreign marketing…. Both Israel and Egypt would benefit by
cooperative marketing of Israel-Egypt tours, especially for long-
haul tourists from Japan and the United States. The catalyst and
partner in regional marketing could be the United States. Both
nations receive billions of dollars annually in development assis-
tance which mostly goes into building plant and training, some of
this going to the travel sector. A shift of a fraction of one percent
of U.S. development assistance funds into regional tourism pro-
motion schemes would do more to improve the export perfor-
mance of both Israel and Egypt than a far greater increase into
traditional development assistance projects. 19

Neither country has oil wealth and in each tourism is the largest
export sector. Still, like those in the discipline of political
science, few in the U.S. State Department recognize tourism’s
strategic trade and diplomatic potential. “They are not sure
what tourism trade is, but they are sure it is ‘not in my de-
partment’.” 20 The travel industry is more savvy—it was among
the first to ignore the Arab boycott of Israel.

Government leaders have perceived of tourism as a political
bridge among nations. For example, the tourist trade to Israel
is important because it is heavily ethnic. Over 70 percent of all
tourists from the United States to Israel are Jewish. 21 Travel to
Israel tends to reinforce political support for the nation. Also,
both Israel and Egypt have used tourism agreements as a way
to encourage political acceptance of some of the more contro-
versial aspects of the Camp David accords. By allowing Israelis
to travel to favorite vacation spots in the southern Sinai both
sides hope to convince Israeli citizens that political withdrawal
from the Sinai will not mean the loss of access to the region for
holidays. 22 The United States also negotiated a bilateral tourism
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treaty with Egypt in 1983 and considered a similar one with
Israel in 1984. These would become operative in conjunction
with a free trade area. 23

Tourism has also been most important as a means of initi-
ating or enlarging the scope of cooperative alliances with other
nations through such bodies as the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN), and UNESCO. For instance, ASEAN has
set up a permanent committee on tourism, which is exploring
the idea of an ASEAN passport, eased intraregional currency ex-
change and special fares, as well as the development of region-
wide policy on tourism promotion. 24

Still other international organizations expressly concerned
with tourism have been active in lobbying international organi-
zations and individual countries and have also launched their
own tourism development initiatives within some countries. The
World Tourism Organization (WTO), the Pacific Area Travel As-
sociation (PATA), and the Caribbean Tourism Association are
three such examples. 25

Additional international organizations whose tourism pol-
itics have been largely overlooked by political science are those
multinational corporations including hotel chains, airlines, tour
companies, and credit facilities, which have come to dictate
fashion and prices in the billion dollar industry. Their relations
with individual countries are of tremendous political importance
as many have more financial assets than any other interest in
the country. In some cases they actually represent more capital
and borrowing power than the countries with which they nego-
tiate.

Like the American Society of Travel Agents, such organi-
zations, national or international, are not neutral as to ways
in which the industry should be developed. Their perspective
tends to favor large-scale enterprises and global marketing
techniques that see the consumer, not the host communities, as
relevant clientele. Though rhetoric assures the policymaker of
all the attendant goods associated with tourism developments,
the theme of a past PATA convention is more candid, “The Con-
sumer: The Only One That Really Matters.”

This short-range view of tourism that unfortunately is wide-
spread in the industry is encouraged by the tax holidays, import
policies, and credit policies that many nations have adopted to
lure the giants of the tourist industry. In fact, the entire in-
centive structure gives primacy to quick returns and virtually
no incentives for the companies to stay or expand or maintain
good regional and national relations. 26
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Few political scientists have investigated the international
ramifications of the corporate transnational structure. Conse-
quently, the important variations that exist in financing, man-
aging, and controlling tend to be blurred in largely sterile de-
bates about the “goodness” or “badness” of multinational corpo-
rations. This is true of the tourist industry as well, though so far
those even broaching the question have not been political sci-
entists. 27 An important exception is Harry G. Matthews, whose
book, International Tourism: A Political and Social Analysis, ex-
plores some of those issues for the Caribbean. 28

So many questions of potential importance remain not only
unanswered but unasked. Under what circumstances can
tourism promote reconciliation among nations? Why is it so
often the earliest component of a normalization process be-
tween two nations? To what extent does becoming a host nation
improve national understanding of other societies? Under what
conditions does tourism intensify hostility, friction, and feelings
of relative deprivation? How and by what process do travelers’
views become politically important? Is the new leisure class, the
tourist, politically significant? 29 If so, is it the social class of
tourists, their numbers, their country of origin, or some combi-
nation of these that makes them a political force? Are empathy,
contempt, noblesse oblige, and indifference fostered by travel
in poor countries? Does political influence depend on the prox-
imity of the country to one’s own, for example, Americans in
Mexico or Cuba, on cultural affinity, on the type of tourism, or
on age and social background of guests?

Too many millions are traveling for the political importance
of their movements to go unexamined. Indeed, it is ironic that
one of the earliest groups to recognize the political importance
of international tourism was the terrorist. 30 Tourists are par-
ticularly useful to terrorists because they greatly alter the po-
litical stakes by spreading the conflict beyond the terrorist’s
immediate quarrel with the political establishment. The coun-
tries from which the tourists come almost always become in-
volved. Regardless of the nation’s attitudes, this intensifies the
pressure on the host government. The political views of the
terrorists also get an exposure well beyond what they could
otherwise anticipate. Since terrorism is often a response to
limited alternative avenues for political expression, terrorism
against one’s own citizens may in fact go unmentioned by media
controlled by the hostile government. When nationals of other
countries are involved, news coverage is much more likely.
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Japan and the United States, for example, have heavily publi-
cized incidents in which their nationals were held by terrorists
abroad. 31

Though acts of terrorism against international tourists in-
crease political pressure on the government coping with them,
terrorism actually reduces the pressure and potential for po-
litical backlash against the terrorists. This is because such ter-
rorist actions have little or no direct impact on fellow citizens.
For example, the rash of arson attacks on luxury hotels in
Manila cost the terrorists little in local goodwill, since few Fil-
ipinos could enjoy such hotels. It was also a particularly adroit
choice because of the president’s financial links to the hotels
hit. Similarly, the 1985 TWA hijacking in Lebanon boosted the
political prestige of the Shiite faction responsible.

Even though many of those involved would be apprehended,
the damage to the tourist industry was a telling blow. Unlike ter-
rorism involving other economic sectors, tourism is especially
vulnerable, because there are always alternative places to visit.
Since what is being sold is relaxation or at least enjoyment, any
hint of insecurity about a destination can cripple the industry.
A bombing in Manila of the American Society of Travel Agents
convention in 1980 sent a special convulsion through the in-
dustry because it once again demonstrated the ease with which
terrorism could disrupt a vital economic sector by precisely tar-
geting those most influential in tourist marketing. 32

Research should also be involved in determining areas of po-
tential collaboration for improved and facilitated international
travel. Several areas illustrate the potential for such in-
volvement. First, governments have a wide range of tolls that
can expedite or impede international travel flows. These need
to be studied for their political and economic consequences.
Among these are (1) exit taxes, (2) passport charges, (3) visa
requirements, (4) foreign exchange restrictions, and (5) exit and
entry regulations. 33 Although some regional groups, such as the
Common Market and ASEAN, have studied these issues, few
scholars have examined their obvious relationship to interna-
tional travel, protectionism, and immigration.

Second, national and international travel laws have not had
much attention. 34 Although admiralty law, aviation law, and
hotel law have been around for some time, most travel law is
new and explosive. The regulatory power of state, federal, and
even international bodies will be sorely tested in the next gen-
eration as legislation and the courts attempt to keep up with
the wandering consumer and the industry. As one author noted,
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“by conservative estimate there are at least 100,000 solid travel
cases (in the U.S.) just lying fallow for want of interested and
motivated counsel.” 35 With treaties like the Helsinki Accords,
the Warsaw Convention, and hundreds of minor agreements and
laws at stake, scholars are missing an important arena of in-
ternational and diplomatic significance for research and em-
ployment.

Third, it is important to examine if, how, and in what ways
international travel affects (1) parochialism, (2) stereotypes
about nations, and (3) interest and political activity. It has been
one of the hardier myths of tourism that travel encourages
peace, goodwill, and international understanding, but little em-
pirical work has been done to demonstrate the validity of the
myth or to determine under what types of touristic conditions
cultural learning or understanding is facilitated or frustrated.
Nor do we know the extent to which receiving countries come to
internalize the stereotypes sold in the tourist brochures. Some-
thing may be happening, particularly in the developing nations
where there is such a discrepancy in the economic power of
the tourist and the resident, but as yet little research has been
done. With world spending since 1981 for domestic and inter-
national travel now exceeding world spending for military pur-
poses, someone should be exploring the impact of tourism on
international politics. 36

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Tourism may appear an unlikely topic for public administration
but it is increasingly relevant to the public sector. In Europe
and Asia, public administration and management programs in
tourism development have been available for some time. As sub-
sequent chapters in this volume will demonstrate, the role of
the bureaucracy in tourist planning, implementation, and mon-
itoring can be critical in virtually all kinds of political systems.
But until quite recently in the United States, tourism was a
subject academically housed, if at all, in the business schools,
in departments of leisure studies, or occasionally in hotel and
restaurant management programs.

Lack of government interest in tourism meant that public
sector training in tourism was all but ignored. This is changing
today. Cities, countries, states, and even national governments
and international organizations are accelerating public pro-
grams of tourism development and management. In many coun-
tries, in United Nations agencies, and in other organizations
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assisting tourism development, there is an acute shortage of ad-
ministrative talent with any knowledge of both tourism and po-
litical science.

Yet, as we examine what can go wrong and right in tourism,
it will be clear that where tourism succeeds or fails is largely
a function of political and administrative action and is not a
function of economic or business expertise. Faced with
shortages of personnel with requisite backgrounds, govern-
ments are forced to rely on the scarcely disinterested advice
of the travel industry. Although a reasonable source of infor-
mation on promotion and development, the industry cannot be
faulted for not considering the social and political factors it was
never equipped to examine. Industry needs and the public in-
terest may well be compatible in many instances, but the in-
dustry is not designed to think first in terms of the public as
public agencies are charged with doing.

The stimulus to monitor as opposed to simply develop
tourism policies must come primarily from government lead-
ership, not the bureaucracy.

A central intention of bureaucratic functionaries in any modern
social or economic system is to achieve personal career stability.
One rule of bureaucratic survival is to minimize risk by employing
standard and accepted methods of administration, problem-
solving, and decision-making. The dangers of being responsible
for judgements can frequently be reduced by having what appear
to be “hard” quantitative data to apply to a statistical set of de-
cision criteria. 37

Even government leaders need to guard against overly opti-
mistic conclusions based only on arrivals and expenditures and
promotion costs. The more difficult social measures will require
more subtle analysis.

Some public administrative structures are better equipped
to cope with the implementation of tourist policy. Public sector
responsibilities for tourism, for example, have a more lengthy
and elaborate history in Scandinavia and the socialist countries
than elsewhere.

The basic ability of the public service to perform basic ser-
vices may also have a telling effect on tourism.

These are analogous to the hygiene factors in Herzberg’s theories
of motivation; that is there are some factors which do not pos-
itively motivate tourists … but where they are absent tourists
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will be put off. A good example is sewage facilities. Tourists are
unlikely to visit a destination because it has good clean sewage
treatment, but if that treatment is not there then tourists will
vanish. This is exactly what happened along the Neapolitan
Riviera coast in Italy, where the sea became badly polluted. 38

Crime levels, friendliness of residents, safe roads, and beautiful
parks are other examples of conditions that well-monitored
public administered tourism development can effect to in-
fluence visitor satisfaction and resident acceptance of tourism.

For these and so many other reasons, public administration
is assuming an expanding role in tourism development that
is not yet reflected in commensurate training for public ad-
ministration professions. There is no reason why tourism man-
agement should not be as credible and attractive as a specialty
area for public administration majors as gerontology, public
health, criminal justice, planning, and public finance. In fact,
as governments, especially state and city governments, take
on more responsibility for tourism development, there is a ten-
dency to take on additional administrative roles for convention
management, new taxation initiatives and expanded land use,
and labor-management decisions specifically affecting tourism.
Health, recreation, and security issues impacting on tourism
follow. In developing nations, many of which have a general
shortage of administrative talent, scarce “slots” for study
abroad are being reserved for those who will study tourism ad-
ministration. 39

The absence of interest in the United States has prevented
curricula of tourism administration from considering tourism
as a public sector activity. Moreover, the failure to distinguish
between public and private sector tourism administration has
meant that the public interest in balanced and long-range
tourism development has often been subordinated to policies in-
sufficiently integrated with overall economic and political goals.

POLICY STUDIES
One of the fastest growing areas in political science is policy
analysis, but, scholarly attention to tourism as a policy sector
has been almost exclusively the domain of economists, anthro-
pologists, and planners. Although it is in developed nations that
tourist travel flourishes most successfully, it is also in developed
nations that a base exists for domestic travel. Tourism is poten-
tially elastic in character, making domestic travel all the more
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important to developed nations during times of economic re-
cession, when overseas arrivals may drop. Moreover, factors
encouraging leisure travel (degree of education, income, and
urbanization) are on the increase in almost all nations. Room for
growth is also indicated in the variance in travel by residents
of affluent countries. Whereas 60 percent of Great Britain’s and
Scandinavia’s populations take annual vacations, less than 50
percent do in the United States.

We need to know far more about the tourism policy-making
process. What we do know suggests that it may share many
commonalities with other policy sectors within a nation. This is
not surprising. As Douglas Ashford tells us:

One of the most intriguing findings of comparative policy analysis
is that what a country is doing seems to have little association
with how it does it. There is probably more similarity across
policies for one country in how policies are found and imple-
mented than there is for the same policy across several countries.
40

There are also some interesting differences, however, at
least with respect to the initial policy decisions regarding
tourism development, particularly in developing countries. Con-
ventional wisdom usually stresses the “hard choices” con-
fronting beleaguered policymakers. The endless demands and
the severe budgetary and political constraints make policy-
making characteristically crisis-driven or the outcome of shared
poverty. Policy is described, then, as something one must make
decisions about. In most nations, tourism policy is not like this
and therein lies a powerful reason for its appeal.

Tourism is a chosen policy. 41 It is not a policy forced upon
a reluctant regime by political pressures like agrarian reform,
language policy, or some industrial policies. This may be one of
the reasons that tourism policy has been neglected by students
of the policy process. In its initial stages there is often little ap-
parent conflict over policy. Tourism is a policy with apparently
substantial rewards and few interests to placate or offend. By
manipulating visas, currency regulations, internal access, and
export and import procedures one can theoretically control the
clientele, the level of spending, and the type of facilities pro-
vided—all with little if any public reaction. Tourism tends to
become a subject of political debate late in the implementation
process when major social costs become apparent.
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Still, not all nations are equally sanguine about the devel-
opment of international tourism. Some, like Burma, Nepal, and
Bhutan, open their doors only when their lack of alternative
developmental options make tourism sufficiently palatable.
Others, like Saudi Arabia, enjoy few economic constraints and
being uneasy about tourism simply choose not to issue tourist
visas. Tourism development then is a policy area only if political
elites decide it will be. But the reasons for selecting tourism are
not constant among nations or, from regime to regime, within
a nation. Nor are governments agreed on a particular pattern
of tourism development. This will become especially obvious
when, in later chapters, we will consider the politics of tourism
development in specific countries.

For many governments the explicit impetus for encouraging
tourism is economic. Tourism is sold by the international travel
industry as a noncontroversial way to accrue foreign exchange
without losing nonrenewable resources. Tourism is as elastic in
demand as most agricultural products are not and as a service
industry it is assumed, sometimes erroneously, to be labor in-
tensive. 42 It is argued that the tourist dollar, via the multiplier
effect, infuses the economy with several times the original dol-
lar’s value before its impact fades. Unlike other economic
policies, tourism supposedly attracts foreign capital easily, re-
quiring only the kind of inducements most developing nations
are willing to accept, for example, tax holidays.

Regardless of initial motivation, the political impact of
tourism is extremely important—how important, social scien-
tists are just beginning to discover. Systematic, empirical
studies are still quite rare and tend to be focused on easily
measured quantitative criteria such as arrivals, expenditures,
number of complaints, length of stay, and crime statistics. Even
when whole policies of tourism promotion are studied, the
emphasis is on efficiency rather than effectiveness, and gross
economic revenue rather than net economic value. 43

The reason for this is not hard to find. It is far easier to tally
gross receipts than to measure the net contribution or cost of
a policy, tallying not only promotional and administrative costs,
but also broad social and psychological costs and benefits.

It is also politically appealing, containing a pro-business bias
that is hard to resist and a pervasive boosterism that is common
in most nations and locales, particularly capitalist ones. Using
numbers gives an aura of simplicity as well as objectivity. Fi-
nally, arriving at a consensus for alternative measures has had
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little attention and less success. In the chapter that dissects
Philippine tourism policy it is particularly obvious that how one
stands on such a policy depends on where one sits.

No matter how great the tourist industry looks to the World Bank
official from the twentieth floor suite of the Manila Hilton, the
view from the bottom is something else again. Luxury tourist ac-
commodations run by TWA don’t promise any more in the way
of adequate economic development than do copper mines run by
Kennecott or Mustang assembly plants run by Ford. 44

The perceived consequences of tourism vary tremendously
and appear to be a function of the policy examined, the level of
analysis, the time frame, and of course, the ideological, occu-
pational, and disciplinary bias of the person doing the critique.
This study will be no exception. It is hoped, however, that the
reader will find the conclusions well-grounded.

Most of those writing about tourism policies and their
impact in developing nations tend to be quite negative about
tourism’s effect, especially the anthropologists who seem es-
pecially partisan toward cultural continuity and quite hostile
toward the travel industry in general and tourists in particular.

Yet even Dennison Nash, an anthropologist who most elo-
quently makes the case that tourism is imperialistic in devel-
oping nations, has acknowledged that many anthropological
critiques “reveal a kind of ‘knee-jerk’ response to the ‘impo-
sition’ of tourism in their favorite societies.” He labels such con-
clusions “prescientific.” He cites sociologists that have come to
quite optimistic conclusions about tourism in some developing
areas while others have found results mixed. 45

Tourism policies are being adopted and actively pursued by
virtually 99 percent of all urban areas on the globe and thou-
sands of rural areas. Even locales consciously opting not to
promote tourism are in effect pursuing a type of policy. Given
the incomplete record of tourism’s impact and its potential for
both negative and positive effects, it is clearly appropriate that
political scientists examine this sector.

Policy recommendations of the World Bank, the United Na-
tions Development Project, the Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD), and the World Tourism
Organization are but a few places to begin exploring the po-
litical ramifications of various approaches to tourism policy both
within and among nations.
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What kinds of political issues may be subsumed under the
rubric of tourism policy?—national free time policies for one.
The flip side of the right to work guarantees of many constitu-
tions is the right to leisure. Paid leave, holidays, and free time
are actually written as rights into the constitutions of 65 na-
tions, while others reflect rights to leisure and travel in their
legislation. 46

The variety among nations is striking. The generous West
German approach, for example, is considered by some to be
“a reaction against a history of domination by a strong cen-
tralized and totalitarian regime.” As in the United States, with
its very different political history, little national direction is in-
volved, but both countries are noted for their active pursuit of
leisure and travel. Sweden, on the other hand, “is probably the
only western country where the educational objectives include
the preparation for leisure…. Virtually all Swedish municipal-
ities have special leisure departments.” 47 In Norway, cultural,
tourism, and recreational policy in general are integrated.

In socialist Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, leisure
and tourism, like work, are directed at the development of
the socialist person. As such they are seen as too important
not to be planned by the state. “The activities of the citizens’
free time … must be planned and, wherever possible, executed
collectively.” 48 With all of these nations, the primary focus of
leisure or tourism policy is the resident not the visitor. Unfortu-
nately, the reverse is usually true in developing countries where
tourism’s role is to earn from foreigners, not to invigorate,
renew, or strengthen residents.

Tourism policies in particular and leisure policies in general
are also closely related to national and regional environmental
policies. The U.S. experience is instructive.

In the past, laws have dealt almost exclusively with the pollution
of air and water and with the management of publicly-owned land.
These laws have left virtually unregulated the 73.7 percent of the
contiguous 48 states that is privately owned…. Second-home de-
velopment along the California coast has cut off all but 25 percent
of the state’s 1072 miles of shoreline. 49

Time-sharing vacation spots, convention establishments,
and family second homes are playing havoc with the ecosystem.
Why?
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The answer is simple: the states have delegated their authority
to supervise land-use to 78,217 units of local government. These
local units support themselves mainly by taxing land. As a con-
sequence, they are constantly searching for opportunities to de-
velop the land, increase its assessed value and make it produce
more in taxes. Thus the basic fact of private land development …
is that some of the very units of government that are charged with
controlling land use may be the ones most susceptible to pres-
sures not to control it. 50

Just in this one area of tourism and recreational land use the
possibilities for political science policy research are numerous.
Shafer suggests several: What kind of quasi-public structures,
taxation, and controls are needed to balance the needs of so-
ciety? In what areas is compromise most appropriate and least
damaging? How can touristic land use and other land use needs
be integrated? 51

The unfashionable but ever so useful case study undertaken
at the local level is desperately needed if an appropriate data
base is to emerge. Such studies also have the heuristic ad-
vantage of being relatively inexpensive to develop and affording
students a hands-on experience in dissecting and analyzing a
growing and exciting political topic.

Political scientists may fear that tax deductible research on
Cancún or the World’s Fairs may appear as junkets, but their
concerns are misplaced. There is plenty of legitimate, exciting
research to be done. Political impact studies in Gstaad are no
less relevant than those in New Haven, for communities coping
with tourism are in fact much more numerous and usually at
least as complex as college towns. 52 In fact, they may be both,
as are such American cities as Santa Cruz, La Jolla, and Tempe.
Even those nations, states, and cities that are most laissez-faire
in their attitudes toward tourism are still forced by the po-
litical, cultural, and economic magnitude of tourism to develop
policies for its expansion, control, and contribution to the po-
litical system. Often the decisions taken generate too little in-
terest until massive social effects are experienced. Research is
critically needed if the public interest not to mention the public
treasury is to be protected.

This book is intended as an exploratory study of the political
dimensions of tourism development. It is designed to be neither
exhaustive nor precisely comparative, but rather suggestive of
the types of political considerations and policy dynamics often
overlooked in economic or social impact studies of tourism.
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Those studies have contributed a great deal to our under-
standing of tourism and this research benefits greatly from the
insights of other scholars and disciplines on this topic. Because
the interdisciplinary nature of research is so important to ex-
amining this little understood subject of tourist development, a
lengthy bibliography of the sources used is provided.

Missing from other studies, however, have been explana-
tions of tourism policy that evaluate success or failure except
in economic or occasionally social terms. Typically, arrivals, re-
ceipts, length of stay, and market share have been the over-
whelming criteria by which government policymakers, the
travel industry, and the attentive public have judged tourism
policy. If available, the number of jobs created is mentioned. Oc-
casionally policies are judged in terms of environmental impact
or in terms of foreign exchange, balance-of-payments perspec-
tives.

Sometimes a policy is judged in terms of its impact on other
policy sectors such as education, housing, energy, transpor-
tation, and historical preservation. Such references are usually
impressionistic, nonsystematic, and not conducted by gov-
ernment request or support. Rarely is a policy judged in terms
of resident satisfaction, and then such studies are usually done
by academics unconnected to policy-making. 53

Tourism policies frequently fail, especially in developing na-
tions, in terms of contributing to genuine development of the
country. Often they are expensive, capital-intensive, import-
driven, seasonal, given to excessive foreign exchange leakage
and subject to well-documented negative social effects. And yet
these same policy “mistakes” are made over and over again.

In the 1960s, when mass travel began, Europe received the
brunt of the new “hordes.” European countries generally had di-
versified economies with a variety of tourist infrastructure with
hard currencies, low unemployment, and a good standard of
living. Developing countries tried to offer basic amenities but
had little traffic and certainly little time to invest in research on
tourism. Ignorance and inexperience were assumed to be the
problem with tourism debacles.

In the 1970s mass tourism became a reality in a majority of
developing nations and the horror stories concerning its impact
began emerging. Once the problems were clear, policy should
have improved, but it often did not. In the 1980s there has been
precious little evidence that tourism policy, even if more elab-
orate, is any more likely to cope with the problems so often as-
sociated with tourism. Why is this so?
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THE APPROACH OF THIS VOLUME
This book contends that research has bypassed the political
reasons that tourism is pursued and developed in ways often
seen as dysfunctional in economic and social terms. Seldom
are policies scrutinized in terms of what Harold Lasswell says
are the core issues of politics—who gets what, when, and how.
Seldom is tourism considered in terms of the political needs
of those who wield power or of the government as a whole.
Such needs are not publicly articulated like economic objectives
are, but that makes them no less salient in policy development,
implementation, and evaluation. In all disciplines scholars of
tourism have complained that their particular discipline has
treated tourism research as frivolous. No social science disci-
pline has evinced less interest in tourism than political science.
54

Most political scientists have ignored the topic and only
a few others have considered the political dimensions. 55 Be-
cause the political goals are usually covert and unarticulated
and because data collection generally excludes taxpayers, po-
litical goals of the leadership, influence, public support, par-
tisan or minority attitudes, opposition reaction, external po-
litical climate, or net value and allocation of tourism receipts,
it is not too surprising that tourism failures and even tourism
policy successes are poorly and inadequately evaluated.

As we will see in later chapters, the political interests are
such that leadership does not ask policy analysts or outside con-
sultants, “is it wise to develop tourism?” but rather “how can
we develop it quickly to showcase our nation’s attractions and
bring in big bucks” (or yen, or francs). This was brought home
to me when I was asked about consulting on tourism devel-
opment in Belize. A cursory reading on the country led me to
conclude that at that juncture it needed a sewage system for
its capital city before it needed to develop tourism. I was not
ready to answer the only question they wanted answered. Later
I discovered that another tourism consultant from New Zealand
had told them the same thing in an earlier full-scale report. It
was shelved. Eventually, a tourism consultant will help Belize
develop tourism. It is less certain when someone will help Belize
develop Belize.

The point is that scholars, policymakers, the travel industry,
and community leaders need to understand that there is often a
political agenda—wise or foolish, benign or selfish, compatible
or incompatible—underlying the explicit tourism program. It
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cannot be eliminated and in many cases is laudable in intent,
but it should be factored into planning, implementation, and the
monitoring and evaluation of tourism development projects.

When this happens, some disasters can be avoided, such
as committing resources to developing tourism in politically
unstable societies; some political posturing can be channeled
into less showy but more cost-effective tourism projects; some
tourism can be developed at a different pace and at a scale
commensurate with local needs; touristic events can be planned
with greater sensitivity to international reaction, and so on. The
possibilities are endless.

To explore the many ramifications of political variables on
tourism development, a number of organizing strategies were
theoretically possible for this volume. 56 From a practical stand-
point my options were more limited. Therefore, my first de-
limiting decision was to focus on government policies in de-
veloping nations. Poor nations are the latecomers to tourism
development and the ones who pay the greatest costs for failed
policies and who most need successful policies. The selection
of Asian nations was based partially on the fact that growth in
tourism has been disproportionately rapid in this area. Many
such countries seize upon tourism (most too uncritically I fear)
as a means of funding future development by capitalizing on
the present underdevelopment of beaches, mountains, and his-
toric sites. In terms of the theory of comparative advantage
this makes sense. Countries are making their very underdevel-
opment an economic asset by selling unspoiled, exotic destina-
tions.

In fact, in a tally of revenues (as opposed to costs) from
international tourism David Edgell reports that international
tourism was proportionately “more important for developing
countries than for industrialized countries, accounting for about
one-third of their services trade. It was the largest of four major
service categories for the non-oil-exporting countries.” 57 On
the whole such nations had a surplus in their travel accounts
whereas most developed countries had a deficit.

Since I have lived for several years in India, Pakistan, and
the Philippines, it was also natural that I build on earlier
tourism research work in those nations. Four other countries in-
cluded here, Thailand, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the People’s Re-
public of China are ones in which I have traveled and conducted
research. Only for Bangladesh, the Maldives, and Bhutan was I
forced to rely exclusively on secondary sources.
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The Asian countries chosen represent a variety of political
uses of tourism, some ostensibly directed at important national
goals of political integration, independence, cultural preser-
vation, and economic development. Some policies are destined
primarily for the political aggrandizement and power of the
chief executive. Communist, Catholic, Hindu, Buddhist, and
Muslim governments are represented. The countries range in
size from the world’s most populous to one of the smallest, from
huge continental masses and landlocked mountain nations to is-
lands and archipelagoes. They are, in short, a representation
of two-fifths of the globe’s people, with all its diversity and
problems.

Assessing the politics of tourism development in 10 Asian
countries has to be an exploratory task for a single researcher
and I make no apologies for the fact that it is not definitive or
comprehensive. What I hope the country studies will provide is
a base for further political science research on tourism in these
nations and an awareness of the complexity and multifaceted
nature of tourism politics.

Although my research has focused on Asia, the examples of
tourism politics within these countries are by no means con-
fined to these nations. If massive overbuilding of luxury tourist
infrastructure had political objectives in the Philippines, it is no
less the case in both Koreas or in many U.S. cities. If Thailand’s
sex tourism is a political embarrassment for the monarchy,
it is no less a political bombshell for Japanese leaders who
face angry citizens in other countries where Japanese sex tours
have been active. If tourism is a means of fostering national
identity, as in Pakistan and Bhutan, it is also the case in the
Dominican Republic and Andorra. If preserving political and re-
ligious culture is important to the Maldives, it is even more
true in countries such as Saudi Arabia that allow only religious
tourism but still have not been immune to its exploitation for po-
litical purposes. 58

The “edifice complex” of convention centers, sports arenas,
and exhibit halls is not a political aberration of banana republic
dictators. Developed nations such as the United States are
equally infatuated with mega-development, no matter how di-
vorced from economic reality. Convention centers are but one
example. Almost every U.S. city of any size has government of-
ficials or community leaders who see such centers as priceless
in prestige. Never mind that in 1984 not a single convention
center in the U.S. made money, in Honolulu and at least a dozen
other cities officials were contemplating such an investment. 59
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The announced rationale is always economic. If revenues
are not generated from the center itself, then they will accrue
from the “spillover effect” of large conventions. The political
objectives and pressures are usually not mentioned. The social
costs and economic risks are pooh-poohed as the whines of no-
growth naysayers. Yet, it takes no elaborate econometric model
for policymakers to realize that less than 1 percent of the con-
vention market needs facilities in excess of one large hotel.
Most conventions rotate locales and there is such a glut of con-
vention center space that most centers do the bulk of their
business with smaller conventions that would otherwise be in a
local hotel. Convention centers may generate public works and
may be politically valuable to the leadership, but the economic
rationale rarely holds water.

This leads to another aspect of this book—the activities and
critique of tourism’s loyal opposition. If tourism policy does
not integrate or anticipate its political component, then policies
and the people affected by them will suffer. Critics of current
tourism policies are becoming aware and are more than a little
cynical about the excesses and “mistakes” occasioned by na-
tional tourism development schemes. Some of these people are
those directly hurt by government policies. Many have little
power. Others are policymakers, travel industry experts, philan-
thropic and development workers, teachers, social workers, and
writers. Many are organizing in dozens of forums to challenge
government assumptions about tourism policy and to suggest
and develop alternatives to the status quo. They are using po-
litical techniques and strategies in many cases to confront what
they see as unwise or incomplete policies. The final chapter of
this volume documents the thrust of their critique and the re-
sponse of one global network to it.

St. Augustine once said that “The world is a book. He who
stays at home reads only one page.” Similarly, those policy-
makers who make tourism policy by simply repeating a common
formula may think they have provided an answer, but without
comparing, searching, and probing the experience of other so-
cieties, that answer is surely limited and could well be wrong.
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2
About Face: The Political

Evolution of Chinese
Tourism Policy
You can’t go further than China.

—A Chinese proverb

NOT ONLY is it difficult to go further than the People’s Republic
of China (PRC) in terms of culture and political heritage, for
three decades most travelers were forbidden from going there
at all. Yet in the 1980s this bastion of communism has become
the unlikely “hot” destination for tourists.

The political decisions that have led to this improbable
tourism boom illustrate the volatility of Chinese policy-making
and the massive re-evaluation of acceptable strategies that is
currently underway.

The topic is not an easy one to investigate, because unlike
most of the other countries this book examines, the PRC re-
mains a closed society with information other societies consider
totally innocuous treated as neibu (restricted materials). 1 Even
the telephone book for the PRC (about the size for a U.S. town of
50,000) is not a public document. So-called public buildings are
not, and even published accounts designed for foreign readers
are often, as we shall see later, more cryptic than candid. Il-
lustrative of the frustration many feel when attempting to use
Chinese sources is one article on Chinese joint ventures entitled
“Data: the Figures, not Necessarily the Facts.” 2 Not only is in-
formation scarce, Chinese tourism policy is in a considerable
state of flux, making it difficult for researchers and politically
unnerving for those in Chinese tourism administration to say
with great certainty what directions the policy will take. 3 This
is a problem consistent with policy-making for other sectors of
the economy.
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This chapter is based on my travels and interviews in
eastern China in 1981 as well as on dozens of accounts and
analyses of Chinese scholars and tourism specialists who have
been there either before or since. These form an interesting
and complex mosaic, but scarcely a completed puzzle. Keeping
those caveats in mind, I will boldly plunge ahead (one is
tempted to call it in this context “A Great Leap Forward”) to
outline the evolution and probable impact of mass tourism on
Chinese developmental goals.

BACKGROUND
Chinese tourism policy from the 1949 establishment of the
People’s Republic of China until 1977 can be summarized as
cautious at best and characteristically negative in nature—the
fewer outsiders the better. This attitude was not unreasonable.
For most of the first two decades of the PRC’s existence, major
tourist-generating countries were unrelievedly hostile to the
communist regime. Travel to the PRC was forbidden by the
United States and many other western governments. China reci-
procated by generally denying entry to most foreigners. Chinese
opposition further hardened and enlarged when Chinese troops
fought against United Nations troops in Korea.

By 1953, however, the government began the first of several
tentative steps designed to allow travel to the PRC. The Beijing
Overseas Chinese Travel Service was created to manage
overseas Chinese who were seeking to visit relatives and
friends. 4 The government continues to have a distinct orga-
nization, separate accommodations, and a generally separate
tourism apparatus for overseas Chinese.

In 1954, China International Travel Service (CITS) was es-
tablished to shepherd groups of “foreign friends” to a few sites.
Although CITS branches were set up in several major cities,
tourism of this kind remained essentially a public relations ex-
change with representatives of a few friendly countries.

In the early 1960s the PRC, it is now claimed by post-
Mao tourism officials, was eager to increase tourism. A General
Overseas Chinese Travel Service was set up in 1963 (no one
ever explained what this new reincarnation was designed to
do over its predecessor) and The China Bureau of Travel and
Tourism, under the State Council, was established a year later.
Still, tourism was scarcely in a “take-off mode,” as figures show
that, in 1966, CITS still handled no more than 4,500 foreign
tourists. 5
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CITS was and is today essentially modeled on the assump-
tions that Chinese governments from the time of Confucious to
the era of Mao Zedong have had about foreigners in general,
namely that foreign access to Chinese society should be de-
limited. Some have seen this as a result of xenophobia or a fear
of manipulation by outsiders. Others have seen the intention
as more political than psychological. First, there was the over-
all belief that important travelers should not go unescorted, re-
gardless of the regime. The language barrier was part of the
reasoning, but more importantly, escorts assured that tourists
would not have contact with Chinese who might offer contra-
dictory interpretations of political reality.

Historically, Chinese governments have gone to no end of trouble
to keep foreigners and Chinese citizens apart, so the Communists
cannot be accused of inventing the practice. They do, however,
have a genius for coopting historical precedents like this and
transforming them into rigid institutions. 6

Second, these groups were screened for their sympathy to the
regime, then billeted in quarters built for the huge Soviet aid
contingents prominent in the 1950s. Until the mid-1980s, hotels
built in the ponderous Stalinist style of architecture, often
capped incongruously by traditional Chinese roofs, formed the
core of the tourist accommodations in key cities.

The Great Leap Forward (1958–1960) and the Cultural Revo-
lution (1965–1970) 7 made the expansion of tourism a non-issue.
Priorities were elsewhere. The highly touted Nixon visit and
the invitation to the U.S. table tennis team notwithstanding, the
United States did not recognize the People’s Republic of China
until 1978, although it did drop its barriers to travel there in
1972. In general, only formal exchange visits, a few sympathetic
writers, and some business people on specific assignments were
allowed to visit the PRC before 1977.

In 1974, the China Travel Service (CTS) replaced the
General Overseas Chinese Travel Service. Indeed about the only
tourist activity seemed to be in terms of the overseas Chinese,
about which little information is available in non-Chinese
sources. The CITS, on the other hand, after 22 years of exis-
tence, had direct travel contacts with only six Japanese travel
agencies and a handful of western organizations such as
friendship associations. 8
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As late as 1976 Vice-Premier Li Xiannian told a visiting
American political figure that the PRC was not planning to
expand tourism in the foreseeable future. But, within months,
the policy abruptly changed. The death of Mao Zedong ended
the influence of Jiang Qing, Mao’s wife, and three other leftist
leaders. These activists, since branded the Gang of Four, had
been credited with some of the worst excesses of the Cultural
Revolution. They had also been harsh critics of Deng Xiaoping,
whom they attacked for “capitalist tendencies.” It was just those
tendencies that resurfaced in the form of policy when Deng was
made vice-premier, vice-chairman of the party and chief of staff
of the People’s Liberation Army.

Chinese sources simply announce that the beginning of
tourism as an industry began with the third session of the
eleventh Congress of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China in 1978. 9 It was at that congress that the party
officially endorsed the “Four Modernizations.” The new label
signalled a four-pronged effort to rapidly modernize agriculture,
industry, national defense, and science and technology. Al-
though couched in party rhetoric, the Four Modernizations rep-
resented the latest and certainly the most pragmatic campaign
designed to mobilize the billion-plus Chinese citizens. Tourism
was one of the sectors most dramatically affected by the new
program.

Though today it is fashionable in the PRC to date all positive
change in recent years from the fall of the Gang of Four, such
scapegoating distorts history. The PRC’s isolation from global
relations had been eroding for years. The 1971 admission of the
country into the United Nations accelerated diplomatic recog-
nition between the PRC and scores of nations. The thaw in U.S.-
China relations had begun. The less ideological stance of Deng
simply encouraged the West and Japan to feel that expanded
trade was feasible. The PRC saw the expansion of tourism as a
logical component of its post-Cultural Revolution normalization
strategy. Also, tourism, as the People’s Daily put it, “not only
promotes mutual understanding and friendship,” but “accumu-
lates funds for the splendid plan of our Four Modernizations.”
10

Six months after Mao’s death Western cruise ships were vis-
iting Chinese ports for the first time in 30 years. The China
Travel Service and CITS had begun to struggle with hundreds
of thousands of visa requests. In January, 1978, the first national
conference on tourism was held to formulate guidelines and or-
ganizational details to cope with the pent-up demand. Imple-
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menting them would, however, prove an incredible task. In 1978
CITS handled 124,000 foreign tourists, a figure equivalent to
the total it had dealt with in the previous 24 years of its ex-
istence! Between 1977 and 1980 tourist arrivals doubled each
year. 11 From 1980 to 1985 growth averaged 21 percent, slowing
to a quite impressive 8.5 percent in 1986 (see Table 2.1). Be-
tween 1977 and 1986 there was little doubt that the PRC was
making every effort to expand its tourist infrastructure and
training capabilities. Crash courses in English and Japanese
were set up to meet the needs of guides and for other com-
mercial contacts. By 1987, 10 percent of all Chinese were
studying English. 12

Unprecedented joint ventures with Western capitalist firms
were being established. Their guidelines, established by the
Fifth National People’s Congress, were rather strange from a
Western perspective. There had to be a minimum 25 percent
foreign ownership but no upper levels were specified, nor was
there anything definite on taxation and profits. The vagueness
was less a product of wily maneuvering on the part of the Chi-
nese than a reflection of the country’s lack of a framework for
commercial law. 13

Once the details were filled in, many of the early hotel agree-
ments fell through. From the international travel industry’s
point of view, the Chinese simply wanted to allow the hotels
too short a time in which to recover initial costs and a modest
profit. Now most agreements are in terms of management con-
tracts. 14 Although the exact terms of foreign investment took
an inordinate amount of time to develop, the amazing fact was
that those investments were occurring at all in a country that
for 30 years had forbidden foreign ownership or even much
private Chinese ownership within its borders. Moreover, by
1980 hotels proved to be extremely lucrative investments for
foreign capital since they combined high demand, low building
costs, and cheap labor, with the ease of repatriating profits. 15

The latter advantage, however, suggests that the PRC may be
losing foreign exchange in the process.

Another reversal took place in the training of personnel to
staff the burgeoning tourist infrastructure. The Cultural Revo-
lution had for years inculcated a hostility toward people and
things western. That approach was unceremoniously junked.
Maxims preaching friendliness, service, and courtesy toward
“foreign friends” sprung up everywhere. Not only chefs but
some waiters were sent to Hong Kong for polishing in cuisine
and etiquette. Special schools of tourism were established near
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Table 2.1. Visitor arrivals (in thousands) in the People’s
Republic of China, 1978–1985.

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Foreignersa 362 529 675 765 873 1,134 1,370 1,480

Overseas
Chinese

21 34 39 43 40 47 85

Hongkong/
Macau/
Taiwanb

3,821 5,139 7,053 7,117 8,564 11,718 16,379 21,330

Totalc 4,200 5,700 7,770 7,920 9,480 12,850 17,830d 22,800

Received
by CITS

164 219 268 316 320 380 469 n.a.

Received
by CTS

806 695 886 865 908 826 773 n.a.

Received
by CYTS

n.a. n.a. n.a. 24 29 47 52 n.a.

NOTES: a. Non-Chinese.
b. Chinese from these three areas.
c. Figures are rounded off.
d. Revenues were more than $13 billion.
n.a. = not available.

SOURCE: NTA and Far Eastern Economic Review, Asia
Yearbook, 1987, p. 130.

Beijing Blank Page and several other cities and tourism repre-
sentatives were sent abroad for courses on tourism or on fact-
finding tours to learn from more established tourism centers,
such as that at Cornell University in New York. 16

Of course what was happening in tourism policy was only a
microcosm of what was happening in Chinese society at large.
The previous major thrusts in Chinese policy since 1949, the
Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, caused con-
vulsive changes and massive political strife. In hindsight they
seem dismal failures. Though the Cultural Revolution had a high
economic growth rate, its disruption of the educational process
is even now felt in most sectors where people in their thirties
and forties lack basic training. The Four Modernizations, al-
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though certainly a sweeping departure from the policies of the
Cultural Revolution, seem by contrast almost totally lacking in
ideological content. 17

What surprises Westerners is, in fact, the result of our ten-
dency to take a historical approach to politics. Sinologists, by
definition a group used to the big picture, argue that even
the communist system, let alone the Four Modernizations, does
not represent a fundamental break in Chinese tradition. They
contend that China has for centuries been a centrally directed
bureaucratic state “given to abrupt and sweeping changes in
policy and in its relations with the outside world.” 18

This period of dramatic economic change also ushered in
a comparatively liberal era in domestic policy. Letters to the
editor occasionally criticized the window dressing for tourists
and chided the regime on its preoccupation with tourist needs.
The Chinese were stunned by the famous dazibao, or big char-
acter posters, with their mild expressions of criticism and re-
quests for regime action on several issues. But the Xidan
Democracy Wall, where the posters flourished for several
months, became in 1980 just another wall for advertising. By
1981, my Beijing guide professed never to have heard of the
Democracy Wall. The thaw in regime attitudes toward dissent
was brief indeed.

Perhaps that was to be expected. As Peter Moody, Jr. stated,
“Liberalization in a non-liberal state will generally be a power
play. It will be undertaken when it promises gains for those who
cause it to be undertaken—one assumes by those with sufficient
power to disrupt the status quo, but without sufficient power to
be fully satisfied with it.” 19

By the end of 1980 many of the heralded reforms were being
called “readjustments” and by 1982 allegations against liberal
reforms as encouraging greed and speculation were common-
place. Chinese youth were cautioned to be careful of capitalist,
bourgeois influences. 20 Yet by 1984, Communist party pro-
nouncements appeared to be increasingly tolerant of Western
influences in fashion, music, and even industry, as long as party
control and civil rights were not issues. 21 By 1986, hotel discos,
video games, and the latest Western rock cassettes were
available to tourists as well as to many Chinese, and devel-
opment plans included a golf course, horse race track,
aquarium, and amusement park! 22

Even as the political atmosphere within the PRC waxed hot
and cold depending on the specific issue, relations with the
United States continued to warm. President Carter’s decision
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Table 2.2. Visitor spending in the PRC, 1978–1986.

In U.S. $ million

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

263 n.a. 617 785 843 941 1,131 1,250 1,530

n.a. = not available.
SOURCE: NTA—Travel Business Analyst

to grant formal recognition to the PRC and to exchange ambas-
sadors and consulor staff signaled U.S. approval of policies of
the new Chinese administration.

By this time, Chinese tourism had experienced much more
than mere increases in foreign visitors. What happened repre-
sented an entirely different dimension in the visitor industry. No
longer were grateful and excited visitors selected from hand-
picked special interest groups such as farmers and teachers.
Most foreign travelers other than overseas Chinese continued
to need group auspices, but visas were no longer terribly diffi-
cult to get. There are still places on the individual visa appli-
cations for indicating one’s religion, political party, and level of
competency in Chinese, but to what use such information is put
is unknown.

Some intrepid travelers even managed to arrange inde-
pendent travel, though the government was generally reluctant
to allow them many choices of places to visit. 23 Barbara Letson,
the author of a how-to-do-it book described her travel alone
through the PRC, but it is unlikely that many of her readers
will be tempted to devote major portions of their travel time to
confronting Chinese bureaucracy. In an effort to be reassuring
about what to do, she manages to be quite convincing in docu-
menting that China is not the place to be a maverick or even an
individualist. Letson’s account of writing paragraphs of self-crit-
icism for being in the wrong place at the wrong time may make
an interesting anecdote, but it is not likely to inspire others to
have such adventures. 24

China has been criticized for its massive and inconsistent
price increases. 25 Costs to tourists were allowed nearly to triple
between 1980 and 1983 as the original political emphasis on
having foreign guests gave way to the more urgent need to ac-
cumulate foreign exchange for development projects, including
the amortization of costs for investments in tourist facilities.
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A double standard in pricing has also been instituted, which
means air, rail, and restaurant prices are two to three times
as high for foreigners as for the Chinese people. 26 And yet the
pricing policy is perhaps one of few remnants of a socialist ide-
ology premised on “from each according to his ability….” The
non-Chinese mass tourist costs the government more in tourist
infrastructure and has fewer financial constraints than either
the overseas or domestic Chinese (see Table 2.2).

Also, the PRC is determined to make certain that incentives
for the industry per se do not mean net losses for the economy
as a whole, as it has in many developing countries. 27 Further,
there is a conviction that because so much of the Chinese
economy is deliberately subsidized for reasons of health, safety,
and basic transport needs, such artificially low prices need not
and should not be passed along to foreigners. Pricing policies
have therefore been pegged at levels comparable to those in
the West. 28 John Bryden’s summary of a planner’s attitude in
one Caribbean country is characteristic of the Chinese view.
“Whether … benefits for tourists exist is not our concern. It is
not part of a developing country’s responsibility to provide ben-
efits to the wealthier inhabitants of developed countries, who
make up the bulk of the tourist market.” 29

The most important development in terms of the PRC’s will-
ingness to open the country to tourism has been the striking
increase in the number of cities tourists may visit and the va-
riety of activities they may pursue. In the early 1970s less than
a dozen cities were open to foreigners. 30 By 1979, that number
had increased to 60, by 1984 over 200 cities were opened, and
by 1987, 496 cities could be visited by foreigners, including
many in minority areas like Tibet. 31 Whether, in fact, this rep-
resents any additional political risk of “contamination” from for-
eigners is, however, debatable. Contacts between tourist and
citizen, beyond the most superficial, are quite exceptional and
have in fact become more unusual after the slight thaw of
1977–1979. Anti-Chinese Tibetan nationalism led to riots in
1988 that abruptly halted tourism to Tibet for an indefinite
period.

The PRC did not continue its tourism rate of 1977–1980 in
the years from 1981 to 1988. Why this has happened is not
entirely clear. Some contend that Deng Xiaoping’s capitalist
policies, of which tourism is a part, may have simply been con-
sidered too controversial. Others assert that the policies de-
signed to get Deng into power were not necessarily created to
be an ongoing program. Others, including myself, attribute the
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slowdown in tourism growth primarily to factors affecting the
industry. Tourism had grown so rapidly that accommodations,
training, site development, and transport could not keep pace.
Even in 1987, hotels were running at 96 percent of capacity in
most areas. Only Shanghai could forecast a future possibility of
overcapacity. 32

Tourism analysts, for example, contend that the laudable
desire to defuse tourism gains around the country by opening
up more and more cities simply over-taxed an already inade-
quate tourist infrastructure. The Chinese government had un-
derestimated the needs and expectations of this new group of
international tourists and overestimated the demand to be just
anywhere in the country. For almost everyone in the early years
of the PRC’s tourism program, theirs was a first trip to China.
Therefore, nearly everyone wanted to see the top five or six
premier destinations. The geographical breadth of such attrac-
tions also complicated the administration of tourism.

The PRC, long accustomed to glowing and uncritical praise
from its foreign guests, was shocked by the many criticisms as
tourist conditions deteriorated. Both the tourist and the nation
needed to allow time for the PRC to digest the first wave of
tourists, assess the impact, and assure that control of the in-
dustry continued to be geared to Chinese objectives rather than
tourist demand.

It is, however, a terribly difficult process for the Chinese
government or the tourist industry to really appreciate. As the
ancient Chinese proverb claims, “a way of seeing is a way of
not seeing.” 33 For an outsider it is important to understand
the mindset of Chinese tourism policymakers. Almost none had
traveled abroad; therefore there was little awareness of what
the tourist expected in terms of such mundane things as
plumbing, accommodations, cleanliness, or freedom to move
about. The foreign guests of the fifties and sixties gave the
Chinese little indication of what to anticipate. Most were either
state visitors moving in rarefied political circles, social scien-
tists, teachers, and writers picked for their associations with
pro-PRC organizations, or overseas Chinese who were staying
with relatives who seldom toured or made demands.

The Chinese, historically, have expected visitors to be so im-
pressed with being allowed in the country that they would be
unlikely to quibble over arrangements. As Fox Butterfield ex-
plains in his brilliant book, China Alive in a Bitter Sea, “The very
Chinese name for their country, Zhong Guo, is redolent of the
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antiquity and the pride Chinese feel about themselves. It means
‘central country’, the seat of civilization at the middle of the
known world.” 34

For 4,000 years, the Chinese rested secure in their superiority.
The Chinese empire was unquestionably the greatest in the world,
the “Central Kingdom,” its boundaries coterminous with civi-
lization…. In the early legends of the origin of the universe in
China, there is an odd omission. There is no hint of any hero who
led the Chinese to China from somewhere else. It was assumed
that the Chinese originated in China. The pride all this inspired
among the Chinese is something beyond western experience and
comprehension. “Nationalism” is too paltry a word for it. 35

This sense of history and superiority is illustrated in the
tribute system, by which Chinese allowed foreigners access to
China upon receipt of gifts and expressions of loyalty. Even
after a century of western penetration and humiliation of the
Chinese, the communist government to this day spends an un-
usual amount of time in the formal (and televised) reception of
outside dignitaries.

In no western country would most of these visitors be considered
newsworthy; certainly in no western capital would senior officials
devote so much time to greeting foreigners, however humble. But
in China, it was a signal to the Chinese people that their country
was again the epicenter of the world, a strong nation that re-
spectful foreigners pay homage to. 36

To the new tourist, the country’s chief appeal might be the
status it confers on those who “get there first.” It may reflect
a genuine interest in this huge poor country they used to hear
about from missionaries, or the special interest of history buffs
intrigued with World War II. A large segment are the dauntless
shoppers who see a bargain in every new destination and the
buy of the century only a store away. To people who spend more
time in Friendship Stores (the foreign currency stores) than
in the Forbidden City, creature comforts loom larger than the
Chinese could possibly have imagined.

Despite the rhetoric about “foreign friends” the Chinese
have never had a history of friendly, intimate association with
other nations. China’s fine twentieth-century writer, Lu Xun, put
it this way, “Throughout the ages, Chinese have had only two
ways of looking at foreigners, up to them as superior beings
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or down on them as wild animals. They have never been able
to treat them as friends, to consider them as people like them-
selves.” 37

The stage was set for misunderstanding. Enter the travel
industry, currently the chief and certainly not a disinterested
source of information about how a nation should develop its
tourism. They quite correctly assumed that the PRC probably
would not know how to market successfully to the West. A case
in point is their use of packaging, advertising, and symbols. A
country with brands called Atomic Enemas, Fang Fang Lipstick,
Pansy Brand Men’s Underwear, and Red Flag Sanitary Napkins
can anticipate some marketing and imagery problems with the
West!

The almost knee-jerk reaction of the international travel in-
dustry is to westernize, homogenize, and develop luxury accom-
modations and tour packages for the PRC. Luxury facilities do
little damage or little good (except for shopping) when con-
fined to western cruise ships merely stopping at Chinese ports.
Capital-intensive luxury facilities take a far greater toll on
foreign exchange, training, and maintenance capability when
they are expected to be financed and maintained by a devel-
oping nation. What is good for the travel industry is almost
never the only criterion a developing nation should consider,
though it is often the only consulting perspective the nation
may get. Despite the fact that Chinese officials visited many
training centers and often took tourism courses abroad, they
were essentially only exposed to an industry perspective. Area
specialists, anthropologists, sociologists, and political scientists
are seldom advisors in such training courses.

As the government faced the question of developmental
costs and benefits and industry advice, it reorganized its admin-
istrative structure and began a series of conferences on what
Chinese tourism should be like. 38

POLITICAL ORGANIZATION OF CHINESE TOURISM
“There are no experts on China; only people with varying levels
of ignorance.” 39 Efforts to unearth information on Chinese
tourism policy are seldom rewarded in the PRC. “Not available”
is the standard reply. Even the rare opportunity of being able
to talk with key national tourism officials and the head of the
Tianjin CITS yielded only the most meager results. Interviews
followed with six CITS city guides and one CITS national guide,
plus the Chicago-based tour escort of China Holidays. Despite
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their assistance the skeleton of tourism organization remained
incomplete. It was encouraging, therefore, to find others also at-
tempting—albeit with similar frustrations—to find out the kind
of simple information that might appear on an organization
chart in the West. “It has taken … over three years of working
with professional trainees sent by the Chinese travel services
to study abroad, and extensive discussion with Chinese officials
and managers to verify the organization of travel services in
China.” 40 What follows then is a composite of the puzzle pieces
various writers have found regarding the tourism structure and,
more importantly, its political dimension.

In 1978, as a reflection of tourism’s emerging role in the
Four Modernizations the China Bureau of Travel and Tourism
was upgraded to a ministerial level organization, the General
Administration for Travel and Tourism (GATT) (see Fig. 2.1). As
such the GATT is the organization with overall responsibility for
the development and implementation of Chinese tourism policy.

It is not, however, a public office one can visit. Like its sub-
ordinate organizations, CITS, CTS, and the new China Youth
Travel Service (CYTS), it is surrounded by guards. Nor do these
offices give out information on their organization or activities.
Until recently no budget figures were available regarding the
size of the government’s commitment to tourism and few figures
have been released regarding the amount of foreign exchange
earned. 41 There is a tourism plan, but it is not available to the
public. 42 Presumably, it is easier to modify if few ever know
what it is in the first place. It should be noted that there is no
unusual secrecy surrounding tourism. It is simply the way the
government usually functions.

The GATT has immense authority since few foreign com-
panies can establish tour services in the PRC. However, the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs is involved in the status and clearance
of foreign tourists, while the Overseas China Affairs Office does
the same for all persons of Chinese origin, regardless of their
citizenship. This distinction extends throughout the travel orga-
nization as will be discussed later. 43

Tourist Categories
There are many categories—classes if you will—of tourists in
the PRC, with separate policies and organizations for each cat-
egory. The first consists of foreign guests who are usually with
official or semi-official delegations. Short-term guests are
housed in the finest Chinese hotels. Long-term residents in
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Figure 2.1. Organization of travel services in the People’s Re-
public of China.

*Provincial here refers to not only the 21 provinces,
but also the five autonomous regions and three mu-
nicipalities of China.
SOURCE: Dexter S. L. Choy and Chuck Y. Gee, “Tourism in
the PRC—Five Years After China Opens Its Gates.” Inter-
national Journal of Tourism Management 4 (no.
2):116–119 (1983).

this category include journalists and embassy officials. Their
travel is carefully planned with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
Until the mid-1980s permission for trips took months, even
years, of official requests. By 1984, however, the process had
become considerably shorter. Characteristically, this category
of traveler may also meet key government and cultural
spokespersons, provided they are currently in favor with the
regime. As Leys bitterly observed, “Foreigners meet about 60
individuals. The literary world is represented by two or three
writers, always the same, who take care of visiting men of
letters; the same is true of scientists, scholars, and so on” 44
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Figure 2.2. Organization of the CITS Head Office.

SOURCE: Dexter J. L. Choy and Chuck Y. Gee, “Tourism in
the PRO—Five Years After China Opens Its Gates.” Inter-
national Journal of Tourism Management 4 (no. 2):
116–119 (1983).

The second category of tourist is the foreign, non-Chinese
tourist whose visit falls under the auspices of the China In-
ternational Travel Service (see Fig. 2.2). Tourists in this cat-
egory constitute the most rapidly increasing element in Chinese
tourism. They also are the ones targeted for bringing in foreign
exchange. Consequently, most of the tourist infrastructure de-
velopment is directed at this group. Since this category consists
primarily of the affluent and experienced middle-aged traveler,
this is a group with high comfort expectations and few prole-
tarian sympathies.
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Ironically and unintentionally, conditions are quite democ-
ratic for them in what is essentially an extremely class-oriented
travel hierarchy. Once in the PRC, because of the present con-
fusion in organization and the shortage of facilities, expensive
and budget-priced tours are treated in essentially the same way.
The only real variable is the group’s itinerary and even it cannot
be guaranteed. In the high seasons of spring and fall, tourists on
the priciest tours may be housed as modestly as anyone, while
the most humble tourist may enjoy fine cuisine and accommoda-
tions during the off-season.

The third tourist category and by far the largest is that of
the overseas Chinese. Out of the PRCs 7,924,261 visitors in
1982 all but 764,497 were overseas Chinese. 45 This group is
broken into several categories. The first consists of those from
the Republic of China, though the PRC does not recognize the
nationalist government in Taiwan. The political position is rec-
iprocated by the government of the ROC. The one thing both
sides agree on is that there is only one China. The second group
of overseas Chinese consists of visitors from Macau, the third
people from Hong Kong. Chinese from other countries make up
the fourth group of what the PRC refers to as “the four kinds
of persons.” 46 Separate statistics are kept on overseas Chinese
and in general they are not considered by the government as in-
ternational tourists. 47

For years, the PRC has actively competed with the ROC for
approval, contacts, and financial remittances to relatives from
overseas Chinese. Recently, commercial ties have also been
encouraged. More modest facilities, separated generally from
both other tourists and the Chinese people, are designated for
overseas Chinese. Their travel is organized by the China Travel
Service but additional and separate divisions for them exist in
the visa departments of most Chinese embassies. As one writer
recounts, an entire village may benefit from the PRC’s public re-
lations efforts to woo overseas Chinese:

For a solid week prior to my family’s trip to China, the village
where my uncle and cousin live underwent considerable reno-
vation in preparation for their arrival. Electricity was rewired,
walls repainted, leaks repaired. Our “coming home” dinner … was
an exceptional feast. Furthermore, a batch of color photos of our
family that had been confiscated as “bourgeois” was suddenly re-
turned…. The local authorities … are eager to make a good im-
pression…. It’s possible to arrange for (relatives) to accompany
you on your travels through the rest of China. Our sponsorship
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provided our relatives with their first opportunity to tour their
own homeland. They stayed in hotels for the first time in their
lives, visited sites they’d never seen before, and ate food they’d
never imagined existed. 48

The fourth category of tourist is youth groups. Their travel
needs are the responsibility of the newest of the PRC’s three li-
censed travel services, the China Youth Travel Service (CYTS),
which was founded in 1980. CYTS is the travel department of
the All China Youth Federation, which is an organization with
300 million members drawn from Chinese youth clubs. The
CYTS is to concentrate on the youth market and to develop
hotels and camps targeted toward youth. Currently it has head-
quarters in Beijing and in 20 branch offices. 49 Although some
see the formation of CYTS as a sign of competition in the
Chinese travel industry, it is more likely an effort to reduce the
pressure on CITS. 50

The final tourist category consists of citizens of the PRC. De-
spite the fact that the Chinese consider their culture without
peer, unlike many socialist countries where tourism is en-
couraged and even subsidized, the PRC has only recently de-
voted any of its scarce resources to domestic tourism. 51 This
may reflect the fact that a country of one billion people has
countless other more urgent priorities or that tourism is not
seen as a particularly important means of integrating the PRC’s
minority groups into the dominant Han culture. 52 Ironically,
foreign tourists have the greatest likelihood of visiting minority
areas. 53

However, as incomes have improved and political tensions
relaxed in the mid-1980s domestic tourism has flourished. In
1986 there were some 27 million domestic travelers, and that
number is expected to double in the 1990s. Although many
are not tourists in the conventional sense, millions are and
their numbers have created both opportunities and problems
for tourism administration. Chinese forecasts made in the
mid-1980s assume a 14 percent per annum increase in domestic
tourism for the foreseeable future. 54 The increase in mass pur-
chasing power has encouraged more discussion of domestic
tourism and local governments have begun to organize tours,
build facilities, and develop better transport for local use. It is a
task well worth the effort, for in 1986 domestic tourism earned
China 10 billion yuan (almost U.S. 3 billion dollars). 55
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Travel, even to see relatives, is still difficult to arrange. Sep-
arate hotels and hostels, plainer and more rustic than those
for foreigners, are available for PRC citizens. Although such
tourism affects only a tiny percentage of the population, with
China’s gigantic numbers, even a tiny fraction constitutes a
great many. One excuse for traveling is to accompany Chinese
relatives from overseas. Such travel is often quite in contrast
to the official “classless society” rhetoric. “Minor complications
may arise at restaurants when your relatives’ meals have to
be paid for with coupons; on trains, they may have to sit on
‘hard seats’ while you enjoy ‘soft seats’ Restaurants or hotel
staff sometimes become confused as to whether to accord your
relative the same privileges as you receive.” 56 High party offi-
cials and other well-placed bureaucrats have guest houses and
sea resorts available to them. They also represent an exception
to the otherwise segregated travel. They will often be on planes
and in the best railway cars. Despite the relative inattention to
domestic tourism, it has at least become an agenda item at the
Third National Seminar on Tourism Economics, and an increas-
ingly salient issue to tourism planners. 57

CTS, CITS, and CYTS are not the only organizations in the
tourism equation. CAAC, the national airways, is also an im-
portant element in the current and projected tourism devel-
opment. Until recently, CAAC had the distinction of having the
lowest utilization rate of any national air fleet in the world. The
problem was a typical catch-22 for poor nations. Because planes
are scarce, overburdened, and expensive, they are grounded
in all but ideal weather. They then are even more scarce as
a result. There is also little recognition of depreciation and
a general feeling that money and gas are being saved when
the planes are not flying. Unfortunately, many passengers and
travel writers who have flown with CAAC can attest to far less
concern for the safety of those within the plane. 58

In 1985 the PRC spent over one billion dollars on new air-
craft, making it the fastest growing aviation industry in Asia. 59

To introduce an element of competition and encourage greater
productivity and better service, the CAAC is being divided into
six regional carriers and CITS is setting up its own domestic
charter. 60 The new approach is consistent with the increased
attempt to integrate key motivational, administrative, and man-
agement styles of the West into the Chinese public sector. The
government now argues that such pragmatism is overdue and
in no way compromises the central tenets of socialism—public
ownership of the means of production for public benefits. 61
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THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT OF CHINESE TOURISM
POLICY

Discerning the politics of tourism policy-making is an even more
subtle undertaking than ferreting out unpublished details of
travel and tourism organization. In the absence of hard infor-
mation two things occur: Western news sources speculate end-
lessly on each minor modification of structure, probably reading
far too much into each change. The Chinese, on the other hand,
attempt to depoliticize every discussion. Every action, no matter
how different from what preceded it, is made to seem like the
logical next step. Both sides are behaving rationally given the
political environment in which they must operate. The resultant
data, again not necessarily the facts, can be quite confusing.

An important policy decision was made in 1978 to decen-
tralize the cumbersome process of having all tour operators
go through central tourist services. 62 In an effort to promote
market growth, provincial administrations were given authority
to establish contact directly with tour operators. Branch offices
were given control over the distribution of visas. Thus, indi-
vidual travel agencies have courted branch officials with fa-
miliarization trips to the United States and elsewhere as they
negotiated not only the scarce visas but also itineraries and
costs. 63

“We have to carry out the plan of the head office, but if we
have done so and still have rooms, we can organize tours and re-
ceive tourists directly.” 64 As a consequence, regional industrial
towns like Tianjin also became incorporated into the tourist’s
itinerary, a sure indication that the Tianjin CITS office had been
the one to release the visa. Naturally, most provincial adminis-
trators liked the new approach. This decentralization of tourism
was part of a more general effort to diffuse decision making to
provincial and sub-provincial levels to deal with foreign busi-
nesses. Foreign exchange allocations to local units were also
doubled. The impact on one province is illustrative of the initial
reaction.

Intended to strengthen a sense of responsibility among lower
level authorities, the de-centralized approach resulted in a per-
ceptible increase in provincial initiative to promote tourism. This
was especially true of Kwangtung province officials who took ad-
vantage of their geographic proximity to Hong Kong to make over-
tures to the outside world via the British territory. 65
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The term “responsibility” comes up again and again and
indicates that lower levels are increasingly getting discretion
over some management decisions. An example of one initiative
introduced in some CITS branches in Gwangzhou, Shanghai,
and Wuxi was a bonus system. Guides were evaluated and re-
warded according to the amount their tour groups spent on
extras such as shopping and special meals and in terms of the
number of hours they worked, lack of complaints, and so on.
The incentives, however, may have backfired, because by 1986
complaints of corruption led to crackdowns on guides and a sub-
sequent drop in the quality of guide service. 66

Responsibility is also in terms of allowing more private
entrepreneurial activity among the people at large, some of
which impacts the tourist sector. In nearly all cities and towns,
night bazaars are springing up with vendors permitted to keep
their earnings. This is particularly true in cities frequented by
tourists, where private souvenir stands abound. 67

Given the shifts in political fortunes and philosophies in
China, there may be a serious question as to how much respon-
sibility anyone wants. Some managers feel that too impressive a
performance may only raise expectations that become a higher
quota next year. People also remember Mao’s Hundred Flowers
campaign in the late fifties when he encouraged everyone to
express themselves freely and then locked up his critics. Al-
ready some imprisoned during the Cultural Revolution have
been released and since re-imprisoned. Bureaucrats may be re-
luctant to take on responsibilities after years of seeing others
pay severe penalties “for backing too enthusiastically a line
which fell out of favor.” 68 Tourism can be an especially political
issue. “Any kind of cooperation between China and a foreign
capitalistic country is a particularly sensitive issue, and those
Chinese officials designated to administer such programmes are
especially vulnerable within the Chinese political system.” 69

Policy-making in the People’s Republic of China does not en-
courage real leadership, nor is this just a product of the inse-
curity of living in a communist society. As Fox Butterfield so
aptly observes, “The Chinese invented bureaucracy over 2,000
years ago and their capacity for it is endless. Avoiding responsi-
bility has been raised to a national art form.” 70 Si-ma Qian, the
great historian who lived from 145 to 90 B.C., had warned “Do
not take the lead in planning affairs, or you may be held respon-
sible.” 71 One gets a feel for the sense of caution that pervades
all writing. Today, for example, birth control is policy, but under
Mao many respected scientists were banished for questioning
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whether sheer numbers in a society like the PRC were the pro-
duction asset assumed by Marxist theory. The current guide-
lines of the Twelfth Central Committee, Third Plenum appear
to dispel all doubts about the government’s intention to en-
courage initiative and local responsibility, but it may be some
time before the average bureaucrat can feel secure enough to
implement the new order. China has a long history and the
Chinese have long memories that make any government re-
forms appear ephemeral. 72

It is little wonder, then, that Chinese accounts of tourism
planning often obfuscate as much as they reveal. Although re-
sponsibility is still being urged on lower levels of bureaucracy,
since 1981 there has been a reemergence of more central
control. 73 How much was a response to power plays at the
center and how much to specific coordination difficulties is
hard to determine. Certainly, the center had an impossible task
keeping track of tourists with hotels and even rural communes
organizing tours. Delays, changes in itineraries, and over-
booking were common complaints. Ostensibly, in an “image
before profits” decision, the State Council of the PRC took back
some responsibility and provincial and regional departments
were no longer allowed to establish direct contacts with foreign
tour operators. In the mid-1980s, decentralization partially re-
emerged, ostensibly to create some competition for CITS but
also because computers had made decentralization somewhat
less chaotic than before. 74

The agenda of contemporary tourism policy is indirectly in-
dicated, however, by the Chinese. Foremost is a legitimate in-
sistence that whatever tourism occurs should reflect China’s
socialist civilization. Among the criteria the government insists
upon is that tourism contribute not only to the funding of the
Four Modernizations, but that it contribute to mutual under-
standing. Apparently the Chinese continue to use tourism as
a symbol of change in international relations. In 1983 Soviet
and Eastern European tourists visited the PRC after nearly two
decades of exclusion. 75

Chinese style tourism must also include activities conducive
to physical and mental health, so initially no casinos or brothels
were permitted, although since 1984 a casino and a horse race
track were approved. Opportunities for enjoying Chinese
culture and obtaining quality information and appropriate hos-
pitality at reasonable expense are also announced goals of the
government. Diversification of tourist infrastructure includes
the development of campsites. As an effort to integrate the
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tourist infrastructure with the rest of the society, Han Kehua,
Director of the State Administration for Travel and Tourism,
declared that Chinese regional architecture will be utilized,
including structures such as yurts in Mongolia and bamboo
structures in the South. 76

Characteristically, Chinese policy-making on any subject is
announced after the fact and very little indication exists of any
debate over its features. Tourism policy probably would also be
dealt with this way if it were feasible, but since it, by defin-
ition, involves outsiders—tour agencies, tourists, airlines, and
even other governments—it has had greater publicity than its
place in the Four Modernizations would indicate. At several na-
tional and international conferences on tourism one finds indi-
cations of the policy debate over tourism, though couched in
language sufficiently cryptic to make it unclear which policy
stand is likely to prevail. But that is, after all, a Western com-
plaint. If one side of an issue was clearly the one to be adopted,
Chinese commentators would not be reporting the other side
anyway!

The Third National Seminar on Tourism Economics, spon-
sored by the Institute of Finance and Trade Economics of the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in late 1983, was unusual
in that problems of Chinese tourism not yet resolved were at
least noted and reported and defects in earlier sanguine ap-
proaches were acknowledged. The seminar noted six areas of
particular concern. First, the absence of special organizations
charged with domestic tourism was deplored, because domestic
tourism could be a way of fostering patriotism. But, later in
the article, it reported that it would be unwise to develop do-
mestic tourism at a time when the PRC lacked adequate infra-
structure for even international tourists. Moreover, the PRC’s
enormous population might preclude such an effort. 77 Second,
the seminar concluded that there was a lack of nationwide co-
ordination and conflicting policies among organizations. The
GATT, it recommended, needed more authority.

Third, the seminar report argued that the government ad-
ministration of tourism and tourist business operations needed
to become more distinct and separate. 78 This would be a com-
plaint echoed by the Twelfth Party Congress in October 1984
when it called for the separation of government administration
and business throughout the Chinese economy. 79 Fourth, liaison
work with overseas organizations was considered far too cen-
tralized.
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The local travel services and tourism companies merely un-
dertake the tasks assigned by the head offices, rather than act
as tourism operators. Such highly centralized concentration does
not fit China’s conditions; the land is vast and tourist attractions
are scattered, and the initiatives of various local organizations
should be encouraged. 80

Fifth, the PRC needs coordinating organizations among ad-
ministrative areas so that tourist operation, development, uti-
lization, and protection of tourist resources and construction of
infrastructure need not be restricted by administrative area. Fi-
nally, “the system of personal responsibility within the tourist
industry is not well exercised, and the principle of ‘distribution
according to work’ is not fully carried out, … so that the enthu-
siasm of the employees in the enterprises is not fully taken ad-
vantage of.” 81

The above statement, written for a Western tourism journal,
is the classic case of conveying words but no meaning. It is in a
deliberately ambiguous bureaucratic code. Ambiguity is a form
of freedom, allowing one to change specific meaning as the po-
litical tides change. Elsewhere in the paper there are other in-
stances of adjacent paragraphs contradicting each other, as if
it is enough to put in all views as long as they are not labeled
as different from one another. This is, however, a characteristic
Chinese approach. One exposes the contradiction as a way of
resolving it.

Both of the authors are with the Institute of Finance and
Trade Economics and have written frequently and with compa-
rable opacity in other tourist journals. Only once in the paper
did they openly suggest that there were two points of view. That
was over the question of evaluating tourism’s contribution to
development. Some participants had proposed the use of sci-
entific indices. “However, some participants argued that using
indexes (sic) of e.g. averaged expenditure per visitor cannot re-
flect the cost of the tourist business.” Per visitor expenditure
could theoretically drop and yet benefits increase and vice
versa. “Economic benefits from tourism must be measured by
comparing both the cost and gain of the trade.” 82

Few nations attempt to measure the entire costs and ben-
efits, preferring to stay with the easily quantifiable and always
persuasive statistics the travel industry prefers. If China avoids
that trap it will have a more sophisticated approach than most
countries.
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POLITICAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PROSPECTS
Having examined the policy evolution and organization of
Chinese tourism, it is now appropriate to assess the political
and developmental implications of the current structuring of
tourism in the PRC. If the effort at developing tourism does
garner significant foreign exchange and result in expanded em-
ployment opportunities, Deng’s reversal of nearly three decades
of travel policy may pay off. The evidence so far is inconclusive.

Deng’s own retreat from some of the early relaxation on
restrictions of speech and press have made it difficult for his
other more pragmatic economic reforms to succeed. There re-
mains a basic tension between the need to decentralize and the
tendency for both the center and the provinces to see any de-
volution of power as a sign of weakness at the center to be
cautiously exploited by the daring or a source of anxiety to the
timid. (If the center is not in control, the fearful do not know
what course is safe.)

The struggle over currency is a case in point. In 1980, a
decision was made to get control over foreign exchange losses
to the black market by issuing foreign exchange certificates to
tourists. Such certificates are the only currency accepted by the
friendship stores, which are restricted to foreigners. 83

The foreign exchange certificates have been used for local
purchases by tourists, but their use in conjunction with local
currency, the renminbi, is now contributing to the seepage of
foreign currency into the local economy. As people seek out
long-denied consumer goods and imports, such certificates may
be abused. An example on a rather grand scale was cited when
Shanghai customs confiscated four mini-buses and four cars
that a Chinese construction firm bought from exchange certifi-
cates saved on an earlier deal with Japan. A black market is
gaining ground between Macao, Hong Kong, and the mainland,
as well as within Special Economic Zones like Szhensen. 84

In 1985, the PRC declared that Chinese citizens could hold
foreign exchange and establish bank accounts in foreign cur-
rency. Where they will get such exchange legally and what limi-
tations will be put on its use is not clear. 85

The pattern of investment is another problem. The Third
National Seminar on Tourism Economics made a wise decision
in recommending that the government concentrate on site de-
velopment and the environment, where returns are long in
coming, leaving the accommodation sector to collectives, in-
dividuals, foreign businesses, and organizations abroad. 86 The
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government has, in fact, embarked on a major restoration of the
Ming Tombs near Beijing as a part of a large resort complex
being built by the Japanese. 87

The government’s ability to negotiate hotel agreements sat-
isfactory to both the PRC and the industry appears to be im-
proving after a number of hotel deals fell through in the late
1970s. Unfortunately, tourism has proved to be much more
capital-intensive than the PRC foresaw. This is a common mis-
calculation among developing nations that assume a service in-
dustry will provide a cheap source of employment.

Although the travel industry would argue that it takes
money to make money, the PRC has made some costly import
decisions that have reduced foreign exchange holdings. West
German railway cars have been imported for foreigners. One
entire train of such cars now takes over 16,000 tourists a week
to the Great Wall, a trip of less than four hours that could have
been made in refurbished Chinese railway cars at a fraction of
the cost while employing Chinese in the effort. Tour buses from
Japan are exclusively used for “foreign friends.”

Cooks are being trained in Hong Kong; travel experts are
being groomed abroad. Bringing consultants to the PRC might
have been more cost effective, but the government has had
difficulty recruiting quality foreign expertise for the U.S. $100
to $150 a month they have been offering. More recently the
government has accelerated in-country tourism training. The
State Council turned over Beijing’s Second Foreign Language
Institute to the National Tourism Administration (NTA) to
become the Beijing Tourism College over the competing bid of
the Ministry for Foreign Trade. 88 The NTA has also been en-
couraged to develop a massive nation-wide training program
designed to train up to 100,000 in tourism careers. The training
will be implemented primarily through the colleges, though
some in-service training on a rotational basis has started in the
major cities.

Major difficulties include the fact that Chinese trained
abroad are often pressed into immediate service rather than
teaching. Also, there is the sad state of Chinese educational
standards following the long years of deterioration during the
Cultural Revolution. The Chinese government plans, however,
to speed training by relying on a sort of snowball approach,
where those trained are immediately expected to run classes for
subordinates. 89
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Though the PRC is valiantly trying to professionalize its
tourism sector, there fortunately has not yet been the wholesale
kowtowing to Western tastes that has led scores of nations to
spend up to 80 percent of their foreign exchange garnered from
tourism on catering to the industry. 90 Cokes and cosmetics are
available but they are not cheap. Goods sell at fair but scarcely
fire-sale prices. To accommodate Western credit tastes, Visa
and Mastercard are both available but the consumer—not the
PRC—pays the commission. Until 1984 the rate of exchange was
reasonable but no bargain. In 1984, the renminbi was devalued
30 percent against hard currencies, which will delight the inter-
national travel industry but is probably unnecessary and unwise
in terms of tourism, since the PRC has all the tourists it can
easily accommodate right now. It may, however, make sense in
terms of other sectors of the economy. 91

Whether the PRC will adhere to these policies and insist
upon developing a Chinese-style tourism depends in part on
whether advice is garnered from the international travel in-
dustry, intent on maximizing tourist and industry convenience
and profit, or from the numerous developing nations and inter-
national aid organizations like the United Nations Development
Project that have already had a decade or two of experience
with tourism development.

As a sector providing employment, foreign exchange, and
support for the preservation of Chinese culture, tourism is pro-
viding a much needed boost to the economy and the arts after
years of depredation by the Red Guards. It is one of the gen-
uinely positive side effects of using international tourism for
modernization that cultural treasures like the marvelous clay
army buried at Xian and the Ming Tombs are restored and other
art forms are revived and appreciated once more. 92

Although the PRC is doing many things right in its devel-
opment of tourism, it has missed several opportunities to make
the industry more labor-intensive. For example, many of the
hotels have automatic doors and elevators. Moving sidewalks at
the Beijing Airport eliminate the need for porters, but at a heavy
initial cost and continued high energy consumption. If Chicago’s
O’Hare Airport has done without them, the compact and un-
derutilized Beijing Airport scarcely needs them. The absence of
porters or tipping is at least consistent with the country’s ide-
ological rhetoric of classlessness and self-reliance. Even these
affectations seem misguided, however, when they lead to poor
and indifferent service or to tourists curtailing their shopping
beyond what they can easily carry.
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This is especially so when every facet of the tourist sector,
indeed the whole society, is riddled with class (now euphemisti-
cally termed “rank”) distinctions. Cruise passengers may
marvel at socialist tourism where the crew eats with the pas-
sengers, but such incidents are rare on land. 93

The fiction that by abolishing first, second, and third class
travel and instituting “hard” and “soft” seats one creates pro-
letarian democracy fools no one. The familiar price distinctions
and levels of comfort remain. Separate hotels, each complete
with guards to make certain that Chinese and various tourist
types do not mix, are a constant reminder that, whatever is hap-
pening on the economic scene, the political environment is still
one of distrust and insecurity. The effect is to make the PRC
needlessly more controversial and suspect in the eyes of out-
siders and to make the citizens of the PRC increasingly more
cynical about the Communist party being anything beyond a
new ruling class. 94 As one critic put it,

Maoist authorities run China like a restricted club. It is a colonial
club, where meeting the “natives” is frowned upon. The only
Chinese People one can talk to without getting into trouble are
servants…. With its nightmarish obsession that foreigners may
eventually … achieve unmonitored contacts with the people, the
Maoist government has revived a great many privileges, special
status rights, and waivers for foreigners in order to keep them
even more isolated. It is a shameful legacy of the old imperialist-
colonialist epoch. 95

As one Chinese man bitterly commented when denied admission
to the Peking Hotel, “It used to be ‘No dogs or Chinese ad-
mitted,’ now it’s just no Chinese!” 96 His comments and those
of Leys recall the row of enthusiastic spectators at a cultural
show who were summarily removed from their seats to make
room for our tardy busload of tourists. If the tourist attempts
to bridge the chasm by deliberately sitting in a restaurant with
Chinese patrons instead of in a curtained-off section or separate
room, he quickly discovers that his audacity just means more
inconvenience for everyone. All others near him will be moved
away. Before long, the tourist grows into the role of privileged
person and would not dream of going by public bus when a taxi
is waiting.

This colonial mentality is a well-known side effect of tourism
in developing countries. 97 Enclave tourism is also not unique to
the PRC, but incongruously enough, a Club Med is being built
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there. What is and what is not bourgeois decadence and what
is socialist development may not be rigorously definable but it
would be interesting to hear it explained how Club Med fits into
Chinese-style tourism. In one sense resort development does
entail the isolation of the tourist where he can spend money
but not impinge on the local culture, so perhaps in this regard
such development fits the practice if not the rhetoric of Chinese
tourism policy.

The gap between socialist pronouncements and their appli-
cation is particularly disappointing to many of China’s former
admirers. 98 It is especially galling to those orthodox foreigners
who decided to tie their fate to the Chinese Revolution and have
been living in the PRC ever since. They were insulted and de-
meaned by zealots of the left during the Cultural Revolution;
now they see the current regime kowtowing to the comforts of
foreigners while relegating Chinese citizens to inferior condi-
tions. 99

What one finds in the PRC is a subtle variant of enclave
tourism. Since tourists are not lured to the PRC by the promise
of bacchanalian delights, they must have the illusion of seeing
China without meeting Chinese. Again Leys is instructive:
“Passing travelers see a changing landscape, and they are less
conscious that they are being carried everywhere in a cage; the
(foreign) residents who must stay put in Peking have plenty of
time to count all the bars.” 100

Though the PRC has put more and more cities on public
view, there is little reason to assume that informal contacts and
actual mixing with Chinese is much more common than before.
In fact, it may have been an effort to diffuse not only the money
tourists spend but also the nuisance tourists had become in
a few cities. The obvious enthusiasm many tourists have for
shopping has meant that the Chinese guides have less obliga-
tion to be as didactic as in the early years when sympathizers
were coming to appraise the revolution. Still even in Deng’s
China some factories, schools, and communes are usually in-
cluded in tour itineraries. These must of course be only the
Number One or Number Two quality establishments, so some of
the best facilities are suffering from the constant tour groups in-
terrupting their schedules. The more cities tourists can see, the
more evenly this heuristic burden can be shared. 101

The contradictions in Chinese policy are everywhere:
classes in a classless society, responsibility without authority,
centralization and decentralization, international under-
standing and friendship as a goal even as Chinese and tourists
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are kept apart under a system of portable apartheid. Even the
teaching of English now going on throughout the nation, though
designed for commerce not conversation, will undoubtedly
facilitate the latter. Nearly every tourist has a story to tell of
people who tried to practice English by talking to the visitor.
This writer was approached several times by individuals for
simple political conversations. Though conversations were brief
and fleeting, they revealed that even in places far from Beijing
and among people whose occupations were not academic there
was an awareness of the reemergence of political controls and
the end to the Xidan Democracy Wall, and they were willing to
share their concern and critique of the current government with
a total stranger.

Such conversations may be what the Chinese government
is trying to avoid, but just as likely it wishes to prevent smug-
gling, black marketeering, and perhaps the awareness among
the Chinese that the average tourist spends more in two weeks
than 150 Chinese. The problems of relative deprivation have
always existed in the south of China where comparisons be-
tween Gwangzhou and Hong Kong or Taipei have been gen-
erally unfavorable to the PRC. Deng claims that the more the
PRC realizes its backwardness, the more likely it will be to
accept the new pragmatism. Perhaps that is true. Relative de-
privation in many other societies has, however, spawned vi-
olence. When that violence has turned on the tourist sector,
the industry has proved to be extremely vulnerable, as it is in
Lebanon, Jamaica, and the Philippines. 102 Tourists, unlike some
entrepreneurs, do not need to go to a particular destination, and
when there is a hint of insecurity, they do not.

Political backlash to Deng’s policies is controlled as the
whole society is controlled by the unhappy fate of dissidents
at any point in Chinese history. The likelihood that public irri-
tation with the favored treatment of foreigners or some other
aggravation will change public policy is indeed remote. More
likely, China’s tourism backlash, if it does occur, will be a result
of the Western tourist rather than the Chinese host. As men-
tioned before, the PRC is no longer receiving the uncritical ad-
mirers and those who identified with the Chinese Revolution.
Such guests in the past generally wrote flattering articles and
books even during the Cultural Revolution. “Chinese authorities
are especially grateful to the willing visitors for their lack of un-
timely curiosity about the political somersaults of the regime.
Here, since the travelers know nothing, nothing surprises
them.” 103
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The current generation of tourists is likely to be even less
knowledgeable of China than those whom Leys ridiculed in
1972, but they are politically more inconvenient to the regime.
They lack commitment and identification with the Chinese ex-
periment and they are much less docile. Their very numbers
mean they cannot be watched and organized as travelers could
have been just a few years earlier. As the Asia Yearbook, 1980
noted, the current foreign friends are curious but more de-
manding, more accustomed to international standards of travel,
and less susceptible to regimentation. 104 Even here variation
exists. Guides in all cities agreed that the easiest tourists to
have are the Japanese. 105 They are more polite, are accustomed
to group travel, and are less likely than Americans to indulge
in political dialogues. The Americans are faulted as being noisy,
demanding, hard to keep with the group, and somewhat rude
and argumentative. A redeeming quality (though not valued
very highly in Chinese society) was American frankness and
informality. Best on balance are Canadians and Australians,
who seem to have good reputations for aid to the PRC both
through individuals and their governments, and who do not
have a record to live down.

In a very different way, the Chinese have learned in recent
years in a most unpleasant fashion that opening the country
to visitors could be a less than perfect propaganda experience.
The Chinese detained several American students and then ex-
pelled them for spying, but Western attention, for the most part,
focused not on whether they were spying, but on a system that
regards the innocuous kind of data each had as state secrets.

In 1982 another incident, the crash of a Chinese airplane
carrying tourists to scenic Guilin, exposed the systemic dif-
ference between the PRC and Western news services. It was
probably a political revelation to both sides. The Chinese were
horrified that Hong Kong reporters would try to cover the story
“without proper passes and permissions. Two systems, one
boasting a relatively free flow of information, and the other
in which information is a state monopoly, met in mutual non-
comprehension” 106 The Chinese called a meeting, made a
statement, and left to the rage of frantic relatives. “Once again
the two systems were face to face. The Chinese mandarins,
obviously used to cowed acceptance of their pronouncements
were taken aback…. For a couple of days Chinese officialdom
had been given a glimpse of what it would be like to govern
people who demanded their rights.” 107
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If and when the Chinese feel that accounts of the PRC are
too unflattering or that the economic rewards are insufficient
for the efforts expended, the “image before profits” philosophy
could as easily spell the end of Chinese tourism as its expansion.
This is especially likely if Deng’s other economic policies are
found wanting. If that happens, much of the stimulus in lan-
guage instruction, cultural preservation, and the development
of the scenic sites would also be probable casualties of any new
order.

Opinions differ as to whether the PRC has received very
much from its not-quite-open-door policy. The Reagan admin-
istration continues to propose arms sales to the Republic of
China, which threatens to abort the improved relations between
the PRC and ROC. In every country tourism is a part of its diplo-
matic strategy. The PRC’s response to the Reagan initiative was
to cancel several exchanges and visits of groups with the United
States even as the CITS offered to facilitate travel for Taiwanese
wanting to visit relatives. 108 On the other hand, the PRC now
has World Bank aid, offers of arms sales from the United States,
new export markets, and numerous technical and scholarly ex-
changes that did not exist before. By quickly linking the country
with the international business community in terms of joint ven-
tures, imports, and ties with the international travel industry,
tourism has become an increasingly active policy sector allied
to Deng’s Four Modernizations campaign. Indicative of that is
the fact that the central and local governments have budgeted
Rmb. 13.2 billion for tourism development during 1986–1990,
or over 30 times that provided in the 1978–1983 period. 109

Though this alliance has given added impetus to tourism de-
velopment, it also accentuates the sector’s dependence on the
continuity of Deng’s approach. Budget deficits, inflation, food
shortages, U.S. arms sales to the ROC, and increasing problems
with the decentralization of business including tourism suggest
that Deng’s policies could easily fall into disfavor.

If this happens, the effect it will have on tourism depends
on whether that happens sooner or later. If it happens before
an elaborate tourist infrastructure is in place and while the
problems of digesting tourism are more apparent than its po-
tential, tourism could wither as rapidly as it blossomed. Ex-
cessive growth and spiraling costs are a real danger, given the
whirlwind development. Tourism does, however, support other
policies that enjoy strength less dependent on Deng’s economic
policies. Tourism is a way of wooing overseas Chinese, and Tai-
wanese in particular; a diplomatic link in which interest is likely
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to persist. Tourism’s stimulus to the arts and cultural preser-
vation may also be seen as subsidizing a source of national
pride.

After the Third Plenum of the Twelfth Party Congress, there
is no doubt that Deng Xiaoping’s pragmatic views have pre-
vailed. How long and in what forms his leadership will continue
remain to be seen. His identification with the nation’s opening
to tourism is clear. As a consequence tourism policy in China
may someday face a crisis based less on its own merits than on
its identification with the policies of Deng Xiaoping. Its devel-
opment will then hinge on whether it has demonstrated some
intrinsic value to other factions of Chinese leadership. At this
juncture decisive evidence is still lacking, but the potential for
tourism encouraging constructive development is still great.

From an examination of the evolution of Chinese tourism
policy, its political environment, and its organization, it is pos-
sible not only to see facets of tourism’s developmental prospects
that are not obvious in a strict economic analysis, but also
to develop a greater appreciation for the culture-specific envi-
ronment that can so greatly shape the implementation of any
policy. Before one can compare the success or failure of any
policy compared to its fate in other societies, it is critical to un-
derstand not only the design of the policy but the nature of the
resources of the society and its administrative milieu.
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3
The Philippines: The

Politicization of Tourism 1

Welcome to the New Philippines
—Department of Tourism Poster, 1987

“PEOPLE POWER, the Unarmed Forces of the Philippines” means,
as the t-shirts proclaim, a new era in the Philippines. Forced
from office after he massively rigged the 1986 Presidential elec-
tions, Ferdinand Marcos now lives in reluctant exile in Hawaii
and Corazon Aquino, widow of his assassinated rival, now
struggles with the Marcos legacy of political and economic
decay.

The events that brought Aquino to power made dramatic
street theater—unarmed millions massed to protest the Marcos
election fraud, to protect defecting military, and to promote the
Aquino victory. Even longtime Marcos friend, President Ronald
Reagan, was compelled to airlift the Marcos entourage to Hon-
olulu and to recognize the Aquino government. 2

Aquino inherited a bankrupt nation with a negative growth
rate, a $26 billion foreign debt, 70 percent of the population
at or below the poverty line, and a country that lost between
10 and 20 billion dollars to the systematic plundering of the
Marcos government. 3 She assumed the office of the president
even as Marcos still cowered in his bullet proof palace. Fol-
lowing his exit, Aquino moved into a presidential guest house
near the palace. There was no transition; records were in
shambles. A new constitution, new institutions, and new lead-
ership were desperately needed to replace those discredited by
the 20 years of Marcos rule. Eighteen months later these were
in place.

Under such circumstances one might assume that tourism
policy would hardly be a salient issue for the government but
Aquino, like Marcos, felt that tourism policy would prove a
useful political weapon. To understand how and why the Aquino
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government has shaped current tourism policy it is necessary
to trace in some detail the unprecedented use of tourism policy
as a political instrument by the Marcos government. It is also
important to understand the many ways in which tourism policy
was utilized for national and personal objectives, because other
governments, particularly authoritarian ones, have used and
are using tourism for some of the same political advantages.

TOURISM BY DECREE: THE POLITICAL USES OF
TOURISM UNDER PRESIDENT MARCOS

No regime has more blatantly used tourism policy for political
leverage than that of ex-President Marcos of the Philippines.
Although tourism contributed to many of the regime’s political
and economic objectives, it achieved those gains at enormous
cost to the Filipino economy. As time went on, the insensitive de-
velopment of tourism in the midst of deteriorating economic and
social conditions spawned a counter-use of tourism—opposition
violence against the tourist industry. Thus one finds in the case
of the Philippines a microcosm of the political uses and abuses
of tourism.

Background
Although 20 years ago the Philippine economy was second in
Asia only to Japan, tourism development was quite a lackluster
sector until the advent of martial law in 1972. It is indeed
ironic that as a democracy the Philippines lagged behind all
other Southeast Asian nations in tourist arrivals while under the
martial law New Society, and later the authoritarian New Re-
public, it was billed as a tourist haven. It did not happen by
accident. Within a month after Marcos declared martial law,
claiming that the country was seething with subversion and vi-
olence, ambitious government plans to expand tourism were
already being announced. “The New Society, if it lives up to
the plans and promises, may come to be known in our history
as that era when tourism was in flower.” 4 To understand just
how tourism administration was converted from a prosaic little
bureau in a nondescript building into the flashy, high profile,
skyline-changing, priority sector it would become requires un-
derstanding a bit of history of the Philippine political envi-
ronment.
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Between 1946, when the Philippines became independent
from the United States, and 1965, when Marcos was first
elected president, two loosely organized political parties had
alternated in holding political power. The Philippines had a
reputation as a freewheeling, sometimes corrupt but always
lively, democracy in the midst of the authoritarian nations of
Southeast Asia. Its elections were always occasions for massive
vote-buying on both sides, but the greed of the ruling party was
to some extent checked by the free, often scurrilous, press, a
strong opposition party and regularly held elections. 5

President Marcos’ first term in office more or less followed
the characteristic pattern. In 1969 he became the first president
since independence to be re-elected, in what was widely ac-
knowledged to have been an unusually corrupt and possibly
rigged election. The constitutional two-term limit for the pres-
ident meant that Marcos was scheduled to leave office in 1973.
During much of the president’s second term he sought without
success to have the constitution changed by encouraging a con-
stitutional convention to develop a parliamentary system. That
proved futile. At the same time, student protests, Marxist-en-
couraged agrarian revolts and the chronic (since Spanish times)
violence of Moslem dissidents on the southern island of Min-
danao made the Philippines seem unsettled at best. Critics
would later argue that none of these events was particularly
unusual for the Philippines. However, the president made them
appear so. A terrorist bombing of a political rally (which was
later discovered to have occurred at the president’s behest) set
the stage.

Using Tourism to Sell Martial Law
“Every visit is an endorsement of the continuation of the po-
litical, economic, and social stability achieved by … martial
law.” 6 On September 22, 1972, the president declared martial
law, dissolved Congress, closed most papers, abolished the vice-
presidency, arrested political opposition, and began what
Marcos labeled the “New Society.” It was during this tumul-
tuous period, under the scrutiny of world opinion and with
all competing political institutions neutralized, that the gov-
ernment began its massive tourism program.

In an open political system, heavy dependence on patronage
and public works tends to take the form of projects like schools,
roads, dams, parks, and health clinics. Some are purely pork
barrel in nature, but they are designed to be relevant to popular
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needs, and to sway public opinion and with it the vote. In a
closed political system as the Philippines was between 1972
and 1986 different political needs surface. The winning political
formula then becomes not votes but the support of the key ele-
ments in the domestic and international elite. Tourism is partic-
ularly well-suited to assuaging elites and developing a clientele
for authoritarian rule. Oriol Pi-Sunyer, in her study of Spain,
documents the use of tourism in the 1930s as a way of coun-
tering hostility to fascist Spain.

If Western governments were reluctant to support Spanish
Fascism, Europeans could nevertheless be invited to Spain and,
hopefully act as unofficial emissaries of the regime on their return
home. Reports that the living was cheap (as it was for outsiders)
and that the country was tranquil (as it appeared to be to the
casual visitor) helped legitimate the system.

For internal Spanish consumption, the hundreds of thousands
of foreigners visiting Spain was offered as evidence that the dicta-
torship was accepted abroad…. The controlled media constantly
reported on the growth of tourism and explained at great length
how this apparently inexhaustible source of wealth benefitted the
Spanish people. 7

The parallels with the Philippines grow even closer when one
notes that the later expansion of Spanish tourism flourished
and was in part linked to U.S. economic and military support,
which was in turn a reflection of the American-Spanish bases
agreement of 1953.

Similar contemporary examples using tourism for political
credibility could be found in the two Koreas and the Republic
of China. But it was President Marcos in the Philippines who in
1972 demonstrated that tourism could be developed to convey
and create regime legitimacy in ways and to a degree not at-
tempted before. At the time martial law was declared, Marcos
had two critical foreign policy problems. First, he had to
overcome the shock and dismay in some Western circles at the
unexpected imposition of martial law in order to neutralize op-
position to his leadership. Second, he had to assure that martial
law would not jeopardize the flow of foreign capital investment
into the country, encourage cuts in foreign aid, or erect new
trade barriers to Philippine exports.

Internationally, Marcos’ problem was his own political le-
gitimacy as well as the continuation and enlargement of the
economic base for his policies. He met these challenges with
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characteristic articulateness and political skill. The imposition
of martial law was treated as an entirely constitutional, hence
legitimate, response to an emergency situation created by com-
munist subversion and communal violence. Moreover, he in-
sisted that an integrated series of policies was required to
effectively curtail the situation. Marcos thus served notice to
the nation that martial law was not to be a 90-day phenomenon.
At the same time that he was building a case that internal
subversion required the imposition of martial law, Marcos also
managed to assure such international economic brokers as
Robert McNamara (then president of the World Bank) and
others that the Philippines was an ideal investment site for both
international aid and multinational corporate development.

Tourism, which had fallen off dramatically in the period im-
mediately before and after martial law, was quickly seized upon
as a means to refurbish the Philippines’ and especially Marcos’
image. Tourism had not been a priority industry prior to the es-
tablishment of martial law and had, in fact, done very poorly
during the first term of Marcos’ administration. Yet within eight
months of the declaration of martial law, tourism was a priority
industry eligible for a variety of tax incentives and customs con-
cessions. The regime had set up its first Department of Tourism
(DOT) by May 11, 1973. 8

Jose Aspiras, former congressman and presidential news
secretary, was given the task of selling the Philippines as a safe
and delightful destination thanks to the achievements of the
New Society. He approached his job with customary gusto and
a well-developed public relations instinct. In days, tourism went
from a once-a-month news item to a daily media blitz. The im-
pression was fostered that no visitor had had a good night’s
sleep in pre-martial law Philippines and no hotelier would have
a good one ever again without martial law.

Aspiras had a formidable ally in First Lady Imelda Marcos.
She is rumored to have been responsible for the creation of
a cabinet level post for Aspiras. Though a longtime associate
of the president, Aspiras began his most rapid ascent after he
reputedly was among those who saved Mrs. Marcos from a
would-be assassin. 9 This rumor gains credence from the fact
that tourism had just been reorganized a few months before on
the recommendation of a three-year study by the Presidential
Commission on Reorganization. The new Philippine Tourism
Commission was scuttled and with it tourism’s longtime head,
Gregorio Araneta, who was then given the position of under-
secretary in the new DOT. Araneta contends that Aspiras’ first
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choice was to be secretary of the Department of Public Infor-
mation, but Marcos persuaded him that tourism would be a
major responsibility in the New Society.

For some time, Imelda Marcos had nurtured expansive and
expensive ambitions to see the Philippines, and particularly
Manila, blossom into an international oasis for the luxury
traveler. Her interest in the arts and in the general cultural
life of the city had been ridiculed and frustrated by outspoken
critics and a frequently hostile press. These constraints were
gone after martial law began.

Nor was Marcos constrained in promoting tourism. Tourism,
as a relatively new and heretofore harmless government
function, had no real enemies. Unlike his key domestic program
of land reform, with tourism policy the president had no need
to perform amazing feats by juggling power interests. At the
same time he could build a potentially important industry crit-
ically dependent on stability and relatively unconcerned about
political freedom.

Tourists per se mattered less in the early years of martial
law than did the publicity about tourism. The DOT launched an
ambitious series of invitational visits to the Philippines for travel
writers and tour operators, groups that could be depended upon
not to bite the hand that fed them and who were not likely to
be preoccupied with civil libertarian issues. In a friendly, beau-
tiful country it was enough that the gun slingers were gone and
no tanks patrolled the streets. To further the image of a peace-
ful, contented society, the DOT built a promotional campaign
around the Philippines’ most important asset—a cheerful, hos-
pitable people. The slogan, “Where Asia Wears a Smile,” was a
particularly adroit choice for defusing criticism of life under the
New Society.

Aggressive efforts were made to attract international gath-
erings of global appeal. Once these media events were secured,
the mobilization required to assure their success began. The
Miss Universe Contest in 1974 occasioned among other things
such modern-day pyramid building as the construction of its
venue, the huge Folk Arts Theatre, in an incredible 77 days of
nonstop construction and at still unreported costs. The media
event for 1975 was the “Thrilla in Manila,” which pitted Joe Fra-
zier against Mohammed Ali in their championship fight. Once
again world publicity focused on the Philippines as journalists
toured the country developing background stories for the spec-
tacle. The government’s tourism department promoted tourist
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events with a positively dazzling eclecticism that ranged from
the “Miss Gay World Beauty Pageant” in Baguio to evangelist
Rex Humbard’s rally in Manila.

The IMF-World Bank Conference
But it was the International Monetary Fund-World Bank Con-
ference in October 1976 that stimulated the most frenzied and
politically motivated use of tourism. In late 1974, as soon as the
Philippines learned that its bid had been accepted, all pretense
at orderly and phased tourism development was abandoned.
“In the rush to build the hotels, normal loan procedures were
shelved…. Irineo Aguirre (Director of the Bureau of Tourism
Services) says that ‘the Government never planned for so many
hotels to be built at one time.’ The hotel construction had been
planned on a staggered basis … but then the IMF came along.”
10 The IMF–World Bank Conference offered an opportunity for
both regime recognition and personal aggrandizement. No ex-
pense was spared to assure that this most prestigious interna-
tional conference would find in Manila a showcase of stability,
prosperity, elegance, and beauty. The tantalizing prospect of
hosting 5,000 VIPs, even for just a week, led to a rush to com-
plete 12 luxury hotels within 18 months, though the tourism
master plan had not expected such accommodation needs for at
least a decade. 11

The opportunities seized for private gain became clear later.
By 1976 the First Lady had become the first governor of the
super-political unit known as Metro Manila. As the highest au-
thority over the 17 constituent cities, Imelda Marcos was clearly
in a position to monitor development. Her financial interests
and those of her friends were not neglected. Enormous con-
vention facilities and exhibition halls were rushed to comple-
tion. Round-the-clock shifts were utilized to complete her own
hotel, the $150 million Philippine Plaza, conveniently located
on reclaimed land in Manila Harbor alongside the lavish con-
vention facilities. “Ownership” is rather a misnomer, as the
hotel was built without Philippine Tourism Authority (PTA) ap-
proval and with 100 percent government financing. Friends,
including the tourism minister, also borrowed massive sums
with little or no equity of their own involved. Although the
Central Bank looked askance at such risky ventures, the deal
was struck when the Government Service Insurance System
agreed to guarantee the loans. Some entrepreneurs reputedly
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borrowed far more at the concessional interest rates than
needed for the hotels and used the extra funds for speculation.
12

In any event, the IMF-World Bank Conference is still, over
a decade later, the reference point for grandiose tourism de-
velopment among international travel industry specialists. It is
hard to exaggerate what occurred.

The skyline of Manila, indeed, part of what was once Manila
Harbor, was drastically altered by the rise of more than a dozen
luxury hotels. Depending on one’s sources of information, in the
1975–1976 period, between US$410 and $545 million of gov-
ernment money became directly tied up in hotel financing. The
relative size of this commitment can be compared from several
angles: it was between one-seventh and one-fifth of the gov-
ernment’s total proposed 1976 expenditures of $3.05 billion. 13

It is more than the nation’s total 1976 borrowing from the World
Bank of $315 million. The Development Bank of the Philippines
(DBP) alone spent a “staggering $229.29 million” through July
1976 on tourism projects. 14

From a development standpoint, the expenditure on hotel fi-
nancing alone is between 30 and 40 times the amount that the
government has spent on public housing. It could, of course,
be argued that comparing government expenditures with gov-
ernment loans is misleading because, theoretically, the latter
will be repaid. But one could make a similar case for such things
as agrarian reform loans and low-cost housing loans. The gov-
ernment was not so zealous in those sectors. Further, with hind-
sight we now know that the massive loans were not repaid.
Tourism was subsidized by the Filipino citizen through taxation
and social security payments. The government now owns most
of these hotels.

Though a spokesperson for the Philippine Hotel Association
acknowledged that the hotels built in 1976 would “not be eco-
nomically viable for the next 15 years‚” the government con-
tinued to extend their credit. 15 As of 1983, the Development
Bank of the Philippines had acquired 80 percent control of 70
tourism related accounts that owed the DBP 4.5 billion pesos.
Though 1.5 billion pesos in loans were converted into equity
in the hotels, the total owed now far exceeds the value of
the hotels as collateral. 16 The government lost the taxpayers’
money with every move.

Nor was the hotel building the extent of the government-
financed tourism infrastructure. The reclamation of land in
Manila Harbor was a very expensive project. Most of the sub-
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sequent building on the reclaimed land was related to tourism.
The First Lady’s Philippine Plaza Hotel has already been men-
tioned. Its waterfront location was envied by competing older
hotels that found their once waterfront locations disappear as
vast acres of reclaimed land emerged in front of them.

Other grandiose projects included the Philippine Interna-
tional Convention Center (PICC), estimated to cost $150 million,
and the Philippine Center for International Trade and Exhi-
bitions. The convention facility spurred the creation of Presi-
dential Decree 867 creating a Philippine Convention Bureau,
which was supported by taxing all hotels big and small. The
small hotels resented the tax because they had no conven-
tion traffic. The larger ones resented the PICC because it com-
peted with their own convention facilities. 17 Airport, port devel-
opment, and accelerated road building projects were also de-
veloped with considerable attention to their impact on tourism.
18

The IMF-World Bank Conference was apparently a huge po-
litical success, despite the fact that only 3,000 of the 5,000
anticipated participants came. Few delegates seemed to note
the incongruity of a New Society that was supposedly aimed at
redressing inequities spending many times more for the con-
struction of luxury hotels than for public housing and land
reform. As was intended, most were impressed by the stability
and attractiveness of the society, the tremendous growth in in-
ternational investments, and the obvious improvement in law
and order, at least in the tourist belt. 19 Military and economic
aid to the Marcos government increased, in both bi-lateral U.S.-
Philippines terms and in terms of IMF-World Bank aid. To most
of the 138 government and tourism industry officials inter-
viewed in 1976 and 1977 the tourism development effort was
an enormous political success for President Marcos, though
few would argue that it made economic sense. Secretary of
Tourism Jose Aspiras even went so far as to conclude that Fil-
ipino Martial Law was itself a tourist attraction. 20

Balikbayan and Reunion for Peace
Although the international beauty contests, boxing events, and
wooing of VIPs garnered excellent publicity for the Philippines,
a different approach was needed to counter the bitter criticism
of many expatriates abroad and the ever-lengthening lines
outside the U.S. embassy of those seeking to leave the Philip-
pines. The Marcos government was extremely sensitive to
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charges of political torture, “salvaging” (killing) of opponents,
repression, and corruption by the regime because they
threatened to alienate the more than 1.5 million Filipinos living
abroad, three-quarters of whom reside in the United States.
Through consulate activities of sometimes dubious legality, 21

through referenda giving overseas Filipinos preferential
treatment over local Filipinos, and through tourism, the gov-
ernment sought to influence Filipinos abroad politically and the
nations in which they resided. There was an economic rationale
as well. Filipino remittances grew in importance even as the
Philippine economy deteriorated. Moreover, criticism abroad
threatened to jeopardize the foreign aid and investment upon
which the government grew ever more dependent. 22

The government response was the Balikbayan (home-
coming) Program. Begun in 1973 as a special project to assuage
concerns about martial law among overseas Filipinos, it con-
tinued as an elaborate project to subsidize the travel to the
Philippines of Filipinos living abroad. Over a score of national
departments and provincial and local agencies are involved in
the development of the program, as well as embassies and con-
sulates abroad. Balikbayan initially was built upon the close
Philippine family ties and what is the longest Christmas season
in the world: All Saints Day (November 1) to Epiphany (January
6). Hundreds of thousands of copies of “Invitation to a Tradi-
tional Philippine Christmas” were sent abroad. School children
were assigned to invite relatives home for Christmas. Local gov-
ernments were charged with developing local festivals and im-
migration, tax, and customs officials were instructed to exempt
Balikbayan visitors from most requirements. The icing on the
cake was the Department of Tourism’s 50 percent discount
of airfares and concessional rates on accommodations and
shopping. 23

Although the DOT initially contended that the Balikbayan
Program was an economic success, 24 fervent supporters of the
regime would later acknowledge that it was very costly but well
worth it in public relations value.

The government of course, has lost and is losing a rather sub-
stantial amount of revenue from the program. But the benefits de-
rived by the country are not only from the foreign currency spent
here … it is also an effective means of rebutting through actual
experience the lies they have spread about this country in foreign
lands. 25
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Though the Philippine people bore the economic costs of
subsidizing the tourism of more affluent expatriates abroad, the
regime benefited politically from the program. By 1978 nearly a
million Filipinos and their families had taken advantage of the
government program. Even so, the government took pains to
inflate the figures further, because they so successfully belied
the “you can’t go home again” claims of Marcos’ critics. All
overseas Filipinos and their families, regardless of their present
or past nationality, who visited the Philippines were considered
Balikbayans for accounting purposes. The effect of this was to
inflate the number of Filipinos coming home and deflate the
number of American tourists, for most Balikbayans came from
the United States. This accounting procedure also made it im-
possible to compare the number of overseas Filipinos who were
visiting in the pre-martial-law period with those who have re-
turned subsequently. Statistics for the former do exist but were
never cited and are not comparable, for the earlier statistics
noted only Filipinos born in the Philippines, not whole families.
26

The favorable comments on the cleanliness, beauty, and
order that prevailed in tourist areas provided positive feedback
to both the world and the local press. Like tourists in general,
Balikbayans rarely were interested in the political details of
the government but were impressed with the relatively relaxed
atmosphere and congenial surroundings. Yet they were more
credible for political purposes than ordinary tourists because
they were in a position to compare the New Society on a tempo-
rary basis with the Old Society they had known more closely
and had opted to leave. Encouraged by the success of the Ba-
likbayan Program, the government developed other specialized
homecoming programs geared to influential expatriate groups.
Presidential Decree 819, in October 1975, established the Balik-
Scientist Program, which included incentives for practicing pro-
fessional skills in the Philippines as well as regular Balikbayan
privileges. 27 Balik-UP was set up in July 1978 to encourage
visits from University of the Philippines alumni, the graduates
of the most prestigious university in the country. As an indicator
of the coordination and high-level support these programs en-
joyed, Balik-UP was promoted jointly by the ministries of
Tourism, Foreign Affairs, and Trade as well as Philippine Air-
lines. 28

Toward the end of the Marcos era there was some curtailing
of concessions to non-Filipino family members, but the basic po-
litical objectives of the Balikbayan Program continued to over-
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shadow the economic costs of the program. 29 Actually, in many
respects the economic costs have decreased. Since the gov-
ernment now owned many of the lavish hotels for which it un-
derwrote the construction in 1976, it was eager to get whatever
tourists it could or face added empty rooms and an increasing
drain on government reserves.

The “Reunion for Peace,” launched in early 1977, was an-
other attempt to bring back to the Philippines groups who could
not help but compare the atmosphere under martial law fa-
vorably with what they had known before. The program appears
to have been inspired by a similar initiative in South Korea, an-
other authoritarian nation in search of better press notices. The
political formula is astute: promote the return of former World
War II servicemen and their families from America, Japan, and
Australia for a nostalgic tour of old battlegrounds and memo-
rials as well as a panoramic view of the New Society. Con-
cessional fares and touring discounts sweeten the package.
Meanwhile, the entire project complemented the president’s ini-
tiatives in presenting the Philippines as an independent and
vigorous society intent on reconciliation and relations with a va-
riety of powers. Even for this small program the government
developed a committee composed of the heads of the Depart-
ments of National Defense, Development, Foreign Affairs, Local
Government and Community Development, Highways, the Na-
tional Historical Institute, and the Veterans Federation. 30

Both Balikbayan and Reunion for Peace have been programs
that were generally well received at home and abroad. The
United Nations’ praise of both programs as innovative and con-
structive has encouraged the adoption of similar programs else-
where.

Until about 1980 one would have had to credit the regime’s
tourism policy with general political success. For example,
tourism was used as the basis for forging closer political and
economic ties within the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN). Marcos was interested in strengthening ASEAN for
several reasons. First, it was showing increasing signs of be-
coming an important counterweight to Japanese and American
influence in the area. Second, it offered an international forum
for the Philippines and for Marcos, where Marcos could en-
hance his global reputation as a statesman while representing
the Philippines as a genuinely nonaligned nation. Third, by
initiating patterns of regional cooperation in such sectors as
tourism, he hoped to avoid ruinous competition that could abort
the Philippine tourism effort. At the same time, the campaigns
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for ASEAN cooperative efforts encouraged the general political
support of the other member nations. Harmony with such
ASEAN powers as Malaysia and Indonesia also reduced the like-
lihood that those Muslim nations would actively support the
Muslim rebels in the Southern Philippines.

To further these objectives, the Philippine government
worked tirelessly to develop closer communication and trans-
portation links with ASEAN member nations. An air link was
opened between the Philippines and Indonesia, thereby com-
pleting the air routes among ASEAN nations and facilitating
regional travel and promotion. A permanent committee on
tourism in the ASEAN was established and plans were made
to develop a regional passport, for free exchange of currency
among member countries, and to ease customs and trade re-
strictions. 31

So important had tourism become as an ingredient in
Philippine foreign policy that for a while every government em-
ployee going abroad had to take a departure course on both the
policies of the New Society and the major tourism attractions
in the country. In early 1977, the Department of Foreign Affairs
went a step further and recalled the ambassadors and consuls
from North America for briefings on tourism and a ten-day tour
of the Philippines. 32 Even city governments were expected to
use their mandatory tourism councils to initiate visits and ex-
changes with other foreign countries.

In May 1977, the city of Manila hosted its first international
conference, the Pacific and Asian Congress of Municipalities
(PACOM). Manila has been the site of numerous international
conventions, but this was ostensibly the first international con-
vention hosted by the city. The demarcations between municipal
and national government, however, were certainly blurred
under martial law. National government figures and depart-
ments were prominent in the planning, but most of the costs
were borne by the Manila city government. The city had given
“voluntarily” over 1 million pesos ($134,700) a year to the DOT
since martial law began. 33

Appropriately, the subject of the conference was national
and local partnership in the development of tourism. PACOM
is an apolitical body of local government executives from coun-
tries in the Pacific Basin. It has few resources and little in-
fluence, being largely a creation of rather particularistic po-
litical needs. The organization was founded by Honolulu Mayor
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Frank Fasi, who until the Manila convention had remained
PACOM president. PACOM offered Mayor Fasi a forum that
nicely complemented the variety in his Honolulu constituency.

The conference was also important to the Philippines. By
giving this diffuse collection of local officials the VIP treatment,
not only was the Philippines likely to be remembered favorably,
but attitudes toward Filipinos abroad might be positively af-
fected. It was mentioned, for example, during the planning for
the PACOM conference that many politicians in a position to
help overseas Filipinos would be attending. Moreover, a few
of the mayors coming would be overseas Filipinos who would
themselves be important in improving the Philippine image
abroad. Philippine planners were particularly hopeful that
Mayor Fasi would be elected Hawaii’s governor in the next
election so that his favorable record of appointing Filipinos to
government posts could continue at a higher level. 34 They were
to be disappointed.

It was also to be a morale booster for the local Filipino
mayors who would attend and later help one of their own,
Manila Mayor Ramon Bagatsing, become without opposition
the new president of PACOM. Other nationality groups did not
bother to put up presidential candidates when it became ob-
vious that out of a total PACOM membership of less than 500,
300 were new Filipino members. PACOM planners were ready
should there be a challenge to Mayor Bagatsing’s candidacy, but
their contingency plans were not necessary. 35

PACOM was a small conference with fewer than 500 at-
tending, but its keynote address was given by the First Lady and
its closing speech by the President. This is an indication less of
the significance of the convention than of the unstinting efforts
of the First Couple to garner influence and prestige for the New
Society.

The conference was executed with a precision and attention
to detail that was most impressive. Thanks to the convention
center and new hotels, the facilities were impeccable. The costs
were enormous, however, and only a fraction of the investment
was recovered by registration fees and visitor spending. 36 As
several delegations remarked, the Philippine conference would
be a hard act to follow for those national groups who have to
account to the public for their expenditures.
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Opposition Uses of International Tourism
Only two major tourism conferences have clearly boomeranged
politically. The first was the Eighth World Peace Through Law
Conference, which was held in Manila in August 1977. The
theme of the conference was international protection of human
rights. It was perhaps too much for the Marcos regime to woo
jurists as successfully as it had wooed boxing and beauty
contest fans, but certainly a Herculean effort was made. Marcos
announced the lifting of curfew and the ban on international
travel as well as the release of about 1,500 prisoners, and in-
timated that local elections would be forthcoming. They were
not. The presence of the conference in Manila also encouraged
local campus dissidents to stage antigovernment demonstra-
tions. These the government gingerly confronted, reluctant to
show its strength with American conventioneers in the crowd
and with a stellar international gathering in the city. 37

The second, which failed more dramatically, was the
American Society of Travel Agents (ASTA) Conference. The
Philippines had accelerated its tourism initiative by 1980 as
hotel overcapacity became a major liability and public criticism
of tourism policy grew. Overseas offices multiplied and a new
tourism offensive was signalled by the opening of the Philip-
pine Embassy’s Special Services Office in Washington, D.C.,
to coordinate tourism, convention, and cultural activities. The
effort was dramatic enough that even the industry press took
notice.

The travel industry has been practically commuting to Manila
in the past 12 months. The Philippine capital, with its superb
meeting facilities and plethora of deluxe hotels, has managed
to attract, like a giant Pacific magnet, a procession of travel in-
dustry conferences (PATA, the Pacific Area Travel Association,
the World Tourism Organization) and this month welcomes the
biggest annual industry event of them all: the ASTA World Con-
gress. 38

The American Society of Travel Agents convention was ea-
gerly wooed and, once won, the Philippine government spared
no expense in preparing a lavish conference for the more than
6,000 delegates expected at this important event. More than
any other single tourism organization, this one influenced
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access and trade to the American and even the world market.
This the government knew. But so did the President’s oppo-
sition.

Despite elaborate security, no more than minutes after Pres-
ident Marcos opened the gala conference a bomb went off in the
convention hall, injuring several delegates. The timing of the
attack could not have been more adroit from the opposition’s
perspective, for it followed the president’s ridicule of Western
press accounts of the Philippines as unsafe. 39 The president was
unhurt but politically stunned by his opposition’s bold and suc-
cessful breach of security. Moreover, the ASTA Conference was
in chaos. The conference was cancelled despite Philippine gov-
ernment pleas. The Ministry of Tourism offered free stays, food,
and travel to delegates who would remain, as it desperately
sought to recoup its political standing. There were few takers.

With one bomb, the most important clientele group in global
travel had been initiated into the state of domestic politics in
the Philippines. Philippine tourist arrivals declined immediately
by 10 percent and continued to decline throughout Marcos’
tenure, despite the deteriorating exchange rate of the peso,
which made the Philippines a very inexpensive destination for
international visitors.

The tourist industry, developed in large measure by massive
media promotion, had been undone by media events beyond the
regime’s control. Tourism had also been affected dramatically
by the reports of general violence and political instability. 40

A case in point: the airport assassination of opposition leader,
Benigno Aquino, as he returned from exile had an immediate
impact on tourism.

Reaction to the killing (and its consequences) among po-
tential visitors to the Philippines can be illustrated by what hap-
pened in the convention market. Within days of Aquino’s death,
eight large international events scheduled for late 1983 and early
1984 were cancelled. Revenue from an estimated 10,500 high
spending visitors was lost. 41

Even business travel, which had been more resistent to bad po-
litical news, declined as the economic situation deteriorated.

This was not the first violence directed at tourism. Selective
acts of terrorism against tourists and the tourist establishment
had been increasing as the Marcos family and friends became
identified as the prime beneficiaries of the government’s ex-
pensive tourism development program. In the mid-1970s there
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were kidnappings of two Japanese tourists on the southern
island of Mindanao. Since Japan assumes an unusually paternal
role toward its citizens abroad, this event had severe repercus-
sions. Japan, by far the largest tourism market for the Philip-
pines, has a tremendous impact on Philippine tourism. The
Japanese issued a warning to Japanese tourists to avoid the
southern Philippines and almost all did, for years.

A beefed-up military police and stiff sentences for crimes
against tourists were the government’s attempt to keep law-
lessness to a minimum in Manila’s tourist belt. 42 By the late
1970s and early 1980s, however, a new opposition strategy tar-
geted the hotels owned by the Marcos family and their asso-
ciates. A series of arson attacks began that severely damaged or
destroyed several luxury hotels and a floating casino. A group
calling itself the “Light a Fire” movement claimed responsibility
for the fires.

In mid-October 1984, a famous hill city monument, the Pines
Hotel in Baguio, went up in flames. The hotel was filled with
American veterans on a Reunion for Peace tour. Two other
hotels burned in as many weeks. After over 50 deaths and
500 injuries from the three fires, the luxury hotels were forced
to search visitors and their luggage, a decision scarcely com-
patible with the carefree ambience the Tourism Ministry spent
millions to promote. 43

If one tried to imagine the mindset of militant opponents of
the regime, generally denied open channels of dissent, subject
to preventive detention, not allowed habeas corpus, and fre-
quently the target of torture and disappearances, the attacks
become more understandable. After 20 years of Marcos rule,
the radical opposition had correctly concluded that the pres-
ident would not peacefully relinquish control and that foreign
governments would not precipitate action against him.

Tourism was at once a highly visible, salient example of
“crony capitalism” and of the grandiose pretensions of the
Marcos regime. The tourist infrastructure was largely owned
by the First Family or those close to them. Moreover, terrorist
victims of arson or bombs were likely to be foreigners or the
most conservative strata of the Filipino elite. Thus a backlash
among the mass of citizens was unlikely. In any case, because
foreigners were involved, there was publicity abroad, if not in
the Philippines. Moreover, tourism is an important export sector
that can be killed at little effort or expense. A pattern of spo-
radic violence can cripple it.
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The government found that its very zealousness in building a
tourism infrastructure simultaneously created new pressures to
draw tourists even as it has developed new vulnerability to op-
position violence. In June of 1984, the government announced
it was putting 200 street marshalls in Manila with instructions
to shoot to maim suspected criminals. By the end of July 1984,
over 40 people had been shot dead by the marshalls and others
wounded. Such law and order efforts did not inspire great con-
fidence among tourists but for a time it had a chilling effect on
dissident activity in the capital. 44

The Domestic Uses of Tourism
Within the Philippines, the decision to rapidly expand tourism
also had predominantly political objectives, though the ra-
tionale developed for explaining the importance of tourism was
in terms of the economic benefits that would accrue from an ac-
celerated program. Political legitimacy was no less important at
home than abroad, and the spectacle of thousands of tourists
visiting the Philippines supported the administration’s claim to
have earned the confidence and respect of the world. As in
fascist Spain, tourist arrivals were hailed as personal endorse-
ments of martial law.

Favorable comments of tourists and visiting officials were
included in nearly every issue of the major newspapers since
the creation of the DOT in 1973. Conventions, however, were
a new variant on bread and circuses in terms of regaling the
masses with lively details. Each was assured daily coverage and
numerous feature stories.

The impression of an inordinate amount of newspaper space
devoted to tourism was confirmed during my four-month
content analysis of the three leading dailies, from January to
May 1977. The three papers studied during the period were Bul-
letin Today, Philippine Daily Express, and the Times Journal, all
Manila dailies. The first paper was owned by a friend of the
president. The latter two were under the ownership of members
of the First Couple’s family.

By way of comparison, there were 12 stories on tourism
for every one on agricultural policy, including the much her-
alded land reform. Another measure of tourism’s prominence
was the coverage devoted to it in the prestigious Fookien Times
Yearbooks to which government and civic leaders contribute.
In 1976, for example, tourism coverage (14 pages and cover)
exceeded space devoted to agriculture, industry, or trade. This
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imbalance is even more pronounced when one compares the
prominence, length, and accompanying photographs on the two
subjects. 45

Moreover, even mild criticism of tourism policy was dealt
with more summarily than criticism of land reform implemen-
tation. Columnists who failed to be properly enthusiastic about
government implementation of the tourism program lost their
jobs. One such example, Frankie Lagniton, writing for the Bul-
letin Today, had his column cancelled without notice to him or
his readers. Individuals in the DOT leadership felt he had been
critical of their approach to attracting increased travel trade. 46

Bernard Wideman of the Washington Post also ran afoul of
the regime after a number of articles in the Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Review and the Washington Post. His unpopularity with
the regime was based, among other things, on his writing about
the massive hotel construction and financing. Wideman was or-
dered deported, but a hearing shortly before the World Peace
Through Law Conference led to a personal determination by
the president that he could stay. Not so lucky was Associated
Press Manila bureau chief Arnold Zeitlin, who the preceding
November, after the IMF-World Bank Conference, was given 24
hours to leave the country without a hearing. 47 The decisions
made no mention of the conferences, of course, but it seemed
that the different treatment accorded these journalists was, in
part, occasioned by the timing of the conferences and by the
regime’s awareness that such publicity could not be helpful to
the image desired.

Tourism Implementation and Administration
Political legitimacy was only one of the president’s domestic
goals. Promotion of tourism has also proved to be a very flexible
tool for selectively investing in the country according to political
priorities, both personal and regime-based. Initially, the tourism
master plan identified eight large priority zones for devel-
opment. These reflected the stated desire to diffuse the in-
vestment, and thereby the benefits from tourism, as widely as
possible. The eight priority areas were northern Luzon, Manila
Bay region, eastern Visayas, Bicol region, western Visayas,
Lanao area, Davao provinces, Zamboanga, and Sulu. 48

The implementation of tourism development bore little rela-
tionship to that schema, which had been the product of more
politically detached technocrats. 49 In an effort to accelerate de-
velopment it was decided that government financing of tourism
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initiatives would go primarily to four much smaller areas where
there was already sufficient demand to make such ventures
quickly profitable. 50

Two of the areas selected fit the critical mass criterion—the
Greater Manila area and the Laguna-Cavite areas across Manila
Harbor. The third, Zamboanga, was an area of potential rather
than present mass demand. It was located on the troubled
island of Mindanao and was developed as an international
gateway to the Philippines in what proved to be a futile attempt
to redress the years of neglect in the southern Philippines. Of
course roads, airports, and improved communications facilities
can serve military and tourist requirements alike. In fact, some
military personnel suggested that rebel sanctuaries might be
most effectively undermined by turning their rustic settings into
tourist attractions, thereby bringing jobs and development to
the area. 51 By 1988, it appeared that the tourists rather than
the rebels were in flight from the area.

The fourth focus of tourism development was the popular
resort area of La Union, the home province of the then Sec-
retary of Tourism and the heartland of President Marcos’
Ilocano supporters. There are many tourist attractions in this
area, so that although it does not have the critical mass of a
city like Cebu, which was ignored in the five-year plan, La Union
is, nevertheless, a reasonable center for tourism development.
52 Patronage is a time-honored tradition in the Philippines that
martial law only embellished. La Union is one of the smaller
provinces in the Philippines, but it has the largest of the 12
tourism field offices and is the only province with a subfield
office, in this case in Secretary Aspiras’ home town of Agoo. The
La Union Field Office is itself a tourist attraction, sitting as it
does on a high hill overlooking Bauang, the provincial capital,
and the ocean. The staff numbered 22 to 24, including 8 to 10
employees in tiny Agoo. The field office nearest in size was in
the Philippines’ second largest city, Cebu, where there was a
staff of 16. 53

La Union has also benefited from tourist-related infra-
structure, including the Marcos Highway, which conveniently
connects Baguio and Agoo. In the 1980s construction workers
were also kept busy building a Mount Rushmore-sized bust of
President Marcos along a mountainside. Despite the financial
crises endemic to the Philippines that worsened each month,
there were always funds for the Ilocano region.
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Filipino politicians historically have furnished bountiful pa-
tronage for their home or linguistic regions. None, however,
had the 20-year opportunity of President Marcos. In the 1980s,
the First Couple had their greatest personal tourism patronage
opportunity. They redecorated and in large part re-created an
entire Spanish town, in the sleepy town of Sarrat. The archi-
tecture was circa 1800 but the amenities were strictly jet set.
The motivation was not entirely political, because it was in the
president’s home province and the initial flurry of construction
was for his oldest daughter’s wedding. Sentiment and politics
are not incompatible, however. Just as the cabinet and army,
particularly the officers, have come overwhelmingly from the
Ilocano regions, generally, patronage also tended to flow to the
region. 54 Even in 1988, over two years after Marcos was uncer-
emoniously whisked into exile and after hundreds of stories ver-
ified his plunder of the country, he retained the loyalty of many
Ilocanos.

Tourism under martial law became an elastic source of pa-
tronage not only in terms of the private sector but also in
terms of government employees. Just as only a fraction of the
government’s budget was strictly within the Department of
Tourism, many of the personnel working on tourist-related ac-
tivities were attached to departments and agencies with
nontourist-oriented primary functions such as city govern-
ments, cultural bodies, banking and investment institutions,
transportation, and planning and budgetary bodies.

The Board of Travel and Tourist Industry (BTTI), the pre-
cursor to the DOT, employed about 250 people at its zenith in
1972. By 1977, over 1,000 were on the Department of Tourism
payroll, with an additional 300 in the powerful Philippine
Tourism Authority. 55 Given the growth in tourism, such in-
creases may appear reasonable. Not so easy to rationalize were
the six people assigned to the DOT library, which at that time
had 58 items in its cardfile—mainly speeches—and a clippings
file. The library had no magazine subscriptions and no books!
56 The Marawi City Field Office had a staff of six, but only five
tourists had come by late May 1977. They were ecstatic when
this writer’s family arrived, nearly doubling the arrivals for that
year. 57

An intensive examination done by the University of the
Philippines College of Public Administration of the adminis-
tration of the Department of Tourism and its comparison with
other departments is not possible to detail here, but there was
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an unusual amount of slack in the Department of Tourism and
the Philippine Tourism Authority even by Philippine standards.
58

There were also some rather bizarre wage policies. Most
government positions are subject to wage standardization, but
certain positions are exempted if the work is of a highly tech-
nical nature. The Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR) could
not hire lawyers because of abysmal salary scales, and because,
for all the government’s rhetoric, it refused to consider DAR
lawyers “technical” and therefore exempt from pay ceilings.
Thus, landlords could abort most land reform decisions by
paralyzing litigation to which DAR could not adequately re-
spond. 59 The Philippine Tourism Authority, on the other hand,
had not only its lawyers but 70 percent of its staff of 300 de-
clared “technical,” so their salaries were much higher than
most in the Civil Service. 60

Most DOT personnel receive salaries based on the wage
standardization scale. Nearly a third, however, were employed
as casual or contractual workers, which allowed them to bypass
the civil service examinations and position ceilings in the de-
partment. This means that such employees are considered tem-
porary, but Aspiras saw to it that most of the benefits of per-
manent government service accrued to them. 61

An indicator of the importance the president attached to
tourism is the number of former presidential assistants and mil-
itary men heading key tourism departments. In the field of-
fices and in other central office positions could be found many
former congressional aides, former politicians, and journalists
supportive of Marcos. Despite the reforms attempted by the
Civil Service Commission, all levels of the department exhibited
the characteristic bureaucratic problems of nepotism and over-
staffing.

The growth of tourism brought fresh hope to travel agents
and other sectors of the tourist industry, initially hard hit by
the ban on Filipino travel abroad. This ban was lifted, but in
its place the Central Bank established an enormous travel tax
that made travel abroad prohibitive for all but the most affluent.
62 Other Southeast Asian governments followed suit, despite
ASEAN fears that such protectionism would only hurt all re-
gional tourism. For most Filipinos, the domestic tourism slogan
“See the Philippines First” is incontestable. All travel agencies
were instructed by the government to develop and promote low-
cost travel packages, but no statistics exist on the response to
such package excursions or on domestic tourism in general.
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The government was hopeful that domestic tourism could
be a means of better integrating the country’s scattered lin-
guistic and cultural groups, of broadening the support for the
New Society, and preserving the arts, culture, and antiquities of
the Philippines. A promising start in this direction was taken in
1973 by the DOT and the Department of Education and Culture.
Student group exchanges and local travel clubs were organized.
Other small and politically interesting programs designed to de-
velop local support for tourism were the DOT familiarization
tours of the islands given to various farmers’ groups and to se-
lected local political leaders. 63 Unfortunately, most of the gov-
ernment’s domestic tourism budget was axed in fiscal year 1977
in one of DOT’s rare economy moves. The disastrous economic
decline and political instability since then kept both citizens and
the government preoccupied with survival.

In an effort to control and direct the industry more effec-
tively, the government sought to incorporate tourism into its
general policy of corporativism. 64 After a lengthy campaign, As-
piras succeeded in getting all tourist-related organizations to
band together in a single umbrella organization, which the de-
partment promised to utilize as an advisory body. The Tourism
Organization of the Philippines (TOP) operated, however, more
as a channel for communicating tourism policies than as a
limited forum of interest-group opinion.

Academics were drawn into the support of tourism. The
prestigious University of the Philippines College of Public Ad-
ministration contributed to the administrative critiques of the
Department of Tourism’s personnel policies and members of its
distinguished faculty have spoken before a variety of domestic
and international forums regarding tourism’s relationship to
other sectors of the government hierarchy. The government
moved early in its departmental history to institutionalize
tourism on the campus through its economic and political
support for the Asian Institute of Tourism (AIT). The AIT was ex-
pected to draw and develop professional talent for the tourism
industry from all over Asia. 65

So multifaceted had the support for the involvement of
tourism in the nation’s developmental perspective become that
even the highest planning body, the National Economic Devel-
opment Authority, played no appreciable role in regulating the
direction or extent of the commitment. As one official observed,
“Tourism is a given.” 66
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The effect of the decision to concentrate on luxury tourism
was extremely costly from a developmental standpoint. Huge
amounts of foreign exchange earned by tourism went to imports
needed for the industry. Most of these items are for five-star
amenities; for example, over 98 percent of the luxury transport,
limousines, and air-conditioned coaches must be imported from
Japan. There was also an enormous gap between what the
Central Bank actually received in foreign exchange and what
the department, on the basis of polls, estimated that visitors
spend.

The gap, in part, reflected three other problems: the ten-
dency of many tour operators to “salt dollars abroad,” the un-
obtrusive but thriving black market, and the tendency, still
unstudied, for a significant percentage of foreign exchange to
remain in or be remitted eventually to the tourist’s own country.
In an interview with owners of small hotels, the complaint was
made that many imports end up on the black market or are
clearly superfluous, like imported detergents. 67

Unnecessary expenditures are particularly common when
luxury hotels are managed by multinational chains that use a
central purchasing system for all supplies for the chain. The
problem of foreign exchange leakage is more characteristic of
luxury travelers who are apt to stay, eat, and shop in the multi-
national, five-star hotels while on tours organized in the guest’s
home country. If, for example, a Japanese tourist flies with a
prepaid Japan Airlines ticket to the Philippines, where he stays
at the JAL-owned Manila Garden Hotel and takes Japanese-lan-
guage tours in Japanese coaches, what portion of his overall va-
cation expenses accrues to the Philippines?

Tourism Development for Personal Political Objectives
At the outset, it was noted that in a system as centralized as the
Philippine government under Marcos the distinction between
international, national, and personal political uses of tourism
was often blurred. This section, however, explores those spe-
cific instances in which tourism policy has been used directly to
affect personal fortunes without any apparent long-range con-
siderations.

It is sometimes said that in the Philippines there is no such
thing as conflict of interest, merely convergence of interest. The
development of the tourist industry tends to substantiate that
observation. Many of the top policymakers and close friends of
the president have large economic interests in tourism. As men-
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tioned before, the First Lady’s holdings included the Philippine
Plaza Hotel. According to individuals interviewed, former Sec-
retary of Tourism, Jose Aspiras, had numerous investments in
Manila motels, as well as hotels in La Union and in Zamboanga.
Marcos’ friend, Roberto Benedicto, Philippine ambassador to
Japan and former president of the Philippine National Bank,
was a major backer of the Manila Holiday Inn and the Kanlaon
Towers. Nemesio Yabut, former mayor of Makati, owned the
Makati Hotel. Jose Manzanan, Dean of the Asian Institute of
Tourism, owns the Pagsanjan Rapids Hotel, and his wife has
several handicraft and souvenir shops in Manila. Former Sec-
retary of Public Highways Baltazar Aquino’s wife owns the
Mayon Imperial Hotel in Legaspi. 68

Not surprisingly, then, many of the new hotel owners se-
cured government financing far in excess of the generous
ceiling the president endorsed, though small inns and pension
owners often could not obtain even standard bank loans. When
Manila became severely overbuilt with luxury hotels con-
structed with cheap and seemingly limitless credit, the pres-
ident’s friends complained in their role as hoteliers that they
must renegotiate their loans or they would be unable to meet
their payments, leaving the country’s banking institutions with
14 hotels to manage. 69 It has since happened.

It must be kept in mind that the surplus of rooms was not
unforeseen. DOT planners were right on target with most pro-
jections of accommodation needs. It was not mere error or over-
sight, therefore, that made the PTA unwilling to adhere to its
own forecast of what was economic in the face of what was
politic. The regime motivations have already been discussed.
Relevant here, however, is that through pursuing massive hotel
construction, Marcos could make himself and several strong
supporters more affluent, and in the process create a prima
facie government rationale for increasing tourist promotion and
development to fill up the hotels. 70

The government renegotiated hotel mortgages and launched
several waves of new initiatives to help the hotels. What ap-
peared to be a vicious if deliberate cycle, however, was not that
at all. The new repayment terms were in fact arranged by fi-
nancial leaders who were in some instances linked directly or
indirectly to the ownership of the hotels. Moreover, as one gov-
ernment official remarked in another context, “If you owe the
bank 1 million pesos, you are at the mercy of the bank. But if
you owe the bank 200 million pesos, the bank is at your mercy.”
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71 In this case the figure is over 4.5 billion pesos owed to the
Philippines’ major national credit institutions and guaranteed
by the Central Bank.

An entirely different type of personal political interest in-
volved the national carrier, Philippine Airlines (PAL). The gov-
ernment, in contrast with some other nations, did not own its
own airline before 1978 but retained a 24 percent interest in
it through the Government Service Insurance System (GSIS).
Since 1964, PAL had been substantially controlled by Benigno
Toda, who reputedly acquired PAL as a political concession from
the pre-Marcos Macapagal administration. Since then, PAL’s for-
tunes have followed rather closely the waxing and waning of
friendship between PAL’s owner, Benigno Toda, and President
Marcos.

At the beginning of the martial law period relations were
close. President Marcos announced a “rationalization” of the
air industry in which PAL’s two domestic competitors were ab-
sorbed and their routes taken over by PAL. 72 In January 1974,
PAL became the sole carrier for the Philippines. 73 The airline’s
growth was steady despite a very small capital base of approx-
imately P25 million (US $3.43 million). Relations between Toda
and Marcos reputedly soured, however, sometime in 1975. The
breach occurred when Toda presented the Marcos family with a
U.S. $2.4 million flight bill for the “his” and “her” jets used by
the family on their many trips abroad. The details of the dispute
were confirmed by a high-ranking government tourism official
interviewed in mid-1977. 74

A none-too-subtle campaign against the management of the
airline followed. A series of newspaper articles attacked PAL’s
service and administrative record, and in all disputes and peti-
tions that appeared publicly, PAL lost every round. Among the
defeats was the loss of the right to run the prestigious Manila
Hotel. This left PAL, which had planned most of the restoration
of the historic hotel, without a hotel to promote, unlike most
national carriers. The next defeat came in 1977 when PAL ap-
pealed unsuccessfully to raise rates on the domestic routes,
then among the lowest in the world. 75 This petition occasioned
a spate of anti-PAL publicity that was in marked contrast to the
usual laudatory comments about various sectors of the travel in-
dustry.

The final defeat occurred when PAL sought to keep the gov-
ernment from further liberalizing its air rights policy. The con-
troversy pitted PAL management directly against the powerful
Secretary Aspiras and the rest of the tourist industry. In the
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name of promoting tourism and protecting the nation’s huge
investment in tourist infrastructure, Aspiras vigorously pushed
for an increase in flights to and from the Philippines by foreign
carriers, a liberalization in policy that PAL could not expect to
match by reciprocal agreements. 76 Though there was an ap-
pearance of evenhandedness in the dialogue over air policy,
there was little doubt as to which way the government would
move. 77

Toda, who evidently realized his mistake in crossing Marcos,
had attempted as early as 1976 and again in 1977 to sell PAL
to the government. The policy defeats of 1977 left him no op-
tions. Not only could he not promote a hotel, raise uneconomic
fares, or compete against foreign air rights, Toda also could not
obtain a loan from the Development Bank of the Philippines for
the purchase of additional aircraft. The reason given by the gov-
ernment was PAL’s small capitalization.

In October 1977, the government, which had twice turned
down Toda’s selling price, decided suddenly to implement a
1966 board decision ordering Toda to increase his capitalization
from pesos 25 million (US $3.43 million) to pesos 100 million
(US $13.72 million)—something he could not do. Roman Cruz,
who succeeded Toda as PAL president and board chairman, in-
sists that although the government and Toda could not agree on
a selling price, Toda had waived preemptive rights and allowed
the government to subscribe “wholly to a 900 percent increase
in capitalization.” In the process, Toda’s control went from 74
percent to 8 percent, and two weeks later Cruz took control. 78

Since then the economic facts of life have remained as in-
transigent as the political events have been mercurial. Most of
the criticisms of PAL’s performance went unmet, though Cruz
found several foreign multinational concerns willing to finance
increases in PAL’s fleet. Moreover, Cruz discovered that PAL had
to raise domestic fares, an argument not unlike the ill-fated
Toda’s. 79 PAL continued to lose money throughout Marcos’ rule.
Between 1981 and 1984, the airline, which had been profitable
before takeover, lost $167.5 million. Vindictiveness proved very
expensive. 80

PAL’s uneasy situation was resolved in a manner reminiscent
of the expresident’s financial dealings with other economic
giants not firmly controlled by the regime until after martial
law began. Exploring how these takeovers took place offers
insight into the way economic policy tends to trail political
objectives. The process proceeds cautiously, without any na-
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tionalistic rhetoric that might frighten foreign investment, and
is implemented with minimum expense and maximum political
leverage. 81

TOURISM POLITICS AFTER MARTIAL LAW
Just days before the inauguration of President Reagan in
January 1981, President Marcos “lifted” martial law. The New
Society became the New Republic, but the political reality was
that the Old Oligarchy of the Marcos family and friends was still
in control. As National Assemblyman Orlando Mercado put it:
Marcos “facelifted” martial law. 82 Obvious controls on the press
were loosened; subtle ones such as control of newsprint were
not. Decrees issued under martial law remained in force, and
the president was authorized to issue new ones. Writs of habeas
corpus were gone; preventive detention was not.

One dismayed critic put it this way, “At least under martial
law there was an illusion that it was merely a transitory stage …
now we are locked into a system where the President possesses
all the same sweeping powers with no end in sight.” 83 Perhaps
the most striking thing about the lifting of martial law from the
standpoint of tourism politics was that, there too, nothing really
changed. Resorts were still being built. 84 Lavish conventions,
film festivals, and other activities were still being promoted. 85

The Department of Tourism was still opening foreign offices,
and the personal political and patronage uses of tourism con-
tinued unabated. It was rather like having a gala dance party on
the Titanic.

The Philippines was broke but Balikbayan and Reunion for
Peace continued. The New People’s Army grew daily, but so did
the mountainside bust of the President. Malnutrition was on the
rise, but luxury imports of food and vehicles for the tourist in-
dustry were exempted from taxation. Television public service
announcements designed to alert some 50,000 estimated
victims to the danger signs of leprosy were cancelled because
they might cast a pall over visitors to the Philippines. 86

Tourism development in the Philippines was not just a case
of a government suddenly and belatedly deciding to cash in on
the boom in world travel. If that had been the case the gov-
ernment had the data and the expertise to expand tourism pru-
dently. The 1973–1977 DOT plan is a model of careful, phased,
and diffused development.
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It was not departmental error that led to the reckless edifice
complex or allowed virtually unlimited levels of government fi-
nancing to be diverted ostensibly to hotel construction but often
to short-term speculation. The department simply acknowl-
edged the parameters of its political authority. One could even
argue that from a departmental perspective, DOT stood to gain
from the hotel situation: it emerged as a potential savior of the
national finances.

Ralph Waldo Emerson once remarked that “a foolish consis-
tency is the hobgoblin of little minds.” But President Marcos
was no dummy. Unfortunately, where tourism policy is con-
cerned, pervasive irrationality in terms of the national interest
may be quite ingenious and lucrative at the individual or regime
level. 87

What happened with Philippine tourism under Marcos
makes sense only in terms of the political objectives and per-
sonal taste of the First Couple. Too often the critics attempt to
educate decision makers on the hazards of over-building, chide
them on their folly, and call for better planning and information.
Such critics miss the point entirely. They assume that if decision
makers only knew better such debacles would not happen. This
is not so. The policy-making structure must include an insis-
tence on cost-benefit analysis, competitive bidding, and ad-
herence to supply-demand factors and encourage public input.
Otherwise, the debacles in tourism policy are almost certain to
be repeated. Obviously, no decision maker is a prophet. Mis-
takes or lucky guesses do occur. But one must not be misled by
rhetoric designed to persuade rather than inform.

Political elites do not generally opt to maximize economic ra-
tionality, at least not for the entire society. 88 That has been true
historically in the Philippines as well as elsewhere. Martial law
did not make the president more altruistic or better equipped to
pursue the economic needs of the nation. It simply allowed him
to proceed unchecked by democratic institutions.

Optimizing political benefits is not uncommon in politics,
be they democratic or authoritarian. However, in developing or
de-developing nations such as the Philippines under Marcos,
the weak political institutions are rarely a match for political
elites, particularly when those elites are immune from democ-
ratic repercussions or insulated from investigative reporting.

The administration created a veritable “stage set” of mod-
ernization and elegance that few development specialists at
home or abroad saw fit to challenge. President Marcos got in-
creased military and economic aid, international recognition,
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personal wealth, and the loyalty of relatives and associates who
parlayed government loans for development into wealth and
prestige. By the time Marcos was forced into exile in 1986
the tourist industry was in disarray, political instability was
growing, and the Philippines had the highest per capita debt in
Asia. Ironically, the Philippines owes so much that the country
has a kind of reverse leverage on international banking circles.
Thus the international finance community is forced to re-
structure loans, much as the Philippine government was forced
to do with the hotels, to avert further decline and maintain hope
of future repayment.

Though the IMF and the World Bank have forced some fiscal
austerity moves on the Philippine government, the real costs
are being borne by the government’s banking, credit, and in-
surance systems and by the public as a whole. In fact, the very
depressed nature of tourism is now being used as an argument
for still more tourist initiatives.

Tourism probably could have been a successful develop-
mental tool. The Philippines is blessed with both outstanding
scenic beauty and a rich cultural heritage. The Philippines
needed an alternative to the volatile commodity markets in
sugar, coconut, and pineapples. The original 1973 plan might
well have matured into a more gradually developing, but less
import-dependent tourism program.

Investment decisions should have weighed tourism’s eco-
nomic and social costs and benefits against what an infusion of
credit might have meant to other revenue-producing or develop-
mental sectors. The National Economic Development Authority,
as the government’s highest planning body, should have been
prepared to do this, but because of the First Couple’s priorities
it did not.

To the government, the immediate primary value of
Philippine tourism clearly was not its economic value. The
policy is consistent and credible only when tourism is evaluated
against the critical and immediate legitimacy needs of the
Philippine leadership, made suddenly vulnerable by the impo-
sition of martial law, and the domestic and personal political ad-
vantages derived from tourism development.

Tourism development bought time, good will, and influence
at home and abroad at a time when all three were in dan-
gerously short supply. The administration kept hoping it could
continue to do so, but that was wishful thinking. The debacle
of massive luxury tourism development was too obvious. The
spillover effects of enormous inflation, housing shortages,
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energy and water shortages, and the shame of the gigantic
proportions of mass prostitution (over 100,000 prostitutes in
Manila alone) made tourism a political liability to the regime, a
source of controversy, and an avenue for violence. 89 But leaders
have a way of staying with the formulas that initially brought
them success, long after they have proved their declining utility.
90 It was too late for a new scenario. The third act was ending.

TOURISM POLICY UNDER AQUINO
In 1986, President Corazon Aquino had at least two of the same
political motives in promoting tourism that Ferdinand Marcos
had immediately after martial law was declared. She needed
first to reassure her international constituencies, such as Japan
and the United States, that she was in control, with a stable situ-
ation, and that she was a legitimate leader who enjoyed popular
support. Second, she needed to guarantee that there was no in-
terruption in aid or investment occasioned by her assumption of
power.

Unlike President Marcos in 1972, however, Aquino was
coping with a ravaged and impoverished nation as well as two
serious and sizeable insurrections—one communist-led, one
Muslim. Further, she chose to pursue her agenda in a turbulent
democratic environment rather than one in which all opposition
had been crushed.

Aquino also had a stark economic motivation for furthering
tourism. She inherited over a dozen luxury hotels the gov-
ernment had taken over when President Marcos and entourage
abandoned them rather than pay back their loans. These con-
stituted a formidable drain on government coffers. Similarly,
resorts, the convention center, and the 17 private homes of
ex-President Marcos also needed to be put to good use. So
Aquino not only needed tourists for their ordinary economic
utility, but she also needed to stop the nonproductive and costly
government-controlled tourist infrastructure from continuing to
be a drain on scarce resources.

Still she accurately observed that the best way to promote
the Philippines was to reduce the misery, filth, and malnutrition
that pervaded the beautiful islands. Soon after coming to power
Aquino made several key decisions that dramatically changed
tourism policy from what it was under President Marcos. First,
she made it clear from the outset that, however politically useful
tourism was, the Philippines’ tourism policy would be designed
to subsidize national development, not to support tourism per
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se. That meant that the Department of Tourism would have a
modest budget and would have to live on it, rather than raiding
other agencies and levels of government. 91

This has meant that in practice tourist revenues have also
been supportive of projects impacting on tourism but not specif-
ically connected to the industry. For example, the “Tourist Belt”
of Manila is an exciting and important venue for most interna-
tional tourists. It is also filthy, congested, and smelly. Under the
Aquino administration the DOT is helping the city of Manila with
garbage collection, since both bodies realize that the safety,
health, and appearance of the Tourist Belt reflect on their own
mission and effectiveness. 92

Second, she chose as leader of the DOT an individual who,
though a friend of her late husband, had entrepreneurial talent
and marketing experience. Jose (“Speedy”) Gonzalez has a rep-
utation for executive skills and integrity. This contrasts dramat-
ically with Marcos crony, Jose Aspiras, whose public relations
zeal exceeded any administrative ability and who was also in-
volved in some of the seamiest aspects of sex tourism. 93

Under Aspiras, tourist brochures promised “a tanned peach
on every beach,” sex tours including those for pedophiles flour-
ished, and his own notorious motels and massage parlors were
exempted from the martial law curfew. Under Gonzalez it has
been firmly announced that no government advertising ex-
ploitative of women will be tolerated, promotional exhibits at
tourism conferences will be tasteful, and pedophiles will be
prosecuted and protests lodged with their countries of resi-
dence. 94

In fact one of Gonzalez’s first acts as tourism secretary was
to bring a tour of Japanese women to the Philippines as part of a
new media effort to sell the country as a wholesome destination
rather than a prostitution den. 95

Gonzalez is also attempting to deal with the massive over-
staffing that occurred under Aspiras. In January 1987, a 50
percent reduction in staff was contemplated, 96 but as time went
on interviewers found Gonzalez and his undersecretaries in-
creasingly vague about how much cutback would be feasible
and politically tolerable. He has discovered that, in a country
with massive unemployment and low wages, a lean public orga-
nization is not as practical or politically advantageous as it was
when he operated in the private sector. 97

Gonzalez, perhaps more than most of Aquino’s Cabinet, is
completely in accord with the government’s new push toward
privatization. The Philippines has a history of adopting U.S.
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management and budgeting fads of which privatization is
simply the latest. (Actually one might argue that President
Marcos was quite innovative in thoroughly blurring the dis-
tinction between what belonged to the Philippines and what be-
longed to him. He personally “privatized” many of the nation’s
public resources.)

The desperate financial plight of the government makes pri-
vatization less an ideological decision than a pragmatic ne-
cessity. This is especially true of the DOT, which manages lavish
properties of little public utility that were sequestered from the
Marcos holdings. Until they can be sold, the DOT has converted
3 of the 17 homes the Marcoses owned in the Philippines for
use as VIP lodges and luxury tourist quarters. Other properties
built and managed by the Philippine Tourism Authority are also
up for sale as the government struggles to raise cash. 98

One building not for sale is Malacañang Palace, the tradi-
tional home of the chief executive since Spanish times. Mala-
cañang is historically important and a veritable museum of
Philippine treasures and the excesses of the Marcos era. Aquino
chose not to live there in such opulence but to make it a tourist
attraction and a center for ceremonial functions.

As such, it has been an enormous touristic and political
success. Where once only the elite of the world could enter,
now long lines form daily for the five peso (US25 cents) tours
through the mansion. Others can take more individualized tours
for P200 (US$10.00) and on Sunday it is absolutely free. Over
US$50,000 a week are collected. 99

Beyond the badly needed money and the exployment it fur-
nishes guides and staff within and the vendors outside serving
the crowds, the tour itself is useful as political education. Since
the Marcos family fled at night, one of the particular fascina-
tions of the tour is the portrait of their greed and insecurity that
emerges from the things they left behind. No amount of charges
and countercharges by Aquino and Marcos has the impact of ac-
tually seeing Imelda Marcos’ 3,000 pairs of shoes, the hundreds
of ball gowns, the vault with hastily ransacked jewel boxes, the
toy Rolls Royce, the drawers of imported chocolates, and amidst
it all the remnants of fear.

The bulletproof glass that enclosed immense verandas, the
miniature hospital for the president (who never admitted he was
ill), and the mattresses laid on the floor where all the entourage
slept the last few days reveal the Marcos family concerns. So
fearful were they of the revenge of Filipinos that they all slept
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in the one room with a secret exit that could take them to the
river and away from the palace if it came under seige. It was a
lifestyle of the rich and infamous that has no peer. 100

The Aquino government also conducts a “Freedom Tour”
that goes to the major sites of the 1986 “People Power” rev-
olution that unseated Marcos. A pictorial of events is another
popular attraction at the Philippine International Convention
Center, built by Imelda Marcos to showcase the arts and en-
tertain “the beautiful people.” 101

The government initially decided to keep the Balikbayan
program for both political and economic reasons. Like Marcos,
Aquino wanted to encourage Filipinos living abroad and those
of Filipino ancestry to visit. They represent a potentially influ-
ential constituency of nearly two million. 102 Economically, they
are also needed. Beyond their normal tourist expenditures Ba-
likbayans also are a source of remittances and gifts. In fact Ba-
likbayans are now allowed to bring special “Balikbayan boxes”
of goods when they enter. Gift-giving to relatives in large ex-
tended families actually constitutes in many cases the Balik-
bayan’s greatest travel-related expense. Currently, there is a
campaign on to get Balikbayans to do their special gift-shopping
in Manila so the economy can get the benefit of their largesse
and they in turn are spared the hassle of transporting gifts. 103

Though still encouraged to return, Balikbayans found some spe-
cial discounts stopped in 1988 as an economy move by the gov-
ernment.

Tourism policy under Aquino has also attempted to diffuse
benefits more broadly than was true under Marcos. Three ini-
tiatives are worth noting. First, the government during its ne-
gotiating has found the Muslim insurgents interested in getting
more tourism opportunities for their community. The gov-
ernment is receptive to encouraging more investment and doing
more tourist promotion of Muslim areas, but it needs to be as-
sured of tourist safety. It was insurgents in the past who by their
kidnappings and terrorism of tourists destroyed earlier initia-
tives on Mindanao. 104

A second program that is already being implemented is an
effort to help families get involved in tourism, earn some money,
and still provide basic accommodations for both domestic and
international tourists. By early 1987 the homestay program, as
it is called, was operating in several communities where tourist
infrastructure is scarce and yet where local festivals attract
both foreign and domestic visitors.
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The main idea behind the program is to make travel affordable
to domestic tourists and give the foreigners the chance to ex-
perience Philippine culture among Filipino families. Participants
in the program are families (in the festival areas) who can ac-
commodate at least one paying guest … provided with … a guest
room, clean toilet and bath, meals at reasonable prices, [and]
clean surroundings. 105

The only problem thus far is neither supply nor demand but
over-generous hospitality: The host families are simply
spending too much on their guests to make a profit! The DOT
is now attempting to instruct host families in how to achieve a
balance between their sociability and their need to develop a
profitable clientele. 106

A third initiative has been to set up in key cities several
courtesy centers with clean restrooms and other basic facilities
for the traveling public. Anyone familiar with touring in devel-
oping nations will realize that these are the kinds of no-frill
amenities that demonstrate that the Aquino government’s prior-
ities are at least in good order. 107

Whether the Philippines will be able to build a solid tourist
record, however, is still open to question. The Aquino gov-
ernment has had to retrieve tourism policy from its disastrous
and expensive excesses and recast it according to the needs and
budget of the impoverished nation. This it has done with flair,
taste, and imagination.

However, tourism remains ultimately dependent on political
stability and peace for its successful development. To the extent
tourism is no longer a source of instability and a focus of op-
position, much progress has been made. Ultimately, however,
Aquino must face the economic despair that has fed the insur-
gencies and encouraged widespread property crime or steady
development of tourism is impossible. 108

The Philippines has been the scene of many “miracles” since
the 1986 presidential election provided the catalyst for a new
political dynamic. If the past administration made “martial law,
Filipino style” into a tourist attraction, then “People Power” and
the reemergence of democracy should be at least as attractive.
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4
Thailand: Where Tourism
and Politics Make Strange

Bedfellows
TOURISM in Thailand defies easy categorization because it flour-
ishes at so many levels, from the most esoteric cultural pil-
grimages to the most bawdy, degrading, and dangerous sex
odysseys. Tourism politics ranges from the benign indifference
of the monarchy to the elaborately woven economic and po-
litical intricacies that bind together such unlikely tourism
sponsors as the military and the bureaucracy. Private sector
giants such as the Oriental Hotel of Bangkok and the Grace
Hotel, which operates a brothel, share kindred stakes on some
issues like the hotel tax, but are light years from each other in
demeanor, ambience, and clientele.

BACKGROUND
Thailand has 53 million people in a land area comparable to
that of France. Thailand is distinct from most of its neighbors in
that it was never colonized, a factor that has kept Thai culture
evolving naturally without the sharp discontinuities that have
affected most developing countries in Asia. Still, Thailand has
not escaped the grinding poverty of the region. Nearly a third
of the nation’s population lives below the very austere Thai
poverty line, and in some regions of the northeast, over one-half
of the people are in desperate poverty.

Thailand’s political structure is at once very complicated
and yet remarkably consistent over the last generation.
Thailand is a monarchy where the king has strong potential au-
thority, but he seldom becomes involved in day-to-day politics.
His immense personal popularity may be a reflection of his very
selective participation, but other centers of power in the mil-
itary and bureaucracy still behave as if he is a force with which
to be reckoned.
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The military has been the dominant de facto political force
since Thailand began a process of democratization in 1932.
Before that Thailand was an absolute monarchy. Although po-
litical parties do in fact exist from time to time and there have
been periods of civilian rule, the military has been the major
power broker on the scene. There have been, throughout the
last 20 years, a series of coups; some victorious, some not; some
against civilian leaders, others directed at ruling military lead-
ers. And through it all, tourism has grown.

How can this be? When examples abound of political insta-
bility crippling tourism, why does Thailand remain impervious?
One reason is that such coups are almost always “bloodless.”
In fact, it was a cause for great alarm in 1973 when some
deaths actually occurred. As the governor of the Tourism Au-
thority of Thailand (TAT) delicately put it, “Most tourists are
quite familiar with Thailand’s unique ability to solve its internal
problems without any serious incident.”1

Another factor encouraging an aura of political continuity
has been the bureaucracy. It has provided stability, perma-
nence, and cohesiveness at times of political change. The bu-
reaucracy does not, however, have a reputation for initiative,
innovation, or efficiency. Yet taken with the military, the bu-
reaucracy has functioned to give Thailand a reputation for pre-
dictability and security that has enabled tourism to remain
indifferent to political changes at the top.2

Power is dispersed in bureaucratic and military cliques
within the Thai political system, which may be why the system
is continually shifting as groups jockey for power.3 In general,
one can say that Thailand is a limited democracy in which the
Parliament exerts only a modest influence over the actual func-
tioning of the political system and even less over the economic
system. The prime minister, often a military leader, does not
fully control his own cabinet or the military. His powers are
those of persuasion, with the cabinet the de facto authority
unless the military intervenes.

The private sector, of which tourism is an important part,
is similarly fragmented. In general, the government encourages
a free enterprise system, relatively unregulated compared with
countries like the Philippines or Singapore, which have similar
economic philosophies. Although the laissez-faire attitude of
the government is enjoyed by many touristic enterprises who
fear government regulation of the industry, there is also an
awareness that such freedom comes as a result of a general
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pattern of indifference to tourist interests, which is itself a
product of reduced bureaucratic opportunities for patronage or
influence peddling.

The government’s past lack of urgency or active involvement
with tourism may soon make industry leaders nostalgic, for as
tourism’s importance has grown, the government has reluc-
tantly assumed a greater and greater role in its development. In
1985 the government increased government funding, especially
for promotion, in response to a severe glut in luxury hotels in
Bangkok. Despite steady growth and over 3.2 million tourists in
1987, past hotel building sprees threaten the current economic
condition of the industry.4

Criticism of the industry has also grown as its reliance
on sex tours and general prostitution has become more pro-
nounced. Perhaps because Thailand was never colonized, and
also because the nation has had a history of concubinage and
prostitutes in its traditional culture, opposition was slow to rec-
ognize the difference in scale, violence, and social decay implied
by sex tourism.

At this point sex tours and prostitution have merely been
mentioned as external elements in the development of Thai
tourism. As government tourism policy is explored it will be ob-
vious that few sectors escape responsibility or credit for the
social, economic, and political impact of that policy. Yet political
and administrative options do exist for facilitating the inte-
gration of tourism into the nation’s overall development scheme
without all the heavy social costs now being endured.

TOURISM DEVELOPMENT IN THAILAND
The government of Thailand recognizes tourism’s central place
in the economy of Thailand. In 1982 tourism surpassed rice as
the leading earner of foreign exchange. Tourism earned nearly
a billion dollars in 1981 from slightly more than 2 million inter-
national tourists;5 that revenue record changed to $1.8 billion
in 1987.6 Still, its salience to the politics of Thailand is only be-
latedly being recognized. “It is not automatically on the political
agenda, as is defense, agriculture, or energy. It does not have
the attraction and ‘glamour’ of a national airline, nor is it espe-
cially susceptible to influence, like Thai International, which is
an integrated organization under one management.”7

Even as a source of patronage, tourism is insignificant. In
1984, the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) had only 496
employees, less than half the size of the Philippine Tourism
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Ministry or the bloated Bangladesh tourism corporation.8 Own-
ership patterns in the industry are complicated as a result of
mixed, Thai-foreign holdings, and even earnings in the frag-
mented private sector are not as lucrative as in many other
sectors.9

Still the government, albeit hesitantly, has assumed a
modest role in tourism development since 1960. Since that time
tourism arrivals have mushroomed, with impressive gains and
only two decreases in 24 years (see Table 4.1). During this same
period, the number of hotel rooms in Bangkok alone went from
959 to 24,000.

The Tourism Organization of Thailand (TOT) began in 1960,
and was charged primarily with promoting Thailand as a tourist
destination. At that time, Thailand was receiving less than
100,000 tourists. That would soon change, however, as the
Vietnam war escalated and Thailand became a rest and recre-
ation (R&R) base for war-weary soldiers. Those without families
meeting them found Thailand’s burgeoning bars, cafes, and
nightclubs ready to receive them. Prostitution as an occupation
grew dramatically from its Thai-based, more or less stable
clientele to an increasingly large and fleeting dependence on
foreigners.

By 1975, when American involvement in the Vietnam War
ceased, Thailand’s tourist base was over a million and no longer
dependent on soldiers. Today in the late 1980s, tourism is based
primarily on group tours and business travel, though shore
leave for sailors continues to fuel tourism in resort areas like
Pattaya. Sex, however, continues to be a major motivation for
travel to Thailand for each of these groups.

Although the TOT and, since 1979, the Tourism Authority of
Thailand do not emphasize such attractions, there is a heavy
emphasis on the friendliness of the Thai people and it is women
who are featured in the promotions. The governor of the TAT
sees prostitution as more or less an inevitable side effect of
tourism everywhere. His lack of zeal coupled with a laissez-
faire attitude toward the less-inhibited marketing of the private
sector has meant that even the more staid tourist guidebooks
and trade magazines can scarcely ignore the manner in which
Thai tourism has become infamous: “Witness the crude puns on
the name of the capital and of the nation—Thighland.”10

Perhaps in no other country in the world has tourist moti-
vation been so obviously linked to sex. Consider just a few of the
demographics. Estimates put the number of Thai prostitutes at
one million, which would mean that at any given time almost 4
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Table 4.1. Number of tourist arrivals in Thailand and revenue
received from the tourist industry (1960–1985).

Year Number of tourist arrivals in Thailand Tourism revenue (million baht)

1960 81,340 196

1961 107,754 250

1962 160,809 310

1963 195,076 394

1964 211,924 430

1965 225,024 506

1966 285,117 754

1967 335‚845 952

1968 377,262 1,220

1969 469,784 1‚770

1970 628,671 2,175

1971 638,738 2,214

1972 820,758 2,718

1973 1,037,737 3‚457

1974 1,107,392 3,852

1975 1,180,075 4‚538

1976 1,098,442 3‚990

1977 1,220,672 4,607

1978 1,453,839 8,894

1979 1,591,455 11,232

1980 1,858,801 17,763
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Year Number of tourist arrivals in Thailand Tourism revenue (million baht)

1981 2,015,615 21‚455

1982 2,218,429 23,879

1983 2,191,003 25,050

1984 2,346,709 27‚317

1985 2,438,270 31,768

1986 2,818,292 n.a.

SOURCE: Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT). Annual Report,
1987

percent of Thailand’s female population is involved.11 That does
not include all those women who have been prostitutes and have
left this short-lived career, nor does it number all the men and
boys now a part of the industry.

In Bangkok, there are 400,000 more female than male resi-
dents, yet 89 percent of all tourists are male.12 Nor can business
travel, which is male dominated, account for the male im-
balance, for it declined in 1981, though overall tourism grew.
(In any event many businessmen prefer not to choose between
business and pleasure so there is considerable overlap between
sex and business travel.) “The country’s two largest sources
of traffic—Japan and Malaysia, totalling a 29 percent share in
1981—account for a far greater proportion of male arrivals com-
pared with the national average, than do other regional des-
tinations. Only the Philippines had a higher male share than
Thailand—and the Philippines has a similar reputation.”13

With such striking private-sector success, it is easy to see
why the government (1) is not obliged to mention women ex-
plicitly in its promotional narratives, (2) hesitates to intervene
meaningfully in the selling of sex tours, and (3) in the case of
the king has absolutely nothing to do with tourism.

What then does the government do with respect to tourism?
The general answer is more and more. Since the Third National
Social Development Plan (1972–1976), the Tourism Devel-
opment Plan has been an internal component of government
planning and has emerged as a major economic priority in the
ambitious Fifth Plan (1982–1986). This has not translated into a
corresponding political emphasis, however.
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Table 4.2. Balance of international tourist trade, 1981–1985.

Balance of
Tourism

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Tourism
revenues

21,455 23,879 25,050 27,317 31,768

(millions) $ 983 $ 1,038 $ 1,089 $ 1,156 $ 1,171

Tourism
expenditures

6,027 6,151 7,896 7,208 7,587

(millions) $ 276 $ 267 $ 343 $ 305 $ 280

Difference 15,428 17,728 17,154 20,109 24,181

(millions) $ 707 $ 771 $ 746 $ 851 $ 891

NOTE: Exchange rate 1981 U.S.$1 = Bht. 21.82
1982–1983 U.S.$1 = Bht. 23.00
1984 U.S.$1 = Bht. 23.64
1985 U.S.$1 = Bht. 27.13

SOURCE: Bank of Thailand

The primary objective of tourism development has always
been to earn foreign exchange that will ease the onerous
balance of payments problem and so it did. A study done in 1982
discovered that of the entire trade deficit, 40 percent was re-
duced by tourism revenues. Because of the type of tourism de-
velopment emphasized, which includes resorts and other forms
of luxury tourism, the study went on to report that the coun-
try spent for tourism 34.76 percent of its total income from that
sector.14 The TAT assessment of tourist revenues to expendi-
tures also does not attempt to cope with such indirect tourism
cost in terms of such aspects as police, water, and health facil-
ities. Nor does it measure tourism’s ratio of revenues to costs
compared with other sectors of government investment (see
Table 4.2).15

A second goal is to stimulate regional economic devel-
opment (see Fig. 4.1).

Running a distant third in terms of resources committed
to it is tourism development’s role in preserving natural re-
sources, the environment, the culture, and historical sites. The
government’s evaluation of the tourist sector continues to be
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almost exclusively in economic terms with little concrete at-
tention given to the distribution of income and the sociocultural
impact of the rapid development of the tourist industry. Though
lip service is paid to preservation, as in the Nature Protection
Programme included in the Master Plan of each resort, actual
effort is lacking not only in financial backing but also basic leg-
islative authority.16

Although the TOT proved to be little more than a minor
marketing arm of tourism, the TAT, established by Parliament
in 1979, is a much more multifaceted body. The TAT also rep-
resents a political compromise. The government had wanted a
Tourism Control Act that would have the tourism organization
assume some regulatory functions vis-à-vis the tourist industry.
This the industry was able to fend off, thanks to its close
linkages in Parliament. Closer control continues to be an issue,
and by early 1985 there were general expectations in the travel
trade press that such an act would soon be passed. In 1979,
however, the industry acquiesced to a stronger national tourism
organization in the form of the TAT, for they felt that tourism
promotion needed a more active advocate in government and
better research and statistical studies.

Industry advocates also hoped that the TAT would protect
the industry from further heavy taxes. Currently, there is a hotel
room tax of 11 percent and a restaurant tax of 8 percent. Each
of these represents close to if not the zenith of taxes on the
tourist industry in any nation.17 Some major tourist destina-
tions, like Honolulu, have no hotel taxes. In Thailand, however,
hotel taxes had been at 16.5 percent until overbuilding left
many hotels in dire straits.18 The taxes collected go not to the
industry, but into the general revenue.

It is arguably better to make tourism support other sectors
of the economy more central to national development. And un-
questionably it is politically safer to tax tourists than residents.
Still, the industry was annoyed that its overall economic con-
tribution was largely unrecognized, while it remained a conve-
nient source of general tax revenue.

The industry also hoped that a strong TAT would expedite
the exquisitely slow and vacillating decision-making process.
Specifically, the industry wanted affirmative decisions on a new
international airport and a convention center for Bangkok.
Neither have been forthcoming. But the TAT has moved to en-
large its role in the tourism development of Thailand with its
change from an organization to a statutory-based authority.
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Figure 4.1. Priority of tourist spots for development throughout
the Fifth National Social Development Plan (1982–1986)

Priority Tourist Spots

Step of upgrading to be a
complete tourist spot

Chiangmai, Pattaya/Bangsaen,
Karnchanaburi, and Phuket

Step of study program (rank
from high step to low step)

1. Feasibility study Sukhothai, Phitsanuloke,
Kampaengphet,
Tak, Huahin/Chaam,
Phetchaburi, Rajburi, Songkla/
Haadyai, Samui/Surat Thani

2. Master plan Chiangrai, Payao, Lampang,
Lamphun,
Ayutthya, Lopburi, Saraburi,
Chantaburi, Rayong, Trad,
Khon-Khaen,
Nakorn-Ratchasima, Udorn
Thani, Sakon Nakorn, Nakorn
Phanom

3. Preliminary study Phang-nga, Krabi,
Nakorn-Srithammarat, Phattalung,
Trang, Kalasin,
Ubol Ratchathani

4. Preliminary survey Phetchabun/Lomsak, Loei,
Nakorn-Nayok

SOURCE: Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT), Annual Report,
1987.

Theoretically, TAT has at its disposal some impressive po-
litical clout. “Its board of 11 members includes some of the
most important cabinet ministers and three non-government
members. The chairman is an influential deputy prime minister
who is a former director general of TOT and who has been con-
cerned with the industry for many years.”19

However, names on a board are not synonomous with com-
mitment and political involvement. Membership on the board
is chosen for political purposes (not necessarily related to
tourism). Most have other primary responsibilities, and only one
member is from the tourist industry, which limits the board’s
role as a communicator to or from the travel industry. Moreover
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the board tends to act more or less as a rubber stamp, ratifying
the suggestions of the TAT governor, rather than initiating poli-
cies or serving as a channel for innovation and change. Thai
administration in general is noteworthy for its heavy emphasis
on hierarchy and relative indifference to productivity and
achievement.20 That hierarchy is evident at TAT, where even
what are usually staff positions are arranged in a tight superior-
subordinate pattern.

Currently, TAT spends 54 percent of its budget on adminis-
tration, a figure that critics say prevents it from aggressively
promoting Thailand. This figure probably reflects less of an in-
terest in efficiency than a high tolerance for publicly supported
entertainment and surplus staff.21

Tourist arrivals are not solely a matter of marketing,
however, and as the TAT has stated, it has been powerless to
deal with media reports of skirmishes on the Thai border, the
strength of the Thai baht, or region-specific economic problems.
In 1983, for example, Thailand’s Asia and Pacific market, the
most important source of tourists, was affected by the devalu-
ation of the Indonesian rupiah and the repeated devaluation of
the Philippine peso. Both countries also collected massive travel
taxes on residents going abroad. In the case of the Philippines,
those electing to pay the tax left, in many cases not on vaca-
tions but to relocate families abroad, to avoid the political inse-
curity.22

Domestic Tourist Promotion
Although it ranks a mere sixth in terms of TAT goals (see Fig.
4.2), domestic tourism has had some encouragement from the
tourism organization.23 The government sees domestic tourism
as a means of diffusing tourism’s economic impact beyond the
major centers frequented by international tourists and keeping
discretionary travel funds in the country. The goal is to stim-
ulate more modest infrastructural development in the
provinces, which will be affordable for Thais as well as less con-
ventional foreigners. The TAT also hopes that domestic tourism
will awaken more interest in Thai culture and its preservation,
although recent studies of domestic tourists indicate a greater
preference for the recreational travel to the south over the more
cultural and historical landmarks of northern Thailand.24

In 1983 the TAT organized fifteen tours for a total of nearly
1,300 Thais, including some educational tours for the young. Its
major role vis-à-vis domestic tourism was, however, promotional
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Figure 4.2. Major policy of the Tourism Authority of Thailand

To achieve these objectives, TAT designates major policy according
to the subsequent guidelines:

1. Promoting and inducing more international tourists to Thailand.
The increase of revenue especially foreign currency from tourists
helps the nation’s economy in a short period.

2. Increasing tourist attractions in regional areas in order to
distribute incomes from tourism to people of all regions.

3. Conserving natural resources and environment and reviving
culture in order to retain Thai identity at its best.

4. Developing facilities and upgrading travel services to accepted
standard to impress visitors in higher degree.

5. Promoting safety to both domestic and international tourists in
order that they can reach their destinations with the confidence
that their bodies and property are free from danger.

6. Encouraging domestic travel, especially in low-income and youth
groups, in order to increase travel services for Thais.

7. Increasing manpower in tourist industry as far as possible.

8. Encouraging Thai people to participate in activities related to
tourism development.

SOURCE: Tourism Authority of Thailand, Annual Report, 1983,
p. 15.

rather than implementational. Radio programs, posters, docu-
mentary films, television, and a monthly tourist magazine were
all enlisted in selling Thailand to the Thais.25 Apparently, it has
worked, helped along perhaps by a tax on outbound travel.26

Hotels are rapidly developing throughout the provinces and TAT
is busy developing a series of tourist routes for the domestic
tourist. In 1987 there were 8.7 million Thais traveling within the
country.27

TAT Growth
Since 1979 the TAT has grown fairly rapidly, with projected
growth between 1983 and 1986 to go from 496 to 715 em-
ployees.28 Similarly the TAT has enlarged its share of the na-
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tional budget. Immediately after the TAT was formed, its 1980
budget was increased 20 percent to $4.1 million.29 The budget
was $6,387,000 in 1983.30

It has also enlarged its primary promotional role. In 1983
TAT had nine offices overseas and was active in representing
Thailand at international conventions, trade fairs, and through
media activities. TAT also invited some 170 travel writers and
industry entrepreneurs to visit Thailand. The TAT produced a
travel magazine, developed brochures, and coordinated its pub-
licity with provincial tourism efforts.31

TAT also encouraged convention travel, though it met with
only limited success. Greater results came from its supervision
of souvenir shops and tourism training, the simplification of im-
migration and customs procedures, and the formation of an ex-
panded tourism police force.32

The latter became necessary as tourists increasingly
became the targets of crime. Bangkok is one of the most violent
cities in the world. In the first half of 1978, for example, 8,678
serious crimes took place.33 The stepped-up implementation of
such a force, however, was tied less to the number of crimes
against tourists than the 1983 drop in tourist arrivals. The TAT
speculated in its annual report that tourists from several major
tourist-generating countries had been dissuaded by accounts
of crime against international tourists reported in their local
media.34

Thus in 1984, the TAT announced a tripling of the tourist
police from 255 to 850 men, to be partially funded by the TAT
although the men would remain formally part of the Thai na-
tional police.35 Funding for the Tourist Police included US$13.6
million in 1984 with a proposed supplement of $820,000 for
mobile units. This suggests that tourist security is a major
concern. Another major deterrent to travel to Thailand, which is
candidly acknowledged in the 1983 Annual Report, is supergon-
orrhea, an antibiotic-resistant strain infecting an estimated 70
percent of Thailand’s prostitutes. Thus far, the TAT has been
unable or unwilling to address this aspect of tourist concern.36

A major TAT effort has been directed at planning—a function
that has thrown it unwillingly into the political fray. Environ-
mentalists and church and women’s groups have shown an in-
creased inclination to criticize the laissez-faire development of
tourism in the period from 1960 to 1980. They are particularly
vocal in their complaints about Bangkok’s congestion and in-
effective administration and the haphazard growth of Pattaya.
The latter developed totally without planning or regulation. It
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was only in 1979 that a fledgling municipal government was
formed. Pattaya remains even today a wide open city, where
crime and corruption are endemic. This tourist “paradise” had
298 violent crimes in 1982. Tourist police surveillance was ac-
celerated and violent crime dropped nearly a third in 1983.37

Although regulation and the tourist police have brought
some semblance of order to the boom town, it is the established
large-scale enterprises that have benefited the most. Gov-
ernment subsidies, tax incentives, and opportunities to in-
fluence government come, as so often happens, to those already
most advantaged. Small-scale operators, beach vendors, and
the like with low and unpredictable incomes form what the
International Labour Organisation calls the informal sector of
the economy. They have lost as a result of the government’s
regularization of Pattaya’s politics and economics. Shunted to
unfrequented stretches of beach or subject to harassment for
kickbacks to the police, these most vulnerable sectors of the
tourist economy have done poorly as a consequence of gov-
ernment interest.38

Pattaya is often cited by Thai planners in and out of TAT
with that chic sense of horror U.S. planners reserve for Waikiki.
Both places, however, make money by the buckets—a result that
scarcely augurs well for restrained and aesthetic development.
Consequently, although the TAT has embarked on a variety of
planning projects, including one for Pattaya, it has not been able
to secure the necessary loans and privately has been opposed.
Although the TAT continues to have its governor on the city
council of Pattaya, the city resists further controls.

The international tourist industry, although sympathetic to
critics of Pattaya, is seldom lacking in encouraging the gov-
ernment to open more and more areas to tourism. Phuket is
another relatively new resort destination that wants to enjoy
the same self-rule Pattaya has, a position in which the interna-
tional industry and the developers are in general accord, and
with which TAT appears to be in agreement. But not to worry,
“Thailand has so many underdeveloped and unspoilt coastal
resort areas that, while recognising the finite supply and desire-
ability of keeping many of the beaches without major tourist de-
velopments, the Thai authorities are keen to appeal to as broad
a spectrum of international tourists as possible.”39

The clientele is not necessarily getting any broader with the
development of more beach towns, but those now attracted by
sex tours are certainly not limited to any particular geographic
area. In that sense there is something (or at least someone) for
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everyone. Chiangmai in the north has its share of brothels, pri-
marily catering to Westerners; Bangkok is international in its
attractions, while some frontier towns such as Haad Yai cater
to Malaysian males escaping a more spartan fate in Islamic
Malaysia. (Some contend that Malaysia has a well-developed
prostitution industry, but is keeping a lower profile and de-
pending on a domestic clientele. If so, it has not dampened in-
ternational travel from Malaysia. Malaysia remains Thailand’s
number one market [see Table 4.3].)40

The TAT is currently planning tourist infrastructure in
remote areas like Samui in the south of Thailand. Whether it will
benefit from the mistakes made in Pattaya and Phuket remains
to be seen.

In addition to international tourism promotion, planning,
training programs, and statistical research, the TAT also
manages a few tourist establishments, though it in no way par-
allels the levels of involvement of either the catalyst role of the
Indian Tourism Development Corporation in India or even the
infrastructural support position of the Philippine Tourism Au-
thority. Nor does the TAT have the authority to monitor, reg-
ulate, or set standards for any segment of the tourist industry.
In exchange for a high hotel and restaurant tax, the industry has
virtual autonomy.

Nor is the industry willing to channel its political interests
through the TAT, as the Tourism Organization of the Philippines
did under President Marcos.41 Each part of private sector
tourism continues to bypass the TAT and make its case directly
to government, a practice that TAT is powerless to stop and
which lawmakers are quick to encourage, for it continues their
traditional patron-client role. In this the system parallels
interest-group politics in Pakistan.

The private sector did form a Tourism Awareness Committee
to promote official and public understanding of tourism’s eco-
nomic impact even as it continued to oppose comprehensive
tourism legislation that would set up a tourism minister and
coordinate tourism planning and regulate tourist establish-
ments.42

The one area in which the TAT and the private sector have
been allied beyond general marketing has been in support of a
new international airport and a convention center. When neither
materialized, arrivals and lengths of stay declined, and when
Bangkok hotels were, by the early 1980s, found to be overbuilt
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Table 4.3. International tourist arrivals to Thailand.

1. Number of tourists

Of the entire total 2,438,270 tourists to Thailand by country of
residence, tourists from East Asia and the Pacific totaled 1,435,647.
They possess a major market share of 58.88 percent. The minor
market shares are tourists from Europe, totaling 455,329 with a
share of 18.67 percent; tourists from South Asia, totaling 215,135
with a share of 8.82 percent; tourists from the Americas, totaling
192,965 with a share of 7.91 percent; tourists from the Middle East,
totaling 127,441 with a share of 5.23 percent; and tourists from
Africa, totaling 11,753 with a share of 0.49 percent.

2. Major markets Total numbers Percentage change

Malaysia 553,830 -3.26

Japan 226,516 -0.82

Singapore 189,861 + 9.09

U.S.A. 150,765 + 9.60

Hong Kong 131,853 + 3.84

India 120,170 + 2.21

Australia 98,742 +21.21

West Germany 96,473 + 3.76

United Kingdom 81,635 + 9.09

France 70,063 +18.76

Taiwan 68,890 +13.35

Saudi Arabia 57,594 + 1.92

Italy 43,194 +10.66

3. Tourist profile

A. Repeat tourists made up 57.14 percent of the total. The other
42.86 percent were first-time tourists.

B. About 68.07 percent of the tourists came to Thailand
independently, the rest (31.93 percent) by group tour.
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C. Male tourists made up 71.66 percent of the total.

D. 22.73 percent of the tourists were administrative and managerial
personnel, 15.30 percent were laborers, and production and service
workers, and 14.97 percent were professionals.

E. 93.85 percent stayed in hotels and 6.15 percent stayed with
friends or in other types of accommodations.

SOURCE: Tourism Authority of Thailand, Annual Statistical
Report on Tourism in Thailand, 1983, pp. 10–11.

and underutilized, the atmosphere was right for cooperation.
TAT and the nation’s hoteliers formed the Convention Pro-
motion Board in July 1983.43

The hotel industry went through a massive period of
building, ostensibly for the 200th anniversary of the monarchy
in 1982. Like the IMF-World Bank Conference in the Philippines
and Asiad ’82 in India, this building spree was financed in part
by government concessions, in this case from the Board of In-
vestments. In all three cases, some 6,000 rooms were added to
existing stock in the respective capital cities, and in all three
arrivals for the premier attraction were grossly overestimated
and general demand has continued to fall short. The Bangkok
case appears not to be quite as severe or as extravagant in
supporting facilities, but that could be only the result of less
scrutiny. Investigative reporting is not as finely honed an art in
Thailand, and the language acts as a general barrier to outside
researchers.

The nature of control over the major hotels is not quite clear.
On the one hand, Robert Wood has argued that

joint enterprises with multinationals may allow politically dom-
inant classes without a strong economic base to circumvent their
economically dominant class (and ethnic competitors). This is
likely to be a factor in countries like Malaysia, Indonesia, and
Thailand, where alliance with the multinational avoids the ne-
cessity of doing business with the Chinese commercial classes.
This ethnic-class competition may in fact bias tourist policy to-
wards luxury tourism, since a tourism policy based on the ex-
pansion of the existing accommodation system would favor the
Chinese already in control of it.44
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Although that could in part explain the massive hotel
building in Bangkok, it ignores the close working relationship
between the Chinese commercial elite and the government. As
Brewster Grace observed, “A highly successful accommodation
has evolved. Government officials sit on the boards of directors
of private enterprises and Chinese serve as management in the
state enterprises and government monopolies originally estab-
lished to keep some economic activity out of Chinese hands.”45

Whether accommodation or competition is the practice fol-
lowed, it is clear that participation by transnational corpora-
tions (TNCs) has not generally been in terms of equity or even
medium-to long-term management contracts. Rather TNC in-
volvement has tended toward ad hoc technical service agree-
ments and associations with referral or reservation chains.46

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL IMPACT OF TOURISM IN
THAILAND

The social and political impact of tourism may not be decidedly
different in Thailand than in many other countries, but the type
of information is. Thus, this chapter is, like the others, not ex-
actly comparable in data and analysis.

Employment statistics are not, for example, readily available
for the tourist industry. However, based on tourist arrivals, a
conservative estimate is that there are probably one million or
more individuals who are directly employed in legal occupations
as a result of tourism. Further, over a million prostitutes are not
included because prostitution is illegal. Another million people
are indirectly employed as a result of tourism. The TAT also co-
operates with several universities that either have tourism de-
grees, such as Payap College in Chiangmai, or tourist guide
training programs, such as the one at Silpakorn University. The
TAT also runs hotel training programs in several provinces as
part of its efforts to encourage Thai upward mobility in the in-
dustry. In 1983 the hotel training program alone had 400 grad-
uates.47

The specific impact of the tourist industry has been shown
to vary markedly in its impact, depending on the region and the
tourist clientele. Governments in Thailand and elsewhere have
generally supported the diffusion of tourists (Bhutan and the
Maldives being notable exceptions) if their security and comfort
can be guaranteed. Few governments, however, have sought
the low-budget tourists, perhaps because they offer less in eco-
nomic and certainly in political terms to the ruling elite. Some
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governments have also feared that low-budget tourists might
have a more pernicious effect on social values. Still they require
much less in infrastructure. And so the debate persists.

Erik Cohen is perhaps the first to not take sides in this con-
troversy and instead examine the low-budget visitor in Thailand,
if not systematically, at least not ideologically. His studies show
that budget tourists are neither cultural purists searching for
the authentic travel experience nor degenerate beach bums
looking for a cheap high, but that actually tourists in this expen-
diture category run the gamut of motivations. What Cohen did
suggest is that, at least in Thailand, those who go to the north of
Thailand are more apt to be interested in the culture, the tribal
groups, and interaction with Thais. As such, they contributed
more to the local economy and tended to be more considerate
of local customs. Those heading for the beaches in the south, on
the other hand, took little interest in the villages in which they
stayed, spent very little, and generally were ignorant or indif-
ferent to the mores of their chosen destination.48

In the north there have also been some mixed signals as to
what kind of societies the visitor can expect. On the one hand,
the government likes to promote an atmosphere of progress and
increasing industrialization and modernity. The image is sup-
posed to offset concerns of rebel strongholds in the poverty-
stricken northeast. On the other hand, the TAT chooses to high-
light “simple, unspoiled” tribal life and often shows pictures of
tribal groups out working in their colorful poppy fields—a vision
the government would just as soon ignore. U.S. pressure on
Thailand to halt the opium traffic has been officially acknowl-
edged in Bangkok, but has been erratically dealt with at the pro-
duction site.

The suspicion of tribal peoples toward outsiders and gov-
ernment agents in particular has created a new cultural broker
in the north, the jungle tour guide. Sometimes taking advantage
of the lack of sophistication of various tribes, the guide may
strike up gradual and apparently casual relationships with
remote groups only to bring as “guests” at some later date the
tourists who will pay him for a glimpse of a simpler way of life.
Later he may need to develop new and more remote contacts
to avoid arousing their curiosity. An alternative has been to rou-
tinize and regularize payments to the tribe that acknowledge, at
least to the host, that the host-guest interaction is a commercial
not a purely social transaction. Tourist demands for quick “au-
thentic” experiences and tribal demands for respect and reci-
procity keep the jungle tour guide juggling his escort roles.49
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The recognition that tourists have money and an inclination
to buy traditional goods like opium weights, or handicrafts like
Hmong and Meo weaving, has encouraged many tribal people
to produce for and market to the tourists. Some travel to Chi-
angmai with their wares; the trip alone is a profound excursion
to new values, ideas, and products. Others find entrepreneurs
ready to act as middlemen. Even the churches and social
welfare organizations have become involved in the marketing
of handicrafts to the tourist trade. Government and church
organizations have hoped that making traditional crafts more
profitable may dissuade northerners, especially the beautiful
women, from migrating to Chiangmai, Bangkok, Pattaya, and
Phuket to become prostitutes for the tourists.

Prostitution
The demand side of the market for sex tours and prostitution
in general has already been discussed as a major feature of
Thai tourism. At this point, it is important to examine the mix
of motivations on the supply side and to look at the government
dilemma in fashioning a successful policy to deal with it.

First, it is necessary to sketch a bit of background con-
cerning prostitution in Thailand. Courtesans, concubines and
prostitutes have been commonplace throughout the country’s
history. Each reflected a particular class accommodation to ex-
tramarital sex. Courtesans operated in monarchial circles, the
number of concubines was a convenient measure of aristocratic
power, and commoners patronized the local brothels. As in the
West, women were divided into wives and whores. This pattern
was common throughout Southeast Asia, and some consider it
the dominant pattern in Asia.50

In 1935, the Thai government in a burst of moral zeal and a
desire to be considered a modern society outlawed prostitution,
but it has never proved to be an enforceable measure. Perhaps
this is because, until recently, few have seen any value to its dis-
appearance though many benefited from its being illegal. Pros-
titution is so widespread in Thailand that many have looked for
ways to explain its domination of the tourist industry. Some see
it as a reflection of Thai culture. They argue that Thailand has
always had prostitution and that the new volume and depravity
in form and effect are merely a response to a global demand.
Thai women, however, are not raised to be promiscuous, despite
articles like the one that begins with the claim that Thailand is
“where they don’t lock up their daughters.”51
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Although Thai women have always been involved in the
market place, women are considered the moral authority in the
home. Motherhood is considered the major role for women, par-
ticularly in the north. Women control the household spirits, who
are believed to retaliate if unmarried women allow themselves
to be touched by a man. Thai women, then, are acculturated
to a strong taboo against prostitution.52 Most women are ex-
pected to lead very chaste lives. In Thai culture women are gen-
erally reputed to consider being a woman a very powerful and
important role. Most want, if reborn, to be reborn as women.53

Others have argued more compellingly that although Thai
women are no more or less promiscuous than women anywhere,
their poverty and their sense of familial obligation are suffi-
ciently strong to encourage them to seek the most lucrative
employment they can get. Unquestionably, even after all the
middleman costs, prostitution pays better than anything else
unskilled upcountry girls can get. Many, however, consider it
a last resort after failing to make a living at more respectable
trades. In the case of some, their parents sold them into pros-
titution at puberty after guaranteeing their virginity—an im-
portant comparative advantage in pricing. A smaller number
have simply been abducted. The demand is sufficiently high and
the turnover from age, disease, and emotional trauma so great
that tourist prostitution constitutes a continual source of em-
ployment, albeit a short-lived one.

Migration to the cities also provides the necessary
anonymity that makes prostitution bearable for many Thai
women.54 Parents are sent needed money without really having
to know for certain if it is possible their daughter could make
that much as a waitress or maid. The daughter can provide
loyally for her family and perhaps prevent a similar fate for
a younger sibling, without losing face in the village. The
anonymity and transience of encounters with tourists are less a
threat to her reputation than was the case in more stable town
brothels in the pre-tourist era.

Even so, Erik Cohen found that many Thai women have de-
veloped coping strategies and euphemisms that allow them to
hide their prostitution even from themselves. This applies par-
ticularly to the women who are not attached to brothels, sex
shows, or tour agents. They prefer to refer to their jobs as
“working with foreigners.” They take solace from the ambiguity
of their relationship. Striking up a friendship with a foreigner
who then buys her things, gives her money, or takes her trav-
eling with him can be described to others as a date because
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the transaction has no specific price. She controls her choice
of customers and what she will and will not do. Though not an-
swerable to a pimp, the ambiguity protects her self-image but
not her emotions. She may try vainly to prolong the relationship
and often suffers some emotional involvement. Many such girls
also hope for marriage which seldom materializes and when it
does seldom succeeds.55

Cohen’s empathetic and empirical approach describes the
lifestyle of only a tiny minority of female prostitutes. Most have
no such protective ambiguity. Some have become as adept at
exploitation as their exploiters. Some have become mail order
brides, who take money from German, Dutch, and Australian
pen pals for their legal expenses and travel to Europe and then
promptly disappear. Others who have longed for marriage in
the West discover they have been “married” to a slave trader.
Thousands of Thai women are now in Europe as prostitutes,
some voluntarily, some as virtual prisoners. One favorite ploy is
to pay German homosexuals to travel to Thailand, bring back
Thai “wives,” and then leave them to German entrepreneurs.
“So much can be earned with a Thai woman that the expenses
are negligible.”56

Prostitution in Thailand for the tourist industry has proved
a real drawing card for a certain stratum (species?) of clientele.
Not only sex but sex shows are part of the attraction. As in
the Philippines not only so-called consenting adults but boys
and young girls are involved. Shows purporting to demonstrate
unique feats of “muscle control” are actually gynecological
sideshows, threatening not only a woman’s reproductive ability
but her life.57

Europeans enjoyed erotic touring in Thailand until the late
1970s, when a Thai vacation became hazardous to one’s health.
Making up 25 percent of the Thai market and even more im-
portant in terms of expenditures, European tours began
avoiding Thailand in the early 1980s. The big dip came in
1982. By 1983 European groups had restructured their clientele
somewhat.58 Whereas in the late 1970s Bangkok was selling
1,000 different package holidays, 1981 sales were less than
a third of that. “This seems to have been due to publicity in
the Scandinavian press about prostitution and venereal disease,
coupled with public distaste about the number of men-only
tours on the market.”59

Ironically, the laissez-faire government approach to sex
tourism has now left the government in a real quandary as to
how to proceed. The king and others would just as soon not have
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Bangkok known as the “brothel of Asia” Church groups and
women’s organizations would prefer that outbound charters
were not called the “gonorrhea express.” The nickname is a re-
flection of the fact that 70 percent of the prostitutes (and many
of their offspring) suffer from the disease and communicate it
as an enduring souvenir to their visitors.60

The government attempted to crack down on prostitution
and the infamous blue shows in 1981, but attempting an out-
right abolition of what is already theoretically illegal has been
difficult to do. The attempt led to the cancellation of many
Japanese tours and possibly some European ones, yet the con-
tinuation of them threatened to frustrate attempts to attract a
more wholesome clientele.61 The hotel overcapacity made hote-
liers nervous about the outcome, and at least one mayor livid.
Mayor of raunchy Pattaya, Anusak Rocboormee “threatened
to lead a demonstration of 50,000 industry men around the
country if new curbs weren’t relaxed.”62

Police were selective in their enforcement because many
were receiving kickbacks from everyone involved in the in-
dustry, from the nightclub owners to the girls. Even the
Bangkok Post complained: “So we end up with hundreds of girls
being arrested while pimps and brothel operators continue to
rake in the flesh money.”63 Whatever the interim affect, it was
clear that by 1986 tourist prostitution and sex shows were alive
and thriving at least in all the major cities.

The government is unwilling to legalize prostitution for fear
it will be unseemly for the monarchy after 50 years to appear
to condone such behavior. Some also contend it will hurt the
feelings of the women to have the ambiguity of their occupation
resolved and to have to submit to licensing, inspection, and
health checks.64 Yet, if the government does not legalize pros-
titution after letting it become so enormous, the government
cannot tax it and the corrupt and criminal elements will con-
tinue to tax it instead. A middle course is to cut out suggestive
tours and advertising, penalize “freelancers” and require all
related establishments, whatever their euphemism to require
health checks of their employees. Although this is not a fool-
proof system, this has been done with fair success in the Philip-
pines without formally legalizing prostitution.

In any case, Thailand is an excellent example of where al-
lowing the consumer to dictate to the industry has been disas-
trous not only to national esteem, but also in terms of the very
tourist industry that was supposed to flourish by such an ap-
proach. Today, Thailand is losing some sex tourists because of
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fears of disease or police crackdowns; but it loses untold others:
couples, families, and culture-motivated travelers who reject
this exquisite country because of the sleazy reputations of its
cities. These groups are also the ones most likely to stay longer
and have fewer negative social impacts. Thailand has learned
the hard way how difficult it is to de-sleaze a destination once
millions get a vested interest in its continuation.

In the past Thailand has suffered from a much vaunted sex
image—at least it has lost out in quality markets if gaining else-
where. Ironically, just at a time when the TAT has been most suc-
cessful at promoting more legitimate attractions, the question of
AIDS is again highlighting the negative reputation.65

Space does not permit a thorough examination of all facets
of socio-economic impacts tourism has had on Thailand. Obvi-
ously some are endemic to most developing countries, while
others are more or less particular to certain societies. Thailand
has neither a monopoly on tourist-related prostitution nor any
lack of cultural, historical, recreational, or scenic attractions.
The tragedy of Thai tourism is that one tawdry segment has
been allowed to eclipse so much that is elegant, refined, and ex-
quisite about Thailand.
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5
Indian Tourism: Pluralist

Policies in a Federal System

There is only one India…. The one sole
country under the sun that is endowed with
an imperishable interest for alien prince and
alien peasant, for lettered and ignorant, the
land that all men desire to see, having seen
once, by even a glimpse, would not give that
glimpse for the shows of all the rest of the
globe combined.

—Mark Twain

THE POLITICS of Indian tourism policy are in striking contrast to
that of the People’s Republic of China. Unlike the PRC, which
has not encouraged travelers until recently, India has lured trav-
elers and inspired writers since the days of Alexander the Great.
Indian scriptures encouraged travel. “There is no happiness
for him who does not travel. Living in the society of men, the
best man often becomes a sinner…. Indra is the friend of the
traveler. Therefore wander.” 1 Government support of travel was
urged in scripture as early as 3,000 years ago in the Aitareya
Brahmana when it enjoined the king to build inns to provide for
the safe comfort of travelers. The Chhandogya Upanishad even
notes with approval those leaders who built such inns in their
kingdoms! 2 During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, as
modern tourism expanded and developed, the romance of the
British Indian Empire, of princes and palaces, elephants and
tigers, helped to create an exotic image that has attracted gen-
erations of travelers. 3

Tourism issues are all played out in the nation’s press, with
different papers—sometimes even the same paper—assuming
intensely held and varied political positions. What tourism’s
goals should be—its pace, direction, and class clientele—are
all argued in the public arena. The appropriate role of the na-
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tional government (called the Centre in India), the states, the
public corporations, and the private sector are debated almost
ad nauseam.

No one is satisfied with Indian tourism policy, but ironically,
of all the nations examined in this book, by many measures
India is arguably the most successful of the developing nations
in its gradual, often clumsy, use of tourism for national de-
velopment. A combination of factors may be responsible: (1)
an extensive colonial transport infrastructure on which to base
further development; (2) a federal system that allowed states to
pursue their own, often very innovative, approaches to tourism
and remain somewhat apart from the vagaries of national pol-
itics; (3) an immense domestic tourism tradition that made
tourism something more than a scheme to make foreign ex-
change from foreigners; (4) a public process that made tourism
policy exquisitely slow at the Centre, but usually self-correcting
(on those rare occasions where policy was allowed to swamp
the process, costly public mistakes and private fortunes were
made); and (5) policymakers who did not make the erroneous
assumptions so often made elsewhere that the growth and
needs of the tourist industry were the chief criteria by which
tourism development should proceed.

In most countries, the tourist industry’s health is assumed
to be the best indicator of a successful policy. This is not so.
A tourism policy in a developing nation, particularly, should be
judged by its net impact on the economic, social, and political
life of the people. Since net economic benefits, as opposed to
overall receipts, and social and political factors are seldom con-
sidered quantifiable, in many countries they are simply left out
of the policy equation.

This has happened on occasion in India, too, and it is always
a danger when people urge greater centralization, consistency,
and reliance on tourism experts and insulation from political
considerations. Politicians are not saints, but experts on devel-
oping tourism per se are not experts on integrated national de-
velopment either, and this writer has a bias for their confronting
each other rather than being separated. “Maximum feasible
participation” as it came to be known in the United States is not
a panacea, but India’s messy policy-making style, which is part
planned economy and part private enterprise, does surprisingly
well in a democratic mode.
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THE GEOPOLITICAL CONTEXT

Regional Context
Indian tourism policy, like its politics in general, is shaped
by India’s geopolitical setting as the dominant country on the
South Asian subcontinent. Until 1947 India included Pakistan
and what is now Bangladesh. The countries of Sri Lanka, Nepal,
Bhutan, and the Maldives were peripheral in both a geo-
graphical and political sense. Taken as a whole those nations
contain nearly a quarter of the world’s people and form a mi-
crocosm of the issues, interests, and dynamics of international
tourism.

Despite this tradition, and despite the richness and diversity
of its cultures and scenic attractions, the levels of international
tourism are not exceptionally high on the subcontinent. For ex-
ample, twice as many tourists visited Honolulu in 1984 (over 4
million) than all of the South Asian countries combined. 4 With
25 percent of the world’s population, the region has a share of
less than 2 percent of world tourist arrivals and receipts. The
global context is a bit misleading, however, because 90 percent
of all tourist traffic is still confined to 16 developed countries. In
varying degrees, some of the difficulties in expanding tourism in
South Asia are attributable to global and Third World economic
factors, some to conscious policy choices, and some to cultural,
political, or other factors.

Although this chapter makes no attempt to weigh tourism’s
value vis-à-vis other national development sectors, this clearly
should be a major factor in the type of tourism encouraged or
the decision to pursue tourism at all. These are not easy cal-
culations to make. The economic, social, and political benefits
of tourism are often not susceptible to quantification any more
than the costs. For example, nations with tourist arrivals seem
to receive more foreign aid than comparable countries. 5 The aid
is not a part of the tourist contribution but it may in fact have
been stimulated by tourism. Should such revenues be credited
to tourism or not?

In many respects, the countries of South Asia share with the
rest of the Third World some of the same motivations toward
tourism development and some of the same problems and
doubts concerning the cultural impact of foreign guests. The
earning of foreign exchange is most frequently cited as a justifi-
cation for investment in tourism, or for selecting one strategy of
tourism development over another. The desperate need to find
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some 20 million jobs a year for the region’s unemployed also
encourages South Asian governments to consider tourism de-
velopment, a reputedly labor-intensive sector. 6

In many respects, South Asian tourism differs significantly
from that found in other developing nations. Most notably, de-
spite the relatively low levels of international tourist arrivals
already noted, the region displays high levels of domestic and
intraregional tourist travel.

Domestic Travel
Although it is often more difficult to document than interna-
tional tourism, the domestic component is often an important
economic, political, and cultural element in the country’s overall
tourist trade. It tends to be neglected by policymakers because
it does not generate foreign exchange and is not perceived
to be as glamorous as international tourism. Nor do govern-
ments seem to find domestic tourism as much of an indicator of
the nation’s intrinsic attractiveness. This is particularly true in
developing nations because the governments often limit inter-
national travel to curb foreign exchange losses. Thus, there is
no way of knowing whether the domestic tourist chose to be one
or simply was unable to travel elsewhere.

There is also the heightened sensitivity of developing na-
tions to Western approval, perhaps a holdover of a colonial men-
tality, that ascribes more importance to the wishes and tastes of
outsiders than to the desires of their own people. This is particu-
larly apparent in the way the international travel industry’s pro-
nouncements or the visits of its representatives are received, as
opposed to the way the local travel industry is regarded.

On the other hand, as case studies of tourism in developing
countries repeatedly demonstrate the fickleness and political
vulnerability of international tourism, domestic tourism looks
better than ever. For example, it does not require as much
foreign exchange to develop and its cultural effects are gen-
erally less disruptive. Another advantage of domestic tourism is
that it cushions the often precarious dependence on foreign air-
lines, marketing, reservation schedules, and the capriciousness
of international travel tastes. It also mitigates the seasonality of
foreign arrivals and departures.

Domestic tourism in South Asia has developed along two
lines. The older pattern, still very important today, centers
around the traditions of festivals and of religious pilgrimages to
the numerous Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, and Muslim holy places.
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A second pattern of domestic tourism, which developed during
the colonial era in those countries ruled by the British, was the
retreat to the hills during the hot season. Dozens of hill stations,
such as Simla, Darjeeling, Mussoorie, Dalhousie, and Ootaca-
mund (Ooti), and cooler inland cities such as Poona and Ban-
galore became the destinations of choice for the English, the
princes, and, increasingly, a wide range of upper-class Indians.
Simla, the inspiration for many of Kipling’s poems and short
stories, was the seat of the imperial government during the pre-
monsoon months, when the heat made Delhi unbearable.

Colonial rule contributed to later tourism development in
other ways as well. Railway and highway systems extending
throughout much of present-day India and Pakistan provided
an infrastructure for inexpensive surface travel. In addition to
the privately owned hotels in the hill stations and major cities,
government rest houses and dak (post) bungalows built during
the colonial period continue to provide tourist accommodations
that are particularly appropriate for middle-and lower-income
tourists. 7

For at least India and Pakistan, size and diversity are ad-
ditional factors that help to encourage domestic tourism. With
a population second only to the People’s Republic of China
and a land area approximately one-third that of the United
States, India has more languages and cultural regions than all
of Europe. Although considerably smaller, Pakistan is also suffi-
ciently large and diverse enough to provide a variety of cultural
experiences and scenic attractions for its own citizens.

In addition to its potential for fostering national integration,
domestic tourism helps to temper and dissipate some of the
more egregious consequences of international tourism. In most
developing nations, however carefully the tourism policy is de-
signed and regardless of how meticulous the nation is in distrib-
uting the profits of the tourist trade, facilities and infrastructure
tend to be created essentially for the comfort and pleasure of
foreigners. Because this has been less true in South Asia, par-
ticularly India and Pakistan, tourism has had less of a colonial
character. A wealthy national elite can enjoy luxury accom-
modations alongside foreigners so that white enclave tourism
does not develop (of course, the hill stations, gymkhana clubs,
and other facilities were white enclaves earlier in this century,
before Indian independence). Moreover, more modest accom-
modations attract a mix of domestic population and a potpourri
of other nationalities. This in turn reduces the potential for
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backlash or outright sabotage that has accompanied luxury
tourism in such varied societies as Jamaica and the Philippines.
8

Tourism is a vulnerable industry, which is why India is ex-
tremely fortunate in having such a huge domestic base. Over
12 million alone visit the Ganges River each year to bathe and
pray. 9 Domestic tourism has, however, moved beyond religious
pilgrimage. Holiday travel is becoming increasingly important
among the middle and upper classes. Though these groups are
small percentage-wise, 10 to 15 percent of over 800 million
people constitutes an enormous market target. Further, what
many tourism specialists overlook is that India is the tenth
largest industrial power in the world. With its industrial and
service sectors has emerged a significant stratum of business
travelers whose journeys and conventions across the vast sub-
continent mean a market for affluent and moderate accommo-
dations, which in most developing countries are occupied only
by foreign tourists.

Intraregional Tourism
The numerous instances of international conflict within the
region have taken their toll on the tourist industries of each
country. For example, the travel of Pakistanis to India was well
over 30,000 in 1963, but miniscule 12 years later. 10 Still, in-
traregional travel, often buttressed by religious or familial ties,
is far more resilient in the face of political conflict than that
from beyond the region. There is today a significant tourist flow
among the nations of South Asia. India, of course, is by far
the most active tourist-generating nation in the region. Its size
and location alone would dictate that. Pakistan, Sri Lanka, and
Nepal, for instance, receive more tourists from India than from
any other nation.

Getting the data about such travel flow is difficult because
figures are often designed to blur or dilute the effect of political
controversy rather than to document its social and economic
impact. Pakistan, for instance reports no figures on Indian ar-
rivals, not because they are not terribly important but because
they fluctuate dramatically and generally do not have a major
impact on foreign exchange. Similarly, Indian figures often ex-
clude Pakistan and Bangladesh. Nepali figures often omit Indian
visitors.
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Religious travel is a major impetus to intraregional as well
as to strictly domestic tourism. When political conditions
permit, Indian Sikhs visit gurdwaras, the tomb of Ranjit Singh
and other sites in Pakistani Punjab. Muslims from India, Pak-
istan, and Bangladesh visit mosques and tombs in one another’s
countries. Buddhists in the subcontinent journey to the Temple
of the Tooth in Sri Lanka, or to Bodhnath or Lumbini in Nepal,
or even to the giant Buddha statues at Bamian in Afghanistan.
Hindus from India, Nepal, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka travel to
sites throughout the subcontinent.

The economic implications of intraregional tourism are
somewhat unclear. On the one hand, there may be more net
gain to host economies from Indian tourists in Sri Lanka than
from Westerners or Japanese where travel and lodging profits
may be channeled through several multinational sieves before
ending up in the national economy. On the other hand, visitors
from neighboring countries may often stay with relatives or
friends or in low-cost accommodations, thereby decreasing the
economic benefit of their presence.

In many respects, the political and cultural consequences
of intraregional tourist travel will be no more disruptive than
those of domestic tourism. The cross-cultural sharing of lan-
guages, cultures, and some dietary habits should make South
Asian visitors less prominent than Europeans or Japanese. On
the other hand, the central position of India within the context
of intraregional tourism has potential for exacerbating the often
considerable resentment that may exist among India’s neigh-
oors concerning that country’s dominant political and military
role in the subcontinent.

Extra-regional Tourism
The relatively low numbers of international tourists in South
Asia compared to other parts of the world are, in part, a result
of the distance of this region from the major tourist-generating
parts of the globe—North America, Western Europe, and Japan.
Still, distance is only a partial explanation. Only 1 percent of all
Americans traveling abroad in 1982 visited India, 11 but in 1984
over twice as many visited the People’s Republic of China as
India. 12

One positive consequence of distance is a broad clientele.
No single nation constitutes a critical source of tourists, as is
often the case in many developing areas. Even Britain, as the
formerly dominant colonial power in this region, at 13 percent
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does not have an exceptionally large share of tourist arrivals.
In this respect South Asia is less prone to develop the sort
of center-periphery dependency relationship that affects many
other Third-World countries. 13 Another consequence of the
effort and expense of coming to the subcontinent is that those
who have come tend to do so more for its cultural attractions,
its trekking possibilities, and its exotic birds and other wildlife
than for the more conventional pursuits of sun, sea, sand, and
sex. This may be changing, however, as we shall see.

It is common for political scientists interested in the way na-
tions perceive each other to observe the frequently unflattering
and hostile images countries in conflict have of each other, for
example, India and Pakistan, or the United States and the Soviet
Union. This is not well understood when it comes to countries
about which more neutral, less salient reporting is done. 14

Interestingly, the exotic character of the subcontinent,
which serves to attract many, may also repel others because of
fear of the unknown and the unfamiliar. Moreover, India and
other South Asian countries also suffer from what might be
called the “begging-bowl” stereotype—an exaggerated image of
mass poverty, squalor, and disease that continues to be perpet-
uated in political cartoons and other mass media in the West,
particularly in the United States.

Two studies done nearly ten years apart document the per-
sistence of images of India that work to the disadvantage of
tourism development. The first measured the attitudes of
prospective American visitors in the mid-1970s. Overwhelm-
ingly their dominant assumptions were negative (see Table 5.1).
15 A decade later Sudhir H. Kale and Katherine M. Weir found
similar impressions among the 90 business students they ques-
tioned (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3), plus a tendency to assume that
very few people speak English—an added deterrent to the trav-
eling public. 16

In the earlier study, 88 percent of North American visitors
sampled said that before they came to India they felt their
health would be endangered. In fact only three percent had
any ailments. Many had envisaged a lot of red tape, a difficult
climate, much dirt and poverty, poor food, lack of personal se-
curity, and problems with the language. Respondents from the
United Kingdom were the most negative. Most who came were
therefore pleasantly surprised. The fact, however, that they
came with such expectations illustrates a certain temerity on
their part. Many more were probably discouraged from coming
by their fears. 17
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Table 5.1. How did prospective American visitors rank India?

Factor Ranking Percentage of tourists associating factor
with destination

Warm and friendly
people

18 22

Comfortable
accommodation

10 18

Beautiful natural
scenery

23 20

Reasonable prices 7 20

Attractive customs,
way of life

15 18

Good climate 24 10

Beautiful creations of
man

4 54

Outstanding food 18 4

Good shopping 6 23

Exotic environment 9 27

Historical or family ties 5 7

Exceptional recreation
facilities

22 1

Would visit or
recommend

20 51

Would like to visit 9 31

Too commercial 11 2

Dirt and poverty 1 67

High cost of getting
there

3 18

High prices for food
and lodging

10 7
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Factor Ranking Percentage of tourists associating factor
with destination

Lack of personal
security

4 6

Not enough to do here 19 41

Poor food 1 17

Problem with language 4 14

Red tape, visas, etc. 1 19

Rude unfriendly people 3 7

Unsanitary conditions 1 53

Unpleasant climate 1 27

Would not visit or
recommend

7 49

Would not like to visit 18 69

SOURCE: M. M. Anand, Tourism and the Hotel Industry in India:
A Study in Management. New Delhi: Prentice Hall of India,
1976, p. 52.

Respondents from Eastern Europe had a different set of ex-
pectations. They regarded India as a “land of Gandhi, Nehru,
and Tagore, a democratic, socialist country.” Once they arrived
they were shocked by the level of economic inequality. Those
from Afro-Asian countries, perhaps reflecting a more realistic
understanding of conditions in developing countries had the
greatest congruence between their expectations and what they
discovered. 18

Table 5.3. Major reasons cited by our respondents for not
visiting India.

Reason Number mentioning Percent

Poverty/beggars 37 41.6

Politically unstable 25 28.1

Not clean 24 27.0
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Table 5.2. Perceptions of India ranked by tendency to agree (n =
90).a

Rank Item Mean

1 There is a lot of poverty in India. 2.02

2 India is an exotic travel destination. 2.06

3 The standard of cleanliness is lower than in the United
States.

2.10

4 There are opportunities to observe local customs. 2.19

5 India has many historical monuments. 2.64

6 There is a lot of political instability and turmoil. 2.81

7 India offers many opportunities to sample local cuisine. 2.83

8 The climate is hot and uncomfortable. 2.84

9 Tours and guides are available in India. 2.91

10 There are many reasonably priced handicrafts. 2.96

11 India has many architectural landmarks. 3.00

12 There are many beggars in India. 3.11

13 The cities are very crowded. 3.13

14 There are many opportunities for shopping. 3.22

15 India offers a variety of music and dance. 3.44

16 India offers a lot in terms of natural scenic beauty. 3.43

17 There are many museums to visit. 3.56

18 Boat rides and cruises are available in India. 3.58

19 Vacations in India are much less expensive than
elsewhere.

3.74

20 There are national parks to tour. 3.87
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Rank Item Mean

21 There are many first class hotels in India. 4.19

22 Nightlife and entertainment are available in most cities. 4.33

23 There are many opportunities to engage in sports
activities.

4.44

24 Many people in India speak English. 4.47

25 Local transportation in India is convenient. 4.83

26 Travel between cities is comfortable and convenient. 4.96

a. All items were measured on a seven-point scale, with a value
of 1 indicating “strongly agree” and 7 indicating “strongly
disagree.”

Reason Number mentioning Percent

Climate 21 23.6

Fear of the unknown 19 21.3

Prefer to go elsewhere 17 19.1

Crowded/overpopulated 17 19.1

Nothing to “see or do” 12 13.5

Expensive 9 10.1

Not safe 9 10.1

Poor accommodations 8 9.0

Language barriers 7 7.9

SOURCE: Kale and Weir, “Marketing Third World Countries to
the Western Traveler: The Case of India.” Journal of Travel
Research 25 (no. 2):4 (Fall 1986).
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Because of cross pressures both attracting and discouraging
tourism, dramatic fluctuations in tourist arrivals generally have
not occurred. For India, the exceptions were in 1962 when there
were frontier battles between India and the PRC and in 1965
when there was a short but bloody war with Pakistan.

Impact of Regional Politics on Tourism
To a large extent, India’s international tourism fortunes are
out of the hands of its promoters, the Indian Tourism Devel-
opment Corporation (ITDC), Air India, the State TDCs, and the
Tourism Ministry. As W. D. Patterson aptly observed, “War, pol-
itics, public opinion, and civil unrest can be the greatest enemy
of tourism.” 19 Politics and public opinion need not be enemies
of tourism if the policy has considered them in its formation and
execution, but war and civil unrest are certainly detrimental.
Expansion of tourism in India has suffered from unrest such
as wars with Pakistan in 1965 and 1971 and quarrels with Sri
Lanka over the latter’s treatment of Tamils of Indian descent.
Violence in Delhi, the Punjab, and Assam and religious strife in
Hyderabad are considered far more newsworthy in the Western
press than India’s many places of scenic beauty, ancient trea-
sures, or areas of multi-cultural harmony. 20 Following the assas-
sination of Prime Minister Indira Gandhi on October 31, 1984,
70 percent of all tour bookings for November were cancelled,
an immediate U.S. 100 million dollar loss to the struggling in-
dustry. 21

But even more than India’s own political fortunes, Indian
tourism continues to be the victim of the political problems of
other countries in the region, factors that interrupt air travel,
make overland travel impossible, or lead to the cancellation
of multi-country tours of the region. Turmoil in Iraq and Iran
led to the cancellation of Pan Am’s round-the-world service,
which had a stopover in Delhi. The same conflict, along with
the war in Afghanistan, effectively sealed off all overland tourist
travel from Europe and the Middle East. Martial law in Pakistan
and Bangladesh discouraged travel to those nations. Since July
1983 sporadic communal violence in Sri Lanka has discouraged
travel there and to nearby South India.

Thus, India’s steady development of international tourism in
the face of such political strife is an encouraging sign rather
than an indicator of policy failure. Popular movies, books, and
television mini-series will probably do more to encourage travel
to India than anything Indian tourism officials can do.
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Actually, the pace of Indian tourism development is not all
that slow nor are absolute figures terribly low. In 1951, India
had 20,000 international tourists, in 1978, 748,000, 22 and in
1986, over 1 million. 23 The enormous domestic base is scarcely
measured. Moreover, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nepali tourists
are not explicitly counted. These number several hundred
thousand in any given year, though exact components differ ac-
cording to the degree of political warmth existing among the
nations. Further, India has one of the highest average lengths
of stay of any country in the world, nearly 26 days. This means
that they get the value from one tourist that a country like Ja-
maica may get from five. 24

Tourism’s Economic Effects
India’s gross receipts from international tourism (Rs. 18 billion
in 1986), substantial though they are, cannot be compared di-
rectly to similar receipts from other developing nations such as
the Philippines. The latter tragically mortgaged its revenues to
its scandalous and showy infrastructure development. India, on
the other hand, not only underestimates its receipts via its pe-
culiar accounting procedures (and unfortunately, a flourishing
black market); it retains more of its tourism income (94 per-
cent) and generates far greater economic activity from tourism
receipts. 25

It does this two ways. First, it imports almost nothing for
the tourist industry. This means that relatively little foreign ex-
change leaks out in contrast to so many destinations, which
often lose between 40 and 80 percent of their foreign exchange.
Secondly, tourism revenue has a multiplier effect as it gets
spent and respent throughout the economy. India has a multi-
plier estimated at 3.2 to 3.6. This means that every dollar of
tourism revenue generates US$3.20 to $3.60 of economic ac-
tivity before its impact fades. This, some feel, is also under-
stated because India’s own industrial sector benefits so hand-
somely from tourist-related infrastructure, designs, and fur-
nishings, as well as the actual expenditures of the tourists.

Although figures differ dramatically, between 4.5 and 10.5
million people are estimated to have jobs as the direct or in-
direct consequence of tourism. Of this figure, over three-fourths
are attributable to domestic tourism. In general, foreign tourists
create more accommodation and food-related employment,
while domestic tourists create more jobs in transportation.
Within the transport sector, domestic tourists choose bus and
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rail services, which are less costly and more labor intensive.
Foreign tourists utilize the more capital-intensive and expensive
airlines. Within the accommodation area, domestic tourists tend
to stay at smaller, less capital-intensive establishments. Do-
mestic tourism in general creates more varied but generally
less-skilled employment. 26 These employment patterns are im-
portant not only for measuring the impact of tourism on eco-
nomic development, but are also critical for the political support
tourism must have to flourish.

They also illustrate how essential it is to disaggregate
tourism statistics. It is not enough to say that tourism is labor in-
tensive—sometimes it is; sometimes it is not. To plan for tourism
one must understand its differential impact. For example, a Tata
Economic Consultancy Services study in 1981, commissioned by
the Indian Department of Tourism, found that foreign tourism
would have to increase 400 percent to be as important in terms
of employment as domestic tourism. Moreover, because of the
different levels of accommodations and transport, such growth
in international-level infrastructure would be extremely costly.
27

INDIAN TOURISM POLICY

Tourism Organization
The organization of tourism in a country reflects the gov-
ernment’s general orientation toward such issues as centralized
versus decentralized administration and public versus private
ownership, operation, and promotion of tourism. In most so-
cialist states, the government not only organizes the entire in-
dustry but owns and operates all facilities, including transport,
accommodations, tour services, restaurants, and shops. All pro-
motion is government sponsored. Foreign involvement is re-
stricted to consulting and sometimes construction services and
limited imports for the industry. At the other extreme is the
laissez-faire government attitude of the United States, which
operates only a very modest U.S. Travel and Tourism Adminis-
tration that each year has been targeted for extinction by the
Reagan administration. 28 All U.S. travel facilities, including air-
lines, are privately owned. States usually have some type of
visitors’ center, but differ widely in their commitment to the pro-
motion of tourism. 29
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All of the countries of South Asia fall between these two ex-
tremes. Airlines, the railway system, and some hotel facilities
are government owned and operated, but most of the tourist
industry is in the private sphere. In all of the countries of the
region, however, the government has taken a significant role in
tourism development.

Despite many common features of South Asian tourism,
there is considerable variation among the countries of the
region in terms of their values, priorities, resources, tourism
organizations, and policies. Although the four chapters dealing
with South Asia are uneven in their treatment of each country
due to the greater availability of data for India, the other seven
countries of the region are also examined because they illus-
trate a variety of political objectives and policy responses that
have planning implications for many other developing nations.

The Evolution of Indian Tourism Policy
Of all the nations in the subcontinent, India has by far the
longest experience with tourism planning, the most fully de-
veloped organization, and the most extensive and diverse array
of tourist attractions. The first governmental effort to promote
tourism was the formation of the Sargent Committee in 1945,
well before independence and the partition of the subcontinent.
The Committee’s interim report, submitted in October 1946,
recommended among other things the creation of a national or-
ganization to coordinate publicity, training, liaison, and the col-
lection of statistics. 30 As noted, India already had a large tourist
infrastructure in both Indian and foreign hands, extensive trans-
portation links throughout the country, and facilities at all class
levels.

Essentially, there have been five main policy phases in
Indian tourism development. From 1949 to 1966 tourism grad-
ually grew with limited involvement from the government. Most
states were not very active and, since tourism is primarily a
state subject, the Centre had only a minor role. Most of the ac-
commodations and transport were built before independence.
The first move in independent India to create a central tourism
body was the formation of the Tourist Traffic Branch in the Min-
istry of Transport in 1949. During the 1950s the scope and func-
tions of this agency were expanded, tourist information offices
were opened throughout India and abroad and, in 1958, a sep-
arate Tourism Department was created within the Ministry of
Transport. 31
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The second policy phase marked the beginning of major
changes in both the administrative and operational devel-
opment of tourism. In 1966, the Indian Tourism Development
Corporation was created, and it has become a model for tourism
promotion throughout South Asia. In 1967 the Ministry of
Tourism and Civil Aviation was established. This ministry coor-
dinates civil aviation and tourist issues, handles technical infor-
mation, and provides planning and financial assistance. As the
main policy-making body for tourism at the central level, the
Union (another term for national government) Ministry also co-
ordinates basic tourist programs with the states. It is currently
intensifying its campaign to develop incentives for national and
foreign investors. 32

Tourism policy in India is a combination of both national
and state policies and in many instances specific urban policies,
like that of Delhi. Tourism organization very clearly reflects
the federal character of the country. As a concurrent subject
in the Indian Constitution, tourism is the responsibility of both
the Union and the states. “The Ministry of Tourism, Central
or State, is the ultimate authority responsible for the devel-
opment and promotion of tourism and tourist services operating
within its jurisdiction and has powers to lay down and enforce
minimum standards of tourist services.” 33 To a large extent,
the Centre concentrates on promotion and facilities for foreign
tourists, both the Centre and the states have programs for en-
couraging domestic tourism, and the states develop local pro-
grams and activities for local recreation. Such an arrangement
has provided great scope for local initiative and innovation. The
state of Haryana, for example, surrounding the Union territory
of Delhi on the west, “with no hill station, and with practi-
cally no places of historical or archeological interest,” began its
tourism program in 1971. Haryana has become a real success
story by its development of highway tourism: the creation of
more than two dozen tourist complexes on the well-traveled
roads leading from Delhi to Agra, Jaipur, Chandigarh, and other
destinations beyond the state. By 1984 the Haryana government
was serving as a consultant to other states in India. 34

At both the central and state levels, tourism organization
has been augmented by the creation of public corporations.
Since 1966, with the creation of ITDC and the future delineation
of responsibilities between the states and Centre, targeted
funding in the various Five Year Plans has allowed for rather
rapid infrastructure development. Air India and the government
tourism offices have greatly expanded tourism promotion while
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the states have instituted their own programs for developing
domestic tourism and preserving or enhancing touristic sites.
Where possible, the states have been alert to the integration
and multipurpose uses of sites. For example, in Lucknow elec-
tricity generators have turned dams and power stations into
parks and recreation areas. 35

From 1966 to 1977 one could characterize the overall policy
as one of limited but thoughtfully considered incentives for
Indian tourism, as opposed to tourism development of both do-
mestic and international tourism. Indian tourism development
was characterized by balanced growth, the stimulation of in-
digenous industry control and an emphasis upon the social dif-
fusion of the economic benefits of tourism.

As in most popularly controlled governments, the patronage
interest in tourism development has undoubtedly been a strong
motivator. The attempts to spread tourism development are
also rooted in good planning. Early programs sought to diffuse
tourism’s economic benefits by fostering its development in
the South. Madras and Tiruchirappalli (Trichi) were expanded
into international ports of entry and ITDC hotels and resorts
were established at Madurai, Kovalam Beach, and other points
of tourist interest. The government also attempted to respond
to the needs of both domestic and international tourists. The
popular son et lumière at the Red Fort in Delhi is given in both
Hindi and English. ITDC and city bus tours are provided both in
more expensive air-conditioned luxury buses and in more mod-
estly priced non-airconditioned transport.

Phase three was marked by the defeat of Indira Gandhi’s
government. The ascendancy of Morarji Desai’s much more pu-
ritanical Janata (People’s) Party had a major impact on the
direction of tourism policy between 1977 and 1979. In early
1978 the Janata Party Minister for Tourism and Civil Aviation,
Purushottam Kaushik, announced that the Indian government
would no longer assist in the construction of four-star and five-
star hotels. “The limited resources available for tourism would
be used entirely for the creation of facilities for domestic and
foreign tourists in the middle and low income groups” 36 New,
simple, clean hotels for people of modest means were to be built
and called—what else—Janata hotels. The cornerstone for the
first, a 20-story, 1,250-bed Janata hotel, was laid in the spring
of 1978. At the time the government claimed a new set of pri-
orities. “The foreign exchange earned through tourism is not to
be the only aim in expanding this industry. The modest budget
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tourists from universities and other enlightened groups help to
project a good image of this country abroad which is also an im-
portant outcome of tourism.” 37

The Janata concept never had much chance to get off the
ground, though a prototype was built in the state of Gujarat,
a Janata stronghold. The party lost control of the central gov-
ernment in 1979. In general, during the first three phases of
Indian tourism development the government sought to make
tourism pay its own way. It resisted the temptation to entice
large multi-national investments in India, and instead struc-
tured incentives more to support the Indian tourist industry. 38

The fourth policy phase was ushered in with the return of
Indira Gandhi’s government in 1980. By this time it was ap-
parent that India would not have one million arrivals for its
1980 Year of the Tourist. Arrivals increased by only 2 percent in
1979, less than one-seventh of that of previous years. The short-
lived Charan Singh government cancelled the bid secured in
1978 for India to host the Ninth Asiad Games in 1982, and there
was a general aura of gloom and doom in the press and among
those in the domestic and international travel industry. Mrs.
Gandhi proceeded to dust off the Asiad ’82 plans and began the
first “crash” tourism development in Indian history. The Asiad
case will be discussed at length later in this chapter.

The fifth phase in tourism policy began in 1984 with the
tragic assassination of Indira Gandhi and the assumption of the
post of prime minister by her son, Rajiv Gandhi. The Bhopal gas
tragedy, Indira Gandhi’s death, and the subsequent tour cancel-
lations plus the hotel overbuilding in 1982 that had preceded
her death combined to put the industry in desperate shape.

Initially, Rajiv Gandhi personally took charge of the nation’s
tourism and civil aviation ministry. Gandhi’s own background
as a former commercial pilot gave him perhaps more empathy
with the beleaguered industry. 39 In any event, his interest in
tourism has been reflected in unprecedented commitments to
the industry. He established a separate tourism ministry and
appointed Mufti Mohammed Syed as Minister of Tourism. The
Planning Commission has tripled its previous commitment to
tourism spending and the National Development Council has
accorded tourism official status as an industry. 40

After its stagnation in the early 1980s, tourist growth is
now once more significant. In 1986, for the first time, over one
million international tourists visited, earning India about Rs. 18
billion, nearly 40 percent more than that earned in 1985. 41

Impressive as the growth and revenue figures are, the actual
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amounts are modest. In dollar terms this country of almost 800
million earned about one-third of what the U.S. state of Kansas
earned, itself a state not noted for its tourism.

New estimates project 2.5 million arrivals by 1990 with an-
ticipated receipts at Rs. 50 billion. This fifth phase growth is
a reflection of several factors. Political stability has been re-
assuring, but major tourist-generating markets have also been
stimulated by exposing India’s numerous attractions through
several outstanding and popular films, television series, and ex-
hibits. Gandhi, A Passage to India, Heat and Dust, The Jewel in
the Crown and The Far Pavillions have exposed tens of millions
to the lure of India. In addition, the Festival of India exhibits
that have toured Britain and the United States have attracted
widespread attention to a country that too often gets publicity
only for disasters.

The government reaction to all these fortuitous events has
been not only to increase spending and authorize more hotel
building, but also—more troubling in my view—to initiate
several government-sponsored beach and ski resorts. 42 This
may reflect a reasonable effort to diversify the tourism
“product.” Such resorts seem to be irresistible to planners as
we have seen even in the People’s Republic of China, but eco-
nomically and socially such oases of play make little sense.
More to the government’s credit is its announced intention to
shift its hotel building support from the deluxe to the three-
star market. Plans are to have state governments furnish the
land for the modest accommodations and have the central gov-
ernment contribute development costs. The private sector will
be encouraged to participate with incentives as long as it builds
one-to three-star hotels. Immigration procedures and health
checks are being simplified, and plans to develop a government
agency for handling tourist complaints are being considered.
Training centers for hotel industry staff are being planned and
increased government tourism funds are going into research
and statistics. 43

What has been illustrated in this brief chronology is that
as tourism has grown in size and complexity, so too has the
struggle to develop an administrative structure and a tourism
policy, which reflects the political goals and priorities of India’s
leadership.
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Components and Features of Indian Tourism Policy
The ITDC and State TDCs. The ITDC has evolved into one of the
most elaborate and successful government tourism enterprises
anywhere in the world. The Indian Tourism Development Corpo-
ration (ITDC), created in 1966, was expanded in 1968 and again
in 1970. The ITDC’s mandate was to stimulate tourist facilities
in areas not yet commercially developed but having tourism po-
tential. The ITDC’s hotels, tourist bungalows, airport shops, and
rest houses set a standard and provided alternatives for the
rest of the industry. To do this, the ITDC gets loan capital at a
concessionary rate from the Planning Commission which allo-
cates funds on a five year basis. The loans are to be repaid over
the next ten years. All personnel must be Indian and the hotels
must “blend into the local environment and promote local in-
dustry and handicrafts.” 44

Performance has been impressive. From 129 rooms and a
transport fleet of 50 cars and coaches in 1969, the ITDC in
1982 was India’s largest accommodation chain with over 2,700
hotel rooms in 22 hotels and 14 travel lodges and a transport
fleet of over 200 vehicles. 45 The ITDC also operates duty-free
shops, restaurants, and tours, and publishes promotional mate-
rials. The latter have been of such fine quality that three ITDC
posters won gold medals at the International Tourist Posters
Exhibition in Milan. 46 The ITDC has also won high praise for its
hotels, tours, and other facilities. This may help to explain the
significant growth rates in international tourist arrivals and the
unusually large proportion of tourists (39.3 percent) who return
to India for second or third visits. 47

The ITDC has a formidable reputation for tourism expertise
in contrast to public tourism undertakings in most countries. Its
profit-making zeal is blunted only when it is forced to take over
marginal properties in remote areas, but even there it has often
been able to make those facilities productive once more.

It has also had its share of mistakes, and can perhaps be
faulted for being overzealous. For example, at the Pacific Area
Travel Association Conference in 1978 the ITDC rented, at pro-
hibitive prices, exhibit space in the ITDC-owned Ashoka Hotel
to the less affluent state TDCs. Some state TDCs simply could
not afford the rates, denying PATA delegates a marvelous oppor-
tunity to make contacts with regional Indian tourism programs.
48
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State TDCs, which have sprung up in recent years with the
Centre’s encouragement, perform functions similar to those of
the ITDC. Many operate their own guest houses, gift shops,
restaurants, and tour facilities. Gujarat TDC, for example, built
a modest hotel in Ahmedabad, administers several tourist bun-
galows, and operates a central reservation service. This TDC
format has much to recommend it. The government corporation
retains a flexibility of operations that allows it to respond in in-
novative ways that encourage future private investments.

The advantages of state programs in promoting diversity
and a certain amount of flexibility are considerable. Moreover,
by allowing the state autonomy to plan, implement, promote,
and market their own attractions and infrastructure, the states
have become a breeding ground for tourism expertise. Again,
Haryana serves as an example. S. K. Mitra, the former chief of
Haryana’s tourism program, became the managing director of
the ITDC, where he has supervised the unusual expansion of
ITDC beyond Indian borders. Today the ITDC earns foreign ex-
change not only by serving tourists in India, but also by acting
as a consultant and manager of tourist-related establishments
abroad. “The move to overseas operations reflects India’s ex-
pertise, its ability to provide a total turnkey project (including
all the furnishings but the dishwasher) and the fact that for the
first time, the outside world is accepting Indian designs.” 49

By 1981, ITDC had a hotel in Cyprus and restaurants in
Moscow and Czechoslovakia and was bidding on projects
throughout the Middle East and Africa. It had also become in-
volved in organizing conventions and was starting an airline
catering service. ITDC is one of the best examples of indigenous
tourism development where government seed capital and cor-
porate management have combined for beneficial results.

Federalism. Indian Federalism, although generally judged a
success in terms of general policy-making, has been criticized
sharply in terms of tourism development. Some charge that it
leaves the nation as a whole without an overall national tourism
policy. 50 Whereas in a unitary system all policies can be con-
sistent nationwide, this is not the case in federal India. For
example, in some states prohibition is still in force. Although
foreigners are generally exempted and allowed to drink in their
rooms, such a restriction does have implications for convention
and restaurant development. In the United States, Kansas,
which until 1987 did not allow sale of liquor by the drink, and
Missouri, which does, offer similar contrasts with similar tourist
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ramifications. It is even more complicated in India because in
some states there are “dry” days, or “non-cereal grain” days and
these may differ from state to state. 51

Although it may be possible to achieve better coordination
on this and other issues, many of the complaints about the
federal nature of Indian tourism policy reflect the fact that such
variety is inconvenient to the tourist industry and sometimes
the tourist. But is that really an important criterion for national
or regional policy-making? Providing for local and regional au-
tonomy has been one of the important ways in which multi-
ethnic, linguistically diverse India has avoided the Balkanization
of the country which so many predicted. 52 India’s relative po-
litical stability and democratic society have been envied by
her politically unstable neighbors. Federalism’s role has been
important in keeping a semblance of political stability. It has
also probably stimulated more creativity and variety in Indian
tourism than it has caused lapses of coordination.

Certainly industry critics have felt that the national gov-
ernment has not given sufficient attention to the industry (what
industry in any country does not feel this way?), yet tourism has
been in the national budget since the Second Five Year Plan
(see Table 5.4). These sums are low relative to return on in-
vestment, but one could argue that perhaps they should be. At
any rate, they have grown appreciably from the nil allocation in
the First Five Year Plan to a total of Rs 63 crores of planned
central investments for tourism in the Sixth Five Year Plan. 53

This represents, however, no more than 0.2 percent of planned
investments. This is despite the fact that tourism employs 0.66
percent of the labor force, contributes 1.5 percent of the gross
national product (GNP), and is a leading source of foreign ex-
change. 54

In 1985, the government reacted again to the slow growth
in tourism by announcing it would triple its support for tourism
from US$200 million in the Sixth Five Year Plan (1979–1984)
to $600 million for the years 1984 to 1989. 55 This dramatic in-
crease in support reflected concern that began in 1979 when
the increase in tourist arrivals began to drop sharply. 56 Al-
though the new sums may be entirely appropriate, there is a
danger in expecting tourism investments by either government
or the private sector to be at a fixed percent of anticipated
return as the travel industry might wish.
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Indian Tourism Administration. “Why do we believe that
speaking about tourism is a substitute for developing it?” 57 De-
pending on one’s point of view, the Indian Government has a
reputation for being (1) wary of international tourism, 58 (2) un-
helpful or even hostile to private sector tourism development,
59 (3) a positive model of government intervention as a coun-
tervailing power in tourism development, 60 and (4) generally in
pursuit of a cautious, balanced approach to integrating tourism
development into the total development plan. 61

Let us look at the record. Until 1984, India’s tourism de-
velopment could certainly be accused of lacking a sense of ur-
gency. The changes in organizational development tend to mask
the fact that the enlargement of jurisdictional turf was not
matched by any sense of priority status for the tourist sector. As
one critic put it when speaking of the GOI Tourist Department:
“With the passing of time it has grown from a small tourist
traffic cell in the Ministry of Transport in 1949 to the full-
fledged Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation of today. In the
process relevant and irrelevant additions have been made to the
organization. No part of it can be discarded simply because it
has become established.” 62

The Indian Tourist Department has grown
rapidly—regionalizing, localizing, and moving overseas. The
structure of the tourism organization, even in its simplest form,
also works to blur responsibilities, set up overlapping juris-
dictions, and provide a system that is distinctly different from
any of the other political systems this book examines. The po-
litical characteristic of federalism divides the tourism respon-
sibilities among levels of government; the economic system
of a mixed economy with central planning divides the imple-
mentation of tourism policies between the government and the
private sector.

As M. M. Anand describes it,

Government plays a crucial role and organizationally has a pre-
eminent place. But being at the same time a mixed economy, it
has to reckon with the number of public and private autonomous
organizations that are free to perceive the policy as they like and
execute it as they wish. It is as if policy-making and goal-laying
is in the Russian type of central planning and execution is in the
American style via private autonomous bodies. 63
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Table 5.4. Allocations for tourism development in India’s five
year plans.

Years Outlay
(Rs. in crores)

Remarks

1949–1951 Initial organization problems.

I. Five Year Plan
1951–1956

____ No amount was allocated for
tourism, either by state or by
central government.

II. Five Year Plan
1956–1961

3.33 In which Rs. 110 lakhs was the
Centre’s share and the rest
that of the states.

III. Five Year Plan
1961–1966

8 Rs. 3.5 crores was the Centre’s
share, and the rest the states.
Out of the Centre’s share Rs.
2.92 crores were earmarked
for foreign tourism and Rs.
0.58 crores were given to
states to develop domestic
tourism.

IV. Five Year Plan
1969–1974

40.34 In which Rs. 14.50 crores were
earmarked for ITDC and Rs.
2.81 crores for integrated
development scheme.

V. Five Year Plan
1974–1980

113 Rs. 7.50 crores for hotel
industry; Rs. 2.50 crores for
transportation loan fund.
Rs. 78.00 crores for central
plan; Rs. 32.00 crores for state
plan; Rs. 3.00 crores for Union
Territories.
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SOURCE: K. Thangamani, Studies in Tourism Development
Planning. Mysore: University of Mysore, Institute of
Development Studies, 1981, p. 45.

Note that the value of the rupee fluctuates greatly, but as of
1988 12 rupees = US$1.00. A crore = US$833,000. A lakh =
US$8,330.

Policy-making regarding tourism depends on the political
machine in power and tends to be less flexible and responsive
than in an open economy. Chief among the government orga-
nizations charged with policy formation is the National Devel-
opment Council, which formulates broad goals “largely condi-
tioned by the political values of its members.” 64 The body that
makes these goals operational, sets up targets, and develops
specific policies for particular sectors is the Planning Com-
mission. Through the Commission’s subcommittee on tourism,
these policies are more precisely coordinated with the targets
for the economy and society as a whole. Below this is the
Tourism Development Council, which is charged with coordi-
nating the activities of various private and governmental in-
terests.

Most of these bodies are dependent on information supplied
by the Tourist Department. They could but do not collect inde-
pendent data on tourism. This means that those supplying the
information have a vested interest in how it is perceived. The
Tourist Department appears to be in a position rather like U.S.
federal agencies before the former Bureau of the Budget was
created to gather and monitor and screen agency data.

Other organizational problems are connected with the
overseas offices that are directly responsible to the Director
General. They are the government’s direct link with potential
visitors. Generally they act as little more than distribution
centers for literature on India. They have no input into devel-
opment plans because they have no real information to convey
and consequently feel little responsibility for tourism targets
and goals. 65 Moreover, India has an inordinately large number
of such offices for a country with such a small international
tourism return. 66 Fully 25 percent of the tourism budget went
simply for salaries. 67 Officials enjoy the prestige of their offices
and many look forward to serving abroad, but this author knows
of few if any places where their current functions could not be
more efficiently performed by consular or embassy staff. Setting
up separate tourism offices abroad is an enormous investment
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of foreign exchange that rarely facilitates tourist inquiries. In
fact, a good deal of correspondence gets shuffled back and forth
between the embassy and tourism offices.

The Cabinet Sub-committee on Tourism consists of the Min-
ister of Tourism and Civil Aviation, the Minister of Education,
the Minister of Works, Housing, and Urban Development, the
Minister of Information and Broadcasting, and the Minister of
External Affairs. Although in theory it should provide coordi-
nation on tourism matters at the very highest level, it has not
been judged successful and coordination problems continue.

The Tourism Development Council is another good idea that
has bad problems because its recommendations are often ig-
nored at higher levels and neither the states nor the private
sector trusts it really to represent their views. Rather, it tends
to function as a mistrusted conduit of Centre views to the few
states and private enterprises that attend.

ITDC and the Tourism Department have also blurred re-
sponsibilities for integrated infrastructure development, and
friction often exists between them. M. M. Anand’s excellent
management study of the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation
documents repeated problems of coordination, duplication, lack
of evaluation, and difficulties associated with administrators
who have generalist rather than technical backgrounds. Al-
though his research gives us an excellent picture of legitimate
organizational conflicts, it is “all trees and no forest.” Few orga-
nizations can withstand intense scrutiny in isolation from other
agencies. Their record must be compared with others operating
under similar cultural, economic, and political constraints.

One could take each of Anand’s criticisms and illustrate
how under some conditions such characteristics could be ex-
amples of strengths. For example, U.S. President Franklin Roo-
sevelt regularly gave individuals and committees overlapping
jurisdiction in order to maximize information perspectives and
preclude premature narrowing of options. In some sectors re-
dundancy or duplication is an absolute safeguard. Extra per-
sonnel, planes, hotel rooms, back-up generators, and cooling
systems are not necessarily wasteful. Often they are essential.
Even the generalist administrators, the bane of Anand’s tourism
development critique, can often provide for a broader national
perspective than the so-called tourism expert. Admittedly, that
is not always the case and generalists can become totally de-
pendent on more permanent and possibly more parochial ex-
pertise. Still, it should be some comfort to those in Indian
public administration chaffing at the problems of British-style
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administrative strategies to learn that those working within the
American pattern of technocrat-specialists are not wholly san-
guine either.

Given the clumsy, uncoordinated fashion in which tourism
policy appears to be determined, what can we say about the
macro-level policy that has emerged? A general consensus in
the travel industry would probably be that India has not done
a very good job because it just does not take tourism seriously.
Every tourism minister—and there has been a parade of
them—announces that the government is getting serious about
tourism (after all, if it is not, the minister’s job looks rather
petty) and every year or so industry analysts insist that the gov-
ernment is not responding to its needs, that is, tourism is not
being taken seriously. 68

The press will confirm that the government is botching the
tourism development effort. On that they can agree. Except
when space is devoted to special tourism supplements with
speeches by tourism officials reprinted, one sees little of the
official enthusiasm for government’s noble development efforts
that are the norm in Chinese accounts. The press, however,
cannot decide if the government is doing too much or not
enough, encouraging the wrong kind of development, going
after the wrong tourists, putting visitors in the wrong places,
or charging tourists too much or too little. Sometimes the same
editorial staff will criticize the government’s tourism program
for doing too little and too much. For example, here are three
samples from the Indian Express:

Like an elaborately planned sumptious dinner going to waste
for want of guests, India’s ambitious “get-a-million tourists”
program for 1980 might come a cropper…. India’s new target …
is the “so-called high spending” group…. India’s tourism orga-
nizers … understand the requirements of those who come to India
to relax and spend generously to get their money’s worth. But
those in power in New Delhi are exasperatingly slow in respond-
ing to such needs. Aged politicians who run the government give
tourism promotion a low priority. 69

There has never been greater depression in the tourist trade
as today. Nothing seems to be moving in tourism. The tourism
scene is dark. At the same time, the Department of Tourism paints
a rosy picture. 70
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Hypocrisy and cynicism are even more evident than usual in
New Delhi. The crores being spent on Asiad [The Asian Games of
1982] stand out in sharp relief against the real requirements of
the people…. The twisted values involved in advertising the lux-
uries and choice of expensive dishes available in five star hotels
when millions are in search of food … descriptions of spacious air-
conditioned suites each fitted with colour television sets … and
other luxuries, appear side by side in the newspapers with grim
reports of near famine conditions in large parts of the country. 71

In spite of being damned if it does and damned if it does
not show dramatic initiatives toward tourism, on balance and
in toto, India has done a good job of promoting international
tourism cautiously, prudently, with substantially good results
and with minimum disruption of the citizenry. It has taken
tourism seriously, so much so that it has not, with few excep-
tions, allowed the dynamics of the international travel industry
to dictate the terms by which tourism growth is determined.
Would that all nations had the political and economic clout plus
the balance to do likewise. Where the government has not been
so calculating, slow and careful, as with Asiad ’82, it has made
costly social, economic, and political mistakes. 72

The Asiad Stumble
The decision to reverse an earlier administration and hold the
Ninth Asian Games (called Asiad ‘82 in India) in New Delhi was
a political decision that went beyond tourism considerations,
though it was defended in such terms. India is a major world
power often treated with condescension and annoyance by the
West. High profile sports events, international forums, and the
like produce marginal doses of prestige intently sought by gov-
ernments that feel neglected or underrated by world opinion.
Moreover, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi badly wanted the pub-
licity and attention of such an event to focus world attention on
her triumphal return to national power and domestic attention
to focus on her ability to get things done and to attract massive
world interest. By the time she was finished in November 1982,
22 months later, 12 five-star hotels with a total of over 3,284
rooms had been built or were under construction. 73 Five giant
stadia had been erected, seven highway overpasses built, an
electrified ring railway completed, bus services expanded, an
athletic village developed, and well over US$5 billion dollars
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spent—all in New Delhi for a 15-day sports event. Additionally,
an advanced hotel management institute was set up to begin a
crash program to train personnel for the games. 74

How one stood regarding this mega-development was a
classic case of where one sat: Govind Hari Singhania, Chairman
of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and In-
dustry, observed a year earlier in the midst of the hotel-building
that over 1,000 groups had cancelled their winter trips to India
during the previous two years because of a lack of hotel accom-
modations. Expansion of hotel facilities generally was acutely
needed. 75 Travel Age West, an international travel magazine,
was enthusiastic: “The government is spending vast sums of
dollars…. The new infrastructure will become a permanent
asset to help the country bid for hosting future sports events
such as the Commonwealth Games or even the regular
Olympics.” 76

The travel press was glowing and the Western press gen-
erally was upbeat. An exception was the Bulletin of Concerned
Asian Scholars, which did a scathing feature on inhumane labor
conditions endured by 150,000 construction workers at the
Asiad sites. After detailing the labor law violations, which in-
cluded not paying the US$1.00 a day minimum wage, not ob-
serving basic safety and health precautions, and employing
children as young as 10, the article concluded that guests at the
new hotels built for Asiad would spend more in one day than
those who built the hotels earned in three months. 77

The hard-to-please Indian press was livid over the excessive
hotel construction. One of India’s better known commentators,
Ajit Bhattacharjea, put it this way,

As for the Asiad, its relevance can best be judged by the “tal-
isman” Gandhiji left to test measures claiming to be undertaken
for the public good: “Recall the face of the poorest and most
helpless man you have seen and ask yourself if the step you con-
template is going to be of any use to him. Will he gain anything by
it? Will it restore him to a control over his own life and destiny?”

The answer is obvious. 78

At least two tourism consultants were also appalled. Al-
though India needed hotel rooms, it did not need virtually 100
percent of them to be luxury class and all in the capital city.
As they pointed out, analysis of visitor arrivals showed that the
largest group of tourists was in the 17-to 30-year-old age range
with over 60 percent under 40 years old. “In other words, most
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of our tourists are young enough to rough it out in fairly cheap
accommodations: they don’t need to cosset themselves in high-
priced cocoons in the capital.” 79

Even more ironic, the government has for years struggled to
diffuse tourism development, to break the hold that Delhi-Agra-
Jaipur (“The Golden Triangle”) has had on tourists. It had been
announced that travel circuits would be created as a means to
create new tourist centers in the country. Because Asiad money
absorbed most of the hotel infrastructure funds, there may be
neither money nor the political will for development at other lo-
cations. Until 1988, Delhi was seriously overbuilt. During that
time the taxpayers of India helped to finance a buyer’s market
for the international tourist.

Competition is creating bargains among the best of New
Delhi’s hotels. Excess room capacity built for 1982 Asian Games
remains largely unused because of poor tourist traffic in 1983.
India’s capital had 1,600 top-rank hotel rooms before the games.
It has 3,536 now, with more to come.

New Delhi hands say tourists need only walk in and start bar-
gaining. Most prestigious inns will discount 30 to 50 percent of
normal rate. In newer hotels geared to average $100 rate, single
rooms are being offered at $40 to $50 a day. Some will do even
better—and add meals. Critics say faulty planning assumed that
all foreigners could afford five-star luxury and the government ne-
glected low-budget hotels. 80

The bubble has burst and as the Gantzers predicted, hotel in-
vestment may dry up as investors decide that tourism is simply
too risky.

Why did the Asiad ’82 hotel fiasco occur? Why did the gov-
ernment predictions of 50,000 visitors fall so far short of the
mark? Planning was not the problem any more than it was
in the cases of the hotel-building sprees in Seoul and Manila.
The government’s own research showed that as early as 1977
single, inexpensive accommodations were the greatest infra-
structure need, not luxury hotels. To diagnose the problem as
planning is to suggest that better economic analysis could have
avoided it. That is nonsense. The same political dynamics were
present in all three countries: authoritarian leadership wanted
to showcase a veneer of development at a high-profile interna-
tional function to boost its political status. 81 This strategy has
been used since the days of Franco in the 1930s. The old con-
straints are relaxed so that the extravaganza may proceed and
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the government underwrites massive infrastructure costs. “Of
the 3000 additional rooms envisaged for meeting the Games
rush, no more than 1200 may in fact be ready. But this does not
seem to bother anyone … because everyone knows the Asiad
was merely an excuse to expedite clearance of building plans,
etc. in many cases in direct contravention of rules and regula-
tions.” 82

And the whole scenario works, at least in terms of interna-
tional politics. High praises, for the smooth-functioning games,
the incredible security, and the beautiful buildings were
common in the international press. Few seemed to question why
such elaborate security was necessary or how appropriate such
herculean efforts were on behalf of a sports spectacular. The
Indian press took a more jaundiced view of the entire effort.
“The speed with which the massive new stadia, the Olympic
village, the numerous fly overs and new street lighting has
been accomplished for Asiad shows what the administration can
achieve if the government is serious. The tragedy is that this
urgency is exhibited for projects that bring no benefit to the
common people.” 83

Local politicians and entrepreneurs are quick to take ad-
vantage of leadership objectives even when the initial results
are underutilized, because the government’s generally slow re-
sponse and lack of concessions on material, that is, imported
items or scarce local products like cement, may mean that an-
other opportunity will not come soon. 84

The Asiad ’82 Aftermath
The international travel industry, frustrated by India’s past un-
willingness to allow charters, sharpen tourism training, curtail
prohibition, and develop what it perceives as the essential infra-
structure, is quick to exploit Delhi’s post-Asiad dilemma. It can
now advertise bargain luxury accommodations. It has also con-
vinced the government to abandon its concern about Air India’s
competition and proceed to allow charters. This comes as a big
blow to the government’s international airline, which has just
committed itself to a massive expansion. It had expected to have
until 1990 before it would face foreign charters.

Now the pressure is also on to expand Indian Airlines (IA).
One of the world’s largest domestic airlines, IA has long been
the butt of travel industry complaints. No one would argue that
it has first-rate service, but it does have a good safety record
and for most of the Indian travelers fortunate enough to be trav-
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eling by air, it has proved more than adequate. But for interna-
tional travel agents the hassles of booking a ticket on an airline
without a computerized reservation system had bordered on
hellish. In late 1984, however, IA did complete computerization
of its system. 85

As charters deliver more and more tourists to India, the
pressure will build for more funds to be approved for expansion
of Indian Airlines. Of course, theoretically, each of these steps
will garner foreign exchange, but each also deflects important
investments away from sectors of primary domestic importance
and serves to isolate international from domestic tourism. Each
step also furthers dependence on an external market whose
most affluent personnel are especially fickle even without the
question of political turmoil. It would be naive to assume that
after 30 years either India as a country or South Asia as a region
should build its development program too heavily on nonre-
gional patronage and political serenity.

Consider the difference between the advice heeded by the
post-1980 Gandhi administration and that of some development
analysts that has been overturned. The latter advocated es-
tablishing charters, providing hotel incentives, relaxing prohi-
bition, developing night life, and catering to the more affluent
traveler, especially the high spending, oil rich West Asians,
in order for India to maximize tourist arrivals. Much of their
advice, however, was based on an ignorance of Indian culture
and a total blindspot when it came to empirical evidence re-
garding cost-benefit analysis. One article presumed to maximize
foreign exchange earnings by concentrating on the affluent, but
it did not offer data concerning foreign exchange leakage, the
less labor intensive nature of luxury establishments, or the fact
that the affluent need a different transport and infrastructure
base with disproportionate capital, energy, and water needs—all
elements in drastically short supply. Amazingly, the article con-
tended that West Asians should be the target of marketing, be-
cause they currently cannot tour Lebanon and other West Asian
countries because of political chaos there.

The type of holiday West Asians prefer needs to be emphasized.
Travel packages, hotels and restaurants, excursions and tours,
shops and merchandise, airline flights, car rental agencies and
other intra-country travel facilities, cultural programmes, sight-
seeing, and entertainment should be oriented toward these high
spenders. 86
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So Gibbons and Fish recommended that India should base its
tourism not only on political peace at home, foreign tourism,
and luxury tourism, but also on political instability in countries
whose closer proximity and luxury facilities have historically
been provided for the West Asian traveler.

For a moment, let us ignore the whole issue of building a
market around such an ephemeral base. Let us consider what
has happened to those entrepreneurs who have followed the
Gibbons and Fish recommendation and have attempted to
target a West Asian clientele.

Though India has never encouraged such satiation seekers, it is
now mounting barriers against those Arab tourists who, denied
the fleshpots of Lebanon, now jet into India seeking similar diver-
sions. Hotels which once welcomed the flood of petro-dollars now
discourage all but the most urbane Arabian Gulf customer: estab-
lishments which have earned an unsavory “Arab Hotel” reputation
have registered an unhealthy fall in occupancy rates as their more
regular clients moved away. 87

Currently West Asia does provide an area of significant
growth in tourism arrivals, but the surest way to attract those
West Asians appropriate to Indian culture is to maintain a bal-
anced product.

Moreover, there are other potential sources of international
tourism growth premised on genuine ties to India—thereby pro-
viding a more stable growth market without elaborate capital
inputs. Those inputs needed would support both domestic and
international tourism, and in contrast to West Asian nightlife
would not add to the over concentration of tourists in the major
cities. Such tourists are those from countries in ASEAN. Sixty-
five percent of those ASEAN travelers are expatriate Indians.
The other growth groups are also from Asia—those coming from
Japan, the Republic of China, and elsewhere who are inter-
ested either in trekking or visiting Buddhist pilgrimage shrines
and historical places. To them India is a destination, not just
a stopover. Because they stay longer, they provide as much or
more foreign exchange than those who may spend more and
stay briefly in accommodations that are costly in capital, energy,
and symbolic consumption.

Hopefully, one aberration, the Asian Games, despite its long-
term impact, will not turn Indian tourism policy in absurd di-
rections. There are positive signs that India’s general good
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sense and conservative policies toward tourism will continue to
avoid “the sort of tourism overkill … often complained about in
Bangkok and occasionally in Sri Lanka.” 88

THE POLICY DIRECTIONS OF FUTURE INDIAN
TOURISM

India’s tourism base is sound. The core of domestic tourists
is profitable enough to encourage entrepreneurs to expand.
There are few restrictions on the movements of tourists, and
the economic and political climate has provided both public
corporations and private entrepreneurs a generally successful
return on their investments. In fact, India is cited as an excel-
lent example of government’s forming a positive countervailing
force to the private sector instead of, as is frequently the case,
the government’s merely becoming involved in rescuing sick
and dying enterprises. Indian tourism is basically Indian-owned,
managed, and directed. Although occasional franchising and
market agreements have been allowed, the Indian government
has usually prohibited management contracts. As mentioned
earlier, imports for the industry are extremely low compared to
those of most third world destinations. 89

Major problems remain, which are not naturally the ones
most salient to the travel industry. First, as noted earlier, too
much investment of scarce foreign exchange has been spent
on overseas travel offices. Although many tourism authorities
urge India to do more marketing, it could not do better than
to let film crews do the promotional work. Given very limited
resources, Air India and the consulates and embassies need to
handle whatever overseas government role is envisaged.

Second, there is a serious problem of providing stable elec-
trical and water supplies for tourist and nontourist needs. The
over-concentration of mammoth luxury hotels in Delhi only ag-
gravates this problem. Ironically, the more deluxe the accom-
modations, the more inappropriate and uncomfortable such fa-
cilities become when air conditioning, lighting, elevators and
water supply fail. At such times, people can cope better in low-
rise, more modest facilities that are open to the outside air.

Third, pollution is another serious policy question of
touristic import. Although more of a political issue in the cities,
some of the worst damage occurs to the fragile ecosystems of
the hill areas. Sometimes the very effort to disperse trekkers
and other tourists seems only to spread the damage to more
vulnerable areas. To keep tourism development and mountain
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ecosystems from working at cross purposes, better exchange of
recreation management research is critical. A positive step in
this direction is the Institute of Himalayan Studies and Regional
Development at Srinagar. Integrated development in which
tourism is a planned component can be successful. 90

The government, the Pacific Area Travel Association, and
organizations like the Indian Heritage Association, sponsored
by the Indian tourist industry, have worked to associate tourism
with the preservation rather than the desecration of the envi-
ronment. The Indian Heritage Association’s work to save the
Taj Mahal from sulfurous wastes and industrial vibration has
particularly highlighted the positive force tourism can be. 91

Wildlife protection policies have encouraged the development of
much special-interest tourism. Though both the state and local
governments have been encouraged by Kenya’s ability to make
safari tourism lucrative, India, like Kenya, is discovering that
human needs for space and agriculture and animal protection
often force the government to make hard decisions about the
relative developmental importance of tourism and agricultural
sectors.

Despite the hotel building, despite the Asian Games, in 1982
Indian tourism recorded a growth rate of only 0.8 percent, the
lowest since the government began keeping such statistics in
1970. Three years of lackluster growth led to a Tourism Policy
Statement made in Parliament, November 3, 1982. It called for
a “well-planned, well-defined and fully-integrated programme of
tourism development.” 92 A component of that approach will be
the Star Tourist Circuits proposed by Hugh and Colleen Gantzer
as a means of diffusing tourism’s impact and correcting the lop-
sided growth in tourism now concentrated in Delhi, Jaipur, and
Agra and farther south in Bombay and Goa.

Initially, the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation had
planned to link clusters of potential tourist sites by circular
coach tours, with an overnight stop at each destination on
the circuit. This plan was abandoned when it was pointed out
that the accommodation inputs would be tremendous. The Star
Circuit approach limits start-up costs and holds promise for
gradual development.

Tourists will now be accommodated at the focal points in the Star
Circuits. From such points, they will be taken out on day-long ex-
cursions to the various points of tourist interest, returning to the
focal points every night…. In the course of time, the more popular
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excursion spots will, by a normal process of supply and demand,
develop into overnight stopovers. These in turn, could well grow
into independent focal points serving their own Star Circuits. 93

The integration of this tourist diffusion scheme is a particu-
larly exciting approach, which if it works well could be a model
for the political and economic acceptability of tourism in the
Third World. At the focal points, tourist needs and non-urban
technology and heritage must be made compatible.

These constraints have led to the concept of the condominium
hotels, or contels: a joint venture of the government and private
industry…. Briefly it is the responsibility of state governments,
with their concern for economic development, to identify the
points on the Star Circuit and to develop its communications and
basic facilities…. The state government then lays down the infra-
structure … roads, power, sanitation, water, landscaping. It then
auctions plots by function: here a hairdresser, there a health club,
a restaurant around that corner, a grocer, drugstore, etc…. The
logic is that no single entrepreneur should have a major say in
how the contel is run: it should be a cooperative endeavor … a
living community built around local tradesmen and entrepreneurs
who do not individually have to invest very much…. And because
the buildings use local materials, building techniques and skills,
they too can be largely maintained by the locals. 94

Although the premise of integrating tourism into the
economy is excellent, it will take a rather scaled down version
of this approach to be successful. As the World Bank noted
in 1972, the political decision of which “non-urban hamlet or
village” gets costly infrastructure will have a great impact on
surrounding land values. That may be inevitable—a make or
break situation analogous to the issue of which American town
had a railroad in the nineteenth century or which in the twen-
tieth century is near the turnpike. Another problem is local
skills: hairdressers and health club entrepreneurs do not reside
in most Indian villages, nor do they want to. Although this writer
thinks the need for either is scarcely basic to touring India, if
they are deemed essential they will need to be persuaded to mi-
grate to a contel.

Finally, although there are obviously some excellent features
in this concept, a major stumbling block is that countries and
regions react differently to cooperatives. Though in India they
have generally been accepted, elsewhere in Asia they have often
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been a failure. It seems more likely that the use of ITDC hotels
or state TDC lodges at the sites would introduce more aus-
picious expertise while still assuring local employment and a
market for building materials and food. ITDC facilities have al-
ready established their acceptability with foreign and domestic
tourists. As of 1982, nearly 50 percent of the ITDC clientele
were foreign tourists. 95 Probably in no other facilities are
foreign and domestic tourists so evenly represented. What
better mechanism for integrating the two markets and avoiding
neo-colonial enclaves of Westerners.

In conclusion, India offers many examples of good, solid
tourism development. The many initiatives, the federal
structure, and the division of responsibility for different aspects
of tourism among many specialized units make it difficult to
summarize tourism policy for the entire country. Many policies
co-exist, but most of those this writer has examined reveal
thoughtful development. Some of the exceptions have also been
noted.

Perhaps the best thing about Indian tourism policy and the
element that poses the sharpest contrast with Chinese policy
is that much of it is policy made in public, debated in public,
and subject to accountable political control. Tourism consul-
tants may carp that “decisions have been too long dominated
by politicians who too often express views on tourism develop-
ments, not on the basis of the development’s true [emphasis
is mine] merits, but on the basis of what they anticipate their
audience would like to hear.” 96 But what makes the world’s
largest free society an irritant to the tourist “experts” is what
also keeps it from going on Asiad adventures very often: an im-
perfect, clumsy, but still functioning democracy.
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6
Creating Tourist “Meccas”
in Praetorian States: Case

Studies of Pakistan and
Bangladesh

PAKISTAN
A craze for secrecy and an invitation to

tourists will be like a three-legged race. 1

The Holy Koran repeatedly speaks of
gardens with canals and trees … as a reward
for those who do good deeds in this life … it
is our religious duty to establish more parks
and playgrounds…. It is now for us to gear
up our loins and get “heaps” of wealth from
such peace-loving Ambassadors, namely the
tourists.

—K. A. Hussain 2

PAKISTAN is an enigma. There are countries that fail to succeed
in using tourism for development because they adopt it too
quickly, too massively, or too uncritically, for example, the
Philippines. There are countries that do not use tourism for
development because they do not want tourists and so do not
issue tourist visas, for example Saudi Arabia. And there are
many countries in between that use tourism with varying de-
grees of success or failure. But perhaps no country—Uganda
might be an exception—has managed to avoid tourism success
more consistently than Pakistan. When it has not suffered from
external political and economic problems affecting tourism, the
country’s internal political administrative machinery has
managed to sabotage its program.
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Table 6.1. Foreign tourist arrivals in Pakistan.

(West) Pakistan East Pakistan
(Bangladesh)

Total

1965 71,691 1,900 73‚691

1966 74,243 3,239 77,482

1967 84,942 4,499 89,441

1968 89,670 7,722 97,392

1969 103,829 7,328 111,153

1970 122,097

1975 178,000 n.a. 178,000

1980 292,000 n.a. 292,000

1982 313,700 313,700

SOURCES: Pakistan Department of Tourism Annual Report,
1969; Pakistan Affairs 34 (no. 9):2 (May 1, 1981); Asia Travel
Trade (February 1984):48.

This is surprising. Superficially one might expect Pakistan
to have a political tourism history rather like India, of which it
was a part until 1947. Pakistan was created in August of that
year out of the predominantly Muslim portions of British India
and adjacent princely states. Because it was created to conform
with concentrations of Muslims, it was a bizarre polity that was
hard to govern and even harder to defend. Essentially, Pakistan
was composed of two large chunks of land separated by 1,000
miles of Indian territory. And thus it uneasily existed until 1971
when the cement of an Islamic raison d’être proved insufficient
to hold the two linguistically, culturally, economically, and polit-
ically distinct parts together. In a savage civil war in 1971, East
Pakistan seceded to become the Republic of Bangladesh. Natu-
rally, that year tourism did rather poorly, but what of the more
than 40 years since independence?

Pakistan inherited a much more limited tourist infra-
structure at the time of independence than India. Colonial rule,
though of shorter duration in West Pakistan than in most of
the rest of the subcontinent, provided roads, railroads, and the
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most extensive system of canal irrigation in the world, but de-
velopment in general was more limited: major cities and scenic
areas were fewer and the entire bureaucracy and political sys-
tem was much more fragile and ill-equipped than in India.

Pakistan’s tourism potential is enormous. The ethnic di-
versity of its 100 million people; the archeological importance
of Mohenjo-Daro, Harappa, Taxila, and lesser-known sites
throughout the country; the religious shrines; the wide variety
of terrain; and the dramatic scenic beauty far outshine in
touristic value many of the globe’s most popular destinations.
Despite all this, growth in tourism has not been impressive and
has been in spite of, more than because of, government effort. In
1980, 292,000 tourists visited Pakistan, one-tenth the number
visiting Honolulu and considerably short of what was described
only three years earlier as “the Prime Minister’s target of One
Million Tourist Arrivals to Pakistan each year by 1980.” 3 As
Table 6.1 illustrates, this is still a gradual growth over earlier
levels. It also shows that East Pakistan’s share of pre-1971
tourist arrivals was miniscule. Beyond sheer total and a pattern
of increase or decrease, government figures tend to be dis-
trusted by industry sources because of distortions in the way
they are gathered. In 1988, arrival figures were scarcely higher
than a decade earlier.

The organization of tourism in Pakistan superficially par-
allels that of India but, as we shall see later, performance tends
to be greatly divergent. Official interest in tourism in Pakistan
began in the early 1960s under the leadership of President Mo-
hammad Ayub Khan. Small tourist information centers were set
up around the country and, in 1965, a twenty-year Master Plan
for the Development of Tourism in Pakistan (1965–1985) was
prepared by a team of French consultants, with United Nations
Development Project (UNDP) financing. 4

When Yahya Khan took over in 1969 as president, he pro-
ceeded to dismantle the fledgling government department of
tourism, although tourism development was permitted to be re-
fashioned into a public corporation. After a series of what would
become endemic delays in tourism development, the Pakistan
Tourism Development Corporation (PTDC) was created in 1970,
on the model of India’s ITDC, with offices in both East and West
Pakistan. As such, it was partially funded by the government,
partially by private enterprise, and is theoretically accountable
to the Secretary of Tourism. The PTDC was charged with promo-
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tional responsibilities abroad, some limited infrastructure man-
agement and with encouraging travel and information between
the two parts of Pakistan. 5

The major impetus for tourism development came under
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, who was placed in power in Pakistan in the
wake of the 1971 Civil War. Bhutto decided to make tourism
a priority policy, apparently on the basis of a variety of con-
siderations. Perhaps the most crucial factor at that time was
Pakistan’s need for a positive identity at home and abroad. 6

Pakistan has historically had a dual identity problem. First, for-
eigners lack a clear image of the nation or tend to think of
it as a part of India. A group of British tour operators told
the Pakistani press in 1977, that “Pakistan is not yet known to
the outside world as a tourist destination, mainly because the
foreign tourist is not aware of the attractions that the country
has to offer, and he does not know what specific places to visit
in case he does arrive in Pakistan.” 7 Second, Pakistanis, too,
think less in terms of Pakistan and have tended to identify more
with their locality or region. This became tragically clear in the
1971 Civil War, and separatism continues to be a major problem
today. Tourism thus was perceived as a potential instrument for
forging both a stronger national identity and a more positive
image abroad.

Tourism also fit well with Bhutto’s design to reorient Pak-
istan westward following the 1971 war. Without East Pakistan,
the nation more than ever looked to the Middle East for trade,
aid, and cultural identity. 8 Tourism would not only garner much-
needed foreign exchange but would also enhance Pakistan’s
chances for direct aid by becoming a recreational oasis for
Middle Eastern elites. Bhutto accordingly promoted plans to
build a casino in Karachi and other facilities to entice visitors.
Several important foreign interests reinforced these directions
in policy. The Japanese sent reconnaissance groups to Pakistan
to survey tour opportunities and the United Nations Devel-
opment Project (UNDP) and Pacific Area Travel Association
(PATA) offered assistance. Middle Eastern rulers did indeed re-
spond by vacationing in Pakistan and giving sizeable grants. In
fact, the Cholistan Desert of the former princely state of Ba-
hawalpur became a popular destination for such visitors be-
cause of the opportunities there for falconry.

Bhutto also saw in tourism development a way to make the
society more modern and less parochial in its politics and social
views. 9 Traditional barriers to the emancipation of women
might erode if the country were subject to the presence of large
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numbers of tourists. Ironically, most third world countries are
concerned with how to keep tourists from “polluting” the na-
tional culture. Bhutto, more aware of the pressures from fun-
damentalist clergy, saw tourists as allies in exposing Pakistan
to more modern Islamic and non-Islamic views. Bhutto also felt
that women could have a conspicuous employment role in such
a service industry. Stereotypes favor the female as the more
hospitable and gracious sex, qualities appropriate in many of
the new positions in the tourist sector. His political and social
vision of what tourism might have become was never given the
time to be tested.

Paradoxically, it was his personal interest in tourism and
other issues that tended to prevent Bhutto from protecting the
decision-making apparatus essential for its continuity. His inter-
vention in locating a motel in his home community of Larkhana
diverted the building from being built at a more appropriate
location, near the 3,000-year-old ruins of Mohenjo-Daro. His
private PTDC villa was reported after his arrest in 1977. It had
been bought by the PTDC from one of the parade of PTDC
Managing Directors who had briefly held the post. 10 One of
Bhutto’s most serious mistakes was the appointment of Riaz
Agha as Managing Director of the PTDC. Most appointments to
the post have been undistinguished, but Riaz Agha was a re-
puted scoundrel who had been sacked from Caltex for forgery
and who had had a succession of unsavory business deals.

But Agha had contacts and, as most people in the public and
private tourism sectors affirmed, it is who you know, not what
you know. So Bhutto reportedly ignored his own instincts and
ordered him hired. “Let Riaz Agha get the post of Managing Di-
rector of PTDC. In my opinion he is a big badmash (scoundrel)
but the Chief Minister of Sind is sold on him and I do not think
it fair to refuse his persistent requests.” 11

It was a huge mistake. Agha lived and traveled lavishly at
government expense, made numerous appointments of friends
to high offices, and awarded contracts to associates and rela-
tives for tourism infrastructure. 12 Even so, some foreign con-
sultants who conceded he was a crook rather hated to see him
flee to the United States because he was one of the few in that
position who could make things happen—albeit only when his
needs and tourism’s intersected. 13
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For all of Bhutto’s political instincts of modernization, he
neither allowed the technocrats discretion nor allowed a free
political process truly to function. Securing the spoils of po-
sition dominated over any attempt to make the bureaucracy
function.

Like India, Pakistan is also supposed to have additional
tourism programs in each of its four provinces, but it was ap-
parent as late as 1980 that most of these existed only on paper.
During the Bhutto era (1972–1977) the personalistic rule of
Bhutto tended to override constitutional allocations of authority.
Most of the tourism planners and authorities within the tourist
infrastructure knew nothing about provincial tourism responsi-
bilities. 14

Yet as a result of the failure to institutionalize tourism in
Pakistan while it was considered a priority policy, the industry
has been especially defenseless since the July 1977 coup that
replaced Bhutto with General Zia ul Huq. Although, like Bhutto,
Zia is interested in forging closer ties with his middle eastern
neighbors, he is considerably more fundamentalist in his reli-
gious and social views than any of his predecessors, with dele-
terious consequences for tourism. Islamic injunctions against
the social mingling of the sexes, the consumption of alcohol and
gambling militate against certain types of convention and resort
development, as well as against common types of individual and
group travel.

General Zia, called President Zia since 1978, has always had
a certain ambivalence about tourism, and those close to Zia
were hostile to foreign tourism long before Zia came to power.
Many of the conservative mullahs (priests) consider any facility
with a swimming pool as condoning nude bathing, and western
dancing is railed against as striptease. 15 The fits and starts
that have characterized Pakistani tourism reflect the genuine
ambivalence of both the society and the government towards
tourism. The wariness about tourism is healthy, but alternately
attempting policies that invite and then discourage tourism is
a tragic waste of scarce resources and demoralizes public and
private tourism sectors.

Social Factors Affecting Tourism Policy
Historically, there appears to be a much weaker tradition of do-
mestic tourism in Pakistan than in neighboring India. Though
like India, much of the domestic travel is based on religious
pilgrimages, many of the most important historical sites are
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Sikh, Hindu, or Buddhist, which are ignored by most domestic
tourists. In India all of these faiths, including Islam, have mil-
lions of adherents (India’s 10 percent Muslim population is
nearly the size of Pakistan’s population). Since the loss of East
Pakistan with its 25 percent Hindu population, however, Pak-
istan is 97.3 percent Muslim. 16 For such believers, the most im-
portant travel is to Mecca, a trip meaning tremendous foreign
exchange leakage from Pakistan, and yet one that no Islamic
government can restrict. In fact, the Haj (pilgrimage to Mecca)
has been given high priority in the tourism planning of the gov-
ernment. Assuring comfortable, safe travel out of the country
for Haj participants has involved President Zia’s personal at-
tention. Haj travel is directed by the Ministry of Religious Af-
fairs rather than the Tourism Division.

Other forms of travel by Pakistani tourists involve, as they
do in India, summer trips to the hills. Here again, the shorter
colonial experience in this area meant that there were fewer
hotels, roads, and other tourist infrastructure to inherit and
little has been added. Maintenance of areas of touristic im-
portance have been neglected. Also, Pakistan’s population, like
India’s, has very little money for discretionary spending. In
1974 only 44,000 of the 11 million households in Pakistan had
more than Rs. 300 (about $30) per year to spend on reading
and recreation. 17 Pakistan’s impressive growth (6 percent per
annum) since 1977 has probably changed this, especially since
remittances from Pakistanis working abroad have brought
changes in distribution. Though the remittances from the
Middle East have declined with falling oil prices, Pakistan is still
considered to be on the verge of becoming a middle income
nation.

Complicating the decision to travel are the restrictions im-
posed by Islam on the public role of women and on certain
forms of tourist behavior. For example, restaurants are much
less common at the middle and lower income hotels because
families tend to eat in their rooms rather than subject their
women to the gazes of strangers. As a consequence of the
general seclusion of women in touring, public restrooms for
women are extremely rare compared with even the scarce facil-
ities for men. The dearth of such facilities is an indication of the
typical absence of women from the public scene and a barrier
that the more intrepid must somehow surmount.

Moreover, women and children usually travel in separate
railway accommodations, which like facilities for women in all
other aspects of the society, tend to be less abundant, more
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crowded, and generally inferior to those provided for men. The
continual efforts of President Zia to further Islamicize the so-
ciety according to the most conservative Islamic interpretations
reinforce the isolation of women from men and women from
recreational and touristic opportunities. 18 Women are strongly
encouraged to be veiled, to dress so as to be covered from head
to toe, or to wear the cumbersome burkha (ten yards of usually
black covering with mesh peepholes). The reinstatement of such
dress in Pakistan after its general obsolescence for two gener-
ations is seen as a particularly inhibiting garb by most women,
who are unaccustomed to its use.

The dress code has several implications for tourism. Such
garb, discarded in most Islamic societies over 50 years ago,
is not conducive to touring. Such clothing is hot and uncom-
fortable in a climate that, except for the very northern parts, is
tropical or semi-tropical and where air conditioning is rare.

Because dress codes now exist for even young girls, oppor-
tunities for sports such as swimming, riding, or running, are not
well developed. Also, because girls are segregated from boys,
girls lose again, as limited school facilities are disproportion-
ately built for males—a disastrous consequence confirmed by
the dramatically lower literacy rates for women.

Those few women who do have both sports talent and op-
portunity may only compete with women, before female au-
diences, and may not travel abroad for meets since the Zia
government seized power. Thus, one does not find the sports-re-
lated tourism among women in Pakistan that exists in other so-
cieties. They rarely swim at public beaches or avail themselves
of other recreational pursuits that require interaction with the
public.

Consider the implications of government policy on the
hapless non-Pakistani female tourist, who even if modestly
garbed may still want to travel, eat in restaurants, swim at the
seashore, or just walk the streets unmolested. Since the advent
of the Zia regime those activities are not easy.

Islamicization, or Nizam-i-Mustafa (Rule of the Prophet) as
President Zia calls his crusade, is not conducive to domestic or
international tourism. President Zia was concerned that place
names in Pakistan did not project an Islamic image or extol
great men in Islam, so the names of some cities were changed
(e.g., Lyallpur became Shah Faisalabad), confusing directories,
rendering maps obsolete, and destroying any familiarity be-
tween historical references, pre-1977 publicity, or other
markers that the tourist may have had. Admittedly not all names
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changed, some are just written in Urdu instead of English. Only
a minority of the population reads Urdu and most domestic and
foreign tourists read English, so this step, too, may hurt tourism
marginally.

President Zia then became annoyed that some Pakistanis
were not observing the Ramadan month of fasting for Eid, so he
had all restaurants, soft drink establishments, and all catering
facilities, including those for railroads and airlines, closed be-
tween dawn and dusk during the month. One headline read “10
Held for Eating in Public.” 19 Although in some places western
tourists who knew to plan ahead could get box lunches to eat
in private, others went hungry. Hungry tourists do not write
euphoric post cards home! Hungry tourists do tell their travel
agents!

Even after dusk and before dawn, facilities for tourists con-
tinue to be spartan. All night clubs have been dosed, strict
prohibition is enforced (unless the non-Pakistani tourists want
liquor in their room or in rooms designed for hotel guests who
declare themselves “habitual users!”). Most stocks of liquor in
hotels and restaurants were initially destroyed. Reports differ
on whether the government is now allowing liquor importation
by hotels for nonpublic use by foreign guests. Prohibition of
liquor for private foreign use also depends on the hotel. Large
hotels with good connections have been the only ones allowed
the exemption. 20 Folk dances as well as belly-dancing have been
axed. Muzak is gone. In its place are Muslim calls to prayer over
the hotel’s intercom and convenient instructions in each room
as to which direction faces Mecca! 21

Obviously, none of these remarks is meant as a criticism of
Islam. What is implied is that the interpretation of the Koran
President Zia has chosen to promote is particularly atypical of
most Muslim adherents and is at variance with the expectations
of much of the traveling public.

One splinter Muslim group, the Ismailis, has the majority of
its followers in Hunza, Gilgit, and Chitral in the mountainous
north. In 1975, the Aga Khan Tourism organization, with
Bhutto’s encouragement, had planned to develop hotels in the
area with the help of Pakistan International Airlines. 22 This
has been an area of major tourism potential. But it is also
one plagued by tricky weather and similarly capricious political
fortune that have kept groups stranded in the mountains or
denied access. 23 Either way it has stymied attempts at eco-
nomic and tourism development of the region. Zia has closed
this northern region to foreigners periodically perhaps fearing
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foreign contact with a particularly disenchanted minority. More
recently there are indications that the PTDC is once again ac-
tively developing the region. That could mean that once again
tourism promotion is not synchronized with government po-
litical policies; it could mean that PTDC is planning—many
times projects get labeled as accomplished once the blueprints
are complete—or it could mean that the government and the
PTDC are, in fact, using the beautiful north for tourism devel-
opment.

Once one accepts the Zia government as legitimate (not
everyone does since it seized power in a coup d’etat, hanged
the previous chief executive, Prime Minister Bhutto, and did
not hold elections for years), the policy decisions it has taken
with regard to tourism can be weighed on two scales. By one
measure, the health of the tourist industry, the policy has been
a disaster, alienating the international industry, persecuting the
domestic industry, intimidating all attempts at collective lob-
bying on behalf of travel organizations, and unknowingly dis-
couraging domestic and international tourism. By the second
criterion of whether the policy helps national development, the
impact would on balance probably still be negative, but the ap-
praisal would be mixed.

The most zealous tourism development since 1977 probably
could not have succeeded, given the external political problems
on Pakistan’s borders. Revolution in Iran, the Iran-Iraq War, and
the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan have effectively sealed off
overland travel to Pakistan from Europe. This is a serious blow,
for nearly 20 percent of Pakistan’s tourist arrivals came by land.
Although travel within South Asia continues, it operates errati-
cally and is always an early casualty of the chronic tension.

A nation in uneasy peace with its neighbors and suffering
from a veritable tradition of “persistent praetorianism” is also
not many’s idea of a vacation idyll. 24 Executive support for
tourism has also been erratic and characteristically half-
hearted, premised often it would seem on aping India rather
than on internal political and economic goals.

Some Pakistani observers, and even government officials
lamenting the malaise of tourism in their country, have exhorted
private industry to take more leadership in tourism devel-
opment. 25 But the private sector is not much more effective
than the government. There is a hotel and restaurant associ-
ation, but it is rendered impotent by its membership’s mistrust
of any collective approach to problem solving. The habits of
pursuing political and economic advantages on an individual
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basis according to whom one knows with influence, has meant
that no significant funds, discretion, or authority undergird the
Pakistan tourism association. 26

Implementation of Tourism Policy
To this point, a sketch has been drawn of the evolution of Pak-
istan tourism policy and the way it was designed at each stage
to assist domestic or international political objectives. We have
also looked at the cultural, religious, and foreign policy dimen-
sions that have affected tourism developments. At this juncture
it is appropriate to consider the public administration of tourism
policy, for it too is illustrative of more general administrative
characteristics that can explain much of the character of Pak-
istan’s politics and public institutions.

Pakistani public administration did not inherit as secure or
well developed an administrative corps as India at the time of
partition. Traditionally, there were far fewer Muslims in the
government than their numbers in the population warranted.
Historically, much of the best Muslim talent went to Muslim
schools with more classical religious and philosophical training,
rejecting the English education the upper class Hindu would
get. That changed in the two decades before independence, but
not before the Muslims had lost the edge in government service
competition.

There was a hasty division of the Indian public sector down
to pencils and glue. Then followed the bloody agony of partition
as some 10 million moved either to Pakistan or India, under
the most terrifying communal conditions, with perhaps a million
slaughtered enroute. 27 The public sector was overwhelmed.

In the 1950s, as the weakness of political and administrative
institutions became apparent in Pakistan, a favorite type of
U.S. technical assistance focused on public administration. In-
stitutes for the training of individuals for the public sector were
formed. Unfortunately institution building and political devel-
opment never turned out to be the simple technical tasks so
many assumed they were in those days.

Pakistan’s failure to overcome “persistent praetorianism”
and the country’s inability to preserve human rights or political
freedoms has taken its toll on the administrative system even
as it has on the civic life of the society. If the administration
had been well developed and in place before Pakistan had lost
Mohammed Ali Jinnah and Liaquat Ali Khan, the founders and
leaders of Pakistan, either the political life of the country might
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have been more stable or the administration might have had the
esprit de corps and respect it needed to function in the face of
political instability. That was not to be. Both Pakistani leaders
died very early in the beginnings of independent Pakistan and
the administrative structure has, for the most part, performed
poorly ever since. There are, of course, some sectors that do
better than others, but most have very low levels of efficiency
or honesty and tourism is no exception.

The conclusions of the French consulting firm charged by
the United Nations Development Project with developing a
Master Plan for Tourism for 1975–1980 put it this way: “Any rec-
ommendations … must bear in mind the very mediocre standard
of business and public service morality which unfortunately still
exists in Pakistan today…. Without an improvement, the efficacy
of most of the other recommendations will be greatly mod-
erated.” 28 What are the chronic problems facing Pakistan’s ef-
forts to utilize tourism for national development? They are not
the country’s intrinsic attractions. As mentioned before, Pak-
istan is richer in sites of potential touristic appeal than the
vast majority of currently more popular nations. Essentially the
problems fall into two categories: (1) those that are external
to the nation or at least tourism policy and cannot be easily
changed and (2) those that are internal and subject to improve-
ment.

In the first category is luck. Pakistan has had very bad
timing when it comes to tourism. In 1965 when the first major
effort was made to launch a 20-year master plan for tourism,
war broke out between India and Pakistan; in 1971 all the plans
for East Pakistan tourism development were aborted when it se-
ceded. The next big push came with UN consultant financing
and its elaborate report, which was to provide a program for
tourism from 1975 (the South Asia Tourism Year) to 1980. We
will never know how that might have worked, for the country
was racked with demonstrations following the 1977 elections,
and in July 1977 General Zia seized power in a military coup,
setting up a “90 day caretaker regime” that lasted over eleven
years. Nizam-i-Mustafa had never been imagined in the plans.
The entire Islamicization program has given mixed signals to
the foreign tourist.

No sooner did the dust settle from that episode than the
Iranian Revolution began and only one week before the be-
ginning of Pakistan’s push to get a million tourists in 1980,
the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. Even one of the small
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tourism projects that the government attempted, a son et lu-
mière show at the Lahore Fort, had its gala opening rained out!
29

Pakistan is caught in a catch-22 situation when it comes to
luring tourists even in good times. Despite being in the same
general region as India, air fares are higher because fewer cus-
tomers mean that volume discounts are harder to negotiate and
higher air fares keep the tourists away. Poor relations with India
have also made regional cooperation on tourism more difficult.

The foregoing should help the reader understand why, even
without administrative problems, civil servants are reluctant to
become overly involved in the execution of tourism policy. It also
helps one understand why Muslims in Pakistan often follow any
statement of intent with Insha’ Allah (God-Willing).

There is only one thing that can be done with relative se-
curity: plans. Much has been planned. A ski resort to be fi-
nanced in part with Austrian aid has been on the drawing
board for at least 23 years. 30 On several occasions over the
period it has been pronounced near completion. Yet during
this writer’s 1977 visit it had not even been started. Although
funding for tourism has never been bountiful, the 40 lakhs
(about $400,000) budgeted in 1962 were 27 times that of 1958
and funding has increased substantially since then. 31 Still, the
editorial comment made on January 31, 1964, is still accurate
today: “The development of the tourist industry in Pakistan has
yet to pass through its many initial stages.” 32

A specific assessment of the lack of implementation of the
1965 Plan highlighted development problems that are chronic
in the development of tourism to this day. Yet these problems
can be improved, should the government consider them im-
portant:

1. a failure to integrate tourism planning with the total
planning process;

2. a refusal on the part of other government departments
(particularly the planning division) to take tourism seri-
ously;

3. lack of clear guidelines and an outdated Master Plan;
4. lack of credibility of PTDC because of poor performance

and management changes;
5. lack of finance;
6. a complicated, time-consuming mechanism for getting

projects reviewed requiring foreign exchange;
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7. poor quality feasibility studies that ignored the market
until after the project was planned; and

8. total lack of data on markets and on existing services. 33

Most of these problems still exist.
For all the foreign interest and Bhutto’s concern, the mo-

mentum for major tourism development has not been sustained.
Implementation has bogged down for several reasons, some or-
ganizational, some political, and some cultural. The Department
of Tourism, resurrected to provide overall guidance, has been
shuffled from ministry to ministry and eventually relegated to
the status of a minor portfolio in the Ministry of Culture, Arche-
ology, Sports, and Tourism. With a small budget, even less
status, a crippling turnover of top-level personnel, and lower-
ranking officers who often have not traveled abroad or even
visited the project sites they help plan, the program is anything
but a demonstration of efficient administration. 34 Though there
are mid-level officials with some expertise and background in
the initiation of projects, the rigid administrative system and
the unpredictable political climate tend to make subordinates
timid in the face of the virtual parade of political superiors that
the department has seen. 35

At one point Islamabad was to have been the venue for the
1978 Asian Games, but as of 1977, there were no hotels in the
city. Many were planned, but even as late as 1987 few had been
built. 36 This is characteristic. A project on schedule is virtually
nonexistent. Even maintenance of existing infrastructure is a
disgrace. For example, the PTDC took over four of the leading
hotels in the country at the time of the 1965 war with India
because they were owned by an Indian national (Oberoi). In
contrast to its Indian counterpart, ITDC, PTDC management al-
lowed the hotels to deteriorate until in the 1980s they are at-
tempting to sell them to the private sector. 37 In one of the few
cases where promotional materials attracted international in-
terest, a Japanese tour agency investigated tourism facilities in
the highly promoted north, but pronounced them too dirty and
inadequate for Japanese tastes.

The lack of continuity of leadership is particularly critical in
the PTDC, where a succession of temporary and incompetent
heads has averaged an eight-month tenure over the course of
the corporation’s turbulent history. 38 PTDC has been in tur-
bulence and scandal for much of its existence. Far too much
of its limited resources have gone to salaries and the junkets
of its leadership. “Leadership” may be too classy a label. At
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least one major travel operator claimed that the transient man-
aging directors seldom even attended the tourism marketing
functions for which they were sent abroad, being too busy
shopping and relaxing. 39 One managing director interviewed by
this writer during his three months tenure told me his chief ac-
complishment was that he had managed to see all the tourist
sites and sights of Pakistan. Not a bad first step, but now he was
leaving. He said three months was too short a time but he was
overqualified for PTDC so it had really been a post between real
positions. 40

In the weeks immediately after the 1977 coup, Viewpoint, an
outspoken publication, now more politically subdued, felt free
to discuss the problem frankly.

The Pakistan Tourism Development Corporation, the dumping
ground of unwanted Government officials, and an attractive
pasture for all manner of men who know the ropes, has just
changed its 9th managing director in 8 years. Mr. Riaz Agha, a
veteran of the oil industry has been removed and succeeded by
Mr. Saeed Ahmad Qureshi, until recently Chief Secretary to the
Sind Government. No official explanation is available at the time
of writing, but according to newspaper reports, Mr. Agha has
been charged with grave irregularities in management and ad-
ministration.

What ever the case against Mr. Agha, there is no doubt that
the organization is plagued by some grave and chronic disorders.
The frequent change of the chief executive is one of the symptoms
of its sickness. No government in the past has taken tourism se-
riously, and while one has heard now and then of reorganization
and streamlining, the body has continued to grow flabby and rot.
It is now beginning to reek, and must be seriously examined by
a committee of independent men who know what it is all about.
Tourism is now a specialised business and in all the countries
where it has developed, it is handled with professional care. We
may have to learn from these examples. 41

It is ironic that PTDC was set up in the first place to correct
problems like the overplanning, under executing, and personnel
failures that now plague it. 42 Equally troubled by misman-
agement and inexperience is PSL (Pakistan Services Limited),
which owns the only chain of five-star hotels in Pakistan. 43

More recently (1979–1982), the PTDC has suffered from de-
clining and flat rates of foreign arrivals to Pakistan. 44 It has
therefore decided, with much prompting from the press, to re-
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organize its structure to place greater emphasis on domestic
tourism. 45 Fortunately, such an emphasis is consistent with
President Zia’s penchant for declaring national holidays and en-
courages the preservation and maintenance of Muslim monu-
ments. 46 It is also reasonable in view of the fact that the famed
attraction of the Khyber Pass or the gun-making villages, like
Darra on the Afghan border, are now off-limits to foreigners.

The government continues to talk of expanding tourism and
it was the seventh largest earner of foreign exchange in 1982
despite the low arrival figures. 47 To expand will be difficult,
however. Pakistan did not opt for import-substitution as India
did when each fashioned its development strategy. Therefore,
Pakistan must import far more to sustain and expand its tourist
infrastructure even when not building five-star facilities. Al-
though the Pakistan government announces numerous conces-
sions for those interested in developing the nation’s tourist
infrastructure, it may be too little, too late. 48 The private sector
has been badly burned by the erratic government policies
toward tourism over the past two decades and by the political
instability of Pakistan and neighboring countries. The domestic
tourist associations have failed to work collectively and have
sabotaged cohesion by each entrepreneur attempting to work
out private favors from the government. The international
hotels continue to find that struggles with the bureaucracy take
years, leaving half-finished capital investments floundering. 49

Moreover, staffing of tourist establishments once completed has
been complicated by the heavy exodus of ambitious service per-
sonnel to the Middle East. The government badly needs their
remittances but their abrupt departures often play havoc with
hotel and transport needs.

The tax structure both supports and inhibits tourism: given
the scarce supply, profitability of hotels is generally high but
the delays in opening are formidable. The political climate is
simply too capricious for consistent planning and successful im-
plementation. 50 The new intention of the PTDC to play more of
a coordinating role between the central government (called the
Centre in Pakistan) and the provinces, and the public and the
private sector may mean a new era in tourism development. But
cynicism runs deep in the government, the public, the private
sector, and the international industry.

In sum, the problems of tourism policy in Pakistan are, in
large part, the problems of the society and the political system
per se. Tourism policy cannot serve national goals until there is
a clearer and firmer consensus on what those goals are. Tourism
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development is likely to continue to be held back until some
form of stable and effective political order is established. As
even some Pakistani writers wryly observe, all the tourist po-
tential in the world will not make Pakistan a mecca for tourists
unless the government and the culture are supportive. As Niaz
Mir argues:

Expert opinion apart, what is the actual prevailing situation
in the context of tourism promotion? Singularly dismal, to say
the least. Of course we have every right to follow any course we
choose to in accordance with our whims or convictions. We are
thus most welcome to forego all those pleasant pursuits which
in the eyes of the rest of mankind improve the quality of life. In
other words if in the absence of any decent cinemas, theatres,
opera-houses, museums, libraries etc., we also are hell-bent on
leading highly self-denying … though certainly not spartan … dull
and lack-lustre lives, who is there to stop us.

But let’s not kid ourselves for a second that others will be
flocking to our shores at great expense and even greater dis-
comfort just to share, experience and even enjoy our prohibited
and provocation-free way of life. No, like it or not, they will go
where there is fun and facilities, be they in Nairobi, Bombay,
Colombo or Singapore.

The honest truth, however is that Pakistan with its present to-
tally inadequate facilities and even worse managerial inefficiency,
is no tourists’ paradise. 51

If Pakistan has done few things very well in terms of tourism
development, it at least has not done much damage. Social costs
have been minimal. The tourist who comes to Pakistan comes
on Pakistan’s terms. Tourists to date have included all socioeco-
nomic classes and all are encouraged. Camping sites are going
up at the equally leisurely rate at which five-star accommoda-
tions are being completed. Moreover, Pakistan is not overly de-
pendent on any single foreign market. Even neighboring India
accounts for less than one-third of arrivals, with England pro-
viding 22 percent and the United States about 7 percent. 52

If tourist arrivals have not kept pace with projections it may
be just as well. Rapid tourism influx could threaten the security
of cultural treasures and incur severe social and environmental
costs. Pakistan today lacks the political and administrative or-
ganization to successfully monitor tourism development. The
country should move slowly towards development. It does so,
but generally for the wrong reasons—the timidity of subordinate
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bureaucrats, the transience of political leadership, the unwill-
ingness of private industry to cooperate collectively, and the
failure of the executive to support his political rhetoric with sub-
stantive decisions to buttress the implementation of tourism de-
velopment.

Much of what has happened or not happened to accelerate
Pakistani tourism is not unique to tourism as a policy area,
but reflects features of policy implementation in other sectors
of the political system. But the impact on tourism has been
more telling than within some other policy sectors because of
tourism’s relative newness and vulnerability. Tourism needed
greater attention for it to be a viable ally for Bhutto’s
modernization objectives. The sector did not get that attention,
not because Bhutto backed away from tourism as a policy but
because his support was not sustained by substantive actions.
He appeared to forget that though tourism had few opponents,
it also had few supporters. President Zia attempted to undo
Bhutto’s secularizing influence and yet maintain and expand
tourism development for empathetic Muslims from the Middle
East and for domestic tourists. He only managed, however,
to deepen the distrust of the domestic travel industry, make
future investors more wary, and reinforce the general timidity
and apathy of the public tourism bureaucracy. For the time
being those tourists who do discover Pakistan will enjoy a more
authentic experience than one finds in destinations more ex-
perienced with marketing and packaging. There is no staged au-
thenticity there. 53

As a frequent critic of the tourism excesses of many third
world countries, I am rather grieved to see that a country that
has avoided most of the pitfalls of luxury tourism and mass
charters still has so little to show for its tourism policy in terms
of employment, foreign exchange, or even pride. Articles like
Niaz Mir’s point to the fact that not being a tourist destination
can contribute to a sense of relative deprivation. Everywhere in
Pakistan one finds a sort of inferiority complex about a country
that by so many standards is immensely rich in culture and
tradition. Unlike the Chinese, who assumed that the rest of
the world would be awed by their country, Pakistan tourism
specialists are much more defensive and apologetic—a trait
one finds in other sectors as well. It may come from having
split from India, that Pakistan must always unhappily compare
itself with its giant neighbor. One gets a sense of this attitude
in the remarks of tourism advisor Begum Viqar-un-Nisa Noon
when she states, “Let us become in spite of our shortcomings,
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our obvious, natural difficulties of harsh variety of climate and
stark contrast between national beauty and desolation, the most
friendly, hospitable country in the world in consonance with our
culture and the tenets of Islam, the religion we follow.” 54

In the decades ahead Pakistan must resolve its internal con-
flict as to whether it wants to become an essentially conserv-
ative Islamic state or a more pluralistic society. Until 1977, the
leadership of Pakistan appeared to be moving toward the latter
goal. Under President Zia a completely different and much less
liberal political agenda has emerged. His death in 1988 may
signal a change in tourism policy but in what direction remains
unclear. Tourism, if thoughtfully planned and monitored, can
be designed to complement either set of national goals. What
it cannot do very well is to continue to market to a clientele
with secular, Western values while instituting a series of what to
Western eyes appear to be Draconian social standards. Pakistan
has always lacked a basic consensus on national values that
has prevented political stability. It still does. Pakistani tourism
policy is but one of the many casualties of Pakistan’s ideological
debate.

BANGLADESH
Visit Bangladesh Before the Tourists Come

—Tourist Poster

There is still some time. Bangladesh shares many of the cultural
and political problems that have crippled Pakistan’s tourism
effort. Until 1971 Bangladesh was a part of Pakistan (East
Pakistan). All sectors of Bangladesh society were politically
and economically neglected by the central government despite
the fact that East Pakistan was the more populous half of the
country. Elections in 1970—the first free national elections
since independence—were won by the Awami League, based in
East Pakistan, but economic power and the military remained
based in West Pakistan, which refused to accept the election
outcome. East Pakistan threatened secession, and the military
began a brutal crackdown. India joined the political struggle on
the side of Bangladesh, which won the war in 1971.

The upheaval, poverty, and population density all con-
tributed to Bangladesh’s image of being, as Henry Kissinger put
it, “the basketcase of the world.” Today, in fact, after neigh-
boring Indians, most foreign arrivals and visitors to Bangladesh
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are people from dozens of aid missions, technical assistance
teams, and United Nations personnel. 55 Development spe-
cialists have become a growth industry in Bangladesh. The gov-
ernment estimates that in 1983 only 22 percent of its foreign
arrivals were tourists. Forty-two percent came on business and
the rest in official or advisory capacities. 56

Bangladesh inherited almost no tourist infrastructure either
at the time of the formation of Pakistan or at the time of its
establishment as the Republic of Bangladesh. Unlike West Pak-
istan, the East had no mountain scenery to lure the British to es-
tablish hill stations. Bangladesh is mostly delta; although it does
have a cooler climate in the Chittagong Hills. Although Pak-
istan had established some information centers in East Pakistan
shortly before the civil war, most of the staff was drawn from
the West and all the power rested at the center. East Pakistan
tourist centers were treated as “merely post offices,” without
much public information or a promotional budget. 57

Since the establishment of Bangladesh, tourism growth has
continued to be stunted. The travel magazines see it as a
chicken and egg dilemma. “No one will promote it (tourism)
until it is there; and it will not be there until it is promoted”
58 Since the national tourist organization, the Bangladesh Par-
jatan Corporation (BPC), was formed in 1973 only 5 percent
of its tiny budget has been spent on marketing. More pressing
needs have been establishing local offices and refurbishing the
existing infrastructure. Promotion has been left to Bangladesh
Biman, the national carrier.

Biman is notoriously inefficient, frequently overbooked, and
running (not necessarily flying) at a staggering loss. The carrier
did not start off under auspicious conditions. It, too, was a
product of civil war. Biman began in 1972—without any air-
craft—but with 2,500 employees. The former Pakistan Interna-
tional Airlines (PIA) employees were there but the planes that
had survived the war were in Pakistan. These handicaps were
exacerbated by the government’s decision to massively sub-
sidize domestic air travel. Since only 0.01 percent of even the
traveling public were domestic air travelers, this was a decision
that obviously reflected the interests of a tiny political elite and
made no sense in economic development terms. 59

Because of Biman’s financial woes, it has had little incentive
or time to promote tourism. It, like Indian Airlines or PIA in
Pakistan, finds that business and other domestic travel keep
it relatively full. Similarly, travel agents in Bangladesh (many
inexperienced and not too scrupulous anyway), who have in-
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creased from 15 to over 400, do almost nothing but ticketing,
with business, government officials, and international develop-
ment personnel their chief clients. 60

The political dimensions of tourism in Bangladesh are based
on the country’s underdevelopment. For example, most tourists
are also development or business personnel temporarily re-
siding in Bangladesh. They desire a level of tourist infra-
structure that is extremely expensive for a country like
Bangladesh to provide. 61 Since the country must import vir-
tually everything for its luxury hotels, it is a real irony that
the capital that could be used for providing desperately needed
public housing is used for housing those studying poverty or
implementing aid programs. Ross Coggins satirizes the all too
common development assistance milieu in this poem:

THE DEVELOPMENT SET

Excuse me, friends, I must catch my jet
I’m off to join the Development Set;
My bags are packed, and I’ve had all my shots
I have traveller’s checks and pills for the trots!

The Development Set is bright and noble,
Our thoughts are deep and our vision global;
Although we move with the better classes,
Our thoughts are always with the masses.

In Sheraton hotels in scattered nations
We damn multi-national corporations;
Injustice seems easy to protest
In such seething hotbeds of social rest.

We discuss malnutrition over steaks
And plan hunger talks during the coffee breaks.
Whether Asian floods or African drought,
We face each issue with an open mouth.

We bring in consultants whose circumlocution
Raises difficulties for every solution—
Thus guaranteeing continued good eating
By showing the need for another meeting.

The language of the Development Set
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Stretches the English alphabet;
We use swell words like “epigenetic”
“Micro,” “Macro,” and “logorithmetic.”

It pleasures us to be esoteric—
It’s so intellectually atmospheric!
And though establishments may be unmoved,
Our vocabularies are much improved.

When the talk gets deep and you’re feeling dumb
You can keep your shame to a minimum:
To show that you, too, are intelligent
Smugly ask, “Is it really development?”

Or say, “That’s fine in practice, but don’t you see:
It doesn’t work out in theory!”
A few may find this incomprehensible,
But most will admire you as deep and sensible.

Development Set homes are extremely chic,
Full of carvings, curios, and draped with batik
Eye-level photographs subtly assure
That your host is at home with the great and the poor.

Enough of these verses—on with the mission!
Our task is as broad as the human condition!
Just pray God the biblical promise is true:
The poor ye shall always have with you.

—Ross Coggins 62

Even the usually pro-resort, pro-luxury international tourist
industry was concerned that the priorities of Bangladesh’s
tourism program were unrealistically skewed to an affluent
clientele that was unlikely to become very numerous:

It would be a pity if Bangladesh were over-influenced by ad-
visors who believe only an injection of millions of dollars for white
elephant resorts will produce tourism growth at a rate deemed
satisfactory….

A U.S.$8 million mini-village for Kaptai Lake is impractical;
the money would be better spent on upgrading the existing facil-
ities…. Adding speedboats is foolhardy; few will go to Bangladesh
to ride in speedboats and anyway, they will be unrealistically
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costly to maintain…. Bangladesh is also very proud of its Cox’s
Bazaar (beach resort). But this pride has manifested itself into
a decision to expand the resort; its beauty lies in its present
serenity and solitude…. The travel industry does not need another
Pattaya. 63

One segment of the tourist market that does not require
much in the way of infrastructure is the American and Canadian
backpackers—a group government officials feel ambivalent
about. Although they need tourist arrivals, they fear Bangladesh
will be labeled a hippy country. Sometimes, however, hippy
tourism introduces and promotes a destination, as with Goa in
India and Kuta Beach in Bali. 64 Although some countries like
Singapore have viewed young, casual travelers like the plague,
net economic gains are often higher from tourism pegged at
these groups with their longer stays and simpler lifestyles than
those requiring capital intensive facilities. This writer would
argue that the social and political costs, although harder to
measure, are likely to be less in terms of relative deprivation,
conspicuous consumption, political payoffs, kickbacks, and po-
litical grandstanding. Consider Asiad ’82 in India or the Inter-
national Monetary Fund-World Bank Conference in Manila in
1976.

There is little information available on domestic tourism and
no indication that the government has encouraged it; but the
religious impetus for pilgrimage should be a natural one to
develop, because Bangladesh, like India and Pakistan, has nu-
merous Buddhist, Islamic, and even Hindu shrines, mosques,
and temples. Religious and ethnic bases of tourism are not
the only potential drawing cards. Tourism, theoretically, could
some day be a way of ameliorating the communal tensions
that threaten the country’s cohesiveness. Hill tribes have felt
particularly left out of the political and economic planning for
development. There are also fine examples of colonial archi-
tecture, plus some unusually long and magnificent beaches. In-
frastructure improvements at these sites are on the drawing
board and some are in progress. 65

What appears to be happening in Bangladesh is that the de-
velopment programs for tourism bear little or no relationship to
either the international or domestic tourist market and show no
signs of being integrated into the country’s overall development
strategy. There are reasons for this and they are political, not
economic.
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First of all, Bangladesh is almost totally dependent on
outside advisors and aid. When it comes to a relative after-
thought like tourism policy, their tastes—not market infor-
mation—have prevailed. Tourism policy is shaped to the pattern
that a narrow international and domestic elite prefer. Thus, the
mini-village and its speedboats and attendant foreign exchange
leakage are not designed to lure people to Bangladesh but are
for the entertainment of an affluent strata that for one reason
or another perceive themselves as being stuck in Bangladesh.
Depending on the concessions the government may provide
contractors and others, there could be domestic economic and
political benefits or cronyism involved. 66 It would not be unique
to the tourism sector if such proved to be the case. There is
already considerable evidence of overstaffing in the BPC. With
1,000 employees the ratio of permanent employees to annual
tourists is running at 1:53, probably the highest in the world! 67

Public administration in Bangladesh works no better and
in many cases a lot worse than it does in Pakistan. Aid pro-
grams, part of the problem, are also trying to be part of the
solution. If tourism is not closely integrated with national devel-
opment, it is not too much of an overstatement to say that is
true of most sectors. Some countries and relief organizations,
operating on several different fiscal timetables, are attempting
to achieve their separate goals and implement their projects. In
the process, national planning in Bangladesh becomes rather an
exercise in creative writing. One needs a plan to appeal for aid,
but because the aid component is so large and unpredictable,
the formal plan is continually amended. 68

In addition to its chaotic beginnings in civil strife, its eco-
nomic woes, administrative deficiencies, and enormous social
problems, the country has suffered from chronic and bloody po-
litical instability. Martial law and political assassinations have
made capital investment in Bangladesh unlikely. Even multina-
tionals like Intercontinental have withdrawn their management
contracts in some instances. The political instability has dramat-
ically affected tourist arrivals. Despite the overwhelming odds,
some tourism infrastructure has been built, a Tourism Training
Institute is in place, and tourism has found a niche—albeit mar-
ginal—in the two five-year plans the country has had. A tourism
master plan was also developed, though critics contend it was,
like the budget, rather a paper exercise because “no feasibility
study was carried out and source of finance was found.” 69 Pre-
sumably, however, some priorities were identified.
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A more important question than whether tourism is doing
well—which it is not but it yet might—is whether it is at all rel-
evant or appropriate for tourism to be utilizing development re-
sources. The airline cannot cope yet; tourism has been capital
intensive thus far; even the international travel industry says
its priorities are bizarre. And of the 16 BPC projects underway
in 1983, only four—all Duty Free Shops—were earning profits.
70 This suggests that Bangladesh is a classic case of putting
the cart before the horse or the hotel before the house. The
most reasonable “tourism” policy is minimalist. Build small com-
fortable guest houses, if one must, for aid personnel, for ex-
ample, like the one that U.N. personnel have been staying in at
Cox’s Bazaar. Put up a hotel for business types in the capital.
Keep the Duty Free Shops since they earn foreign exchange
painlessly and without being obvious to the poor. Then operate a
holding action for security around archaeological sites, and co-
ordinate environmental protection of beaches and lakes for do-
mestic public health and future tourism. Protect, preserve, and
get on with basic needs development.

But it will not happen—for political reasons. It is ironic that
one of the only countries without tourists is Saudi Arabia: it
does not need the marginal international prestige tourism could
mean. Nothing is too marginal for Bangladesh. The incredible
public employment in the BPC—with more people employed
than in the U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration or in three-
fifths of the American state tourism programs put together—is
further indication that tourism development will continue. 71 Pa-
tronage and underemployment plus elite perceptions of how to
acquire international prestige are powerful political rationales
that defy econometric analyses.
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7
Sri Lanka and the Maldives:

Islands in Transition

THE SMALLER countries in South Asia can be divided neatly into
two categories: one made up of islands in the Indian Ocean
(Sri Lanka and the Maldives) and one including landlocked and
mountainous countries (Nepal and Bhutan). Yet as with India,
Pakistan, and Bangladesh, commonalities of geography, culture,
and in some cases colonial rule, have not obscured significant
differences in timing, style, and administration of development.
In the next two chapters the variations in political, environ-
mental, and policy features of these four tourism programs will
be examined.

SRI LANKA
Sri Lanka is often referred to as the “Resplendent Isle” and that
it is in terms of culture, scenic beauty, and climate, though its
chronic political violence and ethnic tensions have exposed a
darker side to this “tourist paradise.” The country known to the
Arabs as Serendib, from which our word serendipity comes, was
well labeled by them, for it is a country of contrasts, of sudden
discoveries and pleasures but one that continually surprises not
only visitors, but also its own planners and politicians.

With a population of over 15 million, Sri Lanka is dwarfed
by her massive neighbors, but is still larger than over half the
world’s nations. Sri Lanka was called Ceylon by the British, who
ruled it as a crown colony for about 150 years. It became a
fully independent dominion within the British Commonwealth
in 1948. With the ratification of a new constitution in 1972, it
became a republic and adopted its present name. As in India,
the experience of colonial rule provided Sri Lanka with a good
infrastructural base of railroads, guest houses, and adminis-
trative experience upon which to build its tourism program.
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Background and Organization of Sri Lankan Tourism
From 1948 to 1966, international tourism was quite small and
what promotion was done at all was done by the central gov-
ernment’s Tourist Bureau, “an obscure government department
under the Ministry of Commerce.” 1 A hotel school was inaugu-
rated in the early 1960s and tourists could stay in the training
hotel, which was one of the few hotels in Colombo at that time.

In 1966 Sri Lanka’s real policy-making interest in tourism
began. An Act of Parliament established a Ceylon Tourist Board
as the chief policy-making body for tourism. It had statutory
authority with legal powers, a large degree of financial inde-
pendence and jurisdiction over tourism matters throughout the
island. Even today it is the promotion, development, control,
and regulatory authority for all aspects of tourism. Established
almost at the same time was a Hotel Corporation, which like
India’s ITDC, and to a lesser extent Pakistan’s PTDC and
Bangladesh’s BPC, operates and regulates hotels. 2

Sri Lankan development allows for public and private sector
involvement in the entire gamut of tourist services. At the same
time the government committed itself to developing the sup-
plemental infrastructure of power, water, roads, and airport
facilities in a Ten Year Tourism Development Plan. 3 The Ten
Year Plan was drawn up by a United States firm and feasibility
studies were financed by the U.S. Agency for International De-
velopment (USAID). The entire plan was adopted by the gov-
ernment without discussion. 4

The government also introduced fiscal incentives to get local
capital involved. It encouraged the arts and the use of in-
digenous materials in the construction and decoration of tourist
facilities. It restructured its national carrier, opened the country
to international charters (primarily from Europe), introduced
five-star accommodations and convention facilities and even
began some research and monitoring of tourism. In short, Sri
Lanka’s development of tourism has been a model how-to-do-it
case study. 5

The Tourism Record
The record of what happened to tourism between 1970 and
1980 is impressive. Tourist arrivals increased at 21 percent
annually throughout the decade. 6 A Six Year Tourism Plan
(1978–1984) was adopted to sustain the momentum though the
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government had hoped that tourism growth would increase at
about 17 percent growth—a figure that could be more easily ab-
sorbed. 7 The industry’s reaction was predictable.

The government’s approach to tourism has been cautious. The
last thing wanted is monolithic beach resorts or rows of shops
selling cheap thrills. … Already the country voices that somewhat
jaded talk about quality visitors … as opposed to quantity. Such
talk is premature … until the country is able to diversify its source
of visitors away from Europe, it shouldn’t be so choosy about who
should come. 8

Seven years later, travel industry magazines would com-
plain, however, that spoiled, prostitute-filled resorts like the
once simple fishing town of Hikkaduwa “lacked style.” 9

Gross earnings from tourists, the other easily quantifiable
measure of tourism success, are also impressive. In 1967,
19,000 tourists visited Sri Lanka and spent US$1.3 million. In
1982, tourist arrivals were 407,230 and tourism had become
the fifth largest source of foreign exchange with receipts of
US$146.6 million. 10 With a length of stay of nine to ten days, the
tourist in Sri Lanka stays nearly twice as long as the average,
minimizing entry and exit costs per visitor.

What a success story—but is it? By conventional measures,
tourism has been a tremendous development success, but those
measures only calculate the most superficial data and that only for
the industry itself. True cost-benefit analysis must measure net
costs and benefits against alternative uses of those development
funds. This research only suggests a more complex assessment of
Sri Lankan tourism. Such studies have not been done.

Clearly, the government has shown unusual sensitivity to
tourism development. Like India, Sri Lanka attempted to reg-
ulate tourism in order to reap its benefits without incurring its
ills. Building restrictions have been imposed, “so as to prevent
the proliferation of box-like monoliths on the beach as in some
other Asia/Pacific destinations,” and the government has “stood
firmly against the development of any of the easy money-
spinners of tourism such as gambling, sleazy night-clubs, etc”
11 The country attempted to reduce the leakage of foreign ex-
change by utilizing indigenous materials in construction and
furnishings. “Even in the big hotels sometimes as much as 85
percent of the materials used are locally produced. Only elec-
trical equipment, central air-conditioning units and sophisti-
cated kitchen and ‘lift’ equipment are allowed to be imported.”
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12 Nonetheless, this policy has not been without implementa-
tion difficulties. Until July 1977, liberal import concessions were
given to hotel builders and operators, with the consequence
that at least one higher-class hotel imported even its doors,
door-frames, and pillows. 13

Social Impact of Tourism
Let us first consider the multiplier effect, which is usually cited
as a positive example of how a tourist dollar is respent over and
over in the local economy. But, as one author observed, the mul-
tiplier works both ways.

Economic activities generated by the so-called “multiplier effect”
are also to be considered as multipliers of a triangle of resources
away from the population to the guests. Thus, economic activities
associated with the production of food (lobsters and other fish,
meat products, vegetable growing), accommodations … recre-
ation … are to be seen in this light. 14

As Goonatilake noted, prices for protein soar and shortages
are created for the local population—a complaint also voiced in
Nepal.

There are other diversion of resources problems. The cost of
building a room in the Hotel Oberoi is Rs. 300,000—equivalent
to the cost of 100 worker cottages. To the extent that the gov-
ernment subsidizes loans or provides tax breaks for hotels it
cannot provide the capital for general housing. “By diverting
the resources that Sri Lanka already has and which could
provide the essentials for its people, provisions of these facil-
ities is being postponed.” 15 There is also a diversion of water re-
sources. Tourists use ten times as much water as residents and
pools for visitors remain open even in times of scarcity.

In fact, one of the real ironies seen by Sri Lanka’s critics is
that tourism is much like the colonial plantation economy that
Sri Lanka took pains to dismantle. Both required a special infra-
structure for a non-Sri Lankan elite. With both, police and se-
curity forces kept locals away from places of privilege. The tea
plantations were enclaves nationalized as a result of indepen-
dence, but now new tourist enclaves are being created. There
is one difference, however. The tea plantations used to be jus-
tified as deserving of special treatment because those on them
produced, and their work was highly important to the economy.
The tourist’s role as tourist is not a productive role model. 16
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Although the argument is frequently made that tourism is an
important export because tourism earns foreign exchange, it is
politically worth noting that many do not perceive it that way.

But the tourist industry is not like other economic activities in
agriculture or industry which produces goods for export, such as
tea…. Rather it entails the production of food, shelter, and recre-
ation for the visitors. In short, the tourism industry is providing
for visitors those items of consumption which are needed in this
country and which in fact are the end products of its development
efforts.

Tourism can be justified only if this diversion is small in pro-
portion to the requirements of the country and if the foreign ex-
change components provide sufficient inputs to compensate for
this diversion of resources. 17

Tourism is not justified by such criteria, critics feel, although by
now the major infrastructure costs are in place.

As early as 1975 it was apparent that as a strategy for accel-
erating employment, tourism was costly. Rs. 36,231 were calcu-
lated as the cost of creating each tourism job, making tourism
jobs comparable to the most capital-intensive employment in
the country. 18 The demand for middle-class English speakers
in traditional low status jobs means that most are educated
beyond what the job entails. Although the relatively high
salaries undermine the old class hierarchy, the glamour of the
job quickly ends and a sense of relative deprivation develops
from being surrounded by the conspicuous consumption of
leisured foreigners. Moreover, the employees, while developing
over time a certain contempt for the foreigners, nevertheless
tend to give better service and deference to foreigners than to
the local clientele.

The government has made several other decisions that have
affected tourism development. The Ceylon Tourist Board, fol-
lowing the advice of the westernized international tourist in-
dustry, switched its early emphasis on the magnificent Buddhist
sites and mountain tea estates to an emphasis on Sri Lanka’s
lovely beaches. The latter were expected (and this was con-
firmed) to be a real drawing card for tourists from Northern
Europe. First hippies and then charter tourists have flocked to
Sri Lanka as a result of beach development. Each group has
brought social problems. Sri Lankans are extremely offended by
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nude bathing and the casual dress and perceived promiscuity of
the tourists. The rapid influx coming as it does into what were
once sleepy fishing villages further disorients the society. 19

Although the hippies have been a well-publicized problem
in Sri Lanka as well as in India and Nepal, other problems are
to be encountered with the higher-income traveler. It is the
higher-income tourist who attracts prostitution and who, “with
his camera, cassette recorder and binoculars and a preference
for luxury living, creates a preference for foreign goods, which
are not accessible to the majority of poor people.” 20 Although
Sri Lanka has not done so yet, it appears quite possible that it
may move in the direction of enclave tourism. Over 93 percent
of the tourists arriving in 1977 indicated sun, sand, and sea
as their primary motivation and the government has since at-
tempted to develop beachfront areas on the more sparsely pop-
ulated eastern coast of the island.

Other problems are emerging from the juxtaposition of vil-
lagers and tourists, including a disruption in norms of behavior
and family control. Children start skipping school to beg on the
beach, and may in the process earn more than their parents do
at fishing or in other jobs. This makes it difficult for parents to
persuade children to stay in school or to accept parental au-
thority. 21 Daughters and, increasingly, sons are being drawn into
prostitution as tourists in anonymous settings and local inhabi-
tants tempted by the sight of unusual wealth and promise of a
tiny share each shed restraints that might have controlled them
under other circumstances. 22 Not all encounters are negative.
Some achieve an independence and security that they have never
known before, from selling handicrafts, renting out rooms, or
cooking for tourists; but this is most apt to be true in areas where
tourism is small-scale and the clientele middle income. 23

Actually, the more modest hotels have also enjoyed com-
mercial success. Non-air-conditioned, but designed to catch the
breeze, “they allow the visitor to feel close, rather than separated
from the natural environment.” 24 They also allow Sri Lanka not
to become separated from the tourist dollars, which so often
happens in the larger, more capital-intensive establishments. The
only independent study of tourism done of Sri Lankan tourism
before 1978 was that of West German D. Radke. He determined
that even as early as 1972, only 46 percent of the money spent by
tourists in Sri Lanka remained there. 25 Given the greater empha-
sis on attracting more and more affluent travelers and the in-
frastructure being designed for them, it is doubtful whether Sri
Lanka’s share has remained even this high.
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In 1983, the Sri Lankan government—to the chagrin of the
tourist industry—dropped its tax-benefit incentives for hotels.
Previously, developers were given 5 to 10 years of tax-free
profits from hotel operations, and those whose building plans
had already been approved continue to have the concession.
26 That means that since most large hotels were built in the
late 1970s and early 1980s most will not be paying taxes until
1990! One major impetus for hotel building had been the 1984
PATA conference, which would have been a major marketing op-
portunity for Sri Lanka. As it turned out, delegates were more
concerned about the law and order situation in the face of com-
munal violence than in the hotel accoutrements.

The Impact of Political Turmoil on Tourism
Sri Lanka has discovered painfully what Lebanon, Northern
Ireland, Jamaica, and the Philippines also learned, that no
matter what has been done right in tourism, it all amounts to
very little if the country’s image of vacation bliss is defaced by
headlines or evening news footage showing political violence
even if no tourists are involved. Unfortunately, in recent years
as tourism has become controversial, tourists have been the
targets of violence, for instance in Hawaii and the Philippines.27

The accommodations buildup, which had occasioned fears of
overcapacity before, looks even more desperate as strife con-
tinues between the nation’s Sinhalese majority and its Tamil mi-
nority. Reporting on the impact of the violence, International
Tourism Quarterly observed that 75 percent of all tours were
cancelled in July and August 1983. All charters were suspended
and the average occupancy rate in the hotels plummeted to 15
percent. 28

The tourist industry, which was facing difficulties even before
July mainly because of the recession in the west and competition
from the tourist destinations in the Asian region, suffered a major
setback on account of that month’s events. Although tourist ar-
rivals steadily increased after August, the November arrivals
were still only 61% of the total for the same period in 1982. 29

Although few tourists have been hurt by the current vio-
lence, there is some ethnic conflict associated with the tourist
industry. 30 The northern part of Sri Lanka, which is Tamil-dom-
inated, has received very little promotion. The Far Eastern Eco-
nomic Review saw that as healthy. “Sri Lanka’s explosive and
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potentially ruinous tourist invasion has not reached Jaffna.” 31

Whether one considers Jaffna spared or neglected, there has
been friction when Tamil entrepreneurs have been unable to get
power or water for guests because of Sinhalese jealousy.

The government has launched costly multi-million dollar
campaigns since 1983 to counter all the negative publicity. Its
slogan, however, has been in the flavor of the classic double
speak of Orwell’s 1984, “Sri Lanka, The Land of Smiling
People.” Violence has greatly accelerated, however, and tourism
has been a major casualty. The toll on the industry has not been
tallied, but just eight days of ethnic violence in July 1983 were
computed to have cost the industry US$7 million a month from
August to November. Twenty thousand of the 100,000 employed
in the tourist industry lost their jobs, together with 30,000
out of 150,000 employed in the supporting service and supply
sectors. 32

Could Sri Lanka have foreseen such violence or the social
problems of Hikkaduwa? Did it have an alternative use for de-
velopment funds that could have done as well? Hindsight often
is unrealistic. Sri Lanka was, after all, more cautious than the
travel industry advised, though in most respects it followed the
industry’s assumptions about tourism development. And it did
succeed in developing tourism.

But given the other more complex political problems the
country faces, it has not, thus far, succeeded in protecting
tourism against the negative publicity the riots have generated.
Law and order is a highly salient issue to tourists. Although
tourism can be used successfully to justify repression in author-
itarian societies, it is futile to try to persuade tourists to come
to places where security is an issue. They have too many other
competitive destinations from which to choose—a factor that
also keeps countries from challenging travel industry dictates.

Sri Lanka is deeply committed to tourism, but tourism may
or may not deliver for Sri Lanka. The odds are against it. First
of all, for the foreseeable future the threat of ethnic violence is
likely to dissuade tourists and those with tourism capital from
investing in Sri Lanka. Second, Sri Lanka’s foreign exchange
return, now low, will go lower. Charters from Europe, on which
Sri Lanka is very dependent, increasingly demand greater con-
cessions because of the political problems. And because of the
problems they will probably get their bargains. Although Sri
Lanka is not as vulnerable to tour operators as small South Pa-
cific destinations like Fiji, which may suffer for years because of
its ethnic strife, the case of Tunisia is instructive. Neckerman,
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one of Europe’s largest tour operators and one of Sri Lanka’s
major tourist suppliers, wanted to raise its profit margin in
Tunisia. Tunisia objected, and Neckerman, which had brought
60,000 tourists in 1972, responded by booking only 12,000 in
1973. 33

Sri Lanka may yet recapture its lure for tourists and its
reputation as “Pearl of the Orient,” but it has discovered that
tourism’s image of glamour and easy money understates its
unreliability and fickleness, its expensive promotion, and its
foreign exchange leakage. To its credit, the Sri Lankan gov-
ernment has tried mightily to reconcile the interests of devel-
opers and the Sri Lankan people. They have put out tasteful
brochures advising tourists on customs and appropriate dress.
34 They have monitored the social impact of tourism. They have
encouraged experiments in alternative tourism, and they have
attempted to reduce environmental damage from tourism. But
the best land is still going for tourism. The promotional adver-
tising still plays on almost colonial fantasies of ease and service
supplying every whim, and women are still displayed as orna-
ments in the advertising.

Although on balance, Sri Lanka represents one of the
clearest examples of using government policy to develop
tourism skillfully, it also illustrates the hazards that remain. As-
suming all goes well with the industry, the market, and the
domestic and international scene—major assumptions every
one—there still remains the question of whether tourism is an
appropriate sector on which to base national development.

THE MALDIVES
The Maldives has the distinction of being by far the tiniest
country in South Asia and one of the smallest in the United Na-
tions. Until the 1970s it was also one of the most isolated. With
a population of only about 150,000 on a string of islands off the
southwest coasts of India and Sri Lanka, the Maldives subsisted
for years on fishing. In fact, until the mid-1960s the Maldives
continued to pay tribute to Sri Lanka with baskets of fish! Until
the 1970s few travelers were even aware of the tiny nation,
though the Maldivian word “atoll” had become basic to any dis-
cussions of Pacific islands.

The tourism program was initiated in 1972, but until the
1980s it was handicapped by being dependent for air services
on Sri Lanka, a nation with its own tourism agenda. Their con-
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flicting interests over tourism have caused some friction be-
tween the countries. In 1977, with the Maldives holding 20,000
advance bookings and another 10,000 expected, Sri Lanka held
up landing rights until after the peak season, thereby crippling
the smaller neighbor’s program. To establish greater autonomy,
the Republic of Maldives built an airport at Gan. Even with poor
air services before, the Maldives earned over US$2 million in
receipts from tourism in 1977. 35 By 1986, tourism had become
the largest earner of foreign exchange, thanks to over 100,000
arrivals bringing $5.8 million to the tiny country. 36

As an Islamic nation with almost no tourism potential other
than recreation, the Maldives was faced with a potential culture
clash between the conservative dictates of Islam and the he-
donism of sun, sea, sand, and sex tourism.

The Maldives government has sought to contain “tourist pol-
lution,” which it fears will contaminate its Islamic culture. It has
targeted its promotions and facilities toward sports fishermen,
snorkelers, and scuba divers. Sunken ships in the waters around
the archipelago add to the interest in underwater exploration.
37 Not only has the clientele been preselected, but the pattern
of development has kept cultural clash to a minimum.

The country has an abundance of tiny islands (1,187) most
of which are uninhabited. In fact, the Maldives has not even
bothered to build jails. Most offenders are put under house
arrest and more serious crimes are punished by banishment to
a remote atoll. 38 The government owns all land in the Maldives,
so it was a simple legal matter to lease an island to each resort
developer. By 1984, over 40 resorts had opened in the Maldives,
most with islands to themselves. This is not as extravagant as it
sounds since the largest island is 4.5 miles long and most are
less than six feet above sea level. 39

By setting aside previously uninhabited islands for resort
island tourism there has been no displacement of local pop-
ulation and in fact very little contact at all. Tourism employs
only about 5 percent of the total work force, but it has had an
impact on the larger fishing and shipping sectors by luring away
some workers to the better-paying tourist jobs. 40 Nearly all of
the 22,155 tourism employees are local male Maldivians. Mal-
divians not employed by the resort are not encouraged to visit
and few of the chiefly European clientele visit the tiny (popu-
lation 35,000) capital of Male. Although the government gen-
erally adheres to Islamic injunctions against alcohol, pork, and
graven images, such restrictions do not apply on the resort is-
lands. So far, there has not been a problem of conspicuous con-
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sumption seducing poor Maldivian males. In fact, despite fairly
good wages, the resorts are finding it hard to retain their staffs
because of their loneliness for families on other islands.

Though the government has taken an active interest in
tourism development, most tourist facilities are owned by Mal-
divians, a factor that minimizes foreign intervention. Moreover,
they are locally designed and built. Still, the resorts are de-
pendent on foreign management and the import bill for the re-
sorts is quite high. In addition, the government has become
more receptive to foreign investment and has angered local de-
velopers by offering some concessions to outsiders, like the Taj
Group from India, that it has not given local capital. Also, re-
sorts have become more lavish in recent years, requiring more
costly imports. 41 These are worrisome trends that can only com-
promise tourism’s ability to provide stable resources for na-
tional development.

Because of its isolation, the Maldives remains quite vul-
nerable to the strength of the world economy. In the early years
of tourism development the oil crisis and the difficult transpor-
tation links nearly killed the industry. In 1986 an explosion in
Colombo and a fine summer in Europe caused a drop in ar-
rivals. The Maldives is also very dependent on West Germany
and Italy (see Table 7.1). Tourism, although lucrative by Mal-
divian standards, is therefore still rather chancy. There is no
domestic base or alternative use for the widely scattered resorts
should tourism decline.

Because the culture dictated a “quarantine” of the tourist
and also because the tourist relished the isolation and serenity
of the resort island, none of the infrastructure developed for
the tourist has meant any benefit to most Maldivians. “Each
resort is a self-contained island unit with its own boats, gen-
erator, restaurant and bar, staff living quarters, sports facilities,
sewage and refuse disposal systems, etc.” 42 It is as if the whole
nation were composed of Club Meds!

The Maldives government understands its predicament,
however, and is actively attempting to diversify its economy to
avoid being permanently dependent on a sector like tourism,
which it knows from its neighbors has significant downside
risks. 43 It has also set a maximum goal of 160,000 tourists, has
restricted development on several main atolls, has prohibited
spear fishing, and is now trying to cope with the litter created
by modern tourism. In short, on many tourism development
fronts the mini-country appears to be developing its tourism in-
dustry with care and concern. It is hoped that it can avoid losing
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Table 7.1. Arrivals to the Maldives from the top ten source
countries, by nationality’, 1980–1986.

Market 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 % change
1985–1986

West
Germany

11,085 15,352 19,226 21,307 22,101 29,101 30,820 5.9

Italy 7,359 9,963 12,863 14,181 17,026 17,525 19,049 8.7

Japan 595 1,165 1,380 1,844 7,264 14,117 9,422 –33.3

France 4,776 6,126 6,839 4,935 6,476 7,826 7,327 –6.4

Switzerland 2,332 3,690 4,512 4,412 4,990 6,337 6,793 7.2

Australia 261 413 638 1,022 2,937 5,833 — —

UK 1,217 2,323 3,117 2,934 3,732 4,840 — —

Austria 1,397 1,811 2,138 2,265 2,884 4,634 — —

Sweden 2,323 2,314 1,566 1,214 1,564 3,029 — —

Netherlands 160 476 509 704 1,530 1,859 — —

Other 10,502 16,725 21,623 19,345 13,278 19,453 34,589 —

Total 42,077 60,358 74,411 74,163 83,814 114,554 108,000a –5.3

a. Estimate.

control of this volatile industry by allowing foreign investment
concessions and luxury imports to erode its base for building a
sound tourism industry. 44

Still, outside of a bit of friction with Sri Lanka over air
transport, the Maldives is blessed with a heritage of indepen-
dence for most of its existence, a homogeneous population, and
no external enemies—rather an idyllic situation by South Asian
standards. It remains to be seen whether tourism can appre-
ciably ease the poverty of the island, but the country has ap-
proached tourism development with considerable intelligence.
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8
Nepal and Bhutan: Two

Approaches to Shangri-La

THE HIMALAYAN kingdoms of Nepal and Bhutan are distin-
guished by their spectacular mountain scenery, their ancient
religious culture, and their monarchies, but their approach
toward outside visitors has differed markedly in recent years.

NEPAL
The wildest dreams of Kew are the facts of

Kathmandu.
—Rudyard Kipling

Nepal remained quite isolated until the 1950s when a motorable
road was constructed from the Indian border to the capital city
of Kathmandu. Bhutan has still more recently emerged from
isolation. Prime Minister Nehru of India rode donkey-back into
Thimphu, the capital, in 1958. Today there is a motorable road
into the capital and even regular flights.

Nepal was sealed off from all but a few by a succession of
hereditary Ranas (Prime Ministers) who kept the country off
limits to overseas visitors for over a century. Although never
deposing the monarchy, like the shoguns of Japan, the Ranas
usurped de facto power. The Chinese invasion of Tibet signaled
a change from business as usual in Nepal. The Nepali-Tibetan
border was sealed and the remnants of an ancient and lucrative
trade between the two countries ended. New sources of income
were needed, particularly as thousands of Tibetans fled Tibet
and became refugees in Nepal. In 1951, the Ranas were over-
thrown and the monarchy took de facto as well as de jure
control. 1 In 1952 the nation tentatively opened its borders. At
the time of the 1956 coronation of King Mahendra cars for
the event were carried in over the mountains on cables to
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Kathmandu. Following the development of the airport in 1954,
Thomas Cook organized the first tour in 1955. 2 As late as 1965,
however, there were only 125 miles of paved road in the entire
country, and 90 percent of the pavement was the road between
Raxaul on the Indian border and Kathmandu. 3

Initial tourist traffic was primarily composed of moun-
taineers attracted to the unmatchable climbing opportunities
and later low-budget youth who were looking for a different
kind of high from cheap drugs and an inexpensive life-style.
Although Nepal’s clientele has diversified greatly since the
mid-1960s, when the only hotel of any star was the old Royal,
Nepal continues to be heavily dependent on tourist conditions
in India and the rest of South Asia. In most cases Nepal is
part of a much larger regional or international tour rather than
the destination. Sixty-two percent of international tourists stay
fewer than seven days. 4 Although Nepal has good relationships
with all its neighbors, its heavy dependence on air connections
means that it tends to be affected by the pronounced seasonality
of tourist arrivals in adjacent countries like Pakistan, India, and
Bangladesh. Although the annual monsoons do curb trekking,
for many international visitors Nepal could be a year-round des-
tination. The government is currently attempting to make that
point with travel operators. 5

The only country with which there is much land traffic is
India. Indians also constitute Nepal’s largest tourist clientele,
but usually Indians are not figured into the international tourist
figures, because Indian tourists are generally not a source of
foreign exchange. The Indian rupee is accepted as local cur-
rency in much of Nepal. Political conditions in all surrounding
countries affect landlocked Nepal, but so far tourist arrivals
have kept pace or exceeded tourist infrastructure so that Nepal
has not been much affected by erratic conditions elsewhere.

Today, tourism is Nepal’s largest source of foreign exchange,
bringing in over 50 million dollars to the struggling economy in
1983. 6 But that often seems to give little satisfaction to either
the travel industry or the government for neither has found that
Nepali tourism has met their objectives.

The industry, which has a vested interest in expansion and,
unfortunately to a certain extent, overcapacity, has found
Nepal’s tourism development too episodic and its infrastructure
too limited, incentives too irregular, and government concerns
about the industry too petty. For example, the industry is frus-
trated that the country has not implemented a ten year tourism
master plan developed by German advisors in 1968. 7
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What it does not recognize is the fact that Nepal is beseiged
with master plans that do not bear any relationship to revenue.
Nepal is like Bangladesh in the sense of being heavily de-
pendent on foreign aid. As a consequence, its plans are de-
signed to apply for aid, not to spend it. Budgeting in Nepal is
not an activity that occurs once a decade, once every five years,
or once a year. It is continuous, unpredictable, and as a matter
of survival is highly conservative and contingent in nature. 8

The tourist industry’s complaint is that Royal Nepal Airlines
Corporation (RNAC) is often short of planes, though it is ac-
knowledged that landing strips and airport facilities in general
have been significantly improved in the last ten years. The Asian
Development Bank (ADB) has extended several loans for such
development because air travel is of central importance in a
country like Nepal. Not only do 85 percent of all tourists come
by air, but the economy as well as health of the country as a
whole depends on air connections to remote areas.

Particularly annoying to the travel industry is the fact that
it is so dependent on an airline that clearly has tourism as
only one of its priorities. As its name implies, the RNAC is
available to the ruling family, which has on occasion disrupted
schedules by using previously committed planes. This is obvi-
ously an enormous irritant to tour operators who are also faced
with problematical flying weather during part of the year. The
industry’s solution would be to allow charters access to Nepal,
but the RNAC is opposed. We have already seen that the in-
jection of charters greatly weakens the leverage a government
or a national carrier has over the tourist industry, though it gen-
erally assists expansion of tourist arrivals. Charters also reduce
net foreign exchange receipts because of the deals struck and
increased competition for the national carriers. Although the
RNAC’s domestic flights are heavily subsidized, much of its
profit is generated by its international flights, which might be
diminished with charters. The industry is not persuaded. “In
monetary terms RNAC only makes 40% (US $11 million) of its
revenues in foreign exchange, but it is subsidizing air transpor-
tation for locals in the kingdom.” 9

Is the RNAC really doing anything so bizarre? Most de-
veloping countries underwrite or defray some of the costs of
essential services. Actually, in many cases, it is the local popu-
lation that should feel aggrieved because tourists are frequently
given priority on flights, especially to the more remote areas,
and Nepalese citizens are prevented from using the few flights
available. 10
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The industry, which is quick to complain about import duties
on transport vehicles and the like, is also rather breezy in
sweeping away complaints of foreign exchange leakage, which
by their own estimates runs between 45 and 75 percent of all
foreign exchange earned by tourism. “But as Nepal has few
manufactured goods, the anxiety appears to be superficial. The
country can earn enough revenue on the labour employed and
on retailing in the service industry.” 11

But can it? Does tourism have a comparative advantage over
other development options when such costs are computed? The
government has not been able to do such calculations with
much precision and the industry quite naturally is not eager to
develop data that questions tourism’s development role. In fact,
the industry is annoyed that although there are no foreign ex-
change limitations for tourism imports, the industry’s receipts
are credited at a slightly lower rate of exchange than that at
which it is permitted to withdraw them.

In general, the government has pursued tourism because it
sensed it had few alternatives. For the same reason, the World
Bank assisted Nepali tourism until the Bank’s general retreat
from tourism projects. In 1977 the World Bank financed a major
tourism feasibility study; 2,200 pages later it was completed,
but by that time the World Bank had decided not to finance any
new projects. 12 Government tourism policy has, like its overall
planning, been subject to fits and starts, but it has never ap-
proached tourism as anything more than a necessary evil.

In contrast to the other South Asian countries we have con-
sidered, the Tourist Department of Nepal is not a corporation.
It does almost no overseas promotion, instead relying on the
RNAC and the private sector for most publicity. 13 Recently,
the government has set up a joint venture with the private
sector and the Nepal Tourism Promotion Board with a fund of
US$500,000. Half of the funds were provided by Royal Nepal
Airlines, 25 percent by the Ministry of Tourism, and the rest by
various private tourist-related businesses. 14

The government’s objectives in developing tourism are set
out in the 1975–1980 Five Year Plan: to earn foreign exchange,
increase employment in rural arts and crafts, and to reduce
regional income disparities by appropriate siting of tourist fa-
cilities and by encouraging regional and intraregional tourism.
The development of internal transportation infrastructure, such
as the Kathmandu to Pokhara road, should help to achieve these
latter objectives.
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Cognizant of the fact that low-budget travelers do not bring
much foreign exchange into the economy, the government has
encouraged affluent visitors by developing such specialty
wildlife viewing sites as Tiger Tops, Elephant Camp, and Gaida
Wildlife Camp—all within Royal Chetwan National Park. The
Dhukikhel Mountain Resort, just one hour from Kathmandu,
is ideal for viewing the Himalayas, and is another attempt to
capture the tourist currency. 15

Nepal’s most controversial effort, however, is the single
government-controlled casino at the Soaltee Oberoi Hotel on
the outskirts of Kathmandu. It has become a major attraction,
especially for Indian tourists, who are several countries away
east or west from any alternative casino. 16 Nepali citizens are
not allowed in the casino, because the reason for its existence
is to entertain tourists and earn foreign exchange. 17

Actually, Nepal has a rather good foreign exchange situation
and so it is rather ironic that the biggest claimant on it is the
tourist industry. In 1979, 30 percent of the foreign exchange
spent went to support tourism. 18 By 1983, tourism’s demands
for imports consumed 70 percent of the US$50 million earned
by tourism. 19 Because of this, the government is investigating
possibilities for import substitution, but the opportunities to cut
down much on imports are not apparent. As former tourism
minister Harka Gurung wryly observed, “One can’t talk about
percentages unless there are alternatives.” 20

French consultants have been instrumental in Nepal’s
tourism planning and the French constitute the second largest
group of foreign tourists in Nepal. In 1979, the government
commissioned a study by PATA to develop Pokhara and two
other valleys as tourist centers. This has become an important
first step toward diffusing tourism from its present over-concen-
tration in the Kathmandu Valley.

Since the political system is not an open, competitive one,
it is difficult to generalize about the political problems tourism
may have created, but they no doubt encouraged the gov-
ernment’s interest in emphasizing mountain tourism, which
would reduce the tourist pressure on the Kathmandu Valley.
But, as we shall see later, mountain tourism has its own
problems. Clues to political problems lie in other facets of the
tourism plan adopted or the aid sought.

UNESCO aid is designed to protect and preserve major cul-
tural sites from automobile pollution, theft, or destruction of na-
tional antiquities by souvenir-hungry tourists. The Pacific Area
Travel Association has also evinced interest in recent years in
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national historic preservation. In fact, in 1980 and 1981 the
first and second PATA Heritage Awards were given to Nepali
projects. In 1983, the PATA International Tourism and Heritage
Conservation Conference was held in Nepal.

PATA’s efforts, begun in 1977, were designed to counter
charges that tourism destroys culture. Its first award went to
the Dwarika Village Hotel, a modest complex, but one that has
utilized Nepali treasures and antiquities in its design and dec-
oration. Although one may wonder if it is really conservation
in the purest sense to utilize “16th century screens” and “14th
century inlaid window frames” in a hotel, 21 in the context of
Nepal’s stage of development that is probably as close to
museum protection as they could have. Unfortunately, doors,
windows, and whole walls were hacked up for foreigners to cart
away in the 1960s. Moreover, the Dwarika Village Hotel has
committed 50 percent of its earnings to preservation work.

In 1981, the PATA Heritage Award went to three cities in
Nepal for their restoration. Bhaktapur, a city that is being re-
stored by a joint Nepali-German project begun in 1974, has
completed its first phase of preservation. The restoration has
not only secured and protected the site, it has also brought
more tourists and new sources of employment in the handicrafts
bazaar and cafe. 22

As one whose travels to Nepal were in the mid-1960s and
early 1970s, this writer thinks that on balance tourism has un-
questionably meant more preservation of artifacts than their
destruction. Even the plunder of some homes and temples by
Nepalis for carvings to sell to tourists might have as easily come
about for use as firewood in some quarters of Nepal.

It is encouraging that the government’s desire to preserve
its heritage is being supported both financially and in terms of
expertise by some international organizations. It is also just, for
the international community and particularly the tourists will
benefit at least as much as the Nepali citizens whose immediate
development priorities are directed more toward mere survival.

Unfortunately, there are points at which Nepali survival and
tourist needs are juxtaposed. A still wider range of Nepal is af-
fected by the tourist pressure on food supplies. Consumption by
tourists frequently causes shortages of milk and meat for the
local population. This situation may worsen in the near future
as the government strives to reduce foreign exchange leakage
through imports and seeks to introduce the quality controls
that may make more Nepali foodstuffs “fit” for international-
standard hotels and restaurants. Even among Nepali groups
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supportive of tourism, problems can occur. Begging, prosti-
tution, black marketeering, and drug dealing have been
common spillover effects of concern to the government, reli-
gious authorities, and overall population. 23

Mountain Tourism
Mountaineering may avoid some of the social problems of
tourism concentrated in Kathmandu. Trekkers stay longer, live
off the local economy, and may help diffuse some of the tourism
receipts to the 95 percent of the population that makes a living
from agriculture. Mountain tourism may allow local commu-
nities with too many people overworking too little tillable land
(83 percent of the land is Himalayan or sub-Himalayan) to
switch to tourist-related services as guides, porters, and food-
stall entrepreneurs. Sherpa guides currently earn two times the
national average despite the seasonality of their work. Bridges,
roads, sanitation, health and rescue improvements, and elec-
tricity have tended to develop more quickly in areas of interest
to tourists.

There are costs in mountain tourism, however. First, much
of the work is seasonal. Although such tourism supports 40
trekking agencies and employs 350 people full-time, over 7,000
are employed only during trekking season. 24 Second, scarce
food supplies in remote areas may be diverted to trekker
tourists, resulting in hardship, inflation, and accelerated mal-
nutrition for some. However, many Sherpas have bought
yaks—important sources of protein—with their earnings. But
the yaks create fodder shortages. Deforestation, pollution,
tourist security, and health become major hurdles of mountain
tourism.

The government is ill-equipped to deal with problems such
as deforestation in the remote areas. Nepal’s forests are
common property and thus are seen as no one’s responsibility.
25 Moreover, since the forest is common land and farmland is
private, there are no incentives to reforest areas that are cut
over. From 1964 to 1975 over a third of Nepal’s forest disap-
peared. Perhaps two-thirds are gone by now. This is despite the
fact that Nepal has one of the world’s lowest rates of energy
consumption. Yet most of the energy consumed is in the form
of wood. As a political problem, it is most difficult to tackle.
Government control in forested areas is uneven and irregular
at best. Although up to half of all landslides are caused by de-
forestation, alternative energy sources are difficult to find. The
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village level is appropriate for doing something about the prob-
lem, but the village that deforests is not always the one that
bears the price. Nor does the problem remain Nepal’s. Floods
in India and Bangladesh are sometimes the result of Nepal’s in-
ability to manage the forests. 26

The tourist immensely compounds the deforestation
problem. Although only about 16 percent of all Nepal’s tourists
come for trekking and mountain-climbing, they still constitute
over 25,000 a year! Each trekker needs about 234 pounds of
firewood for a 15-day trek and support staff about half that
much. Currently only 7 percent carry their own fuel—usually oil.
27

Two other problems upset the ecology. The first is pollution.
Because no one wants to carry anything longer than needed,
litter is dropped along trails. The increase in litter even on Mt.
Everest has been dramatic, with sanitation problems a close
second. “The Trashing of Shangri-La,” as it has been called, is
at last getting attention. 28 Probably the groups most involved
in the situation and most prepared to do something about it
are not the government but the trekking associations. One en-
couraging sign of responsibility came in 1984 when a team of
Nepalese Sherpa guides, trekking companies, and international
supporters developed an expedition designed to take more off
the mountains than they brought. More than 1,000 bags of trash
were brought off of just the lower elevations of Mt. Everest.
Another expedition also took place in 1984, supported by the
Earth Preservation Fund. According to the group’s organizer, a
Sherpa, “It is not very glamorous to come to the world’s highest
peak to pick up trash. But unless we begin to, we are worried
people may not come at all.” 29

A plan to deal with the problem on a permanent basis has
not been determined. Mountain explorers like the late Sir
Edmund Hillary favored a tax earmarked for mountain cleanup.
Such an approach would create jobs for villagers in the process.
The Tourism Ministry fears that such a tax might lead to a de-
cline in mountain climbing. In 1982 the government collected
nearly US$400,000 from royalties and trekking fees, a small
portion of which went to the Nepal Mountaineer Association
and the National Parks. All the more reason, say tax advocates,
why one should not jeopardize the beauty and loveliness of an
area that a $3 head tax might prevent.

Other suggestions such as dispersal of climbers, which is fa-
vored by the International Union of Alpinists, might postpone
mountain tourism’s decline and alleviate the worst defores-
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tation, but they do not get at the crux of the pollution problem.
30 Further, the government is reluctant to disperse tourists both
for security reasons and for the safety of villagers and tourists
alike. The government is already desperately overextended in
its efforts to monitor tourism and is not eager to compound its
problems.

One possibility that the government is considering would
reduce the exploring experience but stabilize the environment
somewhat. That is to require bottled fuels and to develop per-
manent campsites complete with latrines on some of the most
frequently used routes. That this can be done unobtrusively
and thereby keep environment and experience intact has been
demonstrated in the U.S. National Parks. Should the govern-
ment decide on such a course the implementation of such a
program is still many years off.

Another social problem associated with mountain tourism is
less well recognized. This is a phenomenon known as “trekker
medicine.” In some areas far from government clinics, villagers
have come to depend on free medical advice and medicine given
by tourists. The problem as two doctors have described it is
that, although the tourist is pleased to be helpful and the vil-
lager is grateful for medicine, it may be counterproductive in
the long run.

Trekker medicine is often practiced by tourists who have no
specialized medical knowledge, but who have come to Nepal
equipped with powerful and sometimes dangerous drugs supplied
by doctors in their own countries. Amateur treatment for illness
is common and can be harmful…. Trekkers rarely see the good
or bad results of their treatment as they must move on to a new
village every day…. A Nepali villager loses both if he recovers or
gets worse. If he recovers he will turn away from medical ser-
vices provided by the Government, as he will learn that he does
not need to go to a hospital or a health post; tourists will provide.
If his illness gets worse he will turn away from Western medicine
in any form and he will begin to lose faith in this form of healing.
31

Though the public has had little or no opportunity to applaud
or deplore government action with respect to tourism since
Nepal permits no political parties or free press to function, the
Nepal government has tried, it would appear, to keep a concept
of the public interest in mind as it has developed tourism. That
becomes harder and harder to do as programs expand and their
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social impact is felt belatedly. Also, tourism has a way of fre-
quently being in either a boom or bust mode in developing coun-
tries—neither of which is conducive to thoughtful development.

Nepal has tried to anticipate such problems, for example
banning further hotel construction in 1979, lifting it in 1981,
and again banning construction in 1984. 32 Tourism is a very
hard industry to fine tune, however, for infrastructure takes a
long time to develop and bribes in the hotel industry are as com-
monplace as in all other sectors of the economy. Today over-
capacity of luxury hotels is coupled with a shortage of power,
planes, and petrol. Yet the government has every incentive to
develop tourism successfully as the Royal Family is heavily in-
vested in every phase of its operations from tour operators to
the casinos. 33

One worrisome note: Nepal may be heading toward more
resort development. 34 That would probably be a mistake.
Whereas wildlife viewing and trekking build on what Nepal al-
ready has, resorts require what it has not—roads, planes, im-
ported fixtures, and conveniences—and they divert resources
from the basic needs of citizens to the recreational comforts of
leisure visitors. That is bad economics and in the long run it is
bad politics.

BHUTAN
Tourism in Bhutan today is reminiscent in many ways of the
pattern in which Nepal tourism began in the late 1950s. Though
Bhutan has not encouraged trekking, both countries were ex-
tremely impoverished nations who opened to tourism by being
very selective and permitting only a few affluent visitors, cu-
rious about the exotic and remote culture of their mountainous
kingdoms. There, the Bhutanese insist, the similarities end.
Bhutan feels that Nepal has sold its soul for tourism, something
the Bhutanese argue will not happen in Bhutan. Harka Gurung
contends that Bhutan is simply putting the best face it can on its
small tourism program, and that Bhutan’s tourism is limited less
by Bhutan’s goals than by the fact that India will not approve
any more permits to Bhutan. It may be too soon to characterize
Bhutanese tourism development. 35

Certainly its apparent reasons for allowing tourism are most
unusual: its political independence may depend on it. Bhutan’s
tourism program is the youngest and most limited in South Asia.
In fact, Bhutan might have chosen to remain isolated and de-
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pendent upon India had not developments occurred in neigh-
boring Sikkim that led to Indian takeover of Sikkim in 1973.
Both Sikkim and Bhutan had treaties with India, written in
1949–1950, which recognized a degree of Indian hegemony.
However Bhutan has always been the more independent of the
two, and in fact secured United Nations membership under
Indian sponsorship in 1956. 36

Sikkim’s loss of independent identity in 1973 was followed
shortly thereafter by Bhutan’s decision to open its doors,
however cautiously, to commercial interests and outside vis-
itors. The decision may also reflect the interests of the young,
western-educated ruler, Jigme Singye Wangchuk. In any case,
the Organization of the National Tourism Promotion and Bhutan
Travel Agency were created in 1974 and placed under the di-
rection of a member of the royal family, the ruler’s represen-
tative in the Ministry of Finance. Although Bhutan maintains
only three embassies abroad—in India, Bangladesh, and at the
United Nations in New York—the Bhutan Travel Agency has a
division, called the Bhutan Travel Service, in New York. 37

To the degree that other nations and their traveling citizens
see Bhutan as a separate political entity, Bhutan’s legitimacy as
an independent country is enhanced. Tourism then provides a
form of political leverage against potential Indian territorial am-
bitions. Also, the small number of tourists constitute Bhutan’s
largest and chief source of foreign exchange. Figures differ but
tourism contributes from US$630,000 to $1,000,000 annually to
the tiny kingdom. 38

More than any other South Asian country, Bhutan has
chosen to cater to a select clientele of higher-income tourists.
Aware and critical of Nepa-lese tourism development,
Bhutanese planners built limited, high-quality facilities and re-
stricted tourists to those on expensive group tours. The gov-
ernment allows only about 200 tourists at a time and only three
or four towns are open to foreigners. Even then there are some
Bhutanese who are raising objections to their presence. In the
1980s, protests were voiced in the National Assembly, 39 which
has led to foreigners being banned from most festivals.

Though luxury tourism is often a mistake for developing na-
tions, Bhutan has cast tourism to its specifications rather than
the other way around. It has provided comfortable facilities, but
not extravagant ones, and by catering to affluent travelers it
has assured that tourism pays its way. The clientele is given a
sampling of Bhutanese culture but few concessions are made to
the visitor’s non-Bhutanese interests. Hence, there are handi-
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crafts available but not girls, casinos, nightclubs, or amusement
parks. Relatively little employment is generated from the small
scale of Bhutanese tourism but a comparatively high return on
investment is achieved. If it were larger it would be harder to
control. Corruption is a problem in Bhutan and a larger tourism
program would probably encourage it as has happened else-
where. Kept small, tourism has also remained the monopoly of
the king’s relatives. 40

A more sizeable tourism program would also be extremely
vulnerable to India’s reactions. Bhutan still depends on India
for tourist access and India has on occasion proved an obstacle
to their entry to Bhutan. India has postponed an air route from
Calcutta and continues to control exit passes from India to
Bhutan. 41 As it is, Bhutan accomplishes most of its political
objectives and some economic ones as well from the small
program. Moreover, the affluent clientele is probably a more in-
fluential one than larger numbers of low-income travelers would
be.

Bhutan has gambled that it can use tourism to protect its
tenuous independence from India. In doing so it has also
gambled that it can protect its cultural integrity from tourists.
If it succeeds it may also win the most important jackpot, the
retention of its youth, who today show signs of disaffection from
the traditional lifestyle of Bhutan. Tourism can be an instrument
for both modernization and cultural preservation. In Bhutan the
experiment unfolds.

The political dimensions of Bhutanese and the other tourism
policies have certainly not been exhausted by the material in
this and the preceeding chapters. Subnational politics has been
all but ignored; international and regional collaboration and
competition have scarcely been mentioned. The role of labor
exportation to the Middle East has had a profoundly negative
effect on the quality of low and modestly skilled labor in the
tourism industry in Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and Sri Lanka,
even as it has boosted or strained the capacity of airline service
to the region. Labor remittances have offered an alternative
source of foreign exchange to tourism and other exports. This
has not been studied here.

Still, the political dimensions have been explored for Nepal
and Bhutan and the other nations in South Asia in greater detail
than will be possible for other areas and political systems in this
volume—and that has been deliberate. From these seven na-
tions with their varied terrain, cultures, and sizes have emerged
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seven distinctly different combinations of political objectives,
needs, and impacts derived from using or attempting to use
tourism as a force for national development.

What all of the preceeding chapters illustrate are not only
the complex political dimensions important in understanding
tourism policy and why it is or is not supporting national ob-
jectives. This scrutiny also demonstrates the salience and im-
portance of tourism policy even in an area and among nations
not notably significant in terms of global tourism. If tourism has
these kinds of repercussions, interests, and political goals, by
what rationale can tourism continue to be ignored by social sci-
entists in areas like Europe, Japan, Africa, or the Caribbean,
where its political and economic dimensions loom so much
larger? The countries treated here were not selected because
they represented the countries where political considerations
were most salient. Rather, they were selected because they il-
lustrate that even in countries not known for their tourism de-
velopment, tourism is playing an often enormous political role.
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9
Exploring Alternative
Strategies for Tourism

Development: Is There a
Better Way?

AS PREVIOUS chapters have illustrated, developing tourism is not
nearly as simple or as certain as most policymakers assume
when tourism is adopted as a development strategy. Moreover,
as case studies demonstrate, political needs often drive eco-
nomic plans, sometimes with disastrous effects as in the Philip-
pines, in other cases with mixed or even positive effects as in
Bhutan.

Furthermore, although tourism can build on natural re-
sources, their presence or even absence does not determine the
success of a tourism policy. The mini-state of Singapore and the
British crown colony, Hong Kong, reap far more from interna-
tional tourists than do any of the countries considered in this
book. Yet neither has the tourist attractions, historical and re-
ligious treasures, scenic diversity, or cultural riches of the na-
tions considered in these case studies. What they do have is
superbly convenient locations and political stability.

Far too often tourism policy and infrastructure development
proceeds from an inventory of beaches, historical sites, and po-
litical intentions to bid for future mega events like the Olympics,
Asian Games, or major conferences. If natural tourist attrac-
tions were all that mattered, Uganda, South Africa, and Haiti
would be top contenders and Singapore would have no visitors
at all.

Tourism policy cannot be compartmentalized, adopted, and
implemented in a vacuum. It is too critically dependent on the
acceptance by the host population, internal political stability,
and the fickle tastes of outsiders. Therefore it is imperative that
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these actual preconditions be thoroughly understood before
tourism development proceeds or expands or becomes a com-
mitment to a single development path.

When this is understood several factors become clear. First,
the strident critique of multinational firms in the travel industry
is misplaced. These firms are not the villains for promoting
a type of tourism that provides the criteria by which tourism
policies are currently evaluated—numbers of arrivals and
amount of revenue achieved. They can deliver high volume and
high gross foreign exchange earnings if there is political sta-
bility. Until policymakers demand figures on net foreign ex-
change earnings and alternative possible returns on capital and
labor projected for investment in tourism, they will not be pro-
vided. Such figures are, after all, difficult to calculate and multi-
national firms cannot be obliged to collect data contrary to their
own interests. Government planners and particularly tourism
departments and agencies must be required to move beyond
simplistic gross figures.

Second, even in developed countries tourism development
has not been understood as the complex social and political phe-
nomenon it truly is. Economic considerations—short-term ones
at that—have dominated policy-making. Recently, nations such
as New Zealand, the United States, and Canada are becoming
more aware of the dangers of that approach.

The situation, however, is much more complex and poten-
tially tragic in developing nations where economic resources
and political stability are often in short supply and where almost
the entire infrastructure for tourism will be built with foreign
goods, controlled by foreigners, and used by foreigners and
where all too often profits will not remain in the country.

Third, hosts and guest populations need to not only be con-
sidered in the planning for their successful co-existence, they
must come to positively value each other if tourism is to be a
stable and long-term component of the economy. That will re-
quire careful study. Too often only the tourist is considered and
then only in terms of comforts most already enjoy in abundance
at home. The local population is seen only narrowly as a source
of labor supply.

Even without clear villains, there can be victims of tourism
development and usually they are the local population tourism
was ostensibly designed to help. I say ostensibly because not
even an autocrat builds a tourism program on the announced
premise of providing an oasis for strangers to enjoy at bargain
rates. Unfortunately, that is often all that is created.
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A Franco, a Marcos, or a Duvalier may always exploit
tourism for their own personal political needs. There is no easy
way to control that except with a clear notion of what tourism’s
dynamics are; then it may be possible to challenge such building
sprees and other excesses and to guide development into more
economically and socially constructive channels. Ultimately,
even their motives and solid development could be made more
compatible. The opposition to ill-conceived development plans
cannot be expected to come wholly or even primarily from
public sector agencies although those in planning offices must
themselves understand what constitutes appropriate tourism
development.

Interest groups, other political elites, local communities,
and, ideally, the leadership must understand that tourism is ab-
surdly easy to sabotage and that it can be vulnerable if devel-
opment is not handled well. In addition, and especially in the
absence of countervailing forces, international aid and loan con-
sortiums also need to monitor tourism development in the coun-
tries with which they interact. Yet here again, because tourism
is not a basic needs sector, it is little understood even in devel-
opment circles until it goes awry. This was belatedly acknowl-
edged by the World Bank when it discontinued direct tourism
development loans in 1980.

Unfortunately, most how-to-do-it kits for tourism devel-
opment have come in the form of advice from the World Tourism
Organization or large travel industry firms interested in pro-
moting this or that destination. As shown in the case studies
of Sri Lanka, Nepal, and the Philippines, their advice is often
at its best only concerned with large-scale, mass, or charter
tourism and at its worst self-serving and misleading. In any
event these organizations are concerned quite naturally with
developing tourism and not with using tourism as a vehicle for
development. Some may ask, can a policy do both? Theoreti-
cally, yes it can.

But in developing nations only a small percentage of the do-
mestic population has discretionary funds for travel, so tourism
is almost never a policy area in such countries primarily to
provide facilities for local residents. Only under the short-lived
Janata government in India was that a primary objective. It can
then be justified in poor countries only as it contributes to the
general economy. It is on this criterion that tourism is crudely
measured and on this basis that so many national policies are
found inadequate.
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In this chapter, the focus is on tourism options and on an ex-
ploration of ways in which alternative visions of tourism are and
could be implemented. Because so many forms of tourism cur-
rently exist, any call for totally new directions needs to specify
what should go and what should remain.

One thing this chapter will not decry is mass travel. Not
only is mass travel here to stay but in and of itself it is not
the problem. Indeed, it is ironic that many who write disparag-
ingly of tourists are in other spheres quite concerned about the
masses. After all, if the masses are worth our concern when
they are impoverished, should one begrudge them a chance to
travel in one of the least costly modes, the group tour?

I rather identify with Meg Greenfield’s essay “In Praise
of the Tourist,” which champions the tourist as “vulnerable,
normal, traditional and undramatic” in a world too often malev-
olent and hysterical. She even despairs of making them more
sensitive to the mores of their destination, which I am not yet
prepared to do.

For even if we succeed in eliminating downright indecency,
we will never be able to overcome the truly terrible aggregate ap-
pearance of our tourists. But I no longer want to. I have decided I
like it better the way it is….

The snobbish assumption is that the tourist presence is a des-
ecration of the sites they have come to inspect, but I have con-
cluded this is an inversion of the truth. The tourists, in their way,
humanize the monuments and redeem the history of the place
upon which they have descended. 1

The problem is less who travels; in fact, in many societies
tourism would be a better and less destabilizing force if more
had access to the discretionary funds necessary for travel. The
world needs more, not fewer, tourists. Therefore, this writer is
a bit suspicious of those policymakers who would have tourism
confined to small groups of individual tourists of the “upscale”
variety. The assumption is that more affluent tourists are better
for a destination, because they bring in more cash relative to
the intrusiveness of their presence. Hawaii, Bhutan, and the
Philippines under Marcos have argued for directing tourism in
such channels. As the case studies have illustrated, however,
luxury tourism tends to require more imports, to be more
capital-intensive, to be more dependent on outside control of
capital, to encourage more of a sense of conspicuous con-
sumption, and to result in a greater sense of relative depriva-
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tion than more modest facilities. Moreover, the infrastructure
for such tourists rarely is used by other than the elite of a given
destination be it in the developed world of Hawaii or the devel-
oping nation of the Philippines.

So mass tourism in and of itself cannot be the undiffer-
entiated or exclusive target; rather, it is many of the current
practices, development, and control surrounding it. Even if one
wanted to develop tourism alternatives that were not mass in
character, one would still be forfeiting 95 percent of all tourists
to the status quo. So although many alternatives may be small
in scale, they cannot set the boundaries for tourism policy.

MAJOR CONCERNS OF ALTERNATIVE TOURISM
ADVOCATES

It is probably impossible to categorize all the variants of tourism
now hovering under the umbrella of “alternative tourism,” but it
should be possible to explore at least some of the basic concerns
that encouraged these alternatives. The issue should be not just
alternatives to current large-scale tourism, but appropriate al-
ternatives. That is a more complicated concept, because appro-
priate alternatives may be culture-specific.

Many programs calling themselves alternative tourism are
concerned with scale. The high-rise luxury hotel with its im-
personal nature is alien to those who see it as an irritating
rather than relaxing venue, launching tourists into tour buses
with assembly-line precision. Home-like surroundings, where
companionship can thrive are to some the very definition of al-
ternative tourism. Home stays and bed-and-breakfast programs
are designed to humanize rather than commoditize the host-
guest relationship. They may be less expensive, but even when
they are not they are able to meet individual needs and respond
to both host and guest preferences. High-rise facilities may be
the most practical and appropriate lodgings, however, where
space is at a premium, like Singapore or Hong Kong, and where
power and water supplies are adequate. On beaches or in the
mountains such places may be aesthetically intrusive, economi-
cally unwise, and a drain on scarce power and water resources.

Sometimes the issue is cost. Pensions, family-owned small
hotels, hostels, churches, university dorms, and campgrounds
are also defined by some as alternative tourism. These accom-
modations and sometimes no-frill transportation are designed to
facilitate mass travel, not supplant it. Based on the assumption
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that people want to see the destination rather than the interior
of their hotel room or the movie on the plane, such tourism has
thrived in Europe and the United States.

The irony is that in the very developing countries that are
building the most lavish hotels far fewer facilities exist for
the budget traveler. Such nations have been quick to copy In-
tercontinentals and Hiltons, but not campgrounds or economy
lodgings. This happens not because the latter are uneconomic.
Actually, they are highly successful and certainly more appro-
priate to the international and the domestic traveler, requiring
less expensive infrastructure to build and less energy and im-
ports to maintain. That they are not being constructed reflects
elite tastes, political objectives, and, in some cases, private eco-
nomic considerations. Most of the ruling elite select accom-
modations fitting their tastes, which are usually upper middle
class and Western. A Hyatt or an Intercontinental hotel can be
opened with a flourish. To some, it symbolizes a world-class
destination. Forty or so modest motels built with the same in-
vestment, designed for use throughout the country by both
national and international visitors, do not showcase national
grandeur as well, though it might be a healthier reflection of the
country’s priorities.

Because of the political pretensions of many leaders, the
infrastructure built for tourists is generally in the luxury cat-
egory. Once the visitor opts for inside plumbing he or she may
have few choices. This is paradoxical for the Western tourist,
who, contrary to travel industry or regime rhetoric, does not
need this sybaritic luxury; the government does, for reasons
that have precious little correlation with development.

As Robert Wood explains, what currently is the status quo
need not be the case. Other options are feasible.

In Southeast Asia much more than in Europe, the hotel sector
is sharply bifurcated between cheap, traditional style facilities
and expensive, “international standard” hotels. Every government
in non-socialist Southeast Asia has opted for capital-intensive, in-
ternational standard hotels as the basis of its tourist industry.
This is a political choice, entailing the subsidy of the hotel sector
by the state, which has a number of cultural ramifications. A
strong case could be made for developing a type of tourism based
on modernizing and expanding the traditional accommodation
systems of the region, for example, the losmen in Indonesia.
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Given the extremely high import content of the luxury hotels
… the net foreign exchange gains of luxury tourism are often
quite small. 2

The smaller scale and more basic accommodations are seen
as important for alternative tourism whether tourists arrive as
individuals, small groups, or large tours. An exception is the
large convention, which, as long as it remains subsidized by
tax incentives, is likely to require large-scale facilities. Even
business travelers are increasingly seeking out small, un-
crowded but comfortable accommodations in good apartment
hotels or in special wings of more conventional hotels. Whereas
the business traveler, forced to travel frequently, recognizes the
more soothing psychic and physical comforts of human-scale en-
vironments, the chief impetus to those critical of the conven-
tional large hotel is aesthetic and ecological.

Aside from the question of appropriateness of such
enormous luxury hotels in the midst of urban ghettos in the
developing or developed world, they are particularly ecolog-
ically wasteful, not to mention impractical in developing na-
tions. Power outages and water shortages are a fact of life in
most such countries. Lobbies with waterfalls and massive pools
require obscene amounts of power and water to run. In one
poignant Public Broadcasting System video, Who Pays for Par-
adise?, residents of Gabon and the Ivory Coast were shown
hauling water on their heads in front of hotels with lavish pools.
Moreover, virtually all the equipment has been imported and is
subsidized by government tax concessions. 3

The luxury hotel in the developing nation requires excessive
monetary support, disproportionate water, energy, food, land,
and construction materials—all items in scarce supply. In some
island destinations, reefs are dynamited and fishing destroyed
so that beaches can be widened and swimming improved.

Special interest tourism has also been called alternative
tourism. A major and growing variant is sport tourism. The Hon-
olulu Marathon, for example, brought over nine million dollars
to the community in 1984 between when runners flew in and
when they limped out. 4 Golfing, diving, bird watching, fishing,
and skiing bring people of kindred interests together even as
such activities encourage receiving countries to protect and
preserve what the tourists came to enjoy. Trips to the Holy
Land, archaeological tours, travel for nostalgic purposes such
as the Reunion for Peace trips of veterans in the Philippines,
Roots tours to Gambia, religious pilgrimages, or other such
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specially motivated tourism tend to foster travel by individuals
deeply interested in at least some aspect of the countries they
visit, as opposed to the undifferentiated group tour.

Of course, sex tours represent an unhealthy and deeply re-
sented variant of the special interest tour, and one that creates
social and sometimes political problems for both the receiving
country and the tourist-generating party. Not all alternative
tours are necessarily appropriate.

Alternative tourism may also be concerned with authenticity.
Conventional tourism has been justifiably criticized as encour-
aging fantasy, escapism, pseudo-events, and what Dean Mac-
Cannell has called “staged authenticity” and “re-constructed
ethnicity.” 5 Most would acknowledge that fantasy and escapism
have their place in life, and places like Disneyland, Monaco,
and Tivoli Gardens do wonders for one’s spirit and capacity
for play and amusement. But luxurious enclaves in desperately
poor countries, financed in whole or in part by government,
delude visitors and further impoverish the citizens. They convey
an unreal image of the visitor to the host culture and a mis-
leading impression of the conditions in the country to the visitor.

Pseudo-events may be harmless, as Aloha Week is, designed
to enhance Hawaii with parade and musical events during the
low season. Other genuine celebrations and rituals, however,
may be corrupted and trivialized either by changing them, by al-
tering their time frame, repeating them too often, making them
more dramatic, or even allowing nonbelievers to see them and
merchants to hawk souvenirs of the event. Celebrations that
were once spontaneous and a source of joy to the participants
have become paid shows for visitors. Examples abound from In-
donesia to Spain.

In 1984, Reverend Peter Holden of the Ecumenical Coalition
on Third World Tourism, expressed at the Vatican Conference
on Tourism the problem of tourism too often corrupting and
displacing the authentic with the contrived. Few attending un-
derstood it as a problem as long as it was someone else’s
beliefs that were being caricatured. When Holden explained it
in terms of how they would feel if someone tried to turn the Holy
Mass or Communion into a tourist attraction—boiled down to
15 minutes, for which tickets were sold, cameras were flashing,
and people were being sold plastic relics—the other delegates
became apoplectic. “That couldn’t be done to the Holy Mass!”
“There’s no comparison.” They still did not understand, but
their reaction is not unlike the hurt and dismay others feel at
the commoditization of the sacred in their cultures. 6
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“Staged authenticity” is related to the pseudo-event. In most
cases tourists like to believe that they are being told the truth
about a destination or are getting a taste of what the place is or
was all about. Few may be well enough informed to distinguish
the accurate from the inaccurate, which leads to the selling of
“staged authenticity” Williamsburg and Pli-mouth Colony are
examples of where an authentic past has been reconstructed
with more or less attention to accuracy and detail.

Less careful examples of “staged authenticity” include such
spectaculars as that sponsored by the Church of Latter Day
Saints. “This is Polynesia,” a popular and expensive attraction
at their Polynesian Cultural Center in Laie, Hawaii, may be
harmless, but it is not particularly accurate. 7 Many “authentic”
tribal, native, and national dance performances put on for
tourists all over the world are in this category. They may be
perfectly good as entertainment, but many would be considered
patronizing or crude stereotyping by the people that are sup-
posedly being represented.

“Reconstructed ethnicity” has some of the characteristics of
“staged authenticity” in some tourist situations. “Reconstructed
ethnicity” has been defined by MacCannell as “the maintenance
and preservation of ethnic forms for the entertainment of ethni-
cally different others.” 8

In the Philippines, Thailand, and Indonesia, and at Hawaii’s
Polynesian Cultural Center, this has taken the form of the quasi-
cultural amusement park, where major tribal groups are rep-
resented, and “typical” dwellings, dances and handicrafts are
displayed. Although purporting to be authentic, the real em-
phasis is on making nonmodern groups look quaint and colorful.
Treated as an attraction rather than ethnography, this approach
could be rather innocuous, especially when compared with the
alternative, which may be guided tours fanning out through
one’s village, peering in windows and snapping photographs of
picturesque scenes. 9 Some groups find the cultural composites
like Nayong Filipino or Mini Indonesia crude and trivial because
they represent the dominant group’s decisions as to what is su-
perficially interesting about the minority groups’ cultures.

Where tourists are brought directly to a remote ethnic or
tribal group a different problem arises. The brochures that
lured travelers may be equally inadequate and may reinforce an
ethnic identity that is static at best and more commonly inac-
curate. Sometimes the expectations of visitors are comical, but
at other times they encourage the freezing of an evolving so-
ciety into what can become a caricature of its former identity.
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It is difficult to find concrete benefits in this type of ethnic tourism
for the people whose life is the attraction. The economic structure
is such that most of the money involved does not change hands
at the site…. Also, the kind of changes that are necessary to de-
velop a group for ethnic tourism rarely improves the lives of its
members as sometimes occurs in development for other forms of
tourism, i.e. historical shrines. 10

Even when the group’s qualities and values are extolled,
there is still a reification of a moment of the culture as per-
manent and unchanging. MacCannell calls a group “museu-
mized” when this happens. 11 If it takes place at another site,
however, as with the Polynesian Cultural Center or the
Philippine government’s Nayong Filipino, those hired to act out
a cultural role can at least treat it as a modeling or acting job.
When one’s own home is the stage set, there is little escape and
one is caught living a role created by others, for others, and for
which there is little compensation.

Coping with authenticity without destroying and trivializing
the genuine is a major concern of alternative tourism but it is
difficult to achieve. One group, including this writer, consciously
concerned with the need for alternative tourism, visited a fairly
remote village north of Chiang Mai, Thailand. Even though the
group traveled by small jeepneys (unobtrusive but scarcely ap-
propriate for the muddy, mountain roads), carried its own food
so as not to deplete local supplies, and tried to be courteous
and adaptable, it was still an awkward encounter that bridged
neither cultural differences, life-styles, nor led to any real un-
derstanding. The visitors came, asked many personal questions,
looked around, and left. The experience may have been au-
thentic. The larger issue is, did it really do host or guest any
good in an experiential sense?

Among those interested in authenticity and alternative
tourism, there is another debate over handicrafts, visual arts,
and the performing arts. Some decry all changes that appear
after the onslaught of tourists and particularly those that are
meant to appeal directly to the visitor. For example, are the
Indian Christmas ornaments, even if finely done and utilizing
traditional materials, a bastardization of craft skills? Some say
yes, because Christmas is an alien holiday, and though Indian
Christians do exist, these crafts are not from their heritage.
Others argue no, that Indians can respond to the market. Not
all their work must come from Moghul or Hindu traditions; it
is rather the quality of the work that distinguishes good crafts
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from airport art. A hastily and shoddily carved statuette of the
Hindu God Ganesh may be culturally authentic, but more a re-
flection of the loss of craftsmanship than changes in theme.

Disturbing to others is the growing tendency of crafts once
given as gifts, like Pacific tapas, now to be items of trade. Is
this type of commoditization of culture to be deplored or en-
couraged? Disagreement exists. Sometimes, there creeps into
the litany of tourist ills a certain “noble savage” perspective
where critics bemoan the loss of purity and innocence and sub-
sequent attendant commercialization of “once dignified, proud
peoples.” At the same time, Westerners may not lose much
sleep over decisions to sell their own antiques and quilts, or
change architectural style and furnishings with almost whim-
sical abandon. Who guards the guardians?

It is a worthwhile goal to pursue authenticity and cultural
preservation, but when one group—governmental or
private—attempts to define precisely what that shall entail, the
cultural coalition can quickly break down.

Robert Wood sees it as a methodological problem. “It is
striking how much of the writing on the cultural effects of
tourism treats culture as a unified reality set against the alien
intrusion of tourism. In part this is a unit-of-analysis question:
the tendency to study small-scale locales rather than larger
social units.” 12 Using nation-states does not resolve this prob-
lem, however, for some nations are quite small. Nor should one
argue that minorities are expendable, even though they are a
statistically tiny percentage of the whole nation. Unfortunately,
tourism does not come simply to nations, though national gov-
ernments tally the rewards. It often comes to “small-scale lo-
cales” and is no less an invasion simply because the tourists
arrive casually dressed and with bucks rather than bullets.
Wood is correct about the methodological problem from the
standpoint of research, but that is an academic question that in
no way diminishes the obligations of policymakers to their con-
stituents.

Wood later identifies the central research question. “Rather
than looking for international tourism’s impact on some un-
differentiated notion of culture, we need to ask how tourism
becomes a factor in these oppositions and helps shape the out-
comes of conflict.” 13
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Surely, too, the preservation of culture must mean more
than simply tradition. Franz Fanon expressed it well when he
stated: “Culture has never the translucidity of custom; it abhors
all simplification. In its essence it is opposed to custom, for
custom is always the deterioration of culture.” 14

Perhaps it makes an essential difference if the people af-
fected by tourism have a voice in determining its impact on
their lives. This leads to still another aspect on the alternative
tourism agenda: who controls the industry?

Control is a tricky concept, for it operates at several levels.
Some nations enjoy local control in terms of ownership of the
basic infrastructure for the tourism industry. That is small
comfort, however, if like Antigua, looking forward to a brisk
holiday season, a country discovers that Pan Am has dropped
the small nation from its routes. Similarly, local control in the
hands of a powerful few may be as intimidating as taking on
Hilton International if advocates with resources are not availa-
ble to represent the public interest in a more generic sense.

In some instances control involves an ownership issue, in
others a question of indigenous or expatriate labor, in other in-
stances the prerogatives of management, and equally as critical
a public voice in the pace, mode, direction, and monitoring of
the industry. From the case studies in Asia and the surveys from
public sector tourism development, it is clear that control in a
fundamental way is often denied those most affected and most
vulnerable.

The documentary Fire on the Water makes this point in a
particularly poignant way. Vietnamese refugees came to Texas
shores to make a living in the already marginal shrimp fishing
business. Competition with American fishermen who felt their
own livelihood threatened led to violence. Desperately poor
Vietnamese fishermen trashed the bay by over-fishing, even in
spawning areas. The end result was that the fishing industry
dramatically declined and leisure or resort boating is in the
process of replacing it. Some, including the director of the film,
suggest this was exactly as scripted. Some who sold rusting
hulks to the Vietnamese were on hand when the Americans and
Vietnamese fought each other to a standstill. With the shrimp
gone, the same individuals bought coastal land cheaply for
tourist development. 15

The problem of control is particularly acute in developing
nations where so many possess so little, including political
clout. Tourism is very seldom a public issue until it runs amuck.
As such, political elites are seldom constrained in their tourism
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initiatives by ordinary citizens. As we have seen in the Philip-
pines, authoritarian societies are not just unhindered by public
concerns, but if the elite places a priority on a particular style
of tourism, planning ministries and technocrats are a flimsy
barrier against the modern Marie Antoinettes or Napoleons.

Currently, Hawaii is struggling with how to balance the in-
terests of those who earn from tourism with those who burn
from it—in inflation, increased crime, congestion, and water
shortages. 16 Unfortunately, the latter seldom have the political
access of the advocates.

Even in democratic India, mega events like Asiad ’82 were
beyond parliamentary monitoring, while local land grabs in Goa
or the evictions of fishermen in Orissa meant that even when
tourism initiatives are not large-scale, those most basically af-
fected for their food and shelter can still be powerless to affect
the outcome of tourism. 17

The poignancy of the affected and their powerlessness is
captured in Cecil Rajendra’s poem.

WHEN THE TOURISTS FLEW IN

The Finance Minister said
“It will boost the Economy
The dollars will flow in.”

The Minster of Interior said
“It will provide full
and varied employment
for all the indigenes.”

The Minister of Culture said
“It will enrich our life …
contact with other cultures
must surely
Improve the texture of living.”

The man from the Hilton said
“We will make you a second Paradise;
for you it is the dawn
of a glorious new beginning!”

When the tourists flew in
our island people
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metamorphosized into
a grotesque carnival
—a two-week sideshow

When the tourists flew in
our men put aside
their fishing nets
to become waiters
our women became whores

When the tourists flew in
what culture we had went out the window
we traded our customs
for sunglasses and pop
we turned sacred cermonies
into ten-cent peep shows

When the tourists flew in
local food became scarce
prices went up
but our wages stayed low

When the tourists flew in
we could no longer
go down to our beaches
the hotel manager said
“Natives defile the sea-shore”

When the tourists flew in
the hunger and the squalor
were preserved
as a passing pageant
for clicking cameras
—a chic eye-sore!

When the tourists flew in
we were asked
to be “side-walk ambassadors”
to stay smiling and polite
to always guide
the “lost” visitor …
Hell, if we could only tell them
where we really want them to go! 18
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Alternative tourism is also concerned with social impact of
the tourist on the host society. Unlike the PATA tourism con-
ference that had as its theme “The Consumer, the Only One
that Really Matters” to some involved in alternative tourism,
the host society must ideally benefit from the encounter or
at least not suffer from it. In a developed society, that may
mean encouraging tourism that consists of locally owned and
managed establishments, assuring that city, county, and park
resources be adequately compensated for tourism, and in spon-
soring quality tourist experiences that local resident and visitor
alike can enjoy. It may mean encouraging the tourist to use local
transportation so that it is kept well utilized and up-to-date for
all. It may mean developing the kinds of tours that attract the
kind of visitors who add to, rather than detract, from the quality
of life. Although all such considerations are valid in developing
nations, the gap between the standard of living provided the
tourist and the resident population may be 500 years apart in
quality.

Whether in the desert, the mountains, or the seashore, alter-
native tourism is also attempting to cope with questions about
the carrying capacity of a destination. A case in point is beau-
tiful Hanauma Bay just a few miles from densely populated Hon-
olulu. It is a protected zone where the spectacular fish and
the reef are to be left undisturbed—except for the 12,000 vis-
itors that come to the small bay every day. By feeding the
fish, there has been no problem to date in keeping them in
the populated area, but the quality of experience in snorkeling
flipper-to-flipper on a Sunday afternoon is considerably dimin-
ished. Already, proposals to curtail traffic and congestion at the
site have been attempted. More ideas are needed. More than
aesthetics are at stake in the fragile deserts or mountain re-
gions where insensitively developed or too elaborate tourism
initiatives can threaten permanent damage to the more delicate
terrain. 19

One of conventional tourism’s saddest impacts in the de-
veloping world is the schism between leisured tourists and
the impoverished host culture. One form of alternative tourism
is that which facilitates two-way travel and low-cost domestic
tourism. Social tourism has been used to describe those tours as
well as ones designed for students, handicapped, workers, vet-
erans, and other groups unable to afford conventional travel. 20

Some such travel is specifically designed to alleviate stress or
extreme deprivation. Examples include travel and home stays
for children from battle-torn Northern Ireland or trips to the
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countryside for ghetto youth. Upward Bound is an American
program of travel and adventure designed for troubled adoles-
cents.

Some define their efforts at alternative tourism as involving
a basic effort to incorporate within the travel experience,
whatever its scale, a sensitivity to the culture and values of
the destination, a curiosity as to the genuine living conditions
of the people, a recognition of the common humanity of visitor
and resident, and the encouragement of respect and non-ex-
ploitative relationships between host and guest.

Alternative tourism then means a variety of concerns and re-
sponses, some focused on the tourist, some on the host culture,
some on the natural environment, and some on the political
environment. Various groups and governments prioritize these
issues quite differently. Even within the travel industry there
is a growing recognition that such concerns are not only legit-
imate, but represent opportunities as well as challenges to the
long-term development of the industry.

Tourism has been a force for preservation of both natural
beauty and manmade wonders. It has provided new markets
for crafts and musical traditions once threatened by extinction.
Although this book has been extremely critical of many of the
policy decisions taken to support tourism, it would be an over-
reaction to argue as some do that tourism is only a spoiler (see
Fig. 9.1). The challenge is to convince the international travel
industry and governments to think in new and innovative ways
to make the industry more socially responsible and thereby
more qualitatively satisfying to the visitor, more compatible
with local needs and interests. Tourism need not be only a zero-
sum game, where someone wins at another’s expense. Variable-
sum games are in the long-range best interests of the industry,
the consumer, and the resident. Ignoring this plays into the
hands of desperate terrorists, as the Philippines so clearly il-
lustrates. At this juncture, enough cases have been outlined,
enough concerns highlighted, that it seems appropriate to con-
sider not where we are and how we got there, but where do we
go from here.
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Figure 9.1. Tourism balance sheet

Benefits Costs
Economic Economic
Foreign exchange Inflation
Build on the existing
infrastructure

Foreign exchange leakage

Developed with local products and
resources

Seasonality of tourism
Unemployment

Spread development
Complement product of other
economic activities

Susceptible to political changes,
rumors, spread of disease,
economic fluctuation

Employment: full time, part time,
seasonal, unskilled

Unbalanced economic
development
Demonstration effects
Visual pollution
Destruction of resources

Sociocultural Sociocultural
Broadening of education Misunderstanding
International peace and
understanding

Stereotyping

Breakdown of language barriers,
social
or class barriers, religious
barriers, racial barriers

Xenophobia
Social pollution
Commercialization of the culture

Appreciation of one’s own and
other
sociocultural elements

Commercialization of religion
Commercialization of the arts

Demonstration effects
Prostitution
Conflicts
Crime

This table represents a sample of the kind of costs and benefits
attributed to tourism in the 1960s and 1970s. But it does not
balance; or is it supposed to?
SOURCE: Jafar Jafari. “Understanding the Structure of
Tourism.” In Tourism and Culture: A Comparative Perspective,
edited by Eddystone C. Nebel III, 67. New Orleans: University
of New Orleans, 1983.
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WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

The Role of Governments
Though a few governments like the United States have left
the bulk of tourism promotion and development to the private
sector, even there the pattern has changed as cities, counties,
states, and regions compete for tourism just as they cooperate
in many areas of promotion and research. Some functions, par-
ticularly environmental protection, cannot be left to the private
sector because of the shorter time frame and market consider-
ations of the latter. 21 Government has a potentially enormous
and positive role to play in terms of the scale, cost, pace,
control, and quality of tourism.

Unfortunately, governments take whatever elitist, distrib-
utive, or redistributive values they hold in other sectors into
tourism development. Still, most have developed policies that
call for consumer protection, zoning, environmental controls,
and fair trade. These are important in tourism development.
Government planners should incorporate growth into their in-
frastructure development, but it is increasingly clear that
tourism should be integrated into as diverse an economy as is
possible. The fickleness of the industry and its vulnerability to
terrorism, political instability, and economic recession means
that it should never be permitted to create a monoculture, par-
ticularly in island destinations that often assume they can have
no other option.

Gradual tourism development is far better for maintaining
a balanced and diversified economy. Moreover, it allows local
capital a continuing chance to invest. Destinations that em-
barked on crash tourism development as in Korea, the Philip-
pines, and the Republic of China did so at the expense of local
control. “The sheer scale and pace of hotel development in
many of these regions has been such as to exclude the possi-
bility of such development being carried out by domestic firms
alone.” 22 Gradual development prevents stresses and strains on
expanding infrastructure, and allows residents and the travel
industry to become acquainted without undue pressure. Coun-
tries as dissimilar as Switzerland and Bermuda illustrate that
where tourism is allowed to proceed gradually, the residents do
not get as tired of tourists and are less likely to take advantage
of them. Also, tourists do not get satiated with the latest “in”
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destination and forget it after one visit. Finally, the values of the
host society are more likely to be respected and protected if de-
velopment is phased.

Governments should take care that incentives to foreign in-
vestment are not made at the expense of local capital, and that
concessions in the form of tax holidays are not at the front end
of development. Incentives stacked too early in the investment
cycle can be disastrous for the economy and a disincentive to
continued good management, yet this is the current general
pattern. “Because the major benefits of Transnational partic-
ipation in the tourist industry are likely to occur during the
initial stages of their involvement, the host country may wish
to renegotiate the terms of a contract after a relatively short
and pre-determined period of time.” 23 Helping local business
thrive through enterprises such as regional or cooperative air-
lines and reservation chains can reduce dependence on foreign
timetables and profit margins.

Until recently, it has been assumed that the proper nation-
alist response to foreign investment has been to limit foreign
equity either entirely or to a minority share. More recent evi-
dence suggests that foreign management contracts without any
equity involvement, although quite common in the developing
world, have been a source of dissatisfaction in many countries.
For example, in a study of transnational corporate participa-
tion in Caribbean tourism, it was discovered that in every case
where transnational corporation (TNC) operations were unsatis-
factory to the government, the TNC was not financially involved;
in every satisfactory case there was financial involvement. 24

Although not all developing nations can or will choose to
avoid transnational management contracts, the United Nations
study of transnationals suggests that their use should be tem-
porary. 25 In fact, a government should reconsider its tourism
program’s emphasis on large-scale TNC involvement if the TNC
is unwilling to invest its funds. It may be that a different scale
and type of tourism is warranted or that government-sponsored
tourism is too risky at that juncture. It may also mean that the
plan is appropriate but that the TNC feels free to dictate terms,
in which case a government should prudently seek competition
among TNCs.

Some governments have also sought negotiating advice
from the United Nations and the World Tourism Organization.
Although these organizations are not entirely free of bias, they
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represent more disinterested advice than the TNCs or the travel
industry in general. As the United Nations study discovered in
conjunction with management contracts:

There may be a serious imbalance of knowledge and expertise be-
tween TNCs and owners of hotels in developing countries, par-
ticularly in the case of small countries at an early stage in their
development. It would therefore be advisable for these coun-
tries to have recourse to impartial and expert advice during con-
tract negotiations. It is also important for a developing country to
relate the cost of these contracts to its policy objectives. Manage-
ment fees may be excessive in relation to the return on capital, es-
pecially since most of the risk is usually borne by the host country,
either through direct equity participation or through guarantees
or loans. 26

Just knowing what options exist is an essential but over-
looked element in governments seeing that they stay in charge
of their tourism sector and that tourism supports rather than
retards overall national development. For example, in the
Caribbean some governments levy an excess profit tax on TNCs
to use for local training. Indigenization of the labor force, par-
ticularly supervisory and management positions, is very im-
portant in encouraging acceptance of tourism as well as pro-
viding quality employment for local residents.

Governments are tackling the propensity to import in
several ways. Some limit imports almost entirely, while others
like India link the relatively few imports allowed to a percentage
of foreign exchange earned. 27

Governments have a fundamental role in promoting do-
mestic tourism. Too often governments in developed countries
assume that economic well-being and the private sector make
the government’s role unnecessary. They may not recognize
indirect subsidies to the industry. In the United States and
some other nations, for example, business travel is supported
through preferential tax deductions. In developing nations do-
mestic tourism is usually seen as a frill that is at best an excuse
for rhetoric rather than policy. Where a policy, it often takes
the form of currency limitations and taxes that make outbound
travel prohibitively expensive. Such protectionist policies may
encourage some domestic travel, but curbing the freedom to
travel usually results in similar counter measures by other coun-
tries.
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In case studies from both developing and developed coun-
tries, it is apparent that domestic tourism can be an important
economic and political force for stabilizing tourism’s role in
development, encouraging national pride and integration, and
providing employment, quality leisure, and health and environ-
mental benefits. The presence of large numbers of domestic
tourists also operates to reduce the barriers that can develop
when tourists are always leisured and culturally different out-
siders.

Hawaii encourages domestic tourism by giving preferen-
tially low rates on hotels and transportation to kama‘ainas (res-
idents) and having free or discounted rates for popular tourist
attractions. Fiji and Jamaica see that rates for foreigners sub-
sidize considerably lower rates for domestic tourists.

The government ultimately sets the ground rules for do-
mestic tourism. Rest, leisure, holidays, and paid leave are in
many national constitutions. “The Constitutions of Spain and
Malta stipulate that citizens not only are entitled to rest and
paid leave, but cannot relinquish those rights under any circum-
stances.” 28 Generally, those constitutions that have such rights
are of fairly recent origin. The United States, for example, has
no such provision, but much of its labor legislation and union
activity have protected the right to paid leave.

Still, domestic tourism is a minority activity, even in much
of the developed world. In the United States, for example, only
a bare majority take an annual vacation. International tourism,
for all the vast increases, is also still confined to a relative few
despite its enormous economic and political influence. Consider
the political realities implicit in these two contrasting state-
ments: “Although a global phenomenon, international tourism
remains a minority activity. Over 95% of the world’s people did
not cross an international boundary in 1976, only 19% has ever
flown in a plane,” and “In 1981 world spending for domestic
and international travel exceed world spending for military pur-
poses.” 29

Government can also do much to mitigate the environmental
impact of tourism. Indeed, it is probably the only body with
the authority or will needed to do so. That does not mean it
must assume all costs. Through its regulatory and taxing power,
government can do a great deal with protective zoning and
insistence on appropriate planning. Implementation remains,
however, a serious problem, especially in countries with en-
demic corruption.
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Fragile political institutions are as vulnerable to the abuse
of tourism legislation as any other type of policy. To the extent
that the government planning process has aligned itself with
consultants, feasibility studies, or master plans prepared in
conjunction with aid consortiums, the World Tourism Organi-
zation, or the United Nations Development Project, the publicity
surrounding such reports offers the government, the tourism
agency, or ministry and interest groups a means of monitoring
and investigating subsequent implementation. Totally in-house
planning can get rather badly waylaid by political interests that
are too strong for administrators to challenge, as was clear
in the Philippines under former President Marcos. In authori-
tarian settings like the Philippines under Marcos and with the
chief abusers of policy at the pinnacle of power, it is doubtful
whether anybody could have curtailed such aberrations. There
is, however, no evidence any major group tried, including the
International Monetary Fund.

Governments are also in the best position to protect his-
torical, ecological, and cultural treasures from exploitation.
Many are doing so. But pressures to open sites to tourists often
are acceded to before the necessary security is in place. Many
world-class historical sites are in danger in places like Pakistan,
where valuable ruins are left unguarded or with a lone, easily
bribed caretaker. One literally walks on pot shards, bangles, and
dishes of a 5,000-year-old civilization as one tours the ancient
site of Harappa, near Lahore.

At a minimum, tribes, minority peoples, and other strata of
the population also need control to regulate their exposure to
tourists, or the government needs to respond to the wishes of
these groups as to the role they want in tourism, if any. Some
groups have more clout than others. Some Native American
tribes in the United States, for example, the Navajos, have
tribally owned resorts on their reservations. Others, such as
the members of Taos Pueblo in New Mexico, charge admission
to the hordes of tourists moving through their settlements,
peering in homes, and taking endless pictures of their pic-
turesque poverty. Still others, like the Hopis of Arizona, allow
access but prohibit all photography and sketching. Aborigine
groups in Australia, the Maoris of New Zealand, hill tribes of
India, Thailand, and the Philippines, and the Masai of Kenya are
only a few of the tribal groups struggling to come to terms with
tourism and their government’s policy toward it and them.
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It is an interesting sidelight to the impact of tourism that
even among governments notably uninterested or unsuited to
protecting ethnic diversity, tourism operates to enlarge the gov-
ernment’s interest and involvement in culture. This, in turn,
gives the ethnic group a leverage it otherwise would not enjoy.
For example, the historical treatment of Hawaiians in Hawaii
since the missionary days of the 1820s has been one that most
would admit bordered on genocide at worst, exploitation and
deculturation at best. But, the development of tourism en-
couraged the government to sell the ethnicity of Hawaiians
as a part of its marketing of Hawaii as a destination. In the
process, Hawaiians as Hawaiians began to be more successful
in their claims to economic and cultural protection by the state.
A similar process occurred in Bali, where touristic consider-
ations dissuaded the Indonesian government from attempting to
push Islamicization and the Indonesian language on the Hindu
island. 30

Preventing the exploitation of women, or increasingly
children and young men, is far easier than dealing with the
problem of sex tours and prostitution after the private sector
gets a vested interest in their continuance. Every government
has statutes that allow it to intervene on behalf of public health
and safety. Whether prostitution is prohibited or licensed and
taxed, it can and should be regulated. Moreover government
promotion and the licensing of hotels and tour agencies should
insist they market in such a way that sex is not promised or sold
in the process. A comparision of two American states, Hawaii
and Virginia, illustrates the point.

The Hawaii Visitors Bureau has an advertising campaign
that builds an ambiguous, sexually inviting image into a lovely
photograph of Hawaii’s charms. On each poster or advertisment
is a pretty, supposedly Hawaiian woman provocatively posed
with a single flower lei in a clinging pareau (which is in marked
contrast to the baggy muumuus worn in Hawaii). A remote wa-
terfall or wall of vegetation forms the backdrop. The caption:
“The Beauty Remains to be Seen.” Does the slogan mean that
beauty in the picture? Or does it mean that Hawaii is more
than a pretty girl and a waterfall? The ad promises beauty and
romance, not fun, sports, cultural diversity, great shopping, or
even the famous beaches. It is designed to attract single men,
not couples, not the elderly, not even single women.

The “Virginia is for Lovers” campaign is in stark contrast.
There we see young toddlers holding hands on a beach, couples
swimming, teens horseback riding, and couples over 50 having
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a candlelit dinner. The implication is clear: Virginia is for all
ages, for those who love life, beauty, and a good time. A ro-
mantic ambience is there, but you bring your love, you do not
rent a partner at your destination!

Hawaii adds to its narrow marketing image by its “Hawaiian
Girls” calendars, its scratch-’n-sniff postcards—scratch the
nude girl on the card and she exudes one of Hawaii’s popular
flower scents (makes “cents,” but is in bad taste)!

Governments with no compunctions about censorship could
include marketing in their oversight. This is especially im-
portant where the government is negotiating charters with in-
ternational tour operators who specialize in “sunlust” tourism.
Thailand, the Philippines, and Korea have paid dearly for their
sleazy reputations in diminished length of visitor stays, reduced
diversity of arrivals, dependence on sex tourism, and in social
controversy, disease, crime, and abused and illegitimate chil-
dren. Tallying only the easily quantifiable statistics can be a se-
rious mistake. Failing to monitor resident reactions and only
considering visitor motivation and satisfaction can easily lead to
government acquiescence in a pace and style of tourism devel-
opment that will create in the future a politically and economi-
cally expensive backlash. 31

Riots in Jamaica have seldom hinged on tourism issues, but
given the government’s insensitivity to the dignity of their own
people, surely it is only a matter of time.

You can rent a lovely life in Jamaica by the week. It starts with
a country house or a beach cottage hilltop hideaway that comes
equipped with gentle people named Ivy or Maude or Malcolm who
will cook, tend, mend, diaper and launder for you. Who will “Mr.
Peter,” please you all day long, pamper you with homemade co-
conut pie, admire you when you look “soft” (handsome), giggle at
your jokes and weep when you leave. 32

Step’n Fetchit is evidently alive and well in the Caribbean!
The government should also consider publishing brochures

and encouraging orientation films for visitors, especially where
the tourist-generating culture is quite different from the host
culture as it is in many developing nations. This is done in only
a handful of countries, but could save a great deal of potential
misunderstandings between tourist and resident. Most tourists
have no desire to offend, but few know where topless bathing
is appropriate (Mediterranean, yes; Sri Lanka, no), where one
covers up to go in a temple (Thailand and many other places)
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and where men must strip to the waist to enter one (South
India), where it is a gross act of rudeness to touch someone on
the head or point your toe at them (Thailand), and the list goes
on. How to give to charity without encouraging begging, where
and how much to tip, basic information on the country’s history
and political system—all this information fulfills a need that the
government can provide more logically than the private sector.

An account like this of government’s role-and-duty to in-
tervene in tourism is hamstrung by its inability to convey the
turbulence of the tourism political environment. Neither policy
nor government is static. Both get shaped by a myriad of com-
peting claims and influences, some controllable, some not. Gov-
ernments change, some on a regular basis, most of them ac-
cording to rhythms of their own. International economic and
political events force changes, reactions, and initiatives that
were not foreseen. In some political systems, prominent issues
on the tourism political agenda of one government level will
be ignored at another level. Characteristically, in developing
nations, the national government will regard tourism as more
salient, at least at the early stages of development, than other
levels. In the United States just the opposite is true. There a
progressive, bipartisan myopia concerning tourism’s role in the
system develops as one moves from the cities and states most
aware of tourism to the national level.

Policy implementation will be more effective in some di-
rections and some points in time than others. It, too, needs
regular monitoring. For example, 30 years ago the great herds
of African animals were being slaughtered in obscene numbers
by tourists on safari, as well as by professional hunters who
would sell animal skins, teeth, or tusks for fashions or sou-
venirs. Policies gradually responded to the cries of environ-
mentalists, and hunting safaris were replaced by photo safaris.
Today, the animals have become a hazard in some areas—to
the ecology in general and to livestock and agriculture in par-
ticular. Also, despite the vast acreage set aside for the animals,
most, reasonably enough, congregate near water holes. Tourists
congregate where the animals are and the effect is that most
animals and tourists in game parks crowd into less than eight
percent of the park land. The ambiance is scarcely more ad-
venturous than Sunday afternoon at the local zoo! It is a policy
problem that can only get worse as tourist and animal popula-
tions grow.
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Although most governments have tourism policies that can
best be summarized as “bring us more,” the responsible policies
of the future are going to concern the allocation of leisure and
tourism space. Already the U.S. national parks have been forced
to declare limitations on the number permitted in the popular
parks at any one time. Rationing of tourist experiences may well
become common in the next century.

What Can Groups Do?
Although the government can and should do a great deal to
develop tourism, interest groups have an important role in
prodding and independently developing information, resources,
tours, surveys, and other research that can encourage diver-
sification of the industry and monitor both industry and gov-
ernment performance. How much groups can do is a function
of (1) the salience of tourism, (2) the economic and political re-
sources of various groups, and (3) the scope for pluralist in-
terest group activity. Some international groups are more free
to investigate tourism problems than domestic groups in author-
itarian or socialist countries.

Rather than attempt to detail the activities of the myriad
of governmental and nongovernmental organizations that are
dealing in some way with tourism, this section will chart the
growth of just one network that is attempting to encourage re-
sponsible tourism.

Church groups in Asia discovered in the 1970s that whether
their functional focus was education, development, labor,
women, or public health, they kept coming across tourism’s
impact on their research area. School children were dropping
out of school to beg from the tourists or to act as guides. De-
velopment specialists watched as scarce community funds were
diverted to hotel construction, beach improvements, or resort
infrastructure. Labor organizations increasingly got complaints
about labor safety at construction sites hastily thrown together
for crash tourism development. Accidents at the round-the-
clock construction of Manila’s luxury hotels and convention
center were covered up. Labor conditions at Asiad ’82 were ig-
nored by all but the leftist press. 33

Reports of over 100,000 prostitutes in Manila and over
1,000,000 in Thailand triggered interest in the sex tours. Pros-
titution has long been associated with military bases in the area
but tourism’s impact has many times eclipsed the impact of
the bases as a source of prostitution. Subic Bay Naval Base
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in the Philippines may account for most of the 12,000 prosti-
tutes in the area, but this is less than one-eighth the number
catering to tourists in Manila alone. Diseases like syphilis, su-
pergonorrhea, and AIDS and problems of illegitimate and sex-
ually abused children have concerned church workers involved
in projects affecting public health. Although these various core
areas of church activities were becoming aware of tourism’s
negative impacts on their particular projects, few were aware of
how it impinged on other facets of the church’s work.

Penang Conference
One of those few, Reverend Ron O’Grady, called together a
small group in 1975 to the first conference on tourism held in
Asia. The Penang Conference met as part of a half-year study
of tourism sponsored by the Christian Conference of Asia. The
conference generated more questions than conclusions, but it
was one of the first groups to probe the facile statements of
the tourist industry and the sanguine rhetoric of the national
tourism offices to explore what tourism meant to the lives of or-
dinary Asians.

This first conference entitled its report “Tourism: the Asian
Dilemma.” The group recognized that tourism had both positive
and negative impacts. Yet it was not then prepared to condemn
or applaud tourism’s developmental impact.

The Penang Conference had at least three important con-
sequences. Clearly the most important was that it succeeded
in putting tourism on the political and social agenda of the
churches of Asia. 34 This was no mean feat. The conference was
little noted, but its conference report sold out quickly. A nerve
had been touched. Tourism had become a credible, legitimate
topic of concern.

The second outcome of the Penang Conference was aimed
less at institutions than individuals. A Code of Ethics for
Tourists (Fig. 9.2) was produced. “This Code of Ethics was
based on the premise that so long as there are foreign tourists
in Asia, those tourists ought to seek to behave in such a manner
that is not offensive to their Asian hosts and in the process both
hosts and tourists may be culturally enriched.” 35 This simple
code has enjoyed amazing success. It has been translated into
over a dozen languages and has been reprinted in church, travel
trade, and airline magazines as well as tour brochures and gov-
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ernment promotional material. Most people appreciate the in-
formation, so there is little risk that tasteful and nonthreatening
suggestions for tourist behavior will be resented.

The third major result of the Penang Conference was to en-
courage the organization of a truly international workshop on
tourism in developing countries. The response to the Penang
report and the Code of Ethics were but two indicators that the
timing for such a conference was right and appropriate.

The Manila Conference
In September 1980 the second major conference, the Interna-
tional Workshop on Tourism, was held in Manila, the Philip-
pines. The 30 participants from Asia, the Pacific, the Caribbean,
Africa, and a few tourist-generating countries graphically il-
lustrated the change in political climate toward tourism that
had taken place in the intervening five years. No longer were
they equivocal about tourism’s impact on national development.
“The one most glaring thing that surfaced from the delibera-
tions of the workshop was that tourism wreaked more havoc
than brought benefits to recipient Third World countries.” 36 The
report continued in this vein, exploding what it viewed as the
myths of tourism, namely that the industry was a good source of
foreign exchange, employment, of cultural understanding.

The contrast with the World Tourism Conference meeting in
Manila at the same time could not have been more complete.
The WTO was engaged in extolling the values of international
tourism and its own role as an organization, research, and con-
sulting core to the industry.

Both conferences were in the city whose very skyline and
profile had been altered in the previous five years by the domi-
nation of the administration’s political uses of tourism over the
development needs of its poverty-stricken citizens. But the dele-
gates to these conferences saw selectively. The WTO conference
delegates saw a city of unmatched glamour, of lavish hotels,
conference, and exhibition centers presided over by a president
and first lady attentive to the every whim of their influential con-
vention guests.

The delegates to the International Workshop on Tourism
saw the contrast between the rosy rhetoric of tourism’s contri-
bution to development extolled in the controlled press and the
lives of those evicted for tourism beautification schemes, the
teenage whores who gave the fancy hotels an alternative source
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Figure 9.2. A Code of Ethics for Tourists

1. Travel in a spirit of humility and with a genuine desire to learn
more about the people of your host country.

2. Be sensitively aware of the feelings of other people, thus,
preventing what might be offensive behavior on your part. This
applies very much to photography.

3. Cultivate the habit of listening and observing, rather than
merely hearing and seeing.

4. Realize that often the people in the country you visit have time
concepts and thought patterns different from your own; this
does not make them inferior, only different.

5. Instead of looking for that “beach paradise,” discover the
enrichment of seeing a different way of life through other eyes.

6. Acquaint yourself with local customs—people will be happy to
help you.

7. Instead of the Western practice of knowing all the answers,
cultivate the habit of listening.

8. Remember that you are only one of the thousands of tourists
visiting this country and so do not expect special privileges.

9. If you really want your experience to be “a home away from
home,” it is foolish to waste money on traveling.

10. When you are shopping, remember that the “bargain” you
obtained was only possible because of the low wages paid to the
maker.

11. Do not make promises to people in your host country unless you
are certain you can carry them through.

12. Spend time reflecting on your daily experiences in an attempt to
deepen your understanding. It has been said that what enriches
you may rob and violate others.

SOURCE: Ron O’Grady, Third World Tourism, Singapore,
Christian Conference of Asia, 1980.

of income through kickbacks, and the unspoken chasm between
gross tourism revenues and net tourism income after all the
foreign exchange leakages had been subtracted.
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This conference also published a report, Third World
Tourism, destined to be the most popular publication ever pro-
duced by the Christian Conference of Asia. In this report, a dif-
ferent set of questions were posed to those asked at Penang:
“Can tourism be salvaged?” “Is there something that can be
scavenged from the scrap heap of tourism which can be turned
towards the development of people?” 37

Over 100 recommendations were endorsed by the con-
ference, ranging from economic to social to cultural. The overall
thrust of these recommendations was to reduce the dependence
on transnational corporations and imports; increase net eco-
nomic benefits from tourism through import substitution, create
less exploitative and erratic wages, insure better distribution of
economic gains and employment opportunities; encourage more
participation and control of tourism by those affected by it. It
also recommended educating the media and the government
to adopt non-sexist, non-racist, and non-paternalistic stereo-
types in the development of tourism. The report also pledged to
support an active program of research and network formation
to sustain such interest and work to implement their goals. 38

The Manila Workshop Report reached conclusions that
largely coincide with the critique some social scientists had
begun making ten years earlier, but the report reached
countless thousands whose instincts were activist rather than
academic. The participants organized themselves into a
network developing public awareness campaigns against sex
tours, doing case studies on the impact of tourism, lobbying
politicians and other influentials, and producing information for
use by other activist groups.

More than the flurry of activity that often follows a stimu-
lating conference, the Manila Conference recognized that the
task before it was long-range in nature and required a per-
manent institutional base. The conference appealed to
churches, development groups, trade unions, women’s orga-
nizations, and youth groups to combine forces in a tourism
monitoring network that is international in scope, activist in ori-
entation, and ecumenical in spirit.

The appeal succeeded. The Ecumenical Coalition on Third
World Tourism (ECTWT) was formed in 1981. The coalition
was organized by the Christian Conference of Asia, the Feder-
ation of Asian Bishops’ Conference, the Pacific Conference of
Churches, and the Caribbean Conference of Churches. It was
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later joined by the Consejo Latinoamericano de Iglesias, the All
American Conference of Churches, and the Middle East Council
of Churches. 39

The ECTWT established a small secretariat in Bangkok
charged with building a global network for action, developing
a resource and information center, and exploring alternative di-
rections for tourism development and control. The secretariat
quickly established Contours, a small quarterly magazine that
serves as an information conduit for what is happening to
tourism or because of it. In less than two years, a mailing list of
over 1,500 individuals and organizations had been established,
links had been created with numerous church and non-church
related organizations dealing with tourism, a library and re-
search center was developed, an audiovisual clearinghouse or-
ganized, and still another international conference executed. 40

Chiang Mai Conference
The Chiang Mai Conference of 40 participants drawn from 20
countries met in northern Thailand April and May 1984. It dif-
fered from the two earlier conferences in two main ways. First,
its focus was not on inquiry or diagnosis but options:

While Penang revealed the dilemma and Manila made the
damning judgment, Chiang Mai has begun the process of
searching for answers. We know the questions now. The partici-
pants of the Chiang Mai Workshop did not spend their time asking
questions about tourism; they tried to search for answers and
made commitments to action…. There emerged in Chiang Mai a
Hope that some steps can be taken to build a new kind of tourism
… which respects human rights, which values human culture and
which returns just rewards to the people who offer services. 41

This conference focused not only on alternatives to tourism
organization as it presently exists but had a geographical em-
phasis on Asia. As such it was to be part of a series of con-
ferences that had both a theme and a specific geographical
orientation. For if anything has been learned about tourism it
is that even common problems may require culture-specific re-
sponses. Even in a country like Canada, research has shown
that there are different levels of carrying capacity for similar
destinations based on local values and differing levels of tol-
erance for outsiders. 42
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Although Asia was much too broad a designation to be much
of a delineator of concerns, the focus meant that most of the
participants were Asian and most of the experiments with al-
ternative tourism were or would be taking place in an Asian
context. The other non-Asian participants had expertise either
with their own programs of sending tourists to Asia or with de-
veloping strategies including films and brochures, government
policies, or orientation programs that would make the host-
guest encounter more genuinely enriching for both.

The Report of the Workshop on Alternative Tourism with
a Focus on Asia was released within months of the Chiang
Mai Conference and the Resource Handbook on Alternative
Tourism was published in 1985, by the Christian Conference
of Asia. New regional tourism conferences were held in Fiji;
Bad Boll, Germany; San Anselmo, California; and Wellington,
New Zealand, organized by former participants. Audiovisuals
are being sold and speeches delivered. The web is growing.

In Europe the Tourism Ecumenical Network (TEN) has a
similar agenda and there is much collaboration among ECTWT
and other such groups. A future emphasis of ECTWT will move
beyond exclusive reliance on church funding and toward fi-
nancial and policy participation from a variety of sources. In
Asia particularly, exclusive dependence on the churches—no
matter how much discretion and freedom ECTWT is
given—tends to reduce the organization’s political base. What
the organization has lacked in diverse funding has been largely
offset by its ability to channel its energies into substantive
program development rather than devote vast chunks of time
to liaison or administrative tasks. Keeping that task-orientation
while expanding the coalition’s base of support will be the next
institutional challenge.

Currently, there is so much to do and so few organizations
involved that concerned groups dealing with tourism have spent
little if any time in turf or jurisdictional battles. But as one
finds in international organizations internecine strife is always
a threat, particularly if the inspired talent that launches an or-
ganization is not continued with able and complementary lead-
ership.

The United Nations, environmental groups, and some
women’s and labor organizations have begun to make tourism
an agenda item. Space does not permit a full exploration of their
tourism initiatives. What the Ecumenical Coalition on Third
World Tourism’s experience illustrates is that isolated groups,
committees, and individuals are becoming aware of the political
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and social problems associated with tourism and that once they
can be put in touch with each other, the union is catalytic. The
dynamics of networking assure a geometric progression of ac-
tivities and influence that go well beyond the sum of individual
group endeavors.

The Role of the Individual in Appropriate Tourism
It used to be that travel, particularly the Grand Tour of Europe,
was the capstone to the liberal education of an elite few. Travel
was a way to see world-class art first hand, to visit historical
sites, to meet authors, to practice one’s French and Italian, and
to explore leisurely and at some depth totally different cultures.

That is no longer true for most tourists. Even if that were
their motivation, the tourist culture prepared by the host
country isolates and prevents most such experiences. Today,
the vast bulk of tourists have very little liberal arts education,
possess scant if any foreign language skills, and tend to travel
with a sense of acquisitiveness that measures number of des-
tinations, souvenirs, photos, and suntans rather than friends
made, personal growth, or understanding achieved. Like the
tourist destinations, the individual tourist tallies the superficial
and the quantifiable and discounts or ignores the net value of
travel. Both need to relearn what is worth tallying if tourism is
to be the experience it could be.

The anti-capitalist critique argues that it is the alienation of
the tourist from the workplace that leads to the frenzied touring
and escapist lifestyle. “The key to this riddle is to realize that
the tourists are actually fleeing from their home countries as
opposed to being fatally lured to foreign shores. The real ab-
surdities lie in the places they live rather than in the ones they
are going to.” 43 That may be, but it is not unique to capitalism.
No less acquisitive are those from socialist countries, where it
could be argued that living conditions make rest and relaxation
no less a goal.

This analysis does not attempt to suggest a cure for travel in
the reshaping of the societies from whence the travelers come.
To assert that tourism is less than it could be is a long way
from concluding that all travel is escapist and escapism is unre-
lievably bad for those who escape and those who must host the
escapees.

Yet, even the travel industry is urging that marketing focus
less on fulfilling fantasies and more on the notion that travel is a
durable good that prepares one for a fit and active life. It makes
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sensible travel a type of status like a healthy trim body. The ar-
gument is obviously self-serving for the industry. To the extent
travel is a necessity and not a frill, it will not be eliminated at
the first sign of recession. The reasoning may, however, dovetail
with those concerned with tourism’s negative impact. To the
extent that travel is important it can be planned, prepared for,
savored, and evaluated. The stigma of the gauche tourist can be
used as a prod for insisting on quality information. The rapidly
increasing number of guidebooks on the market suggest that
this is already happening.

Even if countries do not insist on tours having pre-tour
briefings, tours can conduct such orientations or prepare
careful guidelines for responsible travel that include
destination-specific suggestions for behavior. Airlines can allow
short films, as Lufthansa does, that encourage the tourist to see
the host culture as a sensitive and complex society worthy of re-
spect and dignity. 44 The extra cost involved may be minimal if it
prevents embarrassing incidents, increases visitor satisfaction,
and facilitates acceptance of such groups overseas. Some tour
groups have also found the post-tour debriefing an important
aspect of responsible tourism. It allows the traveler an oppor-
tunity to reflect, assimilate, and integrate the travel impressions
while at the same time enjoying and sharing an important de-
velopmental experience with others.

In some cases this may lead to a sustained group in-
volvement with the host culture. One Australian tour group, Just
Travel, uses part of the post-tour debriefing to decide how to
spend what was left of the contingency fund set up for the trip.
It could be divided among participants, but usually it is donated
to some needy group or worthy project seen in the course of the
tour.

Commercial groups may discover that the post-tour de-
briefing has the practical benefit of providing useful feedback
while encouraging more repeat travel by satisfied clients who
enjoy the more personalized service. Where this is not feasible
a simple mail questionnaire may suffice.

Information is critical. Thus far, the discussion has been on
ways the individual tourist can be better informed. Sometimes
individuals in the host culture or at specific visitor attractions
must initiate the information and insist that the tourist respect
local customs. Often this can be done through community inter-
pretation programs that inform both visitor and resident about
a site in ways that convey respect for the site and the rules
and customs surrounding it. Hawaii has been particularly active
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in developing a network of organizations that interact with
tourists and the community in such a way that everyone ben-
efits. 45

Tourism education is also essential for residents. In the past
this has generally taken the form of articles, talks, and pro-
grams emphasizing the economic importance of tourism and
encouraging friendliness toward the tourist. It is equally im-
portant that such education emphasize the importance of
demonstrating the dignity and culture of the host society, rein-
forcing the notion that tourists should be shown the quality and
richness of the host civilization. To that end, religious customs
and dress should not be changed for the tourists; artifacts and
historic and archaeological sites should be carefully protected
and preserved, and residents should behave with dignity and
hospitality. It should be emphasized to residents that tourists
are apt to behave inappropriately out of ignorance rather than
deliberate rudeness; that they may be insecure and uncertain.
Their leisure and affluence is probably unusual for them so they
may behave strangely. Most of their lives, these people have to
work hard too.

Activist individuals like Ron O’Grady and Peter Holden have
been the sparks that have stimulated numerous organizations
dealing with tourism such as the ECTWT and TEN or tourist-re-
lated activities within organizations based on labor, ecology, or
the concerns of women. Academic journals focused on tourism
have also been largely the creation of a single individual or
a concerned few. Their emphasis on quality research has not
obscured a bias for relevance or a concern with the impact
of tourism on the quality of life. Annals of Tourism Research,
the brainchild of anthropologist Jafar Jafari, and Tourism Recre-
ation Re search, the product of environmentalists Tej Vir Singh
and Jagdish Kaur, are now venerable institutions in tourism re-
search. In their early years, however, it was the tenacity and
imagination of a few individuals that mattered. Today, both
journals have subscribers in more than 60 countries.

Many key individuals within the travel industry, such as
Arthur Frommer, have also encouraged responsible tourism
with an attention to the impact tourism has on both host and
guest. 46 Most must contend with both governments and busi-
nesses that are poorly attuned to these issues. Sometimes the
official neglect is benign, more often it is not, as when hastily
thought out energy policies in the 1970s jeopardized the eco-
nomic health of scores of U.S. communities dependent on
tourism.
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Even when regions have introduced tourism gradually with
care and sensitivity as Bermuda has, continual monitoring is es-
sential lest orderly growth be assumed automatic and quality
controls a foregone conclusion. In 1984 Bermuda signed a con-
tract for a Club Med resort. Like the People’s Republic of China,
Bermuda is betting that it can introduce more variety into its
tourist infrastructure without social cost. It is a hotly contested
viewpoint in Bermuda, as befits a democratic society concerned
about its number one industry. 47 In the PRC, debate is shrouded
in secrecy.

Studying tourism policies is more than a way of comparing
strategies of tourism development. It is also a way of exploring
local, national, and international politics, and of examining
strengths and weaknesses in the policy process of various soci-
eties. It is a way of studying political culture and social values
and assessing theories of development and ideological assump-
tions. It is also a way of dissecting the actual as opposed to
the rhetorical freedom of maneuver of individuals and groups
within the political process.
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